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EXPLANATION.

A. The Malakoff. GG. The EnglUh Camp.

B. TheReilan. H. The Right o£ the French Camp.

C. The Flagstaff Bastion. R. The Spot from which Lord Raglan

D. The Central Bastion reconnoitred Sebartopol on the

E. The (land) Quarantine Bastion. 2oth September.

1. Fort Constantine& adjoining Batteries. 13. Prisons.

2. Telegraph Batteiy. 14. Man of War Harlx)ur.

3. Fort Michael. 15. Roadstead.

4. The Severnaya or Star Fort. 16 & 17. Fort St. Nicholas.

5. Batteries called Number Four. IS. Artillery Fort.

6. West Lighthouse. 19. Fort Alexander.

7. East Lighthouse. 20. Quarantine Sea Fort.

8. Eussian Ships. 22. Cemetery.

9. Fort St. Paul. 23. Port and Buildings of the Quarantine.

10. The Karabel Faubourg. 24. Buoys showing the Reefs.

1 1 . Basins and Docks. 25. River Tchemaya.

12. Hospital. 26. Careenage Port.

The line of sunken Ships (which does not appear in the drawing) stretched across

the entrance of the Roadstead from the Reef beneath Fort Constantine to the one

beneath Fort Alexander. The Chains stretched from the Reef beneath Fort Michael

to the one beneath Fort Nicholas.

NOTE.

li m-uat -noi 's; \tadfTsiood that this draicimj should be re*iarrf^rf as a strictly acfuraU

representation, oti( t( may aid the enricav'^i-s of those who deiire to haw a geinerat con-

ception of the ajmarance tchich Seba3t(^tol might present under a *'£ircrs-<y<-ctew" from

the West. It is\hiucd upon a Print published in Paris vhich purported to reproduce

a drau-ing jyrepa yf&r the Emperor Nidtolas; hut the reiyresentation of the Matakoy

shows marks of <
] ^n-Russian oriffin, beca\ise the tear* it made to ivok like %cAa« the

Allies supposed x 1 U, i.e., a round Tower, whereas U wo* infact of a hone-shoeforwi.

M thje:: sea
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SEBASTOPOL AT BAY.

CHAPTER I.

The uight they lay on the Belbec, the Allies ^Te^e chap
still ia blank ignorance of the enemy's plans ; and '.

although they supposed that the Paissian army

must be almost, as it were, in their presence, they

did not know where it was posted. Of course,

this still undispersed darkness in regard to the

enemy's counsels and movements was of itself a

source of grave danger ; and uidess they were

largely reckoning upon the despondency or the

unskilfulness of the enemy, the Allies might well cnticai,,. • 1 • ^ ^ j_i position of

believe that the circimistances m which they stood tiie AUies

:

were critical even to jeopardy. Hitherto, each

day's march had ended by relinking the (tempo-

rarily) abandoned communication between the land

and the sea forces of the Allies ; but now that the

invaders had made up their minds to leave the

mouth of the river on which they were bivouacked

to the undisturbed control of the enemy, it re-

sulted that, except by a retrograde march to the

VOL. IV. A
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CHAP. Katcha, or by an adventure across the country
•

to the southern coast of the peninsula, they could

no longer gain access to their shipping. On their

right, there was the sea-shore, controlled by the

enemy, and not approached by the succouring

fleets. Before them, they had that Severnaya or

north side of Sebastopol, which, since they had

determined not to attack it, was as hampering to

them as if it had been really impregnable. On
their left, the Allies had a wooded and broken

country, to them quite strange, though of course

well known to the enemy ; and the condition of

things was such that it was competent to the Eus-

sian Commander, without hazard (and even with-

out being seen till the work should be nearly

done), to move his £^my at pleasure to any part

of the Belbec which was far enough above the

English lines to be clear of their outlying picket.*

If it could have been taken for granted that the

troops which retreated from the Alma were still

a coherent army, there would have been no reason

why the morrow's dawn should not show Prince

Mentschikoff coming down in force upon the left

flank of the Allies, and threatening to roll up

their line. In that case the Allies — first the

English and then the French— would have had

to change their front, and to range themselves as

best they could, with the north side of Sebastopol

* The soundness of tliis observation is proved by the move-

ment which was actually made by the Russian army in the

night of the 24th and the moruing of the 25th. See post,

chap, iii.
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on their right, and, at their backs, a sea and sea- chap.
shore no longer friendly to them, but controlled

^'

by the enemy's guns. The cause of their being cause of

in this plight was Marshal St Arnaud's refusal to perilled

attack the Work at the mouth of the Belbec ; for

if that had been taken or silenced, the attendant

fleets would have approached, and the Allies, as

before, would have been in communication with

the shipping. This not being done, the fate with

which the principles of the art of war seemed to

threaten the x4.11ies was—not mere discomfiture,

but ruin. If two strategists for pastime, or for

love of their art, were to wage a mimic war upon

a map with pins and counters, the one who might

find himself brought to the condition in which the

Allies now lay would have to confess himself

vanquished, and this notwithstanding that his

counters might show him to be much the grosser

in numbers. It was with better fortune that the

Allies were destined to rise from their bivouac

on the Belbec, for they had strength of a kind

which the pins and counters of the strategist

could hardly symbolise ; they were still under

the shelter of their Wednesday's victory, and were

favoured beyond common measure by the un-

skilfulness of the Eussian Commander.

About two hours after midnight, there was a False alarm

good deal of musketry firing in a part of the
"^^ ®°'^

Allied lioe ; and when this came to be foUowed

by the sustained roar of field - artiller}^, it was
hard for young soldiers to avoid believing that a

somewhat hot combat must be going on. Lord
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Pia^lan was not awakened.* It was said that tlie

false alarm wliicli brought about all this firing

arose in the Turkish lines.

When morning dawned upon the invaders there

was no sign that the enemy was hovering upon

their left flank ; and although, as was afterwards

known, the army of the Allies and the Eussian

field army Avere drinking that morning of the

same stream, there was between them a distance

not hitherto pierced by the reports of scouts

or deserters, and great enough to prevent their

being seen the one by the other.

During the hours of this bivouac on the Belbec

the cholera raged. In the morning, great num-

bers of the soldiers thus torn from the strength

of the English regiments were laid in ranks par-

allel with the road. The sufferers all lay strangely

silent.

* Lord Kaglan told me some days afterwards, tnat lie owed

liis undistm-bed night's rest on the Belbec to the coolness and

tenacit^- of his German servant. The man was somehow con-

vinced that the sounds of battle did not import a real engage-

ment, and would not allow his master to be awakened.

Vinilenceof
the cholera.



THE FLANK MAECH.

CHAPTEE 11.

I.

Before lie moved forward on the morninfj of the chap
II.

25th, Lord Eaglan saw Marshal St Arnaud, but

found him in a state of bodily suffering too acute st Amaud's
''

_

^ bodily state,

to allow of his taking part in business.

The resolve of the foregoing night was to be

executed in the following way :—Leaving General

Cathcart with the 4th Division and the 4th Light

Dragoons on the Belbec, in order that, for a while,

he mig?it there maintain the communication with

the Katcha, and be able to send the sick thither.

Lord Eaglan determined that the rest of his army, Lord Rag-
^

, , , lan's dis-

avoiding the marsh in front which Lord Cardi- rositions
° for the flank

gan had reconnoitred, and bending at once to marcii.

its left, should move straight up to the ground

overhanging the head of the Sebastopol bay, and

try to keep such a direction as to be able to strike

the highroad between Sebastopol and Baktchi

Serai at a spot described in the maps by the

name of ' Mackenzie's Farm.' In that direction,

accordingly, Lord Lucan was to proceed on re-

connaissance with the cavalry division ; and, the
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CHAP, ground being woodland, he was to be support-

__il__ ed by a battalion of the Eifles, under Colonel

Lawrence. Upon reaching Mackenzie's Farm,

Lord Lucan was to abstain from moving troops

into the great road ; but his instructions enjoined

him to watch it both ways— that is, in the

direction of Sebastopol on one side, and Baktchi

Serai on the other. He was to report to Lord

Eaglan the result of his observations.*

According to an indication given by the maps,

there was a narrow lane or woodland road which

led to Mackenzie's Farm ; and in order to leave

that route clear for the cavalry and artillery, our

infantry were to make their way through the

forest by following, as ships do at sea, the guid-

ance of > the mariner's compass. The direction in

which they were to move was south-south-east

from the point where the compass would first be

needed.

Lord Eaglan in person proposed to move for-

ward in the general line of march until he should

find himself on the commanding heights which

overhang the head of the Sebastopol roadstead;

but then, taking with him liis escort—a troop of

light - horse— he intended to reconnoitre the

ground, and to determine with his own eyes

whether there was anything in the nature of the

country, or in the visible preparations of the

enemy, which might make it expedient to with-

draw from the undertaking of the flank march,

or to alter the way of effecting it. If he should

* See the \yritten instruction in the Appendix.
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judge that there was nothing which ought to chap.

hinder his enterprise, the advance of his whole ^

army to Mackenzie's Farm, and thence to the

Tchernaya and the south coast, was to go on. In

that case, and as soon as the English cavalry,

artillery, and waggon - trains should have so far

defiled through the forest as to leave the road clear

for other troops, the French army was to follow

in the same direction. Accordingly, it may be

said that, during the first hours of the march, the

advance was a 'reconnaissance in force,' but a

reconnaissance so arranged that Lord Eaglan, by a

word, could convert it into a definitive movement

of the whole Allied army, which would be carried

on to the top of the Mackenzie Heights, thence

down to the Tractir bridge on the Tchernaya,

and at last to the port of Balaclava *

At about half-past eight on the morning of the commence-

25th of September the flank march began. From SI?ch!

the first, Lord Lucan's reconnoitring column was

but little in advance of the main body of the

English army for which it had to feel the way.-|"

Lord Lucan's order of march was this : at the

head of his column there moved a troop of hussars

with which he was present in person. Half the

* See the Map, and the Plan of tlie country near Mackenzie's

Farm.

+ Lord Lucan (whose squadrons had bivouacked on the left

of the English Hue) marched at about the same time as Head-

quarters

—

i.e., at about half-past eight. It seems that in the

earlier part of the morning the Eifle battalion had not reached

the groimd from which Lord Lucan was to move, and that,

from that cause, the march of the reconnoitring column begafi

at a later hour than would have been otherwise chosen.
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CHAP, companies of the Eifle battalion were placed in
'

advance, and the other half in the rear of the

main body of the cavalry, each regiment of which

was covered by flankers of its own.

The cavalry After marching some miles in the right direc-

a wrong tion, tliis rcconnoitriug column of Lord Lucan's

(though its route had been chosen for it by an

officer of the Quartermaster-General's department,

who rode with the force for the purpose) was led

into a path which turned out to be a byroad

diverging from the true line of march—a byroad

degenerating, after a time, to a mere track, and

at last disappearing altogether.* The troops, were

able, however, to make some way through the

forest in the manner that had been prescribed

to the infantry, by taking the compass for their

guide, and moving, as nearly as they could, in a

south-south-easterly course. Since Lord Lucan

had a battalion of Eifles joined to his cavalry,

and understood that he ought to keep his whole

force together, he was unable, of course, to allow

to himself and his horsemen a greater degree of

speed than the foot-soldiers with him could reach.

Upon the whole, it resulted that, after a while,

the reconnoitring column was not (as Lord Eag-

lan had of course supposed it would be) at the

head of the advancing army.

By aid of the compass, and with great toil, our

* The officer charged with this duty was Major TVetherall, a

man so able that no one ever thought of blaming him for choos-

ing what turned out to be the wrong path. See, in the Ap-

pendix, Sir Edward "Wetherall's statement.
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infantry divisions made their difficult way through c H a p.

the forest. The underwood was in some places
'

so thick as to leave but a very narrow choice of
Jhf[nfantry.

path, and in general it was found impracticable

for the troops to preserve any kind of formation.

The men of each battalion broke through as best

they could, passing sometimes over ground where

several could be working their way abreast of one

another, but at other times compelled to break

into Indian file. Still, the plan of marching by

compass was successful ; and, so far as I have

learnt, no body of men fell out of the prescribed

line of march in such a way as to become long

divided from the rest of the army.

It was a laborious task for troops which were

not at the time in the enjoyment of great bodily

strength, to have to tear their way through steep

forest ground without a road or a path ; and at

one of the halts which took place with a portion

of the Foot regiments already near the summit

of the heights, some impatience broke out ; for,

there being no water, the men felt the torment

of thirst. There arose a low, grave, momentous

sound—the murmur of angered soldiery. Each

man, whilst he sat or lay on the ground, hoarsely

groaned out the same intense word. The one

utterance heard travelling along the lines was,

' Water ! water ! water !
'
*

When Lord Eaglan had' gained the high ground

on the east of Sebastopol, he diverged from the

line of march which his army was taking ; and

* This was not in the hearincr of Lord Eaglan.
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CHAP, having with him his escort, rode on along the
^^'

shoulder of the hill which there bulges out to-

kn?npSon wards the west. When he stopi^ed, he was at no

sfpaJitf
^ gve-dt distance from the eastermost of those two

lighthouses which stand at the head of the bay.*

Then the prize, for the winning of which the

Allies had come over the seas, lay spread out be-

fore him. Of such defences as there might be on

the land side of the place he indeed could discern

very little ; but, the day being bright, and the

ground so commanding as to give him full scope

for his survey, he looked all the way down the

great roadstead from the east to the west, and

even could mark where the waves were lapping

the booms at its entrance. He saw part of the

fleet and the docks, the approaches of the man-

of-war harbour, and the long-nurtured malice of

the casemated batteries crouching down, at the

water's edge. On the upland above the Severnaya

or North Side, he saw the Star Fort now left

behind and avoided, and on the South, the Kara-

bel faubourg, with, beyond, the steep shining

streets and the olive-green domes of Sebastopol.

So glittered before him what Eussians called

fondly their Czar's ' priceless jewel.' f So opened

under his gaze the field of a conflict approaching,

and not destined to end whilst he lived.

iN'one foresaw, I believe, at the time, that the

* See his position indicated by the letter R in the frontis-

piece Plan.

+ In a letter to his sovereign which he wrote in contemplation

of ' Inkerman,' Prince Mentschikoff gives to Sebastopol the aj^-

pellation of 'priceless jewel.'
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ground where Lord Eaglan was standing would chap.

ere long acquire a strange worth in the eyes of

the invading nations
;
yet before the next spring

should warm into summer, the dominion of those

barren uplands at the head of the Sebastopol bay

was about to be accounted so precious that, in

order by sheer might to win it, the great Powers

of the"^ West would be contemplating another

armada, another descent on the coast, another and

a greater invasion * But at this time, all was

quietness. The Eussians showed no troops
;
and

not only was there no sign of their undertaking

to obstruct the flank march, but it even seemed

as if hitherto they must either have been blind

to the movement, or else so alive to its nature as

to be willing to let it proceed, and determined to

abide their time.

The survey thus effected by Lord Eaglan in

person had disclosed nothing that could deter him

from converting the reconnaissance into a defini-

tive movement, but no report of the condition of

things on the great road had yet come in from

the "cavalry. He turned his horse's head, and i^jjeton^^

made for the line of march which his troops were of march;

pursuing, but with the intention of striking it at

a point some way in advance.

Led by that instinctive knowledge of country g;f;j^J^s^

which was one of his natural gifts, and neither shown^on^

liaving a guide, nor needing any fresh glance at

* This is an allusion to the plan which, as we shall see here-

after, was propounded with great eagerness by the French

Emperor in the spring of 1855.
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CHAP, the map, he at once chose his course like a rider

L- who had been familiar with the ground all his

days, and soon struck into the lane or woodland

road which bends up towards Mackenzie's Farm.

The cavalry, as we saw, was moving through

another part of the forest ; but Maude's troop of

horse-artillery, though in general commanded by
Lord Lucan, did not now form a part of the recon-

noitring column ; and having avoided the mis-

take which led the cavalry into a bypath, it was

now upon its assigned route, moving steadily

along the woodland road. The road was just

broad enough to allow the passage of a piece of

artillery, with also one horseman alongside it

;

and at the time of the interruption w^hich will

and riding bc presently recorded, Lord Eadan, followed bv
on without

i
• a jjo • •

t m o'
any of his his Stall 111 sm"le file, was ridincr abreast of
troops in

o ' o
front of him: the loreuiost gun, or perhaps a few paces ahead

of it.

Lord Eaglan supposed that the reconnoitring

column of cavalry and riflemen was in front of

him, and from moment to moment, no doubt, he

was expecting Lord Lucan's report.

causo.of If the cavalry had been leading the march
through this lane, it would have been moving, of

course, with the usual precautions, and an ad-

vanced-guard preceding the column by a sufficing

distance, and perceiving a hostile force in its

front, would have been quick to carry back warn-

ing to the main body. It chanced, however, as

we saw, that our cavalry had missed the lane,

and this is why it was that Lord Eaglan came

thi
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to be riding with Done of his troops in front of chap.

him.

At length Lord Eadan reached a point in the Lord Rag-
° ° ^

Ian almost

lane where the light some way on could be seen in contact
*-' "

^
with a

breaking through—breaking through in such wav Russian
o o o o < force

;

as to show that, a few yards in front, there muse

be an openmg in the forest.* Observing this,

General Airey asked permission to ride on a little

way in advance, in order to see whether the

ground w^as clear : and he moved accordingly

;

but in a few seconds he stopped ;
and without

speaking held up his hand in a way which

instantly showed not only that Lord Eagian and

the whole column should instantly halt, but that

there was need to be very quiet. Airey had, all

at once, come in sight of the great road at the

point where it crosses the lane almost close to

Mackenzie's Farm. There, and only a few paces which

.
proves to

off. there was a Russian waggon-tram and a bodv te the rear-
' °° " suard of

of Eussian infantry. The force, as we now know,
l^i^^^^.^

was a battalion of foot-Cossacks escorting the toffs anny.

waggon-train, but constituting also the rear-guard

of Prince Mentschikoff's field army.y The men

w^ere halted—but not because they yet stood on

the alert ; they had halted as troops halt for rest in

the midst of a toilsome march, and some of them

were strolling along the road. Almost at the

moment when they first caught sight of General

* See Plan of the country near Mackenzie's Farm.

t A battalion of the Black Sea Cossacks escorting an am-

munition-train of the artillery, and the baggage of the ' Saxe

' Weimar ' hussar regiment.
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CHAP. Airey surveying them from liis saddle, they must
^^'

have heard the rumble of Maude's horse-artillery,

and learnt that an enemy's force was close upon

them.

If two hostile forces thus came, as it were by

an accident, to strike, one against the other, in

marching, the result was owing to two causes

—

to mere negligence on the part of the Eussians,

and, on the part of the English, to that mistake,

already explained, which had led our recon-

The surprise noitriug columu into the wrong path. To each

of the bodies thus brought almost into contact

the sudden presence of the other was a surprise

;

but the gravity of the danger they respectively

incurred was far from being the same. A train

of artillery marching up through a woodland

lane, and the string of horsemen forming the

Headquarters Staff, must needs have been almost

helpless under the fire of a few foot-soldiers mov-

ing briskly into the wood.

But between the Eussian battalion and the

head of the English column thus by strange

chance coming together, there was the difference

that the Eussian battalion, at the time, was ap-

parently without the guidance of an officer hav-

ing presence of mind ; whilst the English Com-

mander-in-Chief, who happened, as we have seen,

to be present in person with this part of his

army, was one whom Xature had gifted with

the power to do at the moment just that which

His orders, the moment requires. In a tranquil, low voice,

Lord Eaglan gave orders to bring up some of his

Lord Ra<
lan's pre
sence of

mind.



^\\
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cavalry ;
* and the officers whom he charged with c h a p.

this mission glided swiftly away ; but he himself
'

and the rest of his Staff slowly moved down the

lane a few paces, then halted, and remained very

stillf

Before the orders for bringiog up the cavalry Anmtervaj.

could produce their effect, some minutes must

needs pass, and during this little interval the

English Commander and his Staff, as well as

Maude's artillery, could not but be much at the

mercy of the enemy. Yet those of the Eussians

who were so placed as to be able to descry Lord

Eaglan through the foliage would never have

been able to infer from the sight that he or his

Staff were people who supposed themselves to

be placed in any kind of jeopardy. Eather they

would have been led to imagine, from what they

saw, that the English General had just effected

a surprise designed beforehand, and was inspect-

ing the progress of an attack now about to be

made on themselves.

Deceived by the evident tranquillity of Lord

* He dispatcliedj I think, two officers, of whom one, I sup-

pose, may have been ordered to fetch the troop under Captain

Chetwode which were on duty as Lord Eaglan's escort, whilst

the other was probably directed to endeavour to find Lord

Luoan and the main body of the cavalry. According to the

impression I formed at the time—and I believe I heard his

words—he sent for any cavalry that could be found.

1 1 have seen it somewhere stated that Lord Raglan and his

Staff came galloping back in haste. If they had done so, they

would probably have brought destruction upon themselves.

Neither Lord Eaglan nor any of his Staff (except the officers

sent to fetch the cavalry) moved out of a walk.
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CHAP. Eaglan, or simply, perhaps, bewildered by the
"

suddenness of the adventure, the Russians did

TheRus- not stretch out a hand to seize the gift which
sians losing

_ _

"
their op- fortune was proffering. Minutes passed without
portiinity.

_

-^ *-' ^

bringing signs that the enemy's soldiery were

moving into the wood ; and at length Chetwode's

TheEugiish troop of hussars came galloping np the lane in

ingup. single file, the officers of the Staff making room

for them by moving into the copse. Kor was this

the only cavalry force now at hand. It chanced

that Lord Lucan, who had been marching through

the forest a little lower down on the right, had

sent Captain Wetherall to explore ; and, Vretherall

coming back to him quickly with tidings of the

emergency which had occurred, Lord Lucan hast-

ened to bring his cavalry division into the lane,

and some of his squadrons were there almost

as soon as the escort. Lawrence's Eifles, too,

were up, and swiftly pushing forward. Xone

of the horsemen stopped at all in the lane,

but all as they came, and in single file, gal-

loped on into the road where the enemy had been

seen.

Lord Rag- Lord LucRu in person was with the horsemen

thus coming up. Xaturally, Lord Eaglan hadto Lord
Lucan.

been angered by finding that the cavalry was

not in advance upon the main line of march

;

and when he saw the divisional General passing,

he said to him, ' Lord Lucan, you are late 1
' Lord

Lucan galloped on without answering.*

* The foregoing account (at p. 8) shows the ground that

Lord Lucan might have taken, if he had afterwards thought
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But already the Eussian soldiery who had un- chap.

dergoue this surprise were in flight along the L_
great road, and in a direction which took them

fJ^g^RusJian

away from Sebastopol, and towards the town of
^^"^^<^^-

Baktchi Serai. Our cavalry continued to come

up, and by this time ^[aude's troop of horse-artil-

lery had not only got out of the forest, but had

unlimbered some of their guns on the great road,

and brought them to bear on a part of the

enemy's waggon -train in a way which stopped

its retreat.*

In order to cover his flank, Lord Eaglan dis-

mounted some of the Greys, and caused them

to take possession of the wood by the road's

side.

Our cavaliy pressed forward, and at length Pursuit.

came up with a small rear-guard consisting of

some twenty of the enemy's infantrymen. These

faced about boldly, and delivered a volley at the

faces of Lord Lucan and Lord Cardigan and their

Staff, then riding in front of our horsemen ; but

the Eussians fired too high, and were presently,

of course, overpowered, some running aside into

the forest, others standing their ground so long

that they failed to escape sabre cuts.

When our cavalry had reached the crest from

fit to tender an explanation of tlie way in which the recon-

noitring column lost its place.

* To dislodge a body of Russians taking shelter behind a

fold of the hill. General Airey ordered Captain Shakespeare,

E.A., to throw some shells in that direction. This Shake-

speare did, and his fire accelerated the enemy's retreat, causing

him to abandon more baggage.

VOL. IV. B
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CHAP.
II.

Prisoners
and booty
t<iken.

Lord Rag-
lan's words
to Lord
Cardigan.

whicli tlie road goes steep down into the plain

beyond, Lord Eaglan stopped the pursuit.

In the result, there were taken a few prisoners,

including an officer of artillery, and numbers of

ammunition-waggons. But beside these captures,

there was found in the baggage-train of the Wei-

mar hussars so great a quantity of things worth

the trouble of carrying, that almost every soldier

coming up at this time was made happy with some

piece of booty. The baggage of the Paissian hussar

regiment included the possessions of the officers,

and thence it was that our soldiers got tropliies

of a kind which would serve for memorials and

for presents. Without some knowledge of the

soldier, and the simplicity of his nature, it would

be hard to understand the full measure of the

animation and delight which the troops were able

to derive from this little capture of booty.

When Lord Cardigan had returned from the

pursuit, he presented himself to the Commander-

in-chief. Lord Eaglan was still in anger at the

thought of the disaster which might have been

occasioned by the want of any cavalry force ad-

vancing in front of his army ; and after mention-

ing the way in which the Headquarters Staff and

Maude's artillery had been suffered to come, as it

were, into contact with a hostile force, he said,

' The cavalry were out of their proper place.

' You took them much too low dow^n.' It may

be believed that Lord Cardigan bore with much

fortitude the blame which he felt could be im-

mediatelv transferred from his shoulders to those
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of Lord Lncan, and he readily answered, 'My lord, chap.
* I am no longer in command of the cavalry/*

'

Almost close to the point in the road where ^rackenzie's^ Farm.

the Eiissians had thus been surprised, there was

the building marked in the maps as Mackenzie's

Farm. It seemed to have been used as a tem-

porary barrack, or resting-place for troops in

march. In its precincts there were two wells,

which yielded a grateful, though too scanty,

supply of water.

From the crest just reached by our cavalry

when they had to obey the recall, the eye com-

manded a far-reaching view of the plain beneath.

Through this plain there passed the post-road

which led to Baktchi Serai and Simpheropol,

and thence north to the mainlaDd of Eussia.

Eetreatincf alon^ it, there could be seen a divi- Hea\T° ° bodies of

sion of infantry, some cavalry, and a battery of Russian
•^ "^ ^ troops seen

field-artillery ; but beyond, and beyond again, ^^^^^^js

there were thick clouds of dust, which indicated ^^^ north,

the track of more distant battalions and of squad-

rons on the same line of march.

This ' incident of war *—so Lord Eaglan called The coin-

, . , , 1-1 cidenee

it at the time to one who rode near him—this ^^ich
brought

' incident of war' was the result of a sincrular about the
° collision.

chance which brought into contact of time and

place two movements, each of them cardinal

—

the one the flank march undertaken by the

* The words ' no longer ' may seem hardly intelligible ; but

Lord Cardigan had cherished the idea that his authority over

the cavalry which landed with the army

—

i.e., over the Light

Brigade—was to be a separate command.
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CHAP. Allies, tlie otlier a flauk marcli also, in which
'

the Eussians were busied.

Of the extent and purpose of this Eussian flank

march we shall have to speak by-and-by; but,

for the present, we are only observing so much of

the then dim truth as was visible, at the time, to

the English Headquarters.

The extent It might be thought that, from the sight of the

Siport of enemy's retiring columns, from the nature of the

movement captured baggage, and from the answers of the

iiended. few prlsouers taken (of whom one was an officer),

a clue would be easily seized, from which to in-

fer with some certainty the scope and extent of

the operation going on under the eyes of our

people. It was not so.

state of the The offi.cer who had been taken prisoner proved

prisoner: to bc a captaiu of artillery. He was brought for-

ward that he might be questioned, but it instantly

appeared that he was in a condition which, for

the moment, was of advantage to his country, for

it baffled all endeavours to draw knowledge from

him. He had brought himself to that stage and

that kind of drunkenness which causes the patient

to reel in curves from side to side, declaring his

good-will to his fellow-creatures, and incessantly

proffering his friendship. Yet the time was mid-

Lord Rag- day, and the sun was shininf]^. Lord Eaojlan's
Ian pained "^

.
°

, , . .
°

.

and re- auxious regard for the personal dignity oi the

officer and the gentleman had nothing of the nar-

rowness which would confine its scope to those

of his own nation, and it seemed that the pain

with which he looked upon the reeling captain
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could be hardly allayed by reflectiug that the chap.

man, after all, was an enemy. Lord Eaglan was
'

so revolted that, yielding to impulse, be broke

away from tbe sight, thus abandoning all personal

endeavour to learn what the prisoner could tell.

Yet to the Allies that drunken man's knowledge,

if patiently and with due care extracted from him,

would have proved to be beyond measure valu-

able. As it was, during all that day, and even The import

indeed till long afterwards, the magnitude and the Russian

purpose of the change which had brought Eussian unappre-

troops from Sebastopol to Mackenzie's Farm re-

mained unknown at the English Headquarters.

But whoever has formed any conception of the

perilous character of this flank march will easily

believe that, at this time, almost the whole stress

of the English General's attention must have been

brought to bear upon the object of recovering his

communications with the sea.

The army again moved forward, and, in a little Lord Ra-

while, it had reached the southern crest of those resumed?''

Mackenzie Heights upon which, during many The Mac-

long months, the Great Powers of the West were Heights,

destined to be gazing with the eyes of bafSed

desire. Moving down from the summit of these

heights to their base by a steep mountain-road,

the English army descended into the valley of

the Tchernaya. Still pushing forward, but by a

painful effort (for this day's was a long and forced

march), the bulk of the army at last descended

upon the Tchernaya, at the point where its waters our army

were crossed by the Tractir bridge ; but darkness Tchemfya!^
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CHAP.
II.

March of

the French.

Cathcart's
duties on
the Belbec.

had long set in before the bulk of the troops

gained their bivouac on the banks of the stream,

and some did not reach it that night. I.ord Eag-

lan's quarters were established in the little post-

house which stood near the bridge.

Whilst the main body of the English army thus

lay on the Tchernaya, the road by which they

had come was still crowded, miles back, by their

trains ; and the obstruction thus caused prevented

the French from pushing their march for that

night beyond Mackenzie's Farm ; indeed their rear-

guard was not able to reach its bivouac there until

three o'clock in the morning. The scanty supply

of water remaining in the wells was exhausted by

the first comers, and the troops suffered thirst.

Cathcart, meanwhile, with his Division, was

still on the Belbec, where he had been entrusted

with the duty of covering the march, and sending

back the sick to the Katcha. His position would

have been one of some peril if there had been

in the field an enemy watchful and enterprising.

From the Belbec to the Katcha, where lay the

fleets, there was a tract of hill country unoccu-

pied by the Allies, and the trains sent thither

with the sick were at the mercy of the enemy.

One of the trains came upon a strong Eussian

picket, and surgeon Inlong—himself a sick man
—was only able to save the convoy by causing the

strongest of the patients to get out of the waggons

and feign the appearance of a baggage escort.

Divided thus by what might almost be reckoned

as a two-days' march from Cathcart's Division,
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and divided, too, from his shipping by a yet chap

farther tract of country now left in the hands of

the enemy, Lord Eaglan, from his bivouac at the £n oift¥e

Tractir bridge, was anxious, as may well be sup-
Tchemaya.

posed, to make known to our Admirals the suc-

cess of his march on the Tchernaya, and his now

unconditional resolve to seize the port of Bala-

clava. This object was effected twice over in the

course of the night. Captain Hugh Smith was

ordered by Cathcart to endeavour to carry a de-

spatch to Headquarters; and although the Captain

passed a Kussian battery, which opened upon him

and killed one of his orderlies, he was able to

reach the Tchernaya, and thence bring back from

Lord Raglan a message which Cathcart was to ws^^o^^^^

send on to the Katcha. Colonel ^Ymdham, en-
JJJ^

cji>^

trusted by Cathcart with the duty of carrying on admirals

the message, succeeded in reaching the Katcha,

and delivered it safely to the Admiral. Also,

Lieutenant Maxse, despatched from the Agamem-

non, was able to find our Headquarters on the

Tchernaya, and to bring back, dming the night.

Lord Eaglan's message for Lyons. Lord Eaglan

did not choose to risk a despatch, lest it should

fall into the hands of the Russians; but the

message, repeated in duplicate, which he had

thus been enabled to send, informed the Admirals

of the progress of his march, and of his now final

determination to move to the south coast, con-

veying, at the same time, his hope that a naval

force would come round to Balaclava, and be there

to meet him.
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CHAP.
11.

The march
resumed ou
the 26th.

Lord Rag-
lan before
Balaclava.

Pdghtly looked at, the need that there was for

resorting to ventures like these will help perhaps

to disclose the hazardous character of the Flank

March, and the weakness of the posture in which

the Allied army lay on the night of the 2oth of

September.*

On the morning of the next day. Lord Eaglan

resumed his march, and crossing, after a time, the

now famous Woronzoff Eoad, was at length upon

ground where, unless the maps were deceiving

him, he must needs be very near to Balaclava.

But the country which lay before him seemed

closed up at every point by towering hills, and

there was not the least sign of an opening in

which to look for a seaport. Soon he came upon

a village, but a smiling and apparently inland

village, having the porches of its cottages richly

laden with clustering grapes, and disclosing no

sign of its being a place near the sea. This

was Kadikoi. The villagers were questioned a

little, and they said that Balaclava was un-

defended. They seemed to speak like people

who had nothing they cared to withhold.

The Eifles were already ascending the hills

which lay towards the south, but, upon the road

by which he was moving. Lord Eaglan, at this

time, had no advanced-guard before him. As at

the Alma, when he gained the knoll looking down
upon the enemy's reserves, and as yesterday at

Mackenzie's Farm, when he all but struck in

upon the rear-guard of a Eussian army, so to-day,

* See the Plan.
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and for the third time in this sincridar campaign, chap.
'r II.

it once again happened that of the whole Allied L _

army he himself was the foremost explorer. A
bend in the road brought him to the ed^e of what

seemed to be only a small inland pool with a

rivulet trickling into it ; for the rest of the

sheet of water to which he had come lay hidden

behind the fold of the hill. Beyond the pool,

but still very close at hand, there rose a bar-

rier of steep, lofty hills ; and one of them was

crowned, as it seemed, with an antique castle in

ruins.*

All at once, from a mortar in the ancient castle, Fire opened
j-> 1 1 • 1 1-11 from one
lire was opened, and, m the next moment, a shell oftheoia

dropped plumping into the pool. This shot was

followed by more, and one of the shells which

came down sank into the earth—without bursting

— at a spot very near the chief. Lord Eaglan

looked angry, imagining, I believe, for a moment,

that the villagers of Kadikoi had meant to deceive

him when they said that Balaclava was unde-

fended. He ordered that the two flanking heights Lord

should be occupied by the Light Division, and by measures,

a part of Brandling's troop of horse-artillery. The

ground at a few paces distant afforded more or

less shelter from the fire of the castle ; but pend-

ing the operation entrusted to the Light Division,

* The castle was on the left of the two flanking heights
;

bnt from the way in which the hills interfolded, the contrary-

seemed to he the case. Codrington with his brigade ascended

the hill on our right and encountered no opposition, but had

the happiness of reassuring some gentlewomen who had fled

thither in terror from Balaclava.
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CHAP. Lord Eaf^lan had to await its result, and in the
II

mean time submit to remain shut out from the

haven on which he had marched.

To an army engaged in the hazardous operation

of marching across the enemy's country in order

to find and conquer for itself a new base of opera-

tions, any unlooked-for hindrance, even though

it may seem likely to be of short duration, can

hardly fail to be a subject of anxiety.

Ships' guns Prescutlv, and soundin^ as from beneath the
heai-d. "

.

"^

old castle on its southern side, there roared out

the thunder that peals from a gun of majestic

calibre. Then again; then again. The whole

landscape, being closed in abruptly towards the

south by the form of the hills, bore a thoroughly

inland aspect ; but men knew, as it were, by his

voice, the tried friend whom they could not yet

see. They said, ' There is Lyons !
' The Admiral

was keeping his tryst.

Surrender of The officer in charge of the castle which had
Balaclava.

°

opened fire on our Headquarters Staff was Colonel

Monto. He had no force under his orders except

a few Greeks of Balaclava, who had been formed

into a kind of local militia ; and before our light

infantry had time to crown the two hills, he

Command- found mcaus to show that he surrendered. When
anl's reason „

fornotsiir- aiterwards asked by Lord Easlan why he had
rendering

.

"^

.

at once. taken upon himself to open fire without having

means to attempt a real defence, Colonel Monto
answered that he had never been summoned.

He said that if he had been summoned he

would have surrendered at once ; but he thought"O-
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that, until he should be either attacked or sum- chap.

moned, it was his duty to offer resistance
* '—

Upon learning the surrender of the Castle, Lord^R^^^-^^

Lord Eaglan once more rode forward, and pres- Balaclava."

ently entered the little street which formed the

main part of Balaclava.

The people of the place were alarmed when Demeanour

they thought of the consequences which might habitants.

be brought upon them by Colonel Monto's show

of resistance. Their notion of what should be

done may have been formed on the exigency of

the moment, or else may have come down to

them with their Greek or Asiatic traditions of

conquering armies and suppliant towns. At all

events, these poor people found a mute, touch-

ing way of declaring their submission and praying

for mercy. Leaving clear a lane in the centre

for Lord Eaglan and the horsemen who followed

him, and the troops coming after, they w^ent down

upon their knees, and so remained, holding up,

all the time, loaves of bread in their outstretched

hands. They seemed to take heart when they

lifted their faces and scanned the gracious looks

of the English Commander; but still he was

what their imaginations represented as terrible

—the capturer of a place which had greeted

him with fire— and they could see— because

* The Russians ascribe to Colonel Monto one of those heroic

speeches which people are accustomed to invent in time of war ;

but I am sure that the above is the real purport of the Colonel's

answer, for Lord Raglan so represented it to me just after

having received it. Lord Raglan, I remember, said, ' There is

' often a good deal of practical difficulty in summoning.

\
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CHAP, of his arm—he was one who had known other
11.

- wars.

Lord Rag- Eidincr forward to where, on his right, the
Ian riding '^ ^
towards way opened down to the water, Lord Eaglan
the water 3 ./ r 70
^Jge

;

approached the pool or basin which lies parallel

with the little street ; but, shut in, as it was, by

steep, lofty hills towards the south, the water

still looked like a tarn or small mountain lake
;

and whilst some who had studied the maps were

only now at length con\dncing themselves tlMt

what they saw must be indeed the port of

Balaclava, there occurred a conjuncture of the

kind which a dramatist makes free to create,

but one too signal and too aptly timed to be

commonly met with in the confusions of the

actual world.* Lord Eaglan had scarce stopped

his horse, and was glancing across the small sheet

of water before him, when from between the

and an Eng- enfolding liills a vessel came cjlidinf;^ in, and she
lish vessel

,

o o
'

of war com- camcd the Encrlish flarr. Once more, after a
ing in

:

^ " '

hazardous time of separation, the land and the

sea forces met.

Lord Rag- The words which Lord Ea^^lan spoke at this
Ian s first

.

° ^

moment disclosed that quality of his nature

which made him ever thoughtful of others. It

* To an observer standing at Balaclava or approacliing it

from the north, the port seems to be much more closely land-

locked than could be easily supposed possible by one deriving

his impression from maps and charts. And although it may be
true that mensuration does not err, no one seemed to be pre-

pared to find the port looking so exceedingly diminutive as

it did. Its length is stated to be as much as 1400, and its

breadth 230 yards.

words.
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was in concert with Lyons that against every chap.
kind of obstacle he had forced on this bold

^^'

invasion in obedience to the Government of the

Queen ; and now when, after the temporary sev-

erance occasioned by the flank march, he again

touched the helping hand which the navy afford-

ed, his first utterance was the expression of a

wish that Lyons were enjoying the happiness

of being there to greet him. 'If Lyons were
' here/ he said, ' this would be perfect/ The
greeting soon followed, for Lyons, in the Agamem-
non, was close outside.

From on board the vessel which had run in, Tiie little

soundings were quickly taken, and, small as it and^mvn

was, the pool proved deep enough to float a ship SSed^^

of the line. In a little while, the harbour was
crowded with shipping, and the town with English

soldiery.

IL

The next day, when one of the French Divi- Eemon-

sions came up, there was an inclination to re- on the^

monstrate, and not without reason, against the thiFrencii

occupation of the whole of Balaclava by the Eng-
lish. The French said that, according to the

understanding with which the flank march was
agreed to, Balaclava was to be for the Allies, and
not for one of them only. However accurate the

maps and charts may have been, they had failed

to convey to men's minds beforehand the exceed-

ing smallness of the place ; but now when the

basin was thick crowded with masts, when the
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C H A P.

11.

their for-

bearance.

The choice
offered to
Lord Rag-
lan.

landing-place swarmed with busied men, and

the little street overflowed with the red-coated

soldiery, it was evident that Balaclava was too

diminutive to bear being divided between the

French and the English. If the place was to be

assigned to one of the two armies in exclusion

of the other, the French were entitled to say,

that in the Allied line they had hitherto taken

the right, and that unless the precedence so

conceded were to be withdrawn from them. Bala-

clava must needs be theirs, because it was the

eastermost of all the possible landing-places on

this part of the coast, and the Allies, when arrayed

against Sebastopol, would have to face towards

the north.

The French acted, however, with great for-

bearance; and nothing, indeed, could be fairer

than the course General Canrobert took.* He
justly represented that the French had hitherto

had the right side on the Allied line, and that,

of necessity (on account of the position of the

place), the army which was to be on the right

must have Balaclava as the port of supply w^hich

would be in its immediate rear ; but seeing the

English already installed in the port and the tovrn,

and inferring that to call upon them to move out

and make way for the French would be likely to

create ill blood, he generously and wisely pro-

posed to give Lord Eaglan his choice. Either

Lord Piadan mis^ht continue, as before, to take

* General Canrobert, as will be afterwards stated, had at

this time acceded to the coinraand of the French army.
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the left place in the Allied line, with an under chap.

standing that, in that case, he would have to .

'.—
give up Balaclava to the French, or else he might

keep Balaclava, but, as the consequence of doing

so, must take his place on the right of the

Allied line. To take the right was to add to

the toils of the siege the duty of withstanding

any enterprises which might be undertaken by

the enemy's field army ; to take the left was

to be sheltered from molestation on all sides

except that of the town. But, on the other

hand, the privilege of occupying Balaclava seemed,

at the time, to be one of great value, because

the fitness and the ample advantages of the

bays of Kamiesh and Kazatch had not been then

recognised.*

Before he made his choice Lord Eaglan con-

sulted Lyons, and Lyons urged with a great

earnestness that Balaclava should be retained

by the English. There, and there only, as he

thought, could there be a sufficiently sure com-

* Yet it might have been. In the memorandum addressed

to our Ambassador at Constantinople in 1834 (see note and

plan, iii. p. 379), General, then Colonel, Macintosh -svTote :

' Immediately after passing the lighthouse on the point, there

' is an extensive bay which branches out in several directions

—

' an excellent landing-place, but it is above four miles from the

' town.' The inlets thus described are those of Kamiesh and

Kazatch. In November 1853 General Macintosh called the

attention of the Horse Guards to his memorandum of 1834,

and wrote :
* The large bay, marked D in the sketch [see copy

' of it, "Invasion of the Crimea," vol. iii. Cabinet Edition], at

' once suggests itself as the most suitable place to land a batter-

' ing-train and siege stores, but it is very probable that it is

' now also fortified.'
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CHAP.
II.

His deci-

sion.

mimicatiou between the fleet and tlie land forces.

As experience proved, lie was wrong ; but upon a

naval question—and such this question was—his

opinion, of course, had great weight. It pre-

vailed. For the sake of retaining Balaclava, Lord

Eaglan elected to take the right in the Allied line,

with all its burthens and perils.

One may say his decision was cardinal ; for, if

he had chosen the other alternative, the remainder

of the campaign and of the war could hardly have

proved at all similar to the actual course of events.

Pursuant to the understanding between the

two chiefs, the French marched on to the west-

ward ; and the forbearance they had shown was re-

warded, for it proved that the bays of Kamiesh

and Kazatch yielded excellent means of landing

supplies for an army.

Thus the French gained the vast advantage of

having ample, convenient ports, together with all

the comparative ease and immunity of being on

the left of the Allied line ; whilst the English,

with one diminutive harbour, were taking a post

which seemed to involve them in the double duty

of covering the siege and taking part in its

labours ; but this allotment resulted from the free

(though mistaken) choice of the English, and not

fiom any endeavour to overreach them on the

part of Geoeral Canrobert.

The Allies, pushing forward, proceeded to

establish their besieging troops upon a line pass-

their ground iug from cast to wcst across the centre of that

stba-stopoL district of high ground on the south of Sebastopol

26th to

29:h Sept.
The Allies
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which goes by the name of the Chersonese : and chap.
TT

the Enghsh, for the reason just given, accepted
'

the east or right side, whilst the French, keeping

more to the westward, consented to take the left.

Having, in the course of the 25th, sent back cathcarfs
operations.

all the convoys of sick to the K^tcha, and hav-

ing sent forward what remained of the baggage-

trains into the general line of march, Cathcart, on

the following day, left the Belbec, moving up

to Mackenzie's Farm, and descending thence to

the Tchernaya. For some thirty hours or more

Cathcart had been left so far isolated as to make

it seem likely that he would have occasion for

showing his quality as a commander, and he con-

templated the eventuality of being attacked in a

way which woijld oblige him to burn his baggage

and cut his way through ; but the enemy forbore,

attempting nothing against him.

After gaining the Tchernaya on the 26th, Cath-

cart did not, on the following day, pursue the track

of the other divisions ; but, pursuant to Lord Eag-

lan's orders, moved up by the Khantor Pass to

the top of the plateau, and so at once came into

line with the rest of the Anglo-French army, then

ranging in front of Sebastopol.

Thus ended a venturesome movement. ^A^hether ' The flank

, . . J 'march'

the measure was really, as some have imaf^med, successfully
•^'

., achieved:

a wise one, or whether it was of so perilous a

nature as only to be rendered warrantable by the

exceediug stress of the predicament which caused

its adoption, the Allies had at least the fortune to

reach the goal they had sought, and even to reach

VOL. IV. C
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CHAP, it unhurt ; but it must not be tbouglit that, in
'

any other sense, the flank march bore the test

this no of experience: for we shall see by-and-by that,
sufficing

test of its though master of the country around him, and
prudence.

having some 3000 horse, Prince Mentschikofif

suffered himself to remain unacquainted with the

march of the Allied army then proceeding in

open day close to where he had brought his own
troops; and that, even when his rear-guard was

touched by Lord Eaglan, and attacked by our

horse and artillery, he ascribed the collision to a

French or English patrol, and still preserved his

ignorance of the momentous change then going

on. From this, the blindfolded state of Prince

Mentschikoff, it resulted that the flank march

did not undergo the perilous trial which seemed

to await it ; and therefore the success of the

movement does not make it at all an example of

what may be wisely dared in the presence of

an enemy accustomed to use common watchful-

ness, and able to seize an advantage.

But, even without the interposition of an enter-

prising foe, a march of this kind might have been

brought to ruin by any faltering or mismanage-

ment on the part of the Allies. As it was, the

march prospered. When once it had been agreed

on the Belbec that this venturesome movement
should be attempted, and that the English army
should lead the way, it resulted from the arrange-

ment so made, and from Marshal St Arnaud's in-

creasing weakness, that Lord Piaglan got for forty

-

eight hours the practical leadership of the whole
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Allied army; and the effect of the change soon chap.

showed itself in the speed and the firmness with 1

which the flank march was executed. As at sea, Good effect

resulting

after the 10th of September the illness of Marshal from a
temporarv

St Amaud gave a great momentum to the invasion, concentra-

by placing the virtual guidance of the armada in power-

the hands of Lord Eaglan during several critical

days, so now, when, from similar causes, the

virtual leadership of the Anglo-French army fell

once more, for a time, to Lord Eaglan, it instantly

felt the advantage which results from undivided

command

IIL

The night the French lay on the Tchernaya,

Marshal St Arnaud ceased to hold his command.

Naturally, the policy of the French Emperor had

inclined him to put the army, as far as was possible,

under officers concerned in the slaughter which

placed him on his throne ; and it must be ac-

knowledged that in this respect General Canrobert General

was but too well qualified by the part which he
^^^

had had the misfortune to take in the massacre

of the Boulevard : but it is also true, as we have

seen, that the brilliant reputation which the

General had established in African warfare gave

him a more honourable, though not more cogent,

title to be trusted with high command. To him

the French Emperor had secretly confided a dor- the dor-

mant commission which was to put him at the missicu

head of the French army, if any event arising out to him.

of sickness or war should prevent the Marshal
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CHAP, from keeping the command. This dormant com-
^^'

mission was to be kept hidden, it seems, from the

Marshal.* Monsieur St Arnaud seems to have

had an instinctive suspicion that something of

the kind had been planned, but he was not made

acquainted with the truth until the 13th of Sep-

tember, the day next before the landing. The

Marshal had sent for General Morris, the officer

next in seniority, and General Canrobert then

thought it was time to disclose the existence of

the commission. St Arnaud had already re-

quested the Government to appoint his successor

as soon as Sebastopol should fall ; but it would

seem that his discovery of the dormant commis-

sion tended rather to increase than to lessen the

singular tenacity with which—struggling always

against mortal sickness — he still clung to the

Marshal commaud. However, on the 26th—the night the
St Amaiid's . _ , . . °
weak state. ± reucli lay on the Tchernaya—he became so

weak that the attending physician thought fit to

make his patient's state known to Colonel Trochu,

the officer understood to be entrusted by the

Emperor with the function of advising at the

* It will be oLserved that in speaking of this dormant com-

mission, and of the illnesses, resignation, and death of Marshal

St Arnaud, I avoid the language of positive statement ; and I

may say that for the means of making the statements I do on

this particular subject I am mainly indebted to the work of M.
Bazancourt. Through General Yusuf and M. Henn,-, who were

constantly at the side of the Marshal in his last days. M. Bazan-

court had peculiarly good means of knowing what passed, and

his account bears internal evidence of being accurate. "What

I say, however, of Lord Eaglan's last visit to the Marshal, is

drawn from Lord Eaglan's private correspondence.
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Frencli Headquarters. The Colonel then con- chap.
ceived it his dut}^ to act. Entering the Marshal's ^^-

tent, he strove to break his purpose with all the Jfiterposi-

tenderness and kindly feeling which words could
^JJchu

express, but ended by telling the sick man that

the time had come when, in order to obtain the

repose which he needed, he must have his mind
free from anxiety.

For an instant the Marshal only fixed his eyes

upon the Colonel ; but then he said, ' Yes, I un- ^he

* derstand you ; send for General Canrobert
:

' and Sd"'^
in the next hour he resigned the command into caMobert.

the hands of his preordained successor.

It seems that on this night the Marshal had The

thrown off the cholera, but other ailments still condition:

caused him from time to time cruel suffering

alternating with periods of prostration. From
the moment when he resigned, he longed with

great intensity to be away from the Crimea ; but

before he embarked, Lord Eaglan went to his bed- Lord Rag-

side to bid him adieu. The Marshal, at that ^^illT

time, could only speak in a whisper, and his mind,
^^^'

as Lord Eaglan thought, was wandering. ' I must Lord Rag-

' say,* Lord Eaglan wrote— * I must say I deeply pres^si^n of

' regret him. Although he occasioned me many ^^^^^"

' difficulties from time to time, he never varied in

' his determination to be upon good terms with
* me ; and, personally, he was all kindness to and
' consideration for me.' *

It must be remembered, however, that when

* Private letter from Lord Raglan to the Duke of Newcastle,

Sth October 1854.
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CHAP. Lord Eadan thus "wrote, lie had not become ac-

! quainted with the contents of the despatch which

Marshal St Arnaiid had thought tit to address to

the Emperor on the morrow of the Alma.* After

learning the contents of the despatch, Lord Eaglan,

in very warm terms, expressed his approval of

the indignant remonstrance on this subject which

our Ambassador, as we shall see by-and-by, had

made to the French Government
; f and it will

therefore, of course, be inferred that his perusal

of the Marshal's narrative must have more or less

changed his opinion of the writer.

The troubles Amoucr the troubles to which Lord Eaglan re-
Marshal St

° °
Amaud had ferred as havinc^ been broucrht upon him bv Mar-
occasioned ^ i_ i ./

to Lord shal St Arnaud, there were some which had
Raglan.

threatened to shake the Alliance, and others to

mar the campaign ; but, however much it might

be owing to his own peculiar gifts that Lord

Eaglan, in the face of these dangers, was able

to ward off all fatal disagreement from the camp

of the AVestern Powers, and to prevent the

invasion from collapsing, it was the generous

quality of the Marshal's temper which made it

possible for the English General to achieve these

results without leaving bitterness in the heart ofo

his colleague.

Whether the feeling with which St Arnaud

* Invasion of the Crimea, vol. v. of Cabinet Edition.

t He speaks of the communication narrating the remon-

strance and the gi'ounds for resorting to it as ' perfect
;

' and

considering how choice Lord Raglan -was accustomed to he in

his language, this word coming from him was a strong one.

—

Private letter from Lord Raglan, 3d November 1854. Ibid.
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was regarded by the Frencli army sprang from chap.

the circumstance of his suffering himself to be
'

interfered with by the Emperor, or whether it

arose from the intrigues of rivals, or from honest

distrust and reprobation, it is certain that the

Marshal was without due ascendancy in his own

camp. Under his command, the French army was

never the powerful instrument which the num-

bers and the prowess of its components seemed

able to make it ; for although, after the battle of

the Alma, he suffered himself to imagine that vic-

tory had won him at last the full confidence of

the troops, his bodily health from that time was

hardly in such a state as to enable him to try the

strength of his authority.

It was only in the early days on the Bosphorus

and in Bulgaria that the troubles St Arnaud oc-

casioned were of a kind resulting from his am-

bition or encroaching spirit. From the time when,

during the voyage, the French officers sent in

their protest against the intended descent on

the Crimea, down to that when the whole Allied

army was turned aside from its purpose by the

bare apparition of an earthwork descried by the

French on the Belbec, it was never, I think, mere

ill-will or perverseness on the part of the Mar-

shal, but always his want of authority, or else his

failing health, which stood in the way of the

enterprise.

Almost the last of the Marshal's acts whilst on The close of

shore gave proof of that freedom from vindictive- life.

ness which was spoken of in an earher page as
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CHAP, one of the features of liis character. Before he
'

embarked, he offered a present— his Eussian

carriage and horses— to General Bosquet, an

officer, as we know, of great repute and station in

the French army, who, even at that parting mo-

ment, was regarded by the Marshal as his enemy.

Covered by a tricolor flag, the Marshal, on the

29th of September, was carried on board ship by

the seamen of the Berthollet, and placed in the

cabin prepared for him. There, the Abbe Para-

tere, who had been summoned to do the part of

the Church to a dying Catholic, was left alone

with the sufferer ; but, ' After some instants '—so

runs the account— ' the Abbe came out, and said,

' " The Marshal is ready to die a Christian."

'

This was in the morning. The Berthollet put to

sea. Marshal St Arnaud no longer suffered from

acute pain, but between noon and sunset he

died. In earlier volumes I recounted some of

liis acticais.

t
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CHAPTER III.

I.

When two hostile armies are parted by only a chap.
few miles of ground, the plans adopted in the one

^^^'

camp must commonly have close relation to what

is there known of the other ; and in such case,

the narrative of operations conducted by either

force must be more or less blended with accounts of

w^hat its adversary is doing or intending. But in

this campaign it strangely happened that, even singular

after their victory, the Allies could not scatter the intSdepend

mist which had shrouded the enemy's strength
;
plans and

and, except from vague rumours, and the marks of the

of a hastened retreat which they tracked all the armies,

way to the Belbec, they knew nothing of Prince

Mentschikoff's army, till, by sheer chance, our

Headquarters touched it on the road by Macken-

zie's Farm. Even then, the sudden and incom-

plete knowledge thus flung upon the mind of

Lord Eaglan did not bring him to change his

designs ; and therefore it is that we have been Effect of

able to follow the march of the Allies from the the struc-

Alma to the Belbec, and from the Belbec away to narrative.
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CHAP.
III.

The under-
taking to
defend
Sebastopol.

The road-
stead of

Sebastopol.

the south round the head of the Sebastopol bay,

without being forced to break in upon that part

of the story with accounts from Prince Mentschi-

koff's camp.

Yet during those seven days which were passed

by the Allies in caring for their wounded, and in

marching to the southern coast of the peninsula,

men faithful to their Czar and their country, and

so endued with courage as to be able to exert

their whole power of mind and body under a

weight of disasters which seemed hardly short of

mere ruin, were entering upon a task of great

moment, and destined to be famous in history.

Expecting the attack of a victorious host, and

abandoned—after the night of the 24th—by their

own defeated army, an admiral with some thou-

sands of sailors and workmen, all guided by the

skilled engineer whose achievement has made

him illustrious, were preparing the defence of

Sebastopol.

A fair apprehension of the nature of the conflict

which those brave men undertook must be based

upon some acquaintance with the features of the

ground, and the resources there were for defence.

Towards the south-western extremity of the

Crimea there is an arm of the sea, with a breadth

of from a thousand to fifteen hundred 5"ards,

which stretches in from the west to a distance of

three miles and a half. This deep, narrow bay is

the roadstead of Sebastopol.*

* The Allies were much in the custom of calling the bay or

roadstead of Sebastopol ' the great harbour,' or sometimes only
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On the north, the roadstead is bounded by the chap.

slopes, ledges, forts, and buildings constituting
'

the Severnaya or 'Xorth Side of Sebastopol;

and it may be remembered that of the state of state of

11^ . , , . the land

the land aefences in that quarter we spoke m defences on

an earlier page.* There was there shown ground side.

for believing that, even so late as the 25th of

September, though much had been done since

the day of the landing, the Star Fort, the key

of the North Side, could not have been suc-

cessfully defended against a resolute attack by

the Allies ; and on the 14th—the day to which

we are now going to revert— the Severnaya

was still less capable of offering a formidable

resistance.

On the south and south-west of the bay there ite piatean

is a high plateau or table-land, having much the south side,

. , o I • 1 1 • 1 • called the

shape of a heart or Saxon shield, with its top to- Chersonese.

wards the east and its pointed end towards the

west. This plateau is called the Chersonese.!

It is much higher towards the east than towards

the west. Along its eastern or landward side, it

is abruptly divided from the plain by an acclivity

rising to a height of from five to about seven hun-

dred feet, and so extending from north to south,

for a distance (in a straight line) of about eight

miles, as to form a continuous buttress to the

' the harbour ; ' but I follow the more accurate language of the

Russians, -who called the great bay 'the roadstead,' and the

man-of-war's creek 'the harbour of Sebastopol.'

* 'Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. iii. chap, v, of Cabinet

Edition.

t That is, according to General de Todleben's nomenclature.
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CHAP, plateau. This acclivity, as well as the eastermost
in

"
'

crest of the table-land or plateau at its top, is

called Mount Sapoune.* The only great break in

the steepness thus dividing the table-land of the

Chersonese from the plain is at the point some

three miles from the southern coast, which was

called the ' Col de Balaclava.' Along a distance,

in a straight line, of about four miles, beginning

from its north-easterly angle near the Inkerman

bridge, and going thence westerly, the plateau is

washed, for the first half-mile, by the Tchernaya,

and lower down, by the waters of the Sebastopol

bay ; but the rest of its water boundary is the

open sea. The side of the Chersonese which lies

towards the north is deeply jagged by creeks or

bays throughout its whole length, from the Inker-

man bridge on the east to Cape Chersonese on

the west ; but on the south and south-western

side of the plateau its shore-line has a different

character ; for a seaman coasting along it from

Cape Chersonese to the eastward would have on

his larboard side a wall of rocks so unbroken, that

although he might land a boat near the Monas-

tery of St George he would look in vain for a

sheltering bay like those which abound on the

other side of the Chersonese, and it could be only

after passing the plateau that he would be able

to find an inlet. The port he would then find is

* This name was given to the acclivity by Eassian sports-

men, who had felt the stress put on their lungs when they

climbed in pursuit of game. The word ' Sapoun^ ' in Eussian

signifies that the steep is ' a hreather.

'

—Note to 3d Edition,
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Balaclava. The length of the plateau, from its chap.

eastermost side to Cape Chersonese, is about ten '.—
miles.

Throughout its extent the plateau is scarred by

ravines. Some of these are deep and precipitous.

They run up, for the most part, in a direction from

the north-west to the south-east, and several of

them are prolongations of the openings which

form the many creeks and bays indenting the

north and north-west of the plateau.

Of these creeks there is one which, stretching riie Man-
^ of-war

deep in from the roadstead in a direction from Harbour,

north .to south, had become the port of Sebasto-

pol, or, as the English used to call it, the ' Man-

of-war Harbour.' This port offered perfect shelter

to the enemy's squadrons, and its waters were so

deep even home to the shore, that the seamen of

his line-of-battle ships could pass from their decks

to their barracks without taking^ to boat. It was

in this harbour, and upon the ground on either

side of it, that the Allies had to seek their prey.

Including that eastern suburb which is called rosition of

the * Karabel ' faubourg, Sebastopol may be re-

garded as standing upon a semicircular tract of

ground, subtended by the great bay or roadstead,

and split into two segments by the Man-of-war

Harbour, in such manner that the western seg-

ment included Sebastopol proper, with the Ad-

miralty, the chief public buildings, the arsenal,

and town; w^hilst the eastern segment—that is,

the Karabel faubourg—contained, among other

buildings, the docks, great Government store-
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CHAP, houses, some barracks on a large scale, and a
"

church. The separation of the town from its

faubourg was rendered the more complete by the

steepness and depth of the ravine which descended

into the heart of the Man-of-war Harbour, for if

a man, being in the town of Sebastopol, desired

to go into the faubourg without passing over the

water, he would not only have to go down, and

go round by the Peressip at the head of the Man-
of-war Harbour, but would be forced to ascend

the eastern side of the ravine by a steep and

difficult road. The configuration of land and

water which thus split off the faubourg from the

main town was a great source of embarrassment

to the defenders, and was not the only obstacle in

the way of their lateral communications, for there

was another ravine which subdivided the town,

and another again which cut the suburb in two.*

These ra^dnes, as well as the ridges and knolls on

which the place stood, sloped down with more or

less abruptness to the water's edge. The long hill

on which stood the main part of the town is 200

feet above the level of the sea, and it descends

with some abruptness towards the Man-of-war

* TMien I wrote and published the above I bad never been
within Sebastopol, having seen it only—as one could at the

time of the war— from the heights in front of our camp

;

but in 1869 I visited the place, and had the great honour of

going over the ground with its illustrious defender, General de
Todleben. I then found that—to an extent beyond all that

maps, plans, and descriptions had enabled me to imagine—the

fortress was split into fractions by the interposing ravines— into
fractions which, however near as the crow flies, were still effect-

ually sundered.—:\'o^e to 3d Edition.

\
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Harbour on the east, and on the west towards the chap.

deep ravine which divides the main town from its
'

outskirts on the west of the Artillery Bay.

Of the streets in the town two were spacious, The streets.

and in these stood the principal buildings of the

place. The rest of the streets were more narrow

and unpaved.

The highest spot in the town was the one TheXavai

where stood the Naval Library. On the top of

the building there was an observatory which

(designed as it had been for recreation rather

than for State purposes) men used to call the

' belvedere.'

This Naval Library was the place to which

officers were accustomed to go when they sought

to meet one another ; and it was from that build-

ing that one of the most momentous changes in

the progress of the strife was destined to be first

descried.

In the times immediately preceding the inva-

sion the numbers collected within the town and

its suburbs had been in general about 42,000, but population

35,000 of these belonged to the fleet or the army.

When Count Pozzo di Borgo, in 1828, warned

his Government against the eventuality of an

attack upon Sebastopol by an English fleet,* his

words, it would seem, were not written in vain
;

and during the years which followed, the works

judged to be needed for the seaward defence of

Sebastopol were carried on upon a vast scale.

* See ' Invasion of the Crimea, ' vol. ii. p. 224 of Cabinet

Edition.
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CHAP. The result was, that at tlie time of the invasion,
'

the portals, both north and south, of the great bay

defined. ^^ roadstead, and both its shores within, to a dis-

tance of more than two miles, were studded with

fortified works. Of these, some, indeed, were only

great earthworks, but others, and those the chief

ones, were huge casemated forts, having stone-

Thesea- work revetmeuts. These sea-forts and batteries

were: on the north side, Fort Constantine and

Tort Michael, both stone-works ; the work called

' Number Four,' the ' Twelve Apostles,' * and
' Paris ;

' and, on the south side, the Quarantine

Sea-fort,-f Fort Alexander (a stone -work), the

Artillery Fort,
:J:

Fort Nicholas, and Fort Paul

(both stone -works) ; and, lastly, the Sviatoslaw

Battery. Three of these, the Twelve Apostles,

the Paris, and the Sviatoslaw Battery, were con-

structed so late as the beginning of the year 1854

It was to cover Fort Constantine on its landward

side, and to prevent the enemy's ships from ap-

proaching the shore, that, after the breaking out

of the war, the Volokhoff Tower (surnamed by

our people the 'Wasp'), and the ' Kartaschewsky,'

or ' Telegraph ' Battery, were erected on the high

ground between the Star Fort and the open sea.

In all these sea-forts and batteries, without in-

* Xot to be confounded with tlie man-of-war of the same

name. The earthwork was named after the ship.

t Called by the Russians the ' Xumber Ten.'

t The Fort thus called by the Allies included that front

towards the roadstead which the Russians called the ' Number
Eight Battery ' and also the Work for landward defence which
the Russians called the ' Number Seven Bastion.

'
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cludinpr that Star Fort of which we heretofore chap.
Ill

spoke, there were mounted, at the time of the land-
'

ing, 611 guns, for the most part of heavy calibre.*

Across the roadstead, at some distance from its thetoom:

entrance, there lay a heavy boom.

The Black Sea Fleet, which lay in the harbour the fleet.

or in the roadstead, consisted of 14 line-of-battle

ships, 7 frigates, 1 corvette, 2 brigs, and 11 war-

steamers, besides some smaller vessels. It carried

1908 guns, and was manned by 18,500 seamen.

Of course, this naval force could be so placed as

to be able to take part with the sea-forts and

batteries in repelling from the first the incursion

of a fleet, or else in preparing a reception for such

of the enemy's ships as might break into the

mouth of the roadstead despite all the power of

the forts.

It was not the fate of the Black Sea fleet to

prove its worth by engaging in any sea-fight with

the ships of the Western Powers ; but from the

ceaseless pains which, since the last war, had been

taken to make the fleet strong—from the love and

reverence with which the seamen clung to the

memory of the commander w^ho had been foremost

in labouring to this end-j*—from the sailor-like

spirit and the evident love of the sea service

which had been engendered—from the faith the

sailors had in the power of their fleet—and, above

* ' Materiaux pour servir,' &c. Todleben, I think, gives 610

as the number. For the details of the armament, see table in

the Appendix.

+ Admiral Lazareff.

VOL. IV. D
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CHAP, al], from the courage with which Korniloff and
"^'

his seamen, when forced to take to the land, stood

fast to the defence of a place which Prince Ments-

chikoff and his army had abandoned,—there is

ground to infer that, whatever may still have been

needed to fit the Black Sea fleet for great encoun-

ters at sea, it would not have been wanting to

itself in the less complex duty of fighting to ex-

tremity in the roadstead.

Security Before the day of the Alma (when alarm

?oadSead: brought about the resort to a new and mournful

expedient), it was believed by the Eussians that

these defences alone were fully enough to make

the roadstead secure against an attack from the

sea ; and after the sinking of the ships, if not

before, the Allies reached the same conclusion,

abstaining throughout the war from any attempt

and its bear- to break in with their fleets. So it resulted

SlSiT that both the north side of the place and the

^
^°^^'

whole of Sebastopol itself, including the Karabel

suburb, were not only safe in fact from the at-

tacks of the Allies in eveiy part fronting the

roadstead or the ]\Ian-of-war Harbour, but were

also perceived to be safe by the defenders of the

place ; and that last circumstance was of course

a great boon to them, because it enabled them

to concentrate their resources and their energies

upon ground where the dangers were real. Xor

were even these all the advantages which the

defenders of Sebastopol drew from their hold of

the roadstead and its creeks ; for, on its eastern

side, the Karabel suburb was so bounded by the
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Careening Bay, and the deep ravine at its head, chap.
that, in that quarter also, the dominion of the

^^^'

water by the Eussians was an obstacle to any

attack. Thus relieved from apprehension of

attack from the side of the water, the garrison

would be enabled to bring almost their whole

strength to bear upon the land defences.

Of such of those land defences as covered the

north of Sebastopol from attack on the side of the

Belbec we have already spoken ;
* and what we

now have to observe is the strength of the ground

which hemmed in on the landward side not

only the town of Sebastopol but also its Karabel

faubourg.

On the western side of the town of Sebasto- Tiie ground
1 , -,

. -
^ ^

. . on the south
pol there was a wide and deep ravine, running par- swe of

allel with the boundary of the place, which could ^ ^^ ^^^

'

not but be a grave obstacle to besiegers ; and,

upon the whole, the configuration of the ground

was of such a kind that works on a moderate

scale might suffice to prevent an enemy from

choosing, in that direction, his point of attack.

It was towards the south and south-east that the

defenders of the place were least helped by nature.

Even in those quarters, however, the configuration

of the ground was in some respects favourable to

the defence : for the ravines descended into the

place in a way which laid them open to the fire

of the garrison, especially to fire from the ships
;

and every one of the intervening ridges along

which the assailants could best come to push
* ' Invasion of the Crimea, ' Cabinet Edition, vol. iiL chap. v.
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CHAP, their attacks was so formed by nature as to offer
'

to the defenders of the place an advantageous

position for the erection of a fortified Work.

On the other hand, the place was commanded

by higher ground—by higher ground destined to

be under the dominion of besiegers when estab-

lished on the Chersonese. Then also the length

of the semicircular line which had to be defend-

ed throughout was as much as four miles ; and

finally, it must be understood that of the several

defensive posts which might be most advan-

tageously established along this extended line,

there were three, at the least, so circumstanced

that the loss of any one of them would be likely

to carry with it the fall of the place*

There existed other sources of embarrassment

which however—though not in an equal degree

—were common to the attack and the defence.

Besieged and besiegers alike were sure to be put

to great stress by the depth of the ravines, which

would more or less split their strength by ham-

pering all lateral movements ; and, in the event

of the conflict taking a form which should make

it depend much on earthworks, both the garrison

and their assailants would have to encounter the

difficulty of trying to gain cover from ground

which was simply hard rock, coated over, where

coated at all, with a very thin layer of clay.

* The positions subsequently occupied by tlie iialakoff, the

Eedan, and the Flagstaff Bastion. Todleben even says that the

loss of either the ' Central,' or of the ' Land Quarantine ' Bastion,

called by the Russians * Number Six,' would also have been fatal
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II.

With the exception of an adjunct * to one of chap.

the sea-forts which faced in part along shore, [

the whole line of landward defences traced out

in the year 1834 had been suffered to remain in

the condition of a mere project down to the

close of 1853 ; f and certainly on its south side, isss-
' "

. ^ 1. r Sebastopol

at that time, the place lay quite open ; but alter then open on

the rupture of friendly relations with the Western

Powers, which followed upon the action of Sin-

ope, some works were bef^un upon a part of the works
^

I . n ^
afterwards

projected line of defence. At first, however, it comrQenced;

was only against the eventuality of a sudden

landing in one of the neighbouring bays, and an

incursion thence into the town, that the engineers

were apparently plying their task ; for an en-

terprise of that kind, undertaken as a measure

merely auxihary to an attack from the sea, was

the utmost in the way of a land attack that

Prince Mentschikoff, the Commander-in-Chief,

* This "was an adjunct to the work which the Allies called

the Artillery Fort, and for the Russian names of which see

the footnote, p. 48, ante. The adjunct seems to have been in-

tended to secure the flank of the sea-fort called by the Russians

* Number Eight ' with which it was connected ; but as the work

has been counted amongst the land fortifications, I have thought

it right to speak of the adjunct mentioned in the text as an ex-

ception to the statement there made.

+ In the mean time, however, i.e., in 1837, the Russian Gov-

ernment had followed up the project of 1834 by causing a gifted

Swiss oflScer in its service—now General Burno, belonging to

the detached Staff of H.E. General Kotzebue—to prepare a

detailed plan of the proposed works.

—

Note to Bd Edition.
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CHAP, had hitherto believed to be at all probable.* So,
'

although in the beginning of February 1854 the

onlhiM* works planned for the defence of the west side

iliif"^"^ of the town had been begun, the whole of the

Karabel suburb, and even the approach from the

south leading into the heart of the place, re-

mained untouched by the spade.-f- After that

period, however, some works sprang up ; and on

ontheuth the day when the Allies effected their landing,

the state of the land defences was as follows : So

much of the project of 183-4 as had for its im-

mediate object the defence of Sebastopol proper

had been almost carried into effect ; for at inter-

vals along a curved line beginning from the

Artillery Fort and ending at the ground over-

hanging the head of the Man-of-war Harbour,

there now stood this chain of works : the Artil-

lery Fort, the Land Quarantine Bastion,^ the

Central Bastion, the Schwartz Redoubt, and the

Flagstaff Bastion. With the exception of the

Central Bastion, which was still in course of con-

struction, these works had reached their comple-

tion, and were connected with one another by

a naked, loopholed wall, which passed with but

little interruption along the whole of the curved

* Todleben, vol. i. p. 121.

+ The approach which was afterwards barred by the Flag-

staff Bastion.

t The same work as that which the Russians called the

'Number Sis ' Bastion. I call the work the Latid Quarantine

Bastion from a fear that there might be a tendency to confound

it with the sea-fort near Quarantine Bay, which we have al-

ways been accustomed to call the Quarantine Fort.
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line from the Artillery Tort to the head of the chap.

Man-of-war Harbour. Besides these works, the

isolated sea-fort near Quarantine Bay, which we

call the Quarantine Sea-fort, and also the Artillery

Fort, had been so closed at their gorges by earth-

works as to be turned into redoubts, now de- .

fended on the land side as well as on the side

of the water.

In the Karabel suburb, less had been done;

but there also, along a curved line extending

from the head of the Man-of-war Harbour to the

mouth of the Careening Bay, there were already

the Eedan, the Malakoff Tower, the Little

Eedan, and, finally, the Battery of the Point, hav-

ing near it a strong cazern already armed with

small cannon.* The works thus defending the

Karabel faubourg were not as yet connected by

any intermediate entrenchment; and the Mala-

koff, afterwards so formidable, was only at this

time a naked, horseshoe-shaped tower, having

five guns on the top, but without the glacis and

the outworks which were soon to rise folding

around it. It seems that the tower was built at The arma-

the expense of the Sebastopol traders. At this the works.

time, the number of guns in battery for the de-

fence of the south side of Sebastopol on its land

side amounted to 151. Of these, 128 pieces were

applied to the defence of Sebastopol proper, and

only 23 to that of the Karabel suburb.

* General Bumo's plan—prepared in 1837 (see note ante,

p. 53)—was followed in the construction of tlie above-men-

tioned works of 1853-4.—iVo^e to Zd Edition.
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III.

CHAP.
III.

Strength
and dis-

position
of the
Eassian
forces in

the Crimea
at the time
of the
knding.

Supposing General de Todleben's history to be

free on this point from all error, the strength of

the Czar in the Crimea, on the day when the

great armada of the Allies was seen to "be

approaching the coast, may be taken to stand

as follows : The land forces then occupying the

peninsula were 54,000 strong.* Of this force,

some small portions, consisting, it would seem,

of about 1000 men, were local troops ; and an-

other portion, numbering 2700, was a body of

artillerymen permanently stationed at the bat-

teries of the coast defences ; but the rest, amount-

ing in numbers to more than 50,500, were troops

belonging to what the Eussians call their ' active

* army,' and were available for operations in the

field wherever their ser^dces might be needed.

Of these Prince Mentschikoff had under his

immediate personal command a force of 38,500

men.-|- These lay posted partly in Sebastcpol

and partly at other places, but all were so nearly

in hand as to be capable of being assembled in

* 54,208, thus made up :

—

Strength of the army (TodlelDen, p. 140\ . . 51,500

Artillery appropriated to the coast defences (ib. p. 110), 2,708

54,208

I include the artillerymen appropriated to the coast defences,

because, as a matter of fact, they were on the ground ; but as

they remained, it seems, constantly at their batteries, it may
be considered that they were kept in check by the naval forces

of the Allies.

+ 38,597.—Todleben, p. 140,
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time for the battle. The rest of the reoular land chap
forces in the Crimea amounted in number to about

12,000,* and were stationed under the command

of General Khomoutoff in the south-eastern part

of the peninsula ; but even these most distant

troops were not so far beyond reach as to make

it impossible to call them up to headquarters be-

fore the critical moment.-f-

Besides these bodies of men, which were all in

strictness land forces, there were some bodies of

marines, which at this time had been stationed in

a permanent way, partly at the several sections

into which the land defences had been divided,

and partly in furnishing guards for the Admiralty

and the hospital, These stationed marines were

not men withdrawn from any of the ships in the

roadstead. They amounted in number to 2600. J

There were, besides, four 'landing battalions,'

amounting in number to 1800 men, which were

posted along the lines of defence. These ' land-

' ing battalions ' were marines withdrawn from

the fleet, and efficiently organised for land service.

Including these, it may be said that, indepen-

dently of the army and of the local companies,

and independently, also, of the men appropriated

to the coast defences, and without counting any

of the naval forces remaining on board ship, there

* Todleben, p. 140.

+ This was proved by the forced march of the Moscow Eegi-

ment, which, having been ordered up s:)on after the appearance

of the Allies on the coast, was on the field of the Alma on the

morning of the battle.

t 2666.—Todleben, p. 141-143.

III.
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CHAP, -^^as a body of upwards of 4000 men* specially
'.— charged with the duty of holding the land de-

fences, and guarding the Admiralty and the

hospital.

The seamen of the Black Sea fleet lying in the

roadstead or in the harbour numbered, as we have

Prince seen, 18,500 men. Prince Meutschikoff, as High
kors double Admiral, was m command of the fleet as well as
command.

i i • i • i i

the army ; and this, his double authority, may
help to account for the exceeding ease and readi-

ness with which, in the progress of the siege, the

crews of the ships, one after another, were turned

into good battalions
; but it is also evident that

some of the arrangements peculiar to the Eussian

na\^^ were conducing in the same direction. The

Eussian seaman (whose home is partly on shore

and in barracks) has always been subjected to a

good deal of the discipline and instruction received

by the land forces.

The two The fleet was divided into two squadrons, of

raiT'under" which oue was Commanded by Vice-Admiral Kor-

niloff, and the other by Vice-Admiral Nachimoff,

the officer whose squadron had destroyed the

Turkish ships at Sinope. In the absence of the

Prince, Vice-Admiral Korniloff, the chief of the

staff of the Black Sea fleet, was the first in author-

ity over the naval forces in the roadstead and the

harbour of Sebastopol.

From the time when Sebastopol was chosen as

a military harbour, great works, such as docks and

* 4466 including tlie gunners, or 4048 without them.

—

Todleben, p. 143.
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forts, had been almost constantly in course of chap.

construction ; and it seems that the numbers of

workmen hitherto employed for such purposes workmen.

whose services could now be obtained for the

defence of the place amounted to 5000. Includ-

ing these (and, as they were obedient to military

discipline, and were even of more worth than Russian

soldiers for the works which would have to the^cnmS

be raised, it seems fitting to do so), the force ofsept.

which Prince Mentschikoff had in the Crimea at

the time of the landing was 81,000 men.*

Sebastopol, as might be expected, was rich Abundance

in warlike stores. Thousands of guns of heavy stores.

calibre were contained in the arsenal ; but it is

stated that, either because of the age and make
of some of this ordnance, or else for want of the

corresponding ammunition, a chief portion of

these pieces were useless ; and there is no need

to push inquiry on the subject, because, in the

event which happened, the resources of the whole

fleet were placed at the disposition of those who
conducted the land defences ; and not only all the

ship's guns—some 1900 in number—not only the

ammunition, the iron, the timbers, the cordage,

* 76,375, thus made up :

—

The army, . . . . 51,500

Local companies, . . . 1,000

Stationed marines, . . , 2,666

Seamen of the Black Sea fleet, . 18,501

Artillerymen appropriated to the

coast defences, . . . 2,708

Workmen, . . . . 5,000

81,375
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CHAP, tlie spars, the tanks, the canvas—all, in short,
'

that a great fleet could need, with vast quantities

imipense of stouc already detached from the neighbour-

resources, ing rocks,— but also the cranes, the gins, the

engines of all kinds by which man enforces his

dominion over things of huge bulk and weight,

and all the machinery, implements, and materials

which had been in use either for the ordinary

business of the dockyards, or for quarrying, and

carrying on great works in the way of excavation,

embankments, and masonry ;
— all these things

were not only at the disposal of the defenders,

but close by, and most apt to the hands of the

men,—some 26,000 in number,*—who had long

been accustomed to wield them.

In the midst of all these vast resources, which

Genera] de Todleben speaks of as almost inex-

haustible, there was a comparative scantiness in

the supply of engineering tools ; but it does not

appear that this want existed to a degree which

prevented it from being effectually met by the

measures which were taken for the purpose, or

that, for want of the requisite implements, any

work was even delayed. Indeed, the order to

the Government factories for fresh and abundant

supplies shows, in passing, the variety and the

greatness of the mechanic resources to which the

defenders could look.

* Seamen,..... 18,501

Stationed marines, . . . 2,666

Workmen, .... 5,000

26.167
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For all the early necessities of the defence there chap.
was a vast abundance of ammunition ;

* and, it
^^^'

being impossible for the Allies to invest the place, Ammum-

fresh supplies could be always poured in. We
may therefore evade that task of inquiring as to

the quantity of ammunition in store which might

be necessary for understanding the condition of a

city which was really beleaguered, and the same

reason dispenses with the necessity of any de-

tailed statement with respect to the supply of

food in Sebastopol; but it may be worth while store of

, . , n T 1 1 n provisions.

to say that, m the matter of bread, the fleet was

provisioned for seven months, and the army for

four and a half.

Between nine and ten o'clock on the morning isth sept.
The armada

of the 13th of September, men using their glasses |t

at Sebastopol were able to see on the horizon two

line-of-battle ships, and, behind them, a darkness

of such a kind that it could hardly be anything

else than the smoke of a great fleet of steamers.

About noon, the telegraph from Loukoul an-

nounced that a fleet visible to the KW. was

drawn up in three columns, and was standing

E.N.R By intelligence sent from the neighbour-

hood of Cape Tarkan, Prince Mentschikofl' also

learnt that seventy vessels had there been seen,

and it now appeared sure that the Allies had

troops on board, and had come with intent to land.

* The almost reckless way in which the Russians used to

squander their ammunition at the early period of the siege, is

proof that at that time they could have had no apprehension of

the possibility of finding it run short. In Todleben there will

be found minute and ample details on the subject.

;een irom
Sebastopol.
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CHAP.
HI.

Measures
thereupon
taken.

14th Sept.

Sebastopol
apprised
that the
landing was
going on.

Prince Mentschikoff lost no time in giving the

orders which were to assemble his army on the

heights of the Alma. He stopped all the works

at the port of Sebastopol which were unconnected

with the strengthening of the place, giving orders

that the men should be employed at the defences.

He directed that the men should be mustered at

the batteries, that they should be practised at the

guns, and that all should be held ready for action.

It was ordered that the fleet should prepare

to make sail; but on this day it blew from N.

to N.E. in the bay, and apparently IST.W. in the

offing, and these winds were adverse to any pro-

ject for sailing out to attack the armada.

From time to time the increasing numbers of

the approaching ships were announced ; and at

half-past eight in the evening the telegraph said,

and said truly, ' The enemy's fleet is casting

' anchor.'

The next day was calm : and Sebastopol knew

that, without encountering hindrance, the Allies

were landing their troops. The Russians were

men so constituted as to be able to derive a faint

pleasure from the mere date of the event, and

even, it would seem, to found upon the coinci-

dence a happy augury ; for they ever had thought

with pride of the war which they are accustomed

to call ' the war of the twenty nations,' and the

14th of September was the anniversary of Napo-

leon's entry into jMoscow. In the roadstead of

Sebastopol, and at the mouth of the Man-of-war

Harbour, the two squadrons of the Black Sea
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were ranged in the order deemed best for sailing chap.
to meet the enemy. ^^^-

The adverse winds had been followed by calm ; Abandon-

but it does not appear that there was any con- intention oY

tinuance of that yearning to venture a naval thearmaV

attack which seems to have been felt the day

before. The Eussian fleet was so much weaker

than that of the Allies in many respects, but

especially in point of steam power, that, unless

it should chance to succeed, any attempt of the

kind would be liable to be condemned for its rash-

ness. It is probable that upon this subject the

orders of Prince Mentschikoff were peremptory.

At all events, there was no thought, it would

seem, on this day, of undertaking to disturb the

busy scene in Kalamita Bay by breaking into the

midst of the flotilla whilst the French and the

English were landing.

There was now withdrawn from some of the Men and

ships a number of men sufficing to add four more S^iirfrom

battalions to the strength of the mariners already

turned into soldiers ; and a day or two later,

heavy guns, to the number of thirty, were taken

out of the men-of-war, and brought into use for

the land-defences.

All this time, the five thousand workmen at The land

the command of Prince Mentschikoff were busi-

ly employed, and the works on the North Side

especially were pushed on with ceaseless energy
;

but it was not until after a week from the land-

ing that these approached their completion. On
the South Side, the defenders were busied with a
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CHAP.
III.

their state
on the 20th
Sept.

Distribution
of authority
at Sebas-
topol after

the ISth
Sept.

Streii-th

of the
garrison
left in

Sebastopol.

field-work connecting the Flagstaff and the Cen-

tral Bastions, but except in regard to the progress

thus making at a single point, the land defences

continued to be, for some time, in the state

already described.

When Prince Mentschikoff had established

himself on the Alma, he entrusted the defence of

Sebastopol on its Xorth Side to Eear- Admiral

Istomin, and the defence of the South Side to

Eear-Admiral Panfiloff, at the same time enjoin-

ing these seamen to apply to Lieutenant-General

Moller, the Commander - in - Chief of the land

forces at Sebastopol, for special instructions.

Prince Mentschikoff also directed that, in the

absence of Vice-Admiral Korniloff, the command
of the fleet, and any troops on board it, should be

assumed by Vice-Admiral Nachimoff, the senior

officer in the roadstead.

Means were taken for perfecting the telegraphic

communicatiqn between Sebastopol and the cover-

ing army.

When Prince Mentschikoff''s orders for assem-

bling his troops on the Alma had been carried

into effect, the only portion of the ' active ' Rus-

sian army then left at Sebastopol was a body of

four militia battalions. The rest of the comba-

tants who helped to form the garrison were the

gunners attached to the batteries of the coast

defences, the local companies belonging to Sebas-

topol, the 2600 stationed marines, and the 18,500

seamen. If, to all these forces, there be added

the 5000 workmen, it would result that when
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Prince Mentschikoff had advanced to the heights

on the Alma with the whole of the forces which

there afterwards encountered the enemy, the

number of men still forming the garrison of

Sebastopol or aiding it in its labours amounted

to some 32,000.* Of these, however, there were

none, except the gunners at the coast defences,

and the 3000 militiamen, who could be said to

form part of the army.

CHAP.
III.

The number being thus made up :

—

Four militia battalions, . 3,00C

Gunners at the coast batteries. 2,708

Stationed marines, 2,666

Seamen of the fleet, 18,501

Nine local companies, (probably about) . 900

Total combatants, 27,775

Workmen, . . . . 5,000

32,775

VOL. IV.
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CHAPTER IV.

I.

CHAP.
IV.

Sebastopol
on the day
of the Aliua.

KomilofTs
ride with
Todleben
towards
the field

of battle.

Such was the condition of tilings at Sebastopol

when, on the 20tli of September, the telegraph

announced to the garrison that the Allies were

advancing to assail Prince Mentschikoff in his

position on the Alma heights. At half-past one,

the cannonade which marked the opening of the

battle was heard in the town, and at two there

came from the telegraph at Cape Loukoul a

message, destined to be its last,
—'The army is

' engaged with the enemy.' Already Korniloff

was on horseback, and riding, with Colonel de

Todleben, towards the sound of the guns.* "We

shall see by-and-by that from a distance of 3000

miles, the care and the sagacity of a news-dealing

company on the banks of the Thames had enabled

it to point out the day as well as the place of the

* Without distinguishing from others those facts which I

owe to personal communications from General de Todleben, I

wish to acknowledge generally the immeasurable advantage

which I have derived from the repeated, lengthened, and most

interesting conversations with which the General honoured me.
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expected encounter ; and it might be thought chap.

that, since Korniloff was within cannon-sound of
'

the Allied camp, and in hourly communication

with Prince ^Nlentschikoff, he would hardly need

prophecy to prepare him for the 20th of Sep-

tember. Yet, in speaking of the reasons which

made him believe that this 20th of September

would prove to be the fated day, he gives the first

place to the predictions of an authority—in his

eyes apparently a kind of periodical apocalypse

—

which he calls the 'Athenian Calendar.' Two
days before, he had been at Prince Mentschikoff's

tent on the Kourgane Hill, had seen the great

strength of the position, and had not only ob-

served the army to be in excellent spirits, but

had found the Prince easy in his mind and cheer-

ful Yet now, as he rode towards the scene of

action, he could not but be agitated, he says, by

the thought that the fate of Europe 'was to be
* decided on Cape Loukoul or on the Alma.'

By degrees he was forced to apprehend, and

then to see only too plainly, the result of the

encounter. * As I approached,' he says, 'the

' firing grew slacker, and I soon perceived

' that our army was retreating, but retreating in

' order.* A sad picture it certainly was, but the

' will of the Lord is inscrutable to us.'

Amongst the troops which Korniloff and Todle-

* It was at a later period in the day that there occurred,

along the road descending to the Katcha, the scene of confusion

witnessed hy Chodasiewicz, and described in a former volume
of this work.
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CHAP.
IV.

Their meet-
ing with
Prince
Mentschi-
kofif.

ben tlius met retreating, there approached an

officer on horseback, not marching on duty with

any particular regiment, nor yet having with him

the staff which would denote the presence of a

general. He was bowed forward, as though very

weary. This horseman was Prince Mentschikoff,

the Commander-in-Chief of the defeated army,

and of all the military and naval forces in the

Crimea. Since the time when he sat by his tent

on the slope of the Kourgane Hill, indulging a

happy belief in the strength of his ground on the

Alma, some eight hours only were passed ; but

these had come heavy upon him. ^Yhen Korni-

loff and Todleben had come up and spoken with

him, they turned their horses' heads, and the three,

in company, rode down to the Katcha. It seems

that the torment of mind which might well be sup-

posed to be assailing the Prince was at all events

masked, and even perhaps superseded, by his state

of bodily weariness.*

But if the Prince was thus bowed down by

fatigue, and unwilling or hardly able to speak

many words, he had formed a momentous re-

solve, and could still wield that strenfith of will

which was needed for giving effect to it. He
* I do not know whether Prince Mentschikoff, in the course

of the foregoing night, had imposed upon himself any labours

wliich would account for this excessive fatigue. Including all

his hapless untimely rides from the east to the west, and from

the west to the east, of the battlefield, he had not ti-aversed

much ground in the course of the day. Mentschikoff was not

a young man ; but I imagine that, in i^art at least, his prostra-

tion of strength must be ascribed to the stress which care and

grief can put upon the bodily frame.
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enjoined Korniloif to close the moiitli of the chap.

Sebastopol roadstead (where the Black Sea fleet
'

lay at anchor) ; and it was understood, if it was
^'entsc^i.

not expressed in w^ords, that this was to be done
to KoiSff.

by sinking some of the ships. The import of this

order was, that the Czar's famous navy of the

Black Sea, — the result of patient energy con-

tinued from generation to generation, the long-

cherished instrument of conquest, the terror of

the Moslems, the hope of the Christians in the

East,—was to abdicate its warlike mission upon

the approach of danger, and shut itself in for ever

—a fleet foregoing the sea. And the officer in-

structed to execute this ruthless order was the

virtual commander of this same fleet, the man
who had toiled during years and years to fit it

for the business of war. The emotion with which KomiiofPs

Korniloff heard the words addressed to him may ux7oS.^

be inferred from their mere purport, as well as

from the spirit of resistance which he made bold

to show on the following day ; but it seems that,

at the time, he spoke little. He could not say he

thought well of this measure of desperation, and

he did not, he could not, reply that he would

obey the command ; but, on the other hand, he

respected the anguish of a defeated commander,

and indulged his chief's bodily weariness by re-

fraining, for the time, from words of dispute and

remonstrance.

When first Prince Mentschikoff" found himself Prince

in full retreat from the Alma, he conceived the koffrenoun-

idea of attempting a stand on the left bank of the idef of a
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CHAP. Katcha; but altliouoii it would be an error to
IV .'

suppose that the spirit of the Paissian soldiery

stand on was ciushed by the defeat it had suffered, it is
the Katcha;

not the less certain that the loss of ofificers killed

and wounded in the battle was greater than could

be well borne, and that, from this and other

causes, the army was for the moment in a dis-

organised and helpless state,

and giving Priuce Mcutschikoff therefore dismissed the

toTodieben. idea of making a stand on the Katcha, and

imagined a plan which (supposing that the

ground should prove fit for the purpose) was

well adapted to the object of enabling the army,

though defeated and inferior in numbers, to try

to cover Sebastopol. The Piussian Commander
proposed to take up such a position in the

country of the Belbec as would enable him to

menace the left flank of the Allied army whilst

engaged (as he assumed that it presently would

be) in attacking the Star Fort, and at the same

time allow him to communicate freely by his

rear with the great road through P)aktchi Serai

to the interior of Pussia. With this view, he

now entrusted to Colonel de Todleben the task

of surveying the country on the morrow, and

trying to find a ground upon which it would be

prudent for the army to take up a position.

At ten o'clock at night, Korniloff was once

The sounds morc in SebastopoL As there heard, the sound

battle at of the firing at half-past one had come from the

left of the position on the Alma, had gradually

rolled to the eastward, at half-past four had
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slackened, and then ceased altogether. From chap.

that time until ni^'ht, the hours were blank, '__

bringing nothing for men to learn; but it does leariugof

not appear that the booming of the guns or the auts.

still suspense which came after raised any of

that kind of stir or emotion which signs of such

import might be likel}^ to create in a city devoted

to the arts of peace. The people in the place

were soldiers or sailors for the most part, and the

rest of them were virtually amenable to military

rule. Things went on in their accustomed way,

but preparations were made for transporting

wounded men from the North Side to the South,

and for carrying them thence in litters to the

hospital. To aid the work, the road up the hill

along which the wounded would have to be

carried was strongly lighted up. Prince Llent- Prince

schikoff, it would seem, reached Sebastopol at kors^'^

'"

about eleven o'clock at night, but already the sebastopoi

rumours of the defeat had begun to creep into

the town. At a later hour, boats coming across

from the North Side began to discharge their

freight of wounded men ; and afterwards, all the wounded

night long, the dark shadows seen moving up by brought in

the illuminated road to the hospital bore dismal nlght^

witness of what must have been done in those three

hours when the firing was heard at Sebastopol.

It would seem that when Prince Mentschikoff

and his naval vicegerent had reached Sebasto-

pol, bodily fatigue put off to the morrow nearly

all further action and counsel ; for, excepting

the despatch of an aide-de-camp to St Peters-
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CHAP, burcr* nothincr more is chronicled as havincr been
IV.

done or resolved on that night.

II.

21st Sept.

Council uf
admirals
and naval
captains.

KomilofTs
proposal

:

The next morning, Korniloff assembled a council

of admirals and captains to determine what should

be done in the straits to which things were

brought by the loss of the battle. Prince Ment-

schikoff himself was not of the number assembled,

but there is ground for inferring that to some of

those who were there he had imparted at least

his opinion, if not his final resolve.
-f*

Korniloff addressed the assembled admirals and

captains. ' Our army,' he said, ' is falling back
' on Sebastopol, and therefore the enemy will

' easily occupy the heights on the south of the

' Belbec. He will extend his forces as far as

' Inkerman t and " Holland "
§ (where the in-

* Major Greig, despatched to St Petersburg that night by

KorniloflF, in obedience to orders from the Prince given him on

the Katcha.

t For much of the information on which I base my state-

ments respecting Admiral Korniloff and the Russian navy, I

am indebted to a most admirable collection of materials by

Captain Gendre, on officer who was upon the Staff of Admiral

Korniloff. I, in general, refer to the work by the description

of 'Materiaux pour serrir.' It is in Russian, but the great

kindness of Admiral Likhatcheff, who was himself on Korniloff's

Staff, and also of ]\Ir Michel of the Admiralty, has overcome

for me this obstacle.

X That is, to the site of the ' Ruins, ' and the ground overhang-

ing them. In Russian nomenclature the ' lukerman heights ' do

not mean the ground where the battle of Inkerman was fought.

§ The ground thus designated was between the Star Fort and

the head of the roadstead.
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' tended tower lias not yet been completed), and, chap.
' commanding from those heights the ships of [

' Nachimoff's squadron, he will force the fleet to

' leave its present position. By thus altering our

' order of battle for the fleet, he will make it

' feasible to force the entrance of the roadstead

;

' and if, at the same time, his land forces should

' take the Star Fort, no resistance on our part,

' however heroic, will save the Black Sea fleet

* from ruin and disgraceful capture. I therefore

* propose to put to sea and attack the enemy,

' crowded as he is off Cape Loukoul. I think

' that, fortune favouring us, we might disperse

' the enemy's armada, and thus deprive the Allied

' armies of supplies and reinforcements. In the

* event of failure, we shall be able to avoid a dis-

' graceful capture ; for, supposing that we do not

* succeed in boarding the enemy's ships, we can

* at all events blow them up when close alongside,

* together with our own.

* While thus saving the honour of the Eussian

' flag, the seamen will be defending their port

;

' for the Allied fleets, even if victorious, would
' be so weakened by the loss of many ships, that

' they \vould not dare to attack the strong sea-

' batteries of Sebastopol ; and, without the co-

' operation of the fleet, the Allied armies could

' not capture the town, if fortified and defended

* by our troops, until the arrival of a fresh army
' from Eussia, and then, with united exertions we
* might crush the enemy.

' The absence of all order in the disposition of
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CHAP, 'the enemy's fleet during tlie landing and off

•

' Cape Loukoul—the carelessness of their cruisers,

' which have not yet captured even one of our

' steamers on the Black Sea during the whole

' summer—the carelessness of the Allied admirals,

' who have allovred our squadrons to cruise freely

' in sight of Sebastopol, and missed an opportu-

' nity of attacking the Three Holy Fathers, which

' lay aground on the 9th of June for above

' twenty-four hours out of reach of our batteries

' —who have even allowed the steamer Taman
' to leave Sebastopol and to cruise, caring little

' for the countless steamers of the enemy, on

' the lines by which the Allies communicate
' with the Turkish ports,—all this plainly proves

' that against such an enemy success is not

' impossible.'

From the tenor of what the speaker next said,

it is to be inferred that he was interrupted at

this point by an expressed or anticipated sugges-

tion, importing that the time for a bold irruption

into the midst of the enemy's great armada was

surely on the morning of the 14th, when the

ships were still encumbered with troops, and

the crews engaged in the business of the landing

;

for the rest of Korniloffs address seems meant

to answer an objection of that kind; but the

speaker, as I judge from his words, became con-

fused by his endeavour to go on recom,mending

a desperate enterprise, when he found himself

forced to acknowledge that the right time for

a venture of the kind had been suffered to pass.
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The assembled admirals and captains received chap.

tlie proposal of Korniioff' in blank silence ; and [

it presently appeared that, although there were Hon bjThe

some few who assented to the proposal, the rest
^^^^^^^

disapproved it, and were already bending their

thoughts to a measure of a very different kind.

All probably knew beforehand that this other

measure was to be proposed, and that it had the

sanction of Prince Mentschikoff, the Commander-

in-Chief.

The period of Korniloff's great ascendancy was

close at hand, but it had not yet come ; and,

great as we shall see him to be in the days which

were approaching, it may be acknowledged that,

whatever good there might be in his desperate

plan of attack, if peremptorily ordered and fiercely

pushed through to the end by a resolute com-

mander, it was hardly one which could be usefully

submitted to a numerous assembly of admirals

and captains who knew that it was disapproved

by the Commander-in-Chief. And the reasonings

by which Korniioff tried to support his proposal

were surely weak. Because the Allied fleets

kept no formal array, they were not therefore

in confusion. There was always, at the least,

one vessel of war standing sentry over the prisoned

fleet of the Eussians ; and the ships of the Allies,

though somewhat dispersed, were well enough

linked by signals and by their great steam-power.

Even before the landing, when an irruption into

the midst of the crowded and busy armada could

have been best attempted, the seamen of Dundas's
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CHAP.
IV.

Captain
Zorin's
counter-
proposal :

the grief

^v^th which
it is heard.

off-shore squadron were not only ready for such

an encounter as the very one for which their

services were specially reserved, but were even

in part 'cleared for action.' And again, it was

wild to build a hope of surprising the whole

Allied fleet upon the furtive success with which

a small single Eussian steamer had now and then

cheated the watchfulness of the Anglo -French

cruisers.

The rejection of Korniloft's measure was fol-

lowed by the open proposal of that other and

very different plan of action which was already

engaging the thoughts of the council. It was

Captain Zorin who submitted this counter-pro-

posal to the assembled admirals and captains

;

and it will be observed that, although submitted

in this way as the advice of one of the captains,

the plan Avas the one which Prince Mentschikoff,

on the evening before, had ordered Korniloff to

execute. That which Captain Zorin proposed

was this : to sink some of the oldest of the ships

across the mouth of the roadstead, and employ

the crews of the sunken ships, as well as those of

the rest of the fleet, in reinforcing the garrison.

When this proposal was made, many, knowing

apparently that it had the sanction of the Com-

mander-in-Chief, and would therefore be adopted,

began to shed tears. And now there was loud

speaking. He who records what passed does not

undertake to give the words, or even the tenor of

what was then said, but in his own language—he

was himself an officer of the Black Sea fleet—he
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utters the grief of the officers to whom the appeal chap.

was addressed :
' How to decide on such a cruel

'

' measure ? To bar the port, and shut ourselves
^pe^aking.

' up, is it not tantamount to a solemn confession

' of our inability to fight at sea ? Is it not tanta-

' mount to our abdicating the very name of sea-

' men, so dear to the men of the Black Sea fleet ?

' By the love we have borne to our profession, by

' our unanimous co-operation in the noble efforts

* of our ever-memorable chiefs, we have brought

' our ships to a high state of perfection in manceu-

' vring, in gunnery, and general management

;

' and now, when we might justly boast of our

' creation—when the fleet has grown strong and

' formidable—we are to sacrifice these fine ships,

' and sink them with our own hands in the waves

' of their native port 1 Such a proceeding is next

' to suicide. The question is not to offer upon

' the altar of our country our wealth, our material

' interests. No ; the sacrifice is of a higher kind.

* We are to crush with a merciless hand every-

' thing upon which we have concentrated our

' moral efforts, in which we have been accustomed

' to see our calling and our future.'

Korniloff expressed his dissent from the counter- Komiiofr^
order to

proposal, but perceiving that the majority of the themembei

officers present approved it, and still holding to council

;

his own opinion, he dismissed the council, and

with these words :
' Prepare for putting to sea.

' A signal will be given pointing out what every

' one has to do/ But he spoke, the narrator says,

with a heavy heart, for he had little hope that the
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C H A P.

JV.

his alter-

cation with
Mentschi-
koflf.

Peremptory
orders to

(•lose the
harbour
hy sinking
ships.

Komiloff's
fruitless

resistance.

Tlie orders
given.

Commander-in-Chief would change the resolve he

had imparted to him the evening before.

Korniloff, however, went to Prince Mentschi-

koff, and declared his intention of putting to

sea. To this the Prince peremptorily objected,

and he reiterated the order he had given Kor-

niloff the evening before on his ride from the

Alma—the order to close the entrance of the

roadstead by sinking some of the ships. Korni-

loff answered that he would do no such thing.

Prince !Mentschikoff replied, ' Well, then, you may
' return to your post at N"icolayeff, * and send for

' Admiral Stanncovitch in order to give him the

' necessary instructions.'' Then Korniloff said :

' Stop a moment. It is suicide what you are

' compelling me to ; but now—to leave Sebasto-

' pol surrounded by the enemy is impossible. I

* am ready to obey you.' f
And Korniloff obeyed. The order he issued

pointed out the places to be taken by all the ships

of the fleet, including the five line-of-battle ships

and the two frigates, which were to be brought to

the mouth of the roadstead and held in readiness

for sinking. It directed that when the ships

should be sunk their crews .should be formed into

battalions. It ordered that, with a view to the

event of its becoming necessary to give up the

* Under ordinary circumstances, ISTicolayeff was the place

where KorniloflF, as chief of the staff of the Black Sea fleet,

would be stationed.

t ' This conversation has been reported by Prince Mentschi-
' koff himself. '—Xote appended to the account of the conversa-

tion in the * Materiaux pour servir.

'
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town, the rest of the lleet should be hekl in readi- chap.

ness to be sunk. In the mean time, however, [

they were to be ranged in an order which would

enable them to pour their fire upon the slopes

descending from the Xorth Side. The order

directed that, upon tlie mere appearance of the

enemy on the heights to the south of the Belbec,

two of the roadstead batteries on the north, the

Paris and the Twelve Apostles, should be de-

stroved. A separate order directed that vast 21st Sept.

. . « 1 • • 1 ii ^ Eemoval
quantities of the ammunition and other stores of stores

from tlie

should be transported from the [North to the yonhside.

South Side. All day, the numbers of vessels em-

ployed in obeying this order were crossing and

recrossing the roadstead. The timely removal of

these stores tends to show that the defence of the

North Side against the Allied armies was regarded

at the time as an almost desperate undertaking.

It was not until the afternoon of this day that

Colonel de Todleben had completed the survey

entrusted to him the evening before by Prince

Mentschikoff. For eif^ht hours he was ridinpr Todieben's°
. n T_

reporter

over the ground, and studying it, as may well be his stm-ey.

supposed, with anxious care. Upon his report

the w^iole tenor of the rest of the campaign was

depending. At length he formed his opinion, and

w^ith a confidence which freed liim from all mis-

giving. In order apparently to receive Colonel

de Todieben's report, Prince Mentschikofi' had

come back to the North Side, for there—in the

Lodge that he had close adjoining the Number

Four Battery—Colonel de Todleben waited upon
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CHAP.
IV.

Meutsolii-
kofTs re-

ception of
tlie Revior:.

Continued
retreat of
his field

army.

him, and reported the conclusion to which he had

come. Todleben's conclusion was, that in the

country he had been ordered to examine, there

was not to be found any line upon which it

would be wise for the Eussian army to take

up a position. There was no ground — other-

wise suitable — which offered good means of

retreat.

Prince Mentschikoff listened to this report in

the way that might -be expected from one who

had ready an alternative plan ; but that other

plan, whatever it might be, he withheld from

Colonel de Todleben. The Prince did not say

much. Presently he got into a small boat and

crossed over to Sebastopol, leaving Todleben

without instructions in regard to the next duty,

if any, which he was to undertake. After reflect-

ing a little, Colonel de Todleben determined that

lie would return to the task from which he had

been summoned, and go on with his endeavours

to stren£^then the works on the Xorth Side. This

he did.

Prince ]Mentschikoff, at this time, was very

secret in regard to his ulterior plan for the dis-

position of his army ; but for the present, he

allowed his troops to continue the movement

which divided them from the field of the Alma,

and retreat fairly into Sebastopol.

In a weakened and tired condition of body, but

not, it is said, in a state of dejection, the troops

in the course of the day were all brought over

the water, and into the town. Thence they were
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moved to a ground outside, wMcli Tvas called the chap.

Koolikoff field. There they bivouacked.
IV.

III.

At four o'clock in the afternoon, the ships of The doomed

the fleet, including those which were doomed, be- ^
^^^'

gan to move into their places, and at half-past

ten at night all were there.

Early in the morning of the nest day (the 2 2d),

the top-gallant masts of the condemned ships were

struck, and their sails unbent. Descrying five

ships and two frigates ranged across the en-

trance of the roadstead, and either not seeing

that the sails were unbent, or failing to observ^e

the change in the way that leads to inference,

the French were led to imagine that the enemy

was coming out to give battle, and, accordingly,

there was a joyous expectation that day on board

their fleet. All that day, the condemned ships

remained in their places across the mouth of the

roadstead.

Korniloff had not yet absolutely despaired of Farther

saving the ships, and he again pressed Prince Komiioff

Mentschikoff to spare them. The Prince, how- tke^Mps;

ever, had by this time made up his mind to that

flank march of which we shall presently speak,

and he conceived that the sinking of the ships

was an essential part of the plan to which he

meant to resort. According to that plan he was its failure.

to remove the army from Sebastopol, abandoning

to the seamen the charge of the land defences
;

VOL. IV. F
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CHAP, and he rightly enough judged that, as long as

^^'
there should be the prospect of an irruption of

the Allied fleets into the roadstead, it would be

impossible to withdraw to the shore the whole

energy of the crews.

• The Xaval Library, as we saw, was the place

where officers used to gather. Thither Korniloff

came at six o'clock in the evening. He was in a

state of deep sadness. It had been arranged that,

when the measure of sinking the ships should be

irrevocably determined upon, the national flag

should be hoisted as a signal to all that the sacri-

fice was to be accomplished. The dooming flag

was run up. KorniloS" went on board one of the

ships, and when afterwards he returned to his

house, he found awaiting him there some naval

officers, men zealously devoted to the service.

They had come to entreat that he would avert

the blow which was aimed, as they said, at their

calling ; and they probably sought to make him

know, that if he should undertake to resist the

destroying orders, he might not be without sup-

port. They urged their prayer. Korniloff an-

swered, 'We must submit to necessity.'

In his address to the seamen, Kornilofi" ex-

plained a part of the grounds for resorting to the

measure, but omitted all mention of the intended

withdrawal of the army, and even spoke of the

land forces as having come back to Sebastopol

in order to defend it to extremity. He then said:

' It is no doubt painful to destroy our own work

!

' AVe have used many efforts to put these doomed
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' ships in a state to excite the envy of the world, chap.
' But we must submit to stern necessity. Mos-

'

' cow was burned, but Eussia was not ruined by
' it. On the contrary, she only grew the stronger.

' God is merciful. Ko doubt He is even now
' preparing a similar destiny for His faithful Rus-

' sian people. Let us, then, offer up our prayers

* to the Lord, and not suffer a mighty enemy to

'.conquer us 1'

In the nifrht, the orders for the scuttling of The doomed
ships scut-

the ships were obeyed, and at dawn on the mom- tied.

incp of the 23d there were only to be seen some Mommgof° "^ the 23d

:

bare masts in the places where the Sizopol, the

Varna, and the Silistria had been lying the day

before. Soon afterwards, the Ouryil and the Sel-

aftroil went down, and at eight o'clock the waves

passed over the Flora, but the Three Holy Fathers,

a 130-gun ship, was still erect. The water rushed

in through the openings which had been made in

her sides, near the water-line, but, despite the un-

natural wounds, she did not yet sink. Her stead-

fastness caused men to think how faithfully she

would have served in honest fight with the enemy.

In the minds of the seamen of the fleet, the sight the sinking

of the grand old ship thus clinging to life added

horror to grief. Amongst such of the officers as

were free from superstitions, the pain, it would

seem, was akin to that which men feel when they

force themselves to see the blow given to one of

the brute creation who is an old and faithful ser-

vant, condemned to have his days ended; and

the commander of the steam-frigate the Thunder-
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bearer was commanded to fire into lier sides, in

order—as the naval recounter of the scene ex-

presses it—in order to ' shorten her agony.' But

this last spectacle was more harrowing than all

that had gone before. In the idea of the seamen,

and many, perhaps, of the officers, the sacred

name of the ship, and the notion that some holy

emblem or relic must still be remaining on board

her, aroused a belief or surmise that what the

heathenish Thunder-bearer was doincr micrht be a

deed unspeakably impious. At a quarter befcre

one the sacred man-of-war reeled. For a moment

—so pious men thought—the waves fell away re-

coiling, then closed, and bore the ship down.

The destruction of the ships already condemned

was only a part of the sacrifice ; for it could not

but be that the policy which had sunk seven ships

and closed the entrance of the roadstead, was

bringing to an end the career of the whole Black

Sea fleet, and turning its crews into soldiers. The

seamen knew that to change thus was to fall.

In the capital of many a state there sits an

industrious clerk—a sovereign he may be or a

head of Department—working hard at the task

of giving a base uniformity to bodies of armed

men, and never remitting his toil till at last he is

taught by disaster that the mind and the soul he

has laboured so hard to keep down are amongst

the main needs of an army in time of war. If he

sees a body of troops having some distinctive

accoutrement which helps to sustain its individu-

ality in the midst of an army, and connects itself,
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in the minds of men, with the pride they take in chap.

their regiment, he hastens to tear off the mark
'

which makes the corps differ from others ; and

when there is a regiment which glories in its

ancient name, connecting it vaguely with great

traditions, and founding upon the cherished syl-

lables that consciousness of power which is a

main condition of ascendancy in war, then the

army clerk suffers such pain from the want of

that sequence w^hich he has long observed in an

orderly series of numerals running on like ' one,'

' two,' and ' three/ that he takes from the regiment

its proud historic name, and orders that for the

future it shall be called by a number, in the way
that is used with convicts * But of all the clerks

who t?ius laboured at the business of making

armies by extinguishing men, none had been more

ruthless than the one who toiled at St Petersburg

;

for, devoting himself to the merely military as

distinguished from warlike pursuits, and being

* This particular illustration of the silly and noxious lengths

to which an army administration may he carried hy its love of

uniformity' was not fetched from St Petershurg, hut from our

own Horse Guards, though not, I helieve I may say, from the

Horse Guards as at present administered- The Russian regi-

ments are ofl&cially called hy names or descriptions not founded

on numerals ; hut many a one has heen subjected to the prac-

tice of taking away the old name of the regiment, in order to

designate it as the possession of some mere prince. Thus, for

instance, the ' Borodino ' regiment had a name which the Rus-

sians have ever held to he one of great glory to their nation
;

but it got instead a wordy, cumbrous designation, describing

the regiment as the property of one of the Emperor's sons, and

sounding more like a tiresome extract from a court almanac

than the honest name of a regiment.
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CHAP, little short of a madman in liis love of thin^^s imi-
IV '

form, the Emperor Nicholas for years had been

lowering and lowering the Eussian soldiery in

the scale of humanity, with the intent of bringing

his army to a base mechanic perfection ; and this

policy had been carried to such baneful extremes

that the most illustrious of Eussia's living generals

has assigned it as one of the causes which exposed

the Czar's troops to defeat* But in the fleets of

the empire the perverse energy of Nicholas had

failed to complete the mischief it tended to work

;

and although more or less he tormented his sea-

men with drill, and marched them, and wheeled

them, and put them in barracks, and divided them

into bodies of the size of battalions, with a number

belonging to each,-f- he could not altogether ex-

tirpate from the sailors the true sailor's spirit.

There was a strength in the nature of things

which withstood him ; for happily—and this is a

main source of the glory attaching to the sea ser-

vice— the ever- changeful exigencies which the

winds and the waves create must be met by the

individual energies of the very men who encounter

them, and not by mere codes of regulation sent

down from an of&ce. The sailor of the Black Sea

* Todleben, voL i. p. 204. I have reason to know that the

unsoundness of the policy in this respect of the Emperor Nicho-

las is fully recognised by the present Government of Russia,

•f-
These bodies were numbered and called 'crews,'—a some-

what misleading term, because the numbered 'crew,' though

composed of men belonging to the ships' companies, was not

a body identical with that which formed the crew of any par-

ticular ship. The numbered ' crew ' consisted of about a

thousand men belonging to different ships.
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fleet could not but feel that his callinfr ennobled chap.
TV

him. He could not but know that if he were to
'

be withdrawn from his ship for land service, he

would be in danger of falling to a lower estate.

It is true, as we shall very soon see, that al-

though put to fight on shore, the seaman did not

fail to display his ever-ready resource, his careless,

his merry love of danger, his agile and flexible

energy, his devotion to warlike duty, and, above

all, that valour which could be proof against the

sense of being abandoned and sacrificed ; but

some, at least, of the qualities thus brought to

light on shore, were qualities derived from the

sea, and the more the sailor was gifted with these,

the greater would be his fall and his loss of self-

respect, if—not merely for the one struggle then

going on, but for all the rest of his time—he

were to become a land-service man, reduced step

by step to the mechanised state of the Paissian

soldier, with nothing but memory, and perhaps

some small, cherished relic, to remind him of his

good old ship, and the nobler life he had lived in

the days of the Black Sea fleet.

Therefore more than one train of thought was

conducing, it seems, to the grief with which the

men saw the ships sunk.

But it must be acknowledsjed that this sinking The policy° ° of sinking

of the ships was a wise measure. It fulfilled two the ships.

great purposes. It closed the entrance of the

roadstead against the Allies ; but also, by putting

a sure and visible end to the career of the fleet

at sea, it brought to bear upon the land defences
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CHAP, that strength of 18,000 fit men, and those almost
•

boundless resources in the way of things material

which the navy was able to furnish.

And it seems to be plain that, such as it is, the

whole merit of designing the expedient, and forc-

ing it into efifect, belongs of right to Prince Ment-

schikoff. Except by adducing this instance of

firm and opportune action, it would be hard to

show a fit ground for ascribing to the Prince any

share of that kind of capacity which is needed

for the business of war; and mankind will be

loath to agree that the martial renown of a com-

mander, when devoid of all other foundation, can

be rested upon the single act, however timely and

fortunate, of closing an arm of the sea. But still

this Prince Mentschikofi"s idea of at once shutting:

out the invading fleets and turning his own navy

into a town garrison by the short expedient of

sinking some ships, was a conception so boldly,

so ruthlessly formed—it was so simple—it was

so well adapted to its twofold end—it was car-

ried through with so strong a will, and, withal,

was so signally justified by receiving the crown

of success, that, if it had been imagined and exe-

cuted by a great commander, the measure might

have been honestly cited as one bearing marks of

his genius.
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march:

CHAPTEE V.

Since the troops, overthrown on the Alma, had chap.

retreated all into Sebastopol, leaving no other
'

body to dispute with the invaders for the domin- ^Jntschi-

ion of the country outside, it followed that the of ffliuk""

Allies, by inclining to their left with the whole

or a part of their forces, were enabled, if so they

should choose, to lay hold of the enemy's line of

communication with the interior of the empire
;

and this, it would seem, was a measure which

Prince Mentschikoff had good reason to dread;

for his pressing need of reinforcements made it

vital for him to be able to keep the command of

the great homeward road through Baktchi Serai

and Simpheropol, as well as the means of com-

munication with Khomoutoff's force in the south-

east of the Crimea. Therefore, when he observed

that, instead of seizing this road, the invaders

were keeping their whole strength together, and

slowly advancing upon Sebastopol along the sea-

shore, he conceived that he might escape from the

predicament of being cut off from his succours

by darting upon the precious ground which the
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policy of the Allies had left open to him. "With

this view, he resolved that he would withdraw

his army from Sebastopol at night, move it by a

south-easterly march to the valley of the Tcher-

naya, cross the valley, turn northward, ascending

the Mackenzie Heights, and place himself upon

the highroad which leads thence by Baktchi Serai

to the interior of Eussia. Once there, he hoped

to be able to keep open the way to the interior of

Eussia, and give the hand to his expected rein-

forcements from Odessa, as well as to those com-

ing up from the neighbourhood of Kertch : but

this was only a part of the plan which he pro-

fessed to have formed; for by way of justifica-

tion for the withdrawal of his army from Sebas-

topol, he engaged to hang upon the flank of the

Allies, and to do this so formidably that his atti-

tude would be sure to hinder them froni under-

taking any resolute attack against the north side

of the fortress. Except in so far as he might be

aiding the cause in this collateral way, the Prince

was to leave the main defence of Sebastopol to

the sailors ; for, save only 5000 militiamen, and

one battalion of sappers, he proposed to withdraw

from the place the whole of his army.

When Korniloff was apprised of this resolve by

Prince Mentschikoff, he protested and said, ' That

' it would be impossible to hold Sebastopol if

' the troops were to leave it ; that a handful of

' seamen would not be able to resist the onset of

* the numerous army of the Allies on the north-

' ern fortifications, and, these being carried, they
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' would not be able to hold out loug in the town chap.
' itself/

^^-

Prince Mentschikoff replied, ' The enemy can-
*' not undertake an energetic attack upon the

' northern fortifications, having our army on the

' flank and rear.' * Persisting in his resolve, he

ordered Korniloff to form battalions out of the

•ships' crews for the defence of the place.

There was much that seems politic in this plan The con-

of operations ; but the thought of abandoning forv.;ardto

Sebastopol at such a time, and leaving to the

sailors the main defence of the place, Vv^as only to

be justified by keeping it always coupled with

that other part of the plan, which provided that

the army thus stealing out of the fortress should

operate formidably upon the flank and rear of the

invading armies; and it will be seen that, al-

though this last duty was in terms undertaken

by Prince Mentschikoff, he did not make haste

to perform it.

With a view to the execution of the intended Preiinimary

flank march, Kiriakoff was entrusted with the entrusted to

delicate and important task of observing the

enemy at a very critical time ; and accordingly,

on the 23d, the day before the march of the main
army, he was sent towards the Belbec, taking

with him, it seems, 12 battalions, 20 guns, and

400 Cossacks.f

* ' This conversation was related by Korniloff on the even-
' ing of the 11th [23d] of September.'

t See the Plan of Flank March, ante, p. 14, and also the Plan
in the 'Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. iii., Cabinet Edition,

p. 340.
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CHAR There is some obscurity in regard to the in-

^^-

structions with which General Kiriakoff was fur-

nished;* but at half-past four in the afternoon

his troops were so near to the Belbec as to be

able to see the English cavalry on the other side

of the river ; and in the evening he learnt that

Lord Lucan's force had occupied the \dllage of

Duvankoi. Thereupon, and the same night,

Kiriakoff fell back upon the Inkerman bridge,

crossed the river, ascended the Sapoune Heights,

moved southward along the road on their crest,

descended once more into the valley of Tchernaya,

recrossed the stream by a ford, ascended the

Mackenzie Heights, and was thenceforth on the

same line of march as the rest of the evading army.

One of his battalions, however, in consequence of

some mistake, fell out and returned to SebastopoL*|*

The army In the night of the 24th the main army moved

out of out of Sebastopol, crossed the valley of the

Tchernaya, and retreated towards Baktchi Serai

by the line of the Mackenzie Heights.:J:

After first providing for the way in which the

command of the forces left at Sebastopol should

be distributed during his absence, Prince Ment-

prince schikoff' in person departed from the place ; and

Sandhis at eight o'clock in the morning of the 25th he
army on the

^.g^^^i^g^j Otarkoi, a village on the Belbec, lying

* See Todleben, vol. i, p. 242 et seq., comparing the note and

the text.

+ The 3d Taroutine battalion.

X See the Plan facing p. 16 ante, and also the one facing

p. 340 of vol. iii., Cabinet Edition of the 'Invasion of the

' Crimea.

'
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only about six miles above that part of the chap.

stream on which the English \Yere then bivou- '.—
acked.* From that village of Otarkoi, a half-

hour's ride of the Prince's cavalry scouts along

the road through Duvankoi would have brought

them in full sight of the English army. At the

moment when Lord Eaglan came suddenly upon

a Eussian battalion and waggon-train, all the rest

of the army then marching under Prince Ment-

schikoff, including Kiriakoff's force, had already

passed to the eastward of Mackenzie's Farm.

At the village of Otarkoi Prince Mentschikoff re-

mained a great part of the day ; and at about

eleven o'clock in the morning, both he and his

army were so placed, that those commanders who
pass much of their life in sighing after the great

occasion which comes but too rarely, would be

likely to regard him, in that forenoon of the 25th

of September, as a man to be keenly envied.

His whole army, with all its train, except a The oppor-
f. 1 T

1

ITT tiinity then
lew waggons and a small rear-guard, was already offered um.

on that part of the road which is to the eastward

of Mackenzie's Farm ; but, at the same time, no

part of it was distant enough to be out of his

reach; so that, if he should see reason to stop

the march of his more advanced columns, and

assemble his army in the neighbourhood of

Mackenzie's Farm, he would be able to do this

by an early hour in the afternoon. His troops

* I say then bivouacked, because the time spoken of is eight

A.M., and the foremost column of the Eriglish army did not

march till half an hour later.
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CHAP, carried bread; and his trains, reduced, for the
'

purpose of the march, to a moderate scale, were

moving with the rest of the force.

Now, the English army, it wiU be remembered,

began the flank march this same day, at half-past

eight in the morning ; and supposing that Prince

Mentschikoff—who was master of the intervening

country, and of ample cavalry forces—had been

taking only those common means for ascertaining

his adversary's movements which, even in days

not regarded as specially critical, tlie customs of

warfare prescribe, he would have learnt, by the

time we are speaking of, that Lord Eaglan was

movincp in force towards ^Mackenzie's Farm ; and

only a little later, if not indeed some time before,

he must have come to know that the whole Allied

army was following the flank movement of the

Enci^lish General. The orders which the Prince

might have issued, after making this discovery,

would have enabled him to stay the march of his

army towards Baktchi Serai, to face it about, and

to dispose it in such way as he might think fit in

the woodland and broken ground lying east of the

paths by which the Allies had to cross the moun-

tain. He then would have had at his back the

country traversed by the great road to Baktchi

Serai, and opening to him his communications

with the interior of Ptussia; whilst, before him,

he would have seen the Allies moving painfully

across his front in all the helplessness of an army

broken up into a trailing column, with a depth so

great as to make it a day's march from the rear
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to the van, and a front so narrow as to consist of chap.

one gun and one horseman—and all this defiling
'

through forest or steep mountain-paths. Some of

these roads, too, and especially the mountain-road

descending from the Mackenzie Heights to the

valley of the Tchernaya, there would have been

time to break up or obstruct. To add to his

advantages, the Eussian army would have had

abundant water in its immediate rear, whilst the

Allies, after draining the last turbid cupful from

Mackenzie's Farm, would have been condemned

to bear the torment of thirst, with a liability to

have their sufferings aggravated indefinitely by

the detention, and the labour which the necessity

of having to combat, or prepare for combat, could

not fail to occasion.

Nor can it be rightly said that any inferiority

in point of numbers, or any depression occasioned

by late defeat, unfitted Prince Mentschikoff's

army for operations against the uncovered flank

of a lengthened string of soldiery and waggons

pursuing its difficult way through woodland or

mountain-roads ; for during at least some hours,

the bare numbers of an army thus caught in the

process of journeying, with a day's march between

van and rear, would have no more served to re-

press an enemy assailing its uncovered flank, than

the length, the mere length, of a far-stretching

thread can avail it against a knife ; and the enter-

prises to which the occasion invited were exactly

of the kind which may be usefully undertaken

with a brave though discomfited army, because
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CHAP, they could be carried through by the personal

boldness of a few men, and without exposing great

masses to have their coherence tested. The con-

juncture was such that, by reason of their effect

in challenging and delaying a force to which long

delay would be fatal, the smallest successes of the

assailants might be fraught with great results

;

and it is to be observed, too, that there was a col-

lateral advantacre derivincr from attacks of this

sort, to which the Prince might have looked : for

experience has taught that a series of even the

pettiest triumphs, down even to those which may
be won over stragglers and drivers of waggons, is

of actual, nay even great worth as a means of re-

storing seK-respect and confidence to troops which

have suffered disaster.

Although the Allies encountered no sort of

resistance, it cost them, as we saw, a painful

march from morning to miduight, and again an-

other march the next day, to traverse the ridge

which divided the Belbec from the Tchernaya
;

but if Prince Mentschikoff, perceiving and using

the power which fortune offered him, had so

wielded his army as, from time to time, to con-

strain the invaders to prepare a front, and gather

their means of resistance, the duration of their

perilous march must have been proportionately

lengthened ; and theywere forces to which despatch

was life, for they had abandoned, as we know,

their old base of operations, and were travelling

by map and compass in hope of finding another=

It would seem that even slight ventures under-
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taken that day by the Eussians must have put the chap.

Allies in grave danger.
'

Such was the occasion which fortune stood J^^^sW
proffering to Prince Mentschikoff from the morn-

aoffuafnted

ing of the 25th of September to the forenoon of
^.jj^eme'nte

the following day. But she happily proffered in ^^3.

• vain ; for during the whole of the 2oth, he not only

suffered himself to remain in sheer ignorance of

the movements of an army of between 50,000 and

60,000 men which had bivouacked at a distance

of half an hour's ride from his quarters, but w^as

even so content with his state in this respect that

he avowedly postponed to the morrow the business

of seeking this precious knowledge.* His sloth

was the more extraordinary, since it is evident

that (either from deserters or from some other

source) he had gathered reasons for surmising

that the Allies might march to the south
; f yet,

even with such added motives for desiring infor-

* 1 am inforined, on very high authority, that the cause of

Prince Mentschikoff's ignorance of the enemy's movements "was

his reliance on Kiriakoff, and the failure of the operation to

him entrusted ; but the language of Prince Mentschikoff's letters

seems to me inconsistent with that supposition ; and there are

many reasons which tend, as I think, to make the explanation

invalid.

+ This we know because, almost immediately after quitting

Sebastopol, Prince Mentschikoff sent back to the garrison urg-

ing precautions which could only be needed on the supposition

that the Allies would march to the south. These injunctions,

however, disclosed a surmise that the Allies, if they should

march to the south, would take the lower road by the mouth of

the Tchernaya ; for the Prince directed that the passage by

that route should be obstructed and fortified. He also sent

back recommending that efforts should be made to strengthen

VOL. IV. G
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CHAP, mation, his mind on this subject remained so
^'

blank, and his desire of knowledge so languid,

that, at a time when the English w^ere marching

at a distance of but three or four miles from his

desk, he was able to write thus to Korniloff:

' Bivouac near the Otark village, on the Belbec,

' 13th [25th] September 1854 We arrived here

at eight o'clock in the morning, and sent some

' Cossacks in advance. Our further movements
* will depend upon the position of the enemy, and

' it would be therefore desirable to get, from time

' to time, some information from Sebastopol as to

' the position of our adversaries. We neither see

' nor hear anything of the enemy here.' So that,

beincr himself within half an hour's ride of the

English bivouac, he sent back all the way to

Sebastopol, and asked of the sailors there left to

their fate some news of the enemy's movements.

Here again, it would seem, there was proof that a

too-laboured military system has a tendency to

unfit men for warfare ; because, after owning thus

that he knew not where the invading armies were,

nor what they might be doing, the Prince went on

to speak of a military process for acquiring the

needed information, which was to be commenced

with all form and ceremony—not then, but—on

the following day. ' I hope,' he writes, ' the ad-

the Malakoff Hill and the ground between tliat and the Careen-

ing Bay, and his anxiety could not have been ranging in that

direction unless he had apprehended that the Allies would

march to the south coast.
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vanced posts will meet to-morrow for the first chap.
recounaissance/ ^*

At a later hour, Prince Mentschikoff learnt how
the rear of his army had been suddenly attacked

by English horsemen at Mackenzie's Farm ; but

even when he knew this had happened, he still

kept himself blind to the truth which the incident

seemed fitted to teach him ; for he ascribed the

collision to ' a patrol,' and remained unacquainted

with the fact that, all day, the whole Allied army
had been defiling, and was still continuing to

defile, at a distance of but three or four miles from

his quarters.*

If Prince Mentschikoff had been surrounded by
a force like the Cossacks of 1812, it would have

been hardly possible for him to have remained

unacquainted with the movements of a hostile

army which bivouacked on ground six miles from

his quarters, and had since been marching towards

him ; but although there were abundance of horse-

men still called by the name of Cossacks, the

spirit of military organisation had changed all

these into bodies having no more spontaneous

energy than the rest of the Eussian cavalry.

In the course of the 25th, Prince Mentschikoff, completion

with the whole of his force, took up a position in march

:

* He ascribes the capture effected by the English at Mac-

kenzie's Farm to 'amounted patrol and two guns.'—Second

note from the Prince to KornilofF, dated ' 13th [25th] Sep-

tember.' What the Prince imagined to be 'a mounted patrol

'

was, as we saw, nothing less than Lord Eaglan in person fol-

lowed by his staff. Ante, chap. ii.
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CHAP, the neiglibourhood of Otarkoi; and the next day^
V.

his state
01

after leaving a detachment * in the country of

^ydilion ^^® Upper Belbec, he yet further withdrew the

Kat^ha. main army, and completed his retreat to the

Katcha. There, day after day, as we shall see by-

and-by more minutely, he remained with his army

in a state of seclusion, concerting no measures

with the people he had left in Sebastopol for the

defence or relief of the place—nay, suffering the

garrison to live on for a time in sheer ignorance

of the region where he and his troops were repos-

ing; and all this while, the Prince was so far

from threatening, or even observing, the invaders,

that not only did he not know on which coast of

the Crimea (the west or the south) they were

operating, but when at last he once more put

himself in communication with the garrison, it

was to them that he looked for his tidings, re-

questing them to send him back word and tell

him where the enemy was.
-f-

* A force of cavalry and infantry under Jabrokritsky,

amounting altogether to 13,000 men.

t It will be observed tliat, in a summary form, tbis sentence

contains a -whole cluster of assertions, all having a bearing upon
the question of Prince Mentschikoff's competence for the com-

mand of an army in the field. The proofs of these assertions

will be given in the next chapter ; and there, also, there will be

found an exposition of the way in which Prince Mentschikoffs

flank march has been justified.
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CHAPTER YI.

I.

Upon withdrawing his army from the scene of chap.

the threatened attack, Prince Mentschikoff had
'

distributed amongst three commanders the author- J^re^s^

ity which was to be exercised at Sebastopol dur- sebS;opoi:

ing the period of his absence.

To General MoUer he had left the command of General

the small body of land forces which was suffered
"

to remain in the place, that is, of the one imper-

fect battalion of sappers, and the 5000 militiamen.

Of the officer thus placed at the head of the

town garrison, it cannot be said that he had dis-

closed the qualities needed for any momentous

charge ; but, at all events, he was so constituted

as to be able to show his devotion to the public

service by a generous abandonment of every pre-

tension or right that might clash with the general

good.

The Prince ordered that all the seamen who Admiral
Nachimoff r

had been withdrawn from the fleet for the defence

of the south side of the town should be under the

orders of Vice-Admiral Nachimoff.
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CHAP. This commander, though fully as willing as
'

soldier or sailor should be to part with his ease,

and encounter all dangers for the sake of his

sovereign and his country, was of too desponding

a nature, and too distrustful of himself, to be

equal to the stress of a high command at a time

when the emergencies requiring to be dealt with

were not only momentous, but also of a kind

quite novel. He had made it the rule of his life

to try to avoid engaging in any undertaking

unless he could make himself sure beforehand

that he was qualified to go through it well : and

imagining that he was hardly competent to com-

mand forces acting on shore, he waited on Prince

Mentschikoff, before the Prince's departure, and

told him that ' he was ready to die for the good

' of his country, that he was willing to place him-

' self under the orders of a junior, and that, in

' that way, he would be happy to lend his co-

' operation, but that he could not be himself a

' good general of land forces.' Prince Mentschi-

koff answered that he did not consider this speech

as a refusal, and made no change in his arrange-

ments. Besides having the charge thus forced

upon him, Nachimoff remained in command of

one of the two squadrons into which the Black

Sea fleet had been divided.

Vice- Vice-Admiral Korniloff continued to be the

K'Soff. ' Chief of the Staff' of the Black Sea fleet, and

remained in command of his naval squadron ; but,

independently of these functions, the Prince, upon

quitting Sebastopol, entrusted to Korniloff the
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command of all the forces, both naval and mill- chap.

tary, which were to operate on the North Side.
^'

This North Side was the ground where the

whole weight of the victorious invaders was ex-

pected to fall ; and any attempt to defend it was

.regarded by Korniloff as a merely forlorn under-

taking ; but, for that very reason the more, he

was swift to accept the command ;
and those who

knew him the best ascribe his joy at the time to

a heroic exaltation of spirit which hardly needed

the prop of any hope this side the grave.

Without holding supreme command, but act-

insf as chief of the staff, Vice-Admiral Korniloff,

for a period of some five years, had had the

main direction of affairs in the Black Sea fleet

;

and it was during that time that he had been

able to engender the zeal, the trustful affection,

which now, in the hour of a great disaster,

brought round him a band of undaunted seamen

resolved to stand by his side in the void which

the army had left. He was destined to be cut

off when the period of his sway over events had

lasted scarce twenty -six days; but this space

included a time when the failing of the organised

forces which people had hitherto trusted made

room once more in the world—nay, made room

in so straitened a place as a Eussian garrison

town—for a man having strength of his own.

The wars undertaken by Eussia having always

been waged against nations of other .creeds or

other churches, the religion and the patriotism

of the people had been blended, as we saw, into
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CHAP, o^e sentiment, giving force and steadfastness to

^^^-
the nation ; * but there were few, I imagine, who

lived more absolutely under the governance of

this kind of religious patriotism than did the de-

voted Korniloff. Indeed, it would seem that a

main source of the strength he proved able to

exert in the hour of trial was his faith in that

Divine Power which he humbly believed to be

taking part with ' Holy Eussia ' in her struggle for

a cause which seemed to him to be a righteous one.

' May the Lord,' he writes—' ^lay the Lord bless

' our cause ! To the best of our understanding it

' is a just one.' * Of course, all depends on God.

' God will not forsake those who are righteous.

' Therefore await the issue calmly and patiently.'

So, against all the cares which were worldly.

and therefore subject to limits, he ever could

bring that strong faith, which—having its source

in the Infinite—was not an exhaustible power

;

and, as often as the trials he was facing grew

heavier and heavier, he only climg so much the

more to the aid of Heaven. Thus, although he

was too loyal to suffer himself, even, perhaps, in

thought, to cast doubt upon the capacity which

directed affairs at Headquarters, it still can be

seen that, whenever he strove to look cheerfully

upon the prospect of what might be achieved

under Mentschikoff's personal direction, he was

careful to base his structure of hope upon strictly

religious grounds.

* Ante, vol. i. chap. iv. p. 58 of the Cabinet Edition, and the

reference there to Dean Stanley's work on the Greek Church.
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From the traces we have of this chief it tan chap.
ha:^dly be shown that he was gifted with original

^^'

genius, still less with a piercing intellect ; and

the soundness of his judgment in the business of

war may well be denied, or, at all events, brought

into question ; but it is not from the mere tenor

of his words, nor even, indeed, altogether from

his acts, that the quality of his soul is to be

gathered, but rather from the visible effect of

its impact upon the souls of other men. As
one man to whom many look may be passing

through a distant assemblage unseen and unheard

himself by those who gaze from afar, and yet his

course can be tracked by the movement and the

cries of devotion which his presence arouses, so,

in part, our knowledge of Korniloff must rest

upon the perception of what people did when
they felt the impulsion he gave. At a time

when there seemed to be no room but for despair

and confusion, he took that ascendant which

enabled him to bring the whole people in the

place—inhabitants, soldiers, sailors—to his own
heroic resolve. In a garrison town of the empire

which had carried the mania of military organisa-

tion to the most preposterous lengths, all those

straitened notions of rank and seniority, and, in

short, the whole network of the formalisms which

might have been expected to hinder his command,

flew away like chaff at the winnowing. By the

fire of his spirit there was roused so great an

energy on the part of thousands of men as has

hardly been known in these times ; and he so put
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CHAP, liis people in heart that not only the depression
'

created by defeat, but the sense of being abandoned

and left for sacrifice by the evading ariuy, was

succeeded by a quick growth of warlike pride, by

a wholesome ardour for the fight, by an orderly,

joyful activity. And, even when he was dead,

there continued to be still growing proofs of the

power he had had over the minds and affections

of those around him ; for men whose pride it was

that they had served under his immediate orders

in the last—in the glorious—month of his life,

were content to engage in great toil for the sake

of making known to their country the worth of

the chief they had lost.*

If this were all, it might be said that Korniloff s

nature was of the kind which people call ' enthusi-

' astic,' that the effects he wrought upon other

men's minds were exactly those which 'en-

' thusiasm ' is used to produce, and that, there-

fore, that single word would suffice to disclose

what is meant. Yet this would be hardly strict

truth, and at all events might mislead. The
' enthusiast,' in general, is a man very prone to

hopefulness, and the flame he is able to impart

to others is that which burns in his own bosom.

With Korniloff it was not thus. The hope, the

assurance of victory, with which he could in-

* This is an allusion to the great (Ptussian) work of Captain

Gendre, one of the most attached and most valued of Korni-

loff's Staff. I may here express my lively sense of the service

which has been rendered me by Admiral Likhatcheff, who
most kindly translated for my use the portions of the work
which relate to the earlier period of the siege.
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flame other men, he did not at all share himself; chap.

for though he was very sure that in the ultimate '.—
designs of Providence the triumph of ' Holy
' Kussia' must needs be secure, he believed that

bloody disaster must first come ; and he seemed

to have made up his mind that—for himself, at

all events—there was no issue out of the trouble

except an honourable death. In truth, it may
be gathered that, although to others his presence

brought joyful promise of success—of success to

be had in this world—yet in his privacy he was

more the resolute martyr than the confident and

half - careless seaman. But, whatever was the

true source of his power over the warlike temper

of other men, the power was there. He had

souL

Vice-Admiral Korniloff was an able adminis-

trator, and excellently versed in the duties per-

taining to a naval commander; but the faculty

of designing apt plans for the conduct of war was

not in the number of those with which he was

known to be gifted ; and, in this respect, no guid-

'ing help was to be got from General Moller, nor

yet, it would seem, from any of the officers on

duty whom Prince Mentschikoff had left in the

place.

But if the army was wanting in this the time

of trial, and the seamen were without the skill

needed for planning defences on shore, there had

come, as a guest, to Sebastopol, a man so gifted coioneide

by nature as to be able to fill the void, and able,

moreover, to make people bend to his judgment,
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CHAP confessing that his was the guidance ^Yhich best
^^'

would meet the emergency. The officer who

planned the defence of Sebastopol has already

been spoken of as one whose authority in his

engineering art is of almost resistless weight

;

but, until some four or five weeks before the

time we are dealing with, the name of Lieuten-

ant-Colonel de Todleben had scarcely been heard

of at SebastopoL

Colonel de Todleben was born in one of the

Baltic pro^dnces lying within the dominions of

Piussia, and to Piussia accordingly he has ever

devoted himself; but by race, and name, and

feature, and warlike quality, he is the fellow-

countryman of Count Bismark and of some of

the most formidable of the troops which con-

quered at Sadowa. Whilst the empire he serves

is the Empire of the Czars, the power he repre-

sents and almost seems to embody is the power

of North Germany.

The honour of placing this gifted man upon

the scene in which he was destined to achieve

his renown must be given to Prince jMichael

Gortschakoff. The keen and piercing intellect

of the Prince had enabled him, in his quarters

with the army of the Danube, to distinguish be-

tween true and false rumours, and to read the

signs which foreshadowed an approaching inva-

sion of the Crimea. Therefore, when he came to

learn that the General and High Admiral com-

manding in the Crimea was refusing to believe

in the likelihood of a descent, Prince Gortscha-
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koff resolved to make an effort to awaken the chap.

sleeper from his dream of security. But this was ^
only a part of what his foresight enabled him to

do; for, having discovered the capacity of Col-

onel de Todleben, and knowing how likely it was

that the issue of the conflict which he perceived

to be impending might be governed by a skil-

ful application of the engineer s resources, Prince

Gortschakoff determined that he would not only

entrust to the Colonel the duty of conveying his

warnings to the Headquarters in the Crimea, but

would introduce him to Prince Mentschikoff, as

an officer capable of being of great nse to him

in the business of fortification. This the Prince

might well do ; for Colonel de Todleben was mas-

ter of the art of military engineering. His devo-

tion to the study of his profession had been un-

stinted ; and indeed there was a period when his

practice of the business of mining had kept him

mainly underground during a third part of each

year ; but although his craft had been learnt at

all this vast cost of toil, he was saved from the

mistake of over-valuing it by his strong common-

sense, but also, perhaps, by his wholesome experi-

ence of the trenches before Silistria, and the rough

tasks of war in the Caucasus. Therefore, when-

ever his art was not really applicable, it did not

seem so in his eyes. How and when to apply it

to the business of war he exactly knew. He was

about thirty-seven years old.

On the 22d of August, Colonel de Todleben

reached Sebastopol, and presented to Mentschi-
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CHAP, koff the letter with which he came charged. He
•

afterwards, it seems, said all that he appropriately

could in support of the warnings contained in the

letter; hut Prince Mentschikoff would not see

the coming invasion. From the first, he had

withheld his belief in the rumour which fore-

shadowed the armada, and the lateness of the

season was added now to the grounds on which

he rested his disbelief. It was too late, he said,

for an invasion that year, and before the next

summer there would be peace. Prince Ments-

chikoff, it is true, gave heed to that part of the

letter which spoke of De Todleben's merits ; and

the Lieutenant - Colonel was not only received

with all courtesy and kindness at Headquarters,

but was armed, it appears, with full power to

examine the defensive resources of Sebastopol.

Prince Mentschikoff, however, had been habit-

ually a rigid economist of the public treasure,

and he was still unwilling to incur expense in

providing against a danger which he believed to

be chimerical Colonel de Todleben's inquiries

elicited the want that there was of engineering

tools ; but although there were Government fac-

tories from which it would have been easy to

get the required supply, the Prince did not yet

see the need of obtaining them in the ample

quantity which prudence seemed to demand.

Nor was this all. As though to protect his

repose from farther assaults. Prince Mentschikoff

took a step which, if he had had his way, would

have produced consequences beyond the reach of
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his imagination. He recommended Colonel de chap.
Todleben to quit the Crimea. Coming from the

Commander-in-Chief, this recommendation was

almost a mandate ; but, for a time at least, com-

pliance might be evaded. Todleben contrived to

avoid or defer the necessity of departing for some

days, and then, the armada appearing, he re-

mained and defended Sebastopol.

It is certain, however, that even during the

three weeks which elapsed between the arrival

of Prince Mentschikoff's visitor, and the appear-

ance of the armada on the coast, Colonel de

Todleben was not only making himself minutely

acquainted with the field of the approaching con-

flict, but also beginning to earn that rare confi-

dence which afterwards enabled him to guide

into a right direction the valour and strength of

the garrison. The momentous charge entrusted

to him on the evening which followed the battle

of the Alma shows that even at that early time

his genius had obtained great ascendant.*

Towards the creation of all this confidence, both

his manner and his expression of feature were con-

ducing. For although, as might be expected from

his race and his Courlaud birthplace, he had that

Northern, that Korth German conformation of

head and countenance which denote a man fitted

for violent bodily conflict lasting out to the death,

and although he even seemed to be one to whom
the very labours of fighting, and of exterminating

the weaker breeds of men, must be an easy and

* The task so entrusted to him is stated ante, chap. iv.

VI.
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CHAP, delightful exertion of natural strength, he had
VI.

joyous, kind-looking eyes, almost ready to melt

with good-humour, and a bearing and speech so

frank and genial, that people were instantly in-

clined to like, and, very soon after, to trust in him.

From his looks and demeanour it could not at all

be inferred that he was a man who had devoted

his mind to a science ; and, for this very reason

perhaps, he had the less difficulty in making

people yield to his judgment. Xo one who had

"SO much as seen him could imagine that his

power of doing the right thing at the right time

had been at all warped by long study of the engin-

eering art. Xo one who had once conversed with

him could doubt that, body and soul, he was a

man of action; nothing more, nothing less. A
race, corrupted by luxury and the arts of peace,

knows instinctively that it must succumb to a

nature of this kind. I imagine that few men of

great intellect have ever attained so closely as he

did to that which the English describe when they

speak of a man as being ' practical.'

It was supposed at one time in Europe that

Todleben had made discoveries which altered and

expanded the old science of fortification. This is

hardly true. It was in applying his science—in

applying it to novel and changeful circumstances

—that his excellence lay. He had the power of

instantly recognising, and at once understanding,

all the material conditions upon which from time

to time he had to found his resolves. If these

conditions were new and startling, he did not the
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less hasten to accept them. If they were of such chap.
a kind that they threatened to dislocate his plans,

^'

and turn to naught his past labours, he did not

for that reason fail to give them, and give them

at once, their just place in his reckonings. That

which most tries the powers of a commander

is not the mere solution of any problem laid

clearly before him. His harder task is to learn

in good time that he has a problem to solve, and

then to see what it is. For the questions which

he ought to be deciding are very many; they

are, some of them, strange and startling, and they

spring up— often suddenly— from day to day,

from hour to hour—nay, in battle, from minute

to minute. It avails him but little to be able to

see any truth unless he can marshal and place it

in due relation with the existing conjuncture.

He. needs the swift judgment, and the firm, en-

compassing grasp which enable a man to lay out

of his sight the conditions no longer material, and

to gather clean into one problem the terms which

really belong to it. There are few who, in war,

can thus steadfastly look upon the present, dis-

carding those things in the past which have only

just lost their import. And often the most in-

dustrious man is the one least able to exert this

power; for when change of circumstance comes,

it finds him carrying on with a great momentum
in a direction which has ceased to be the right

one, and he can hardly at once change his course.

It was not so with Colonel de Todleben; for

although he had been gifted, as we shall see, with

VOL. IV. H
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CHAP, rare energy, his mind was at the same time so
•

nimble that the force with which he had been

acting in one direction did not hinder him from

acting in another, the moment a change of action

was called for by a change of conditions.

The way in which Colonel de Todleben applied

himself to his very first undertaking, is perhaps a

too simple illustration of the accuracy and com-

pleteness with which he read problems in war
;

but although, for that reason, it will necessarily

fail to indicate the scope of his power, it may still

convey some idea of the nature of the quality in

which he excelled. Before the time of Todleben's

arrival, the Star Tort had been examined by

engineers, and it was soon ascertained to be so

faulty in construction as to be likely to be of

comparatively little use. Seeing what the faults

of the work were, and seeing what ought to be

done in order to make it a good fort, the engin-

eers at once went on to commence the works

which were needed for the purpose. But one of

the conditions in which they were called upon

to act, they failed to bring into their reckoning.

They left out the condition of time. To bring to

an eftective state the works which they thus

undertook, would necessarily cost a labour of

several months ; but on the other hand, the at-

tack of this Star Fort, if it should take place at

all, might be expected in a few days. Therefore

the labour f:^oin£j on was labour in \'ain. When
Colonel de Todleben attained to his sway, he at

once stopped the works in hand, and brought the
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energies of the defenders to bear upon the con- chap.

struction of other works of easier construction, '__

which, however imperfect they might be, should at

all events have the merit of being in time. If it

be said that the necessity for taking time into

account must have been obvious to all, the answer

is, that, for days and days together, that necessity

remained unperceived by the military authorities

who had the ordering of the works. A simple

truth of this kind lies often unseen or scarce

heeded until it comes under the light which

genius is able to shed ; and thenceforth the

wonder is that any one ever was blind to it.

What was said of a lusty English statesman,

may be said once more in the same words, and

applied to this Colonel of Sappers : All that

was fanciful, or for any reason unpractical—all

that was the least bit too high for him, or the

least bit too deep for him—all that lay, though

only by a little, beyond the immediate future

with which he was dealing—he utterly drove

from out of his mind ; and his energies, condensed

for the time upon some object to which they

could be applied with effect, were brought to bear

upon it with all their full volume and power.*

It was certain that he would strive to do the very

utmost of what could be compassed by mortals

;

and nothing more. Under guidance so firm and

sure there could be no waste of energy, no w^aste

of bodily labour.

But besides that he was able to withhold his

* Ante, vol. ii. of Cabinet Edition, p. 98.
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CHAP, own mind from the pursuit of tilings not to the
'

purpose, Colonel de Todleben, after a time, grew

strong enough to be able to repress in others any

inclination to wander from the true path. It was

at Korniloff's table that he achieved this. There

was mention there, one day, of a fanciful method

which some projector had imagined for the de-

fence of the place ; and Korniloff seemed to be

interested by the suggestion. Colonel de Tod-

leben interposed. * There ought,' he spoke to

this purport— ' there ought to be no listening

' to suggestions of this kind. The way of doing

' what is possible towards defending the place

' lies clear before us. AVe must not make" waste
' of our time, and disperse our energies by think-

' ing of other plans. All the minutes we have we
' want.' And all the commanders and officers on

duty had been made so wise by the discipline of

imminent peril, that they bowed to the words of

the great volunteer thus laying his weight on

their counsels. Thenceforth his strong sense did

more than prevail. It prevailed without ques-

tion. He had made it supreme.

Perfect Whcu the Eussiau field army undertook its

tweenKomi- flank march. Colonel de Todleben remained at

Todleben. Scbastopol. Admiral Korniloff and he had come

^ertSy ^^ ^e as one man. They lived in the same room.

joSpowL, ^Vhat Todleben judged\o be right, the Admiral

impelled men to do. If Korniloff was the soul

of the cause, the rrreat Engineer was its mind.

Whilst the sentiment which Korniloff inspired

was one so exalted that men might caU it holy,
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the robust; sanguine nature of Todleben, and the chap.
immense vital forces he had at command, brought

^^^'

joyousness, nay, even brought mirth, to help the

toil of the defenders. The enthusiasm kindled

by the Admiral might more or less cause men to

look for heavenly aid ; but the very presence of

Todleben was enough to assure them that even in

this world there was something at least to hope

for, and plainly a great deal to do.

The character in which Colonel de Todleben

acted, and (till long afterwards) continued to act,

was that of a volunteer.*

11.

On the 24th of September—the day the Allies Komiioff

-r» n -11 1
commandiiig

were marchms on the Belbec w^ith the then ontheNonh
•^o

Side.

apparent intention of attacking the Star Fort— Duties un-

Kormloff assumed the command of the Xorth toSS.^^
Side, and Colonel de Todleben, whilst still con-

tinuing to direct the works there going on, was

now also charged to post the troops in the way
he deemed to be the best for resisting the ex-

pected assault. In the course of the day some Forces

additional battalions of sailors were moved from the North
Side

:

the South to the Xorth Side ; and we have already

seen that, on the morning of the 2oth, the time strength

when the Allies might be expected to begin their the 25th

attack, Korniloff had on the North Side two ^^'"

militia battalions, and so great a number of sea-

* This General de Todleben himseK told me.
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CHAP.
VI.

KornilofiF's

despair of
being able
to defend
the North
Side.

The spirit

in which
he prepared
for the
expected
conflict.

men as to bring up his whole force to eleven

thousand.*

Korniloff did not seriously imagine that, with

this force, or with any fresh numbers of seamen

which he might draw from the ships, he could

ofifer a successful resistance to a resolute attack

directed against the Star Fort by a victorious

army with a strength of between fifty and sixty

thousand. Colonel de Todleben did not deceive

him, and he did not deceive himself. It is true

he had accepted the command with eagerness, and

even with a kind of joy. But his joy was the joy

of one who looks beyond the grave. He appar-

ently put but a measured trust in Prince Ment-

schikoff's promises of help from without ; and it

did not occur to him to look to the enemy—to

look to the probable effects of a divided command
—for the means of encouragement which his own
camp failed to supply. 'From the North Side,'

Korniloff said to Captain Gendre— ' from the

' iSTorth Side there is no retreat. All of us who
' are there will also find our graves. Death does

' not terrify me. Only one thing makes me un-

* easy. If wounded, one cannot defend one's

' self, and to be taken prisoner." He was anxious

that his flag - officers should be spared the fate

of perishing with him in what he regarded as

a 'hopeless undertaking; and although Captain

* See ante, vol. ii. chap. v. of CaMnet Edition ; where will

be found an account of the state of the defences at this time

on the !N"orth Side, and references to General de Todleben's

views as to the possibility of defending the North Side against

a resolute attack.
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Gendre (who was one of them) represented that chap.

they would all be bitterly mortified at the notion
'

of being parted from their chief in the hour of

danger, the Aduiiral clung to his desire. 'I

' should not like/ he said, 'to see all fall with

*me;' and he then proceeded to assign to his

Staff some duties which would detain them, all

except one, on the South Side.

The mornincr of the 2oth brought wdth it no The morning
- - n 1 AIT oftlie25tli.

signs of the expected advance ot the Allies

against the Star Fort ; but, as though to add to

the helplessness of the people abandoned in

Sebastopol, Prince Mentschikoff had left them

without the cavalry required for reconnoitring

the enemy: and it seems that the garrison re-

mained unacquainted with the momentous opera-

tion in which the Allies w^ere, that day, engaging,

until it was almost noon. And then, strange to

say, they learnt the truth without seeking it.

They learnt it as a man learns some incident with

which he has no concern, by chancing to look out

of window.

From that Naval Library of which we have The sight,.,,,,., accidentally

heard as standinoj upon a high knoll m the town observed
° ^ °

. . from the

of Sebastopol and commandinc^ a far-reachincp xavai
^

T Library.

view, some of&cers extended their gaze towards a

quarter not hitherto thought of as the probable

scene of any English or French operations. They

looked towards the heights overhanging the head

of the roadstead. There, scarlet and glittering

under a bright noontide sun, they saw regiments

and regiments of the English soldiery moving up
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CHAP, along tlie skirts of the forest to tlie Mackenzie
^^'

Heidits, and afterwards descendincr southward

into the valley of the Tchernaya. All day, the

march was seen going on; and before evening,

the heights where the English had first been

descried were observed to be alive with dark-

coated troops moving on in the same line of

march which the scarlet battalions had taken.

Tlie danger The import of this movement could hardly be

shifting doubtful. It must mean that the Allies were

North Side abandoniuf; the valley of the Belbec with design
totheSouth.

-, ^, , i ., .i -i -r. n -i

to attack Sebastopol on its south side. It lol-

lowed that the Severnaya, which before had been

regarded as doomed, was now safe, and that the

danger had, all at once, shifted from the north to

the south of the place.

III.

Scantiness We saw that on the south, the now threatened
of the forces . -, ,^ ttiai-t
then ready Side, the scameu w^crc commanaed by Admiral
"for tli6

defence of Xachimoff. Of these, for the moment, there were

Side: but few ; for out of the battalions already with-

drawn from the ships no less than eleven w^ere

on the Xorth Side, and of land forces there were

none except the militia battalions. Nachimofi"

was a brave, devoted man ; but the courage he

now evinced was of that forlorn sort which con-

Nachimoff's sists witli blank despair. By cutting apertures

in the ships' sides—to be filled up until the last

moment by stoppers—he strove to ensure to him-
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self the power of sending his \yhole squadron to chap.

the bottom with little delay ; but he had become '

so passionately intent upon this idea of destroy-

ing his ships, that after making ready to scuttle

them, he could not think he had done enough.

He therefore placed about them tarred hoops and

such like combustible materials, in order to be

able to fire them at the chosen moment ; and he

arranged a dismal code of signals for ensuring

despatch in the transmission of his dooming

orders. One signal was to mean ' Sink your
' ship,' another was to mean ' Tire your ship.'

For himself and his seamen he hardly seemed

to wish more than that he and they might die

fighting. It was in this spirit that he issued

his address to the seamen :
' The enemy is ap- his address

' proaching the tovrn, in which there is but a seamen.

* very small garrison. I therefore find myself

' under the necessity of sinking the vessels of

' the squadron entrusted to me, and of reinforc-

* ing the garrison with men armed with board-

' ing - pikes and cutlasses. I have the fullest

' confidence in the captains, ofiicers, and crews,

' and am certain that every one of them will

' fight like a hero. In all we are about three

' thousand.* The rallying - point will be the

' Theatre Square. I herewith make it known
' to the squadron/

* In giving so low a number as this, Nachimoff must be

understood to refer only to the seamen who had been with-

drawn from the ships for the defence of the South Side, and not

to include either the * militia ' battalions, as I call them, or the

* stationed marines.'
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CHAP. The despair of Xacbimoff was founded in part
'

upon the assumption that Korniloff, being en-

Koraiioff trusted with the charge of the Xorth Side, would
tied by his . .

orders to not oulv there remain but would continue to keep
theNortli -

^ . . . . ^
^„

Side: gathered around hiin the whole or great part of

the force which he had assembled for the defence

of the Star Fort. And such, indeed, was the

course of action which might have been ex-

pected to follow from Prince Mentschikoff's

determination to go away from the Sebastopol

region himself, and leave the command of things

there perversely split into three.* The measure

was fitted to neutralise one of the greatest of all

the advantages which nature had given to the

defenders of Sebastopol. Eussian troops could

be ferried across from the Xorth Side to the

South, or from the South to the Korth, in half

an hour ; whilst the assailants, if they should be

minded to change the place of attack from the

Xorth to the South, or from the South to the

Xorth, could only do this at the cost and peril

of a difiicult two days' march round the head

of the roadstead. But by appointing one man
to command the Xorth Side and two others the

South, with no one in authority over them, and

retreating himself to so great a distance from

Sebastopol as to be without the means of ex-

changing quick communications with the garri-

* Yiz., Korniloff on the Xorth, and on the South, Xachimoff

and Moiler
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son, Prince Mentscliikoff did what man could to chap.
counterwork the advantage w^iich Xature had

^^'

offered to the defenders, and prevent them from

bringing the united resources of the Korth Side

and the South to the seat of danger.

In a country w^here men's minds had been

weakened by habits of overweening respect for

official superiors, and where, also, the bondage of

a vast, yet straitened military system perversely

kept up in peace-time had done much to benumb

the w^arlike j^i'owess of the nation, it was hardly

to be imagined beforehand that the error of the

chief would be neutralised by the devotion, the

patriotism, and the wise disobedience of a sub-

ordinate. Entrusted with the command of the

North Side at a moment when that was the

ground believed to be in peril, Korniloff now
saw the Allies so plainly committing themselves

to the enterprise of attacking the South Side,

that the North, for the time, was clearly safe.

So far as concerned the charge committed to him,

he could breathe freely ; and if he thought only

of obedience to orders, he might henceforth stand

at his ease until such time as his absent chief

might cast upon him some new duty. That, as

matter of course, the commander of the North

Side would so act, Nachimoff did not doubt.

But Korniloff was of that noble calling which ws resolve

seems to defend those who follow it from the away from
them

:

stuntmg power ot a military despotism continu-

ing through long years of peace ; and, moreover,

he had so much greatness of mind, and was of so
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VI.

his removal
to the South
Side:

Avith eleven
battalions
of seamen

:

meeting at

his rooms

:

measnres
there taken.

a nature, that despite the straitening

effect of the formalism then predominant in

Eussia, he was able to understand the occasion.

The army, and the commander of all the forces

both military and naval, had abandoned the place

to its fate. The navy was prisoned. The peril

which beset Sebastopol was great, was imminent.

On the other hand, Korniloff's orders, if only they

were to be obeyed, would prevent him from acting

upon the scene of the approaching conflict, and

rivet him fast to that Xorth Side which was no

longer threatened. Far from accepting the repose

thus enjoined by his instructions, Korniloff at

once turned away from the quarter whence the

danger had passed, and went straight to where the

danger was coming. Giving up the command of

the Xorth Side to Captain Bartenoff, and leav-

ing orders for the transport of his eleven sailor

battalions from the Xorth to the South, he went

on board the Twelve Apostles, in order to consult

with Admiral Xachimoff for the defence of the

main town and Arsenal, now all at once threat-

ened ; and for the same purpose Korniloff after-

wards assembled at his lodgings Admiral Nachi-

moff, General Moller, and Colonel de Todleben.

There, arrangements were made for distribut-

ing what forces they had along the lines of defence

on the South Side. But this was not all that the

assembled chiefs did. They came to a great

resolve.

Forgetting their mere rank in the army and

the navy, and remembering only the welfare of
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their common country, General Moller and Ad- chap.

miral Nachimoff requested Admiral Korniloff ' to

supreme
command.

undertake the g-eneral arranf^ements for the Komiioff

1 -TT- •^ r(^ T ^ j_
tv common

* defence of the town.' And Korniloii did not accordtn-
vested with

shrink from accepting the command thus prot- the

fered him by the judgment of his comrades. He

observed, it is true, that the land forces would

not be under an obligation to obey his orders;

but General Moller met this objection by appoint-

ing Korniloff the Chief of the Staff of the Sebas-

topol garrison, and by publishing an instruction

which enjoined obedience to all the orders w^hich

Korniloff might give the land forces.

The Russians take a just pride in tracing the

glory of their defence of Sebastopol to the political

courage and the generous self-denial which thus

secured unity of command in the gravest hour of

danger.

V.

No sooner was Korniloff thus invested with Komiioffs

command than he proceeded to exert, and even to extension of

,,,.,. p his power

:

Stretch, his power, without at all shrinking Irom

the duty of having to overrule one of those very

chiefs who had just placed him over their heads.

When ISTachimoff joined in ceding to Korniloff the NacMmoff

1 J •
1 J.

prevented

whole charge of defendincj the town, he did not from sinking
*^ ^ ... his ships.

intend to abdicate his authority as an admiral

commanding one of the two squadrons into which

the fleet was divided; so, having already taken

the measures we spoke of for the eventual destruc-

tion of his squadron, and being still in the de-
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spairing mood, he now issued the final orders, for

sinking his ships.

Korniloff was suddenly informed, not only that

the final order had been issued by Xachimoff, but

that, in obedience to it (this was not yet crue), one

of the ships had been actually sunk, or was sinking.

Korniloff instantly called Captain Gendre, one of

his flag-ofiicers, and said to him, ' Go to aU the

' ships' captains, and tell them that if one single

* under-mark stopper be opened without my orders,

' I will declare the captain of that ship a traitor

' to the country, and send him in chains to the

' Emperor.' Gendre went on board all the ships ex-

cept the Twelve Apostles (where Nachimoffs flag

was flying), and delivered Korniloff's message. He
added that no signal for the sinking or burning of

the ships was to be attended to unless it came from

Korniloff's flag-ship. Xo vessel was sunk.

VT.

KomilofF
and Todle-
ben devntinj
themselves
to the
defence of
the South
Side

:

The destruction of Xachimoff's ships having

thus been averted, Korniloffj with Todleben at

his side, devoted his whole energy to the all but

desperate purpose of attempting to defend the

South Side. The march of the Allies to the south

coast was a surprise upon a garrison which had

assumed, since the day of the Alma, that the

attack would be delivered against the Severnaya;

and their energies having been directed in the

main to that quarter, they had not found time to

do much on the South side. There, the principal
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change which had been effected since tlie landing chap.
was the completion of the Central Bastion ; and

'

althouo^h the lines alon^ the Karabel suburb were The slight
'^ ^ changes

fully equal in their military value to those which that had
•' -^ "^

^
there been

took in the main town, they had received but effected
' "^ since the

little accession of strength since the day of the i^^iding.

landing. The Battery of the Point had indeed

been begun, and preparations had been made for

strengthening the position of the Malakoff Tower;

but little had been hitherto done in this quarter,

and the ^lalakoff, on the 25th of September, was

a mere naked tower without a glacis, exposed

from head to foot, unsupported by the powerful

batteries which were destined to flank it, and un-

covered as yet by the works which afterwards

closed up round its base. There were no interme-

diate entrenchments along the lines of the Kara-

bel suburb which connected with one another

the four works there begun or established. Those

four works afforded but a weak defence to the weak state

great intervals of ground by which they were defences.

divided. Upon the whole, it may be said that

along all the arc of four miles which encompassed

the place on the land side, the part which reached

from the Artillery Bay to the Central Bastion was

the only one which could be regarded as tolerably

secure. All the rest of the line of defence, in-

cluding that occupied by the Flagstaff Bastion,

and all the works of the Karabel faubourg, were

weak, and could be easily forced. They afforded

hardly any cover for infantry, not even for the

reserves ; and the gunners at the batteries, having
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CHAP, for the most part mere barricades to shelter them,

' or having to serve guns which fired over the para-

pets, would have been ruinously exposed, at that

time, to the eye and the ball of the rifleman*

Numerical To defend this weak line Korniloff had indeed as
strength

:

many artillerymen as he needed ; but it seems that

the whole number of men whom he could employ

as infantry to defend the now endangered South

Side was only 16,000.-|- In this force there was one

stray battalion of regular troops, an imperfect bat-

talion of sappers, and a body of 5000 militiamen.;!:

* Todle"ben, vol. i. p. 256, 2.57.

t Todleben speaks of this body of 16,000 as representing

the whole force of ' combatants ' available for the South Side
;

but an examination of his details, and the comparison of them

with a former chapter, will show that he must mean to include

in the 16,000 those only who were seiwing as infantry, and not

the gunners. Korniloff (forgetting to reckon the Taroutine

battalion) calls the force only 15,000. When Prince Mentschi-

koff and his army had abandoned Sebastopol on the night of the

24th, the sailors, marines, sappers, militiamen, and local com-

panies there left to their fate had (with the addition of the

' stray Taroutine battalion ' which came back some hours after-

wards) a strength of about 28,000 ; but out of this force there

had to be provided the numbers still required for manning the

fleet, for meeting the great exigencies of the artillery service,

for garrisoning (though not, indeed, strongly) the North Side,

and besides, for many other precautionary duties which could

not well be neglected. Under .such conditions there is no diffi-

culty in believing that the number of men who could be spared

for the task of acting as infantry in defence of the South Side

may have been as small as General de Todleben represents it,

i.e., 16,000.

X In the night the third Taroutine battalion, which had lost

its way, and was supposed to be cut oflF, came back into Sebas-

topol, and there remained. It was solely owing to a misadven-

ture that this solitary ' stray battalion ' of regular infantry

came to be in Sebastopol during the last days of September.
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The rest consisted of seamen withdrawn from the chap.

ships, and formed into battalions, of which four,
'

and four only, were well trained and well armed.
Jf°[^^"'fo*cr

The remaining battalions, it seems, were but slightly

instructed in the duties of the land service, and

portions of the force were ill armed, some carry-

ing old flint muskets, and some having no better

weapons than pikes or cutlasses.

With a force thus composed, and comprising Hopeiess-

only sixteen thousand combatants undertaking to ?e?stence^

act as infantry, it must needs have proved hope- and deter-

less to try to defend a line of four miles against attack.

such an attack as might be made by the victori-

ous army of the Allies ; and this the more, since

the garrison, split in two by the Man-of-war Har-

bour, and the deep ravine at its head, and again

subdivided by other creeks and other ravines,

would be unable to concentrate much of the little

strength that it had upon any one endangered

quarter. In the opinion of Todleben, it was im-

possible that the attack of the Allies could be re-

pelled by even the most valiant defence. The 26th, 26th sept.

it is true, passed away without showing that the

Allies (who had this day seized Balaclava) were

preparing an attack for the morrow ; but, on the

other hand, it brought no tidings of the evading

army. ' Of the Prince,' writes Korniloff on this

day, ' nothing is to be heard.'

VIL

On the morning of the 27th, the garrison was

ill with(

VOL. IV.

still without tidings of Prince Mentschikoff and
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Morning of
the 27th.

Sebastopol
at the mercv
oftheALies.

Solemnity
enacted on
the lines of
defence.

his army. ' Thus,' so Todleben writes, * the de-

' fenders of Sebastopol had no help that they

' could reckon on. It has been seen that it was
' absolutely impossible for them to repel the

' enemy with only the force the garrison consisted

' of. So there remained to them no alterrative

' but that of seeking to die gloriously at the post

* committed to their bravery.*

Supposing it useful and fitting for a people, in

the time of their peril, to strive to approach the

Almighty by help of bishops and priests, the

solemnity enacted by the Church on the 27th of

September was indeed opportune. It was not

upon the issue of a battle, nor indeed upon things

material, that the fate of Sebastopol was hanging

that day. It was hanging upon the resolve of

three or four men in the enemy's camp, who
would be trying to govern events by dint of

thought and hard reason. Therefore, even amongst

those Russians who could hardly make bold to

expect the corporeal intervention of Heaven in

the conflicts of mortals, there well might be some

who trusted that at the prayer of the Orthodox

Church, the Lord would so far vouchsafe to chas-

tise a schismatic, an impious enemy, as to cloud

his mind with surmises and reasonings, give him
cleverness instead of wisdom, incline his heart to

delay, and in short make him weak of counsel

It was along the lines of defence that the cere-

mony had been ordained to take place.

At an early hour, the troops stood ranged in

order of battle, some battalions being in extended
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order, and forming a chain along the line of the chap.
ramparts, whilst other battalions were drawn up in

^'^'

columns of companies, and others again in columns

of attack. Then the priests, with images,* gon-

falons, and crosses, walked in procession along

the lines, and performed divine service at each of

the bastions, and the troops were sprinkled with

holy water. ' Let the troops first be reminded of

* the Word of God,' said Korniloff, ' and then I

' will impart to them the word of the Czar.'

To pious, obedient Eussians, the way in which Enthusiasm
Gxcitcd t)V

Heaven had raised up a man to meet the occasion Kormioff:

was of the nature of miracle. Without having

lawful authority, Korniloff had suddenly come to

be the unquestioned ruler whom all rejoiced to

obey—whom all, wherever he rode, were pursuing

with blessings and cheers. By the seamen of the

fleet, as we saw, Korniloff had long been known,

had long been beloved and trusted ; but at this

time there was glowing, in the hearts of the whole

people, a sentiment of enthusiastic devotion to

the elected chief. Xone caught this feeling more

warmly than that small body of land-service men
which Prince Mentschikoff had left in the place.

Abandoned by the Prince and his evading army,

* It is a Eussian writer and a Russian translator who gives

me tlie word * images ;
' but he must refer only to the flat, or

basso-relievo, representations of sacred beings which are used

by the Greek Church.

—

End of Note to 1st Edition. I am now
able to say, on the conclusive authority of Dean Stanley, that

the Russian equivalent for ei/cwj/, which we translate 'image,'

is exactly the one which a Russian would use when referring

to any pictured representation of a sacred Being.

—

Note to 3d

Edition.
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^^'

of the fate which left them to fight under an

admiral, and alongside of mariners, in a cause

thought too desperate to allow of its being upheld

by the strength of Prince Mentschikoff's army.

Of a certainty, the fire and the thorough de-

votedness of Korniloff's nature were the main

sources of the power which he was thus exerting

over the minds of men never bred to the sea.

Eut, also, it was given him to seem what he was.

Unless the portraits deceive, his face was of classic

mould; for although, near the eyes, there were

signs of a blood deriving from the Korth, the rest

of his features had that kind of beauty which

belonged to the great Bonaparte in the time of

his first Italian campaign, whilst yet his face re-

mained lean. According to those who knew Kor-

niloff, it was not only in his features that the

wearing, consuming energy of the man was ex-

pressed, but also in an eager bend forward, which

his ardour had rendered habitual. It chanced

that he had an accomplishment which delighted

the soldiery. Like the Bedouins seen in the

ranges of the Atlas, he was accustomed to gallop

at speed either up or down heights so steep, and

over ground so rugged, as to make the feat seem

a wonder; and it charmed the people and the

garrison, but most, the men of the land service,

to see the chief flitting thus from one post of de-

fence to another.* But, above all, he had elo-

* To one who has never observed such feats before, it is ex-

tremely interesting and surprising to see what a horseman can
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qiience of that peculiar kind which touches the chap.
heart of the soldier.

^^'

When, the religious ceremony had ended, wsha-

Korniloff, arrayed in the brilliant uniform of an

Adjutant-General,* and followed by a numerous

Stafi" rode along the lines ; and to every separate

body of men he addressed some words of ha-

rangue. As might be expected, the words of

these brief speeches were from time to time

varied, but each of them, it is said, had words

to this effect: 'The Czar hopes that we shall

* not give up Sebastopol. Besides, we have
' nowhere to retreat to. We have the sea be-

' hind, the enemy in front. Prince IMentschikoff

' has deceived our enemies, and got round them
;

' and when they attack us, our army will fall

* upon their rear. Eemember then—believe in

' no retreat. Let the bands forget to play the

* retreat ! Let him be a traitor who sounds the

' retreat ! And if I myself give the order for

' retreating, kill me with the bayonet
!

' In his

addresses to the men of the land service, he

added words to this effect :
' Your business will

' be at first to receive the enemy with a well-

' directed fire of musketry ; and if they should

* try to mount the batteries, receive them in the

* Eussian style. You well know the work—at

' the point of the bayonet
!

'

do in a rugged, mountainous country. Certainly I had not

tlie least conception of what was possible in that way until I

saw what the Bedouins could do in the ranges of the Atlas.

* As is well known, it is customary in Russia to give army

rank to men of distinction who are not by profession soldiers.
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^^'

contained many sailors who had served under

him when he was Captain of the Twelve Apostles,

Korniloff said that he had long known them as

gallant fellows, and that to such there was no

need of much talk. Indeed, he in general spoke

less to the sailors than to the men of the land

service. He was more sure, it seems, of the

steadiness of the sailors.

The harangues which seem to touch soldiers

do not often embody a new and lofty concep-

tion ;
* but they utter some thought which all

can partake; and by merging each man's love

of self in the aggregate feeling of the regiment,

the brigade, or the army, they make opinion set

in with all the volume and weight which can be

given to it by a multitude of human souls when

they bend their whole forces one way. There-

fore, speeches to soldiers are not to be wholly

judged of by weighing the thoughts they contain,

but rather by watching to see how they work on

the hearts of the men.

Ttie effect Tried simply by this latter test, the harangues

fnlX^' of Korniloff must be held to have had a great

worth; for witnesses of different callings, and

observing what passed from different points of

view, are not only agreed in speaking of the

* The grand apostrophe of Bonaparte at the foot of the

Pyramids, when he said to his soldiery, ' Forty centuries look

' down upon you !

' was addressed to a body of troops—all

children as it were of the great Revolution—who, in point of

intellectual and imaginative power, were not at all of the same

quality as the ordinary armies of Europe.
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enthusiasm which flew from battalion to battalion chap.
along the whole line of the works, but also in

connecting this outburst of national sentiment

with the eloquence they ascribe to the chief.

His zeal spread like flame. The minds of men
were exalted ; and although it is certain enough

that the garrison had been grieved, if not angered,

by the untimely evasion of the army,* the sense

of abandonment, the sense of being men offered

up, and left, as it were, for a sacrifice, was so

far from making them sullen with their cause,

that rather it gave them just pride—not unlike

the pride of the martyr— and filled them with

admiring love of the chief whom Providence, as

it seemed, had given them for their ruler. There

was rapture, the hearers declare, in the sound of

the bursting ' Hurrahs !
' which tracked his career

through the lines. And this rapture, it seems,

was scarce short of worship. In the minds of

a religious and unlettered people, the ascendant

of a mortal exerting his power for purposes

judged to be good is more commonly traced to

the special interference of Deity than to the

original of the Divine scheme ; and it would

seem that the emotion with which the garrison

looked up to their chief was much of the kind

which first led people to say that the king set

up to rule over them was king ' by the grace

* My Russian accounts do not teU me, in terms, of any such

grief: but they enable me to infer it by recording the joy

with which, at a later time, the reappearance of the army was

hailed.
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CHAP. ' of God.' Amonsst those entitled to boast that

'. they were with Korniloff at this time there are

able and gifted men who know and respect the

true import of words : yet, speaking and writing

now in cold blood, these witnesses say that every

one at the time looked up to the chief as to a

man 'inspired.' Kay, they still hand it down,

and declare that in those last days of September

—the glorious days of his life—he was not as

other men.

VIII.

Todieben's Colouel dc Todlebcu was too deeply versed in
opmion an

|.|^j^gg ^laterial, too familiar with the rigid calcu-

lations of his engineering science, to be liable

to the error of ascribing undue force to all this

exaltation of spirit. He did not believe that any

efforts of the garrison, however heroic, could, at

this time, make good the defence against a de-

termined attack.* Xor, again, was he caught by

the hope that anything he could do within a

brief compass of time would enable the sailors

and landsmen then left in the place to resist a

determined attack without the aid of the army

;

but, on the other hand, he was of a strong

sanguine nature ; and there was room for the

hope that those same works which were needed

for the merely desperate purpose of enabling the

* ' Yet neither the exaltation of the troops, nor their resolve

' to fight to the last extremity, could have saved Sebastopol, if

' the enemy had attacked it immediately after his passage of

* the Tchernaya. '—Todlehen, vol. i. p. 257.
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garrison to sell their lives dear, might also do a c ha p.

more wholesome service, by shaking the enemy's
'

counsels. In either aspect, the course to be taken

was the same ; and Todleben saw plain as day

what had to be done.

As before in providing for the defence of the

Star Tort, so also in this emergency, he looked

steadfastly to the condition of time ; and, con-

ceiving that the Allies might make their attack

at once, he took care that his endeavours to push

forward the works towards that ulterior degree

of perfection at which he was aiming should be

always subordinated to the object of preparing

them for the event of an assault taking place on

the very morrow. Thus, for instance, he said it

was better to be ready in time with the guns of

a battery ill covered, or even not covered at all,

than to have, at the moment of the assault, a work

designed for great things, but marked by the

fatal defect of not as yet being armed.

In this necessity of looking to the question of

time there was nothing novel ; but another of the

conditions with which the garrison had to deal,

was one which may be called unexampled, and of

so startling a kind that no common man would

have been likely even to perceive it, still less to

found upon it a course of action. Korniloff and Komiioff

Todleben were not only able to see and understand ten taking

T • • .in. uponthein-

this condition, but to accept it with all its con- selves to
-^ dismantle

sequences. They comprehended that, the fleet the fleet-.

being prisoned in the roadstead, and Sebastopol

—

the sole hope and shelter of that same fleet—being
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ciple of
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in the extreme of danger on tlie land side, there

had come an emergency in which, without lawful

authority, but for the good of their country, and

even for the good of the fleet itself, they—an Ad-

miral absent from his assigned station without

leave, and a volunteer Colonel of Sappers—could

take upon themselves to break up and dismantle

the whole Black Sea fleet, and apply its vast war-

like treasures to the purpose of the land defences.

As soon as they came to see this—they did not

take in the wliole truth quite at once, but they

did by rapid degrees—they had upon them the

full burthen of men to whom much is given.

They had grace to see that because they could,

therefore they must. Todleben judged that upon

himself more especially there was cast the duty of

drawing without stint upon this mighty resource,

and conceived that he ought not to suff'er the land

defences to want for any one thing which could

be supplied by stripping the fleet. In particular

he determined to take and use for his purpose the

great guns on board the ships.

Governed, as he says, by his perception of two

conditions, that is, stress of time on the one hand,

and, on the other, the command that he had of

all the sliips' guns and munitions—he went on to

frame his plan for strengthening the lines of de-

fence. He resolved ' to choose a position as little

* extended and as near to the town as the nature

' of the ground would allow, and to arm its prin-

' cipal points with a formidable artillery ; to con-

' nect these points one with the other by trenches
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* to be defended by musketry ; to establish there chap
' separate batteries, each armed with some pieces

' of cannon, and in this way to concentrate upon
* all the approaches of the town a powerful front

* and flank fire of artillery and musketry, endeav-

* ouring to sweep with as much fire as possible all

' the bendings of the broken ground by which the

' enemy might approach.' *

The object of the works to be undertaken on

this general plan was to provide against the event

of an assault at whatever part of the line it might

be attempted ;f but the way in w^hich they were the two

to produce their result was to be by enablmcr the which he

n ^ ' ^
might pro-

garrison to meet every column of assault with a ducea° *^
result

:

slaucfhtering fire. Whilst some thought much of

the physical obstacles to the advance of assailants

which the engineers' art can contrive, and others,

remembering Suwarroff, spoke rather in praise of

the bayonet, Todleben was always steadfast in

declaring that against an assault of the Allies the

garrison had but one defence. According to him,

that one defence lay in the volume of shot which

the garrison might be able to pour into bodies of

troops coming on within grape-shot range ; and by meeting

one single word, he used to say, at the time, was with mit-

enough to describe his main purpose. The word

was—'Mitraill'J The roundshot, the shell, the

* Todleben, vol. i. p. 259.

t Ibid. p. 264.

Z Originally, it seems, ' mitrail,' or, as the French spell it,

* mitraille,' meant 'canister' shot specially; and even now,

perhaps, in strictness, it describes only grape and canister ; but

in common parlance—and it was so that Todleben used it—the
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or by in-

ducing the
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delay their
attack

:

bayonet, and the rifleman's far-ranging bullet had

each, he acknowledged, its use ; and now too, if

ever in war, the spade and the pickaxe were

needed ; but still, in his mind, these things were

chiefly of worth, because they either tended to

avert the assault, or else, more or less, were

auxiliary and conducing to his one cherished pur-

pose—to his one cherished purpose of meeting the

assaulting column, whatever the time, whatever

the point of attack, with a pelting blast of mitrail.

This was one of the aspects of the conflict in

which the garrison were engaging; but, consist-

ently with full adherence to Colonel de Todle-

ben's plan of defence, and even, indeed, resulting

from it, there was open to the defenders of Sebas-

topol another and a more hopeful view of the

future. That which can kill may also deter ; and

it was possible, as has been part said already, that

the very sight of preparations for resistance might

bring the enemy to adopt counter-measures for

neutralising those same preparations, inducing

him to delay his attack. In other words, it was

hoped that the enemy might be brought to refrain

from at once attacking Sebastopol, with a view to

expression includes all the components of that hail which drives

through the air when rifle or musket balls are flying along -with

grape and canister. It must be acknowledged that the -word

thus chosen by Todleben, as sufficing to denote his main pur-

pose, is one which (in French) has great power ; for, besides

that its mere sound helps somewhat to make it expressive of

destructiveness, this word has the quality of indicating that

the shot of which it speaks is in considerable volume, and is

—

not in the mere inert state of ammunition, but—cutting through

the air, or actually striking.
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besiege it instead. The problem, as stated b}^ one chap.

who toiled at KornilofPs side,* was, to maintain a
'

line of four miles against powerful armies with

only a small body of sailors and militiamen

;

whilst the way to attempt its solution was by

making the defences so formidable as to induce the

enemy to forsake the idea of an immediate assault,

and proceed to a regular siege.

But whether men looked to the very end, and m either

the actual crash of mitrail, or whether they rather work to be

drew hope from the pressure which might be put the same,

upon the mind of an English or a French engineer

by their visible means of slaughter, the work to

be done was the same. Besides the task of con- ^'ature of

necting the still isolated works by intermediate required.

entrenchments, it was necessary to deepen the

ditches, to thicken and raise the parapets, to erect

traverses, and to strengthen the ground by a great

number of new batteries. But also, as we saw

—

if only the enemy should give enough time—the

armament of the works along the whole line of

defence was to be changed, and the lighter artillery

replaced by heavy guns brought from the ships.

The preparations for effecting this change of arma-

ment could be carried on up to almost the last

moment without being perceptible to the enemy

;

and, in the mean time—though it does not, I think,

appear that such a result was designed— the smaUguns
, ,., p , 1 • 1 ^ - meanwhile

modest calibre oi the guns which the crarnson placed in

1.7.1 batterv:

showed for the moment, was a snare which might these a

cheat the Allies ; for perhaps they would argue tht^lmes.

* Gendre, ' Materiaux pour servir,' chap. iii.
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and say, ' If we were to storm tlie place to-day or

' to-morrow, our columns would be exposed to

* heavy loss from the fire of artillery ; and yet

' that same artillery is so light that we should be

* able to silence it easilywith the verymuch heavier

* metal which we have close at hand on board ship

;

* we will therefore land our siege trains.'

Colonel de Todleben determined that the works

should go on simultaneously along all the weak

parts of the line ; and each day's toil was to be

so adjusted (a difficult problem this seems) that

it would not only effect a due approach towards

the perfecting, after a time, of the improvements

which had to be executed, but would also place

the works in such a state ever}'- night, as to give

them all the adaptation that was possible for the

exigencies of an immediate defence ; so that, if

the enemy should grant a long respite, or if, on

the other hand, he should assault in three days,

or in two, or on the very morrow, the works

—

whether grown to full strength, or assailed whilst

yet frail and weak—might in each case do all the

good which the limit of time would allow.

TX.

All resour-

ces in men
and things
brought to

bear upon
the busi-
ness of the
defences.

And now, by the ardour and consuming energy

of Korniloff and Todleben, all things and all

people within the place or the roadstead were

turned to the business of the defences. Even in

this time of extremity, the men of the desk were

surely astonished by the boldness with which
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Korniloff laid open to the orders of Colonel de chap.

Todleben all the engines, stores, and materials to
'

be found in the arsenal and the dockyards. Wag-

gons, carts, phaetons, and carriages of all kinds,

belonging to private citizens, were employed in

drawing np loads to the batteries. In terms

which would seem at first sight to be meant for

our own English sailors, eyewitnesses speak of

the merry, the ceaseless energy with which (in

ways strange to landsmen) the crews of the

ships dragged up great guns to the front. Of

the citizens, some formed themselves into vol-

unteer corps, undertaking to do duty as guards

and patrols in relief of the soldiers. Others

toiled at the works. The women, the children

helped. Men just let loose from prison—they

had been loosed, as I gather, on account of the

desperate nature of the emergency— came and

entreated that they might be suffered to take

part in the common labour. The people toiled The ex-

, ., I'll • -1 ceeding

cheerily, and indeed, as it seems, with a most alacrity

. ^ , . . Ill -, . .
with which

loyful animation, each labourer working intent, the work
^ -^

' ^ ' was carried

as though he saw plainly the object which all on-

were seeking in common, and also understood,

without doubting, what he himself had to do.

There was no ceasing. The people worked by

relays. From dawn to sunset, between five and

six thousand men were busy along the lines of

defence. By help of torches, other men, in less

numbers, carried on the work through the night.

Before this, of course, the people of the place

and the garrison had shared with their fellow-
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c HA P. countrymen the beliefs and the affections which
'

are the foundation of patriotism ; and they had,

most of them, obeyed some orders connected with

the service of the State; but now, for the first

time, they knew the sacred emotion which kindles

in the bosoms of men when, coming to toil or to

fight for the land of their birth, they come of

their free accord* Long held in subjection to a

military system which had never ceased to be

fiercely and cruelly obtruded upon them until

there came this time of danger, they now had to

face by themselves a task thought too hard for

the army. Therefore, if they could not claim the

birthright belonging to men in free States, at

least they had now cast upon them the first

and the proudest of the burthens which freedom

imposes, for they stood defending their country

against foreign invasion. They were worthy of

their charge. He who guided their energies

at the time, and afterwards recorded in history

the things they had done, breaks loose from his

engagement to adhere to dry soldierly language,

and declares that their devotion to their country's

cause was sublime in its strength. Yet this zeal,

all the time, was under wise rule, and taking its

* Of course, the soldiers and sailors composing the garrison

(and practically also, I imagine, the dockyard labourers) were

acting under orders ; but the accounts make it evident that, tak-

ing the whole movement together—the movement of soldiers,

sailors working on shore, other labourers, private citizens,

women, and children—it was, in a sense, spontaneous ; and

that the hand of authority, though used to give direction to

the energies of the people, was not needed for the purpose of

compulsion.
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direction, like some governed force in mechanics, chap.
from the will and the mind of one man. ^^•

Colonel de Todleben, it would seem, was in- Todieben-s

stinctively conscious that the power he was dSctSfg

wielding depended very much upon his actual mprrson?

presence. He never wrote. He did not even

read the communications which poured in upon

him ; for, believing that he saw his way clear

without the help of others, and being, it would

seem, accustomed as an engineer to let his

thoughts take the form of estimates and reckon-

ings, he made, as it were, a computation, by

which he assured himself that the probability

of there being superlatively important matters

in the papers before him was not great enough

to compensate the distraction and the expendi-

ture of most precious time which must be occa-

sioned by reading them, and that, therefore, if

he were to leave them unheeded, he would avoid

a waste of power.* It was with his own eyes,

with his own voice, that he defended Sebastopol.

At a later period, w^hen the besiegers could rest

their field-glasses on the gabions which covered

their batteries, they grew to be familiar with the

aspect of an officer on a black charger, who was

constantly seen in the Eussian lines of defence
;

and they more than once pointed their ordnance

with design to extinguish that untiring activity

* "When tlie conflict was over, the mass of unopened letters

and papers which had accumulated was examined. It then ap-

peared that there were three or four papers which, at the time

they were sent, might have been read with advantage, hut that

the perusal of the rest would have done no good.

VOL. IV. K
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of one man, which (even from across the space

which divided besieged and besiegers) they could

perceive to be of value to the garrison. In that

ceaseless diligent horseman, as we now know,

they saw the great volunteer whose brain was

defending SebastopoL*

Komiloffs
real im-
pressions
at this

tiine.

Although the spirit which Korniloff roused in

others was one which forbade dismal fears, he

himself, it would seem, in secret was living al-

most without hope. The encouragement he had

given the garrison, by speaking of aid from the

army, was not warranted by any tidings which

had reached him. The whole of the 26th had

passed aw^ay, as we saw, without bringing him a

word of account concerning Prince Mentschikoff

;

and on the 27th it was the same. ' Of the Prince,'

he wrote on that night, 'nothing is still to be

' heard.' What rumour had told him before, and

told him only too truly, was, that the Eussian

field army had retreated to Baktchi Serai, and the

distance thus interposed was too great to allow

of his believing that any assault on Sebastopol,

which the Allies might at once undertake, would

be checked or embarrassed by a flank attack from

* It was during General de Todleben's visit to England in

1864, and in the course of conversation which, passed between

him and some of his former adversaries, that he was ascertained

to be the ofl&cer on the black charger, whose movements had

often been watched from the trenches. One of the shots

specially directed against him struck the ear of his horse.
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Prince Mentschikoff. In his privacy Korniloff chap,

wrote :
' The troops are longing for adventurous '__

' deeds, but all this can only increase the carnage

' without preventing the enemy from gaining

' access.' * And again :
* AYe strengthen our posi-

* tion as much as possible. What, however, but

' defeat can be expected when we have only a

' handful of troops, scattered on an immense ex-

* tent ; and what are fortifications which we have
' thrown up in the course of a foi-tnight ? If I

' had foreseen this, I would never have consented

' to sink the ships, but would rather have stood

* out to sea and fought the enemy, though they

' were double our numbers. . . . The catastrophe

* may be enacted to-morrow. Even fighting to the

' last man will hardly advance our cause. The
* ships and aU the vessels are ready for sinking.

' Let the enemy have their wrecks. The evening

* passed in gloomy thoughts about the future of

* Eussia.' f Still, however, the Allies were giv-

ing respite. In the course of the day they were

seen on the Chersonese, but they undertook no

attack.

XL

\\Tien the mornincr of the 28th had dawned, it ssth sept.
Sebastopol

still appeared that the Allies were undertaking stmrm-
. -, rr., PI attacked,

no instant attack. They were atterwards seen and:

* Private Journal, 14tli (26th) September.

+ Private Journal, loth (27th) September, written at the

close of the day when the religious ceremony and the ha-

rangues to the troops took place.
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reconnoitring the defences of Sevastopol;* but

for that day at least—had the prayers of the

Church then been heard ?—the place was to be

spared from assault.

And, on this 28th of September, the deserted

garrison of Sebastopol got tidings at last from the

army. Prince Mentschikoff had suffered himself

to remain so strangely unacquainted with the

movements of the Allies, that he supposed them

to be still in that mountain region to the east of

Sebastopol through which they had made their

flank march, and the officer instructed to carry

his messages to the garrison made his way from

Headquarters at night, and on foot; thus pass-

ing, as if by stealth, through a country which had

long been quite free from the invaders.

Lieutenant Stetzenko was the officer entrusted

with this mission ; and (meeting, of course, no

obstruction from the Allies, who lay far awa}^

from the scene of his night journey) he reached

his destination the following morning. He had

been ordered to * inquire about the state of Sebas-

* General de Toclleben remarks that, in his judgment, this

reconnaissance of the Allies was not carried close enough to

enable them to come to sound conclusions ; hut the General is

mistaken in supposing, as he apparently does, that the recon-

naissance of the 2Sth was the one which led the Allies to delay

their attack. The reconnaissance on which the Allies founded

their decision had taken place the day before, the 27th, but it

seems to have been completed without exciting the observation

of the garrison. Of course, it was incumbent on the Allies to

be every day striving to improve their knowledge of the Sebas-

topol defences ; but the reconnaissances which they effected

after the 27th were not the ones which supplied them with the

basis of their main decision.
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' topol;'* but he also brought news that Prince chap.

Mentschikoff had been reinforced by the arrival '.—
of 10,000 men under Khomontoff, f and was

hourly expecting from the north fresh accessions

of strength.

The messenger also imparted to Korniloff the

way in which Prince Mentschikoff intended to

employ the army thus augmented in numbers.

That last—the chilling part of the communica- Komiiors
o ^ wav of

tion—Korniloff kept secret ; but the fact that he dealing
^ '

^
_

with this.

was once more in communication with the army,

and that the army was heavily reinforced, he did

not fail to make known ; and, to do this the more

imjDressively, he took Lieutenant Stetzenko with

him along the lines, presenting him to his people

as the messenger who had come with the glad

tidings from the army, and even, it seems, giving

out (though this, as will be presently seen, was

the opposite of what had been really determined

upon by the Commander-in-Chief) that, accord-

ing to the intelligence thus brought from Head-

quarters, the Prince would immediately attack

the Allies.

Korioiloff knew that this could not be the Mentschi-
kors de-

present intention of the Prmce ; for he had terminatioa

learnt from Lieutenant Stetzenko that what a position
on the

Prince Mentschikoff had resolved to do was to Beibec:

take up a position on the Beibec ; and this was

* 'Materiaux pour servir,' chap. iii.

+ The force which was in the south-east of the Crimea at the

time of the landing (see ante, p. 57), with the exception of

the Moscow regiment, which was marched to the Alma in time

for the battle.
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a resolve which, so long as it should last, would

establish a state of mere peace between the

Eussian field army and the invaders of the

Crimea ; for those invaders were now cut off by-

long, difficult marches from the country of the

Belbec; and, consistently with the detention of

the Eussian field army in so distant a region,

it would not be possible for Prince Mentschi-

koff to take any part in the impending strife at

Sebastopol.

All this Korniloff understood but too well ; and

it seemed to him that, since the Eussian army

was to establish itself in the now peaceful region

of the Belbec, it was fitting for the deserted gar-

rison to turn for succour to Heaven. On the

evening of the very day when he had cheered the

troops by presenting Stetzenko, and holding out

promise of a diversion from Prince Mentschikoff",

he set down in the gloomy account which he kept

in secret, that the Prince ' was to take up his

^ position along the heights of the Belbec between
' Otarkia and Schooli

;

' and then, as though writ-

ing in mournful irony, he immediately adds

:

' Meanwhile, the enemy is advancing on Sebasto-

' pol. . . . There are three or four ways by
* which a passage may be easily effected ; for

' there are but few defenders—10,000 sailors and
* 5000 reserve soldiers.* May the Lord bless and
' fortify us !

'

* It may be remembered tbat the troops described by the

Russians as * reserve ' soldiers are those- which I have called

' militia.'
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XII.

The next day, the 29th, the Allies were seen to chap.

be ao^ain reconnoitrincr, but aj^ain refraining from

an attack ; and the people of Sebastopol as well 29th sept.

as the garrison were now beginning to draw en- stiiire-

couragement from a new and a wholesome source, from aS^ attack

:

They were cheered by the mere sight of the won- spectacle

ders which had been wrought by the work of ^^rks by

their own hands. For a time, of course, there had achLvS!

been a great deal of the labour, as, for instance,

the making of platforms—which went on in work-

yards, in factories, on board ships, in numbers

of places, not reached by the public gaze ; but

the immense contributions towards the general

scheme, which had thus been going on separately,

and, as it were, out of sight, were now fast added,

and added to the lines of defence ; and, upon the

whole, the result was so vast as to be astonishing

to most people, and, in the eyes of some, almost

magical ; for, except the engineers, who could

reckon these things by arithmetic, there were few

who imagined beforehand the greatness of the

works which might be done in three days by

several thousands of men working always by day

and by night, and under guidance so skilful that

no man's toil was in vain.

Of the chanj^es which were wrought in the de- changes

1 • 11 1 • _£>
ttat £ad

fences during the interval between the evemng 01 teen

the 2oth and the evening of the 29th September, the defences

11 T -IT • since the

a rapid indication is all I am willing to give, evening of°
f' the 25th.

Along the line between the Artillery Bay and the
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CHAP. Central Bastion notliinfr was done ; but from the
VI '

Central Bastion to the Flagstaff Battery, and

thence down to the bottom of the great ravine,

and thence up to the Eedan, and from the Piedan

to the Malakoff, and from the Malakoff to the

Little Eedan, and thence home to the Battery of

the Point, the defences received great accessions

of strength. The works already constructed were

extended and improved ; those remaining un-

finished were completed ; the long and hitherto

empty spaces which divided them one from the

other were studded in some places with powerful

batteries, in others, were seamed with entrench-

ments intended for covering infantry ; and already,

the armament of almost the whole line of defence

was beginning to undergo change ; for the lighter

artillery, which had been lying as a snare for the

Allies (by making them imagine themselves the

stronger in cannonading power), was now giving

place to great guns brought up from the ships.

It was at the Malakoff, and the ground which

flanked it on either side, that the greatest wonders

were wrought. Admiral Istomin, who there com-

manded, knew that the post was vital ; but also

he had been frankly told by Korniloff that it was

weak. He had toiled with a ceaseless care, look-

ing close into things of detail with his own eyes,

and guiding the labours of the multitude which

had swarmed night and day round the work.

That simple white tower, the Malakoff, now

famous in history, was fast losing its height from

the ground, for already the summit of the knoll
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where it stood had been so changed in shape by chap.
VI.

the industry of the last three days, that it now

closed high up round the centre or waist of the

building, and had not only begun to take the form

of a glacis annexed to the original work, but was

also the site of a new semicircular battery, which

covered the front of the tower. This last battery

was connected by entrenchments with the other

new works thrown up on both flanks of the

Malakoff.

Nor was it only along the line of the works

that Korniloff and Todleben were expending their

care. Ships of war were so placed in the creeks

that their fire could search the ravines which de-

scended into Sebastopol. To ease the passage

between the town and the Karabel suburb a

floating bridge was constructed. Between all the

chief posts along the line of defence there was

arranged a perfected system of communicating by

signal. Provision w^as made for the care of men
wounded. So far as can be gathered from the

narratives of those who took part in these labours,

nothing was forgotten, nothing neglected. Hardly

four days had passed since the sight of the Eng-

lish on the Mackenzie Heights disclosed to men
gazing from the windows of the Naval Library

the peril then suddenly coming upon the south

side of Sebastopol ; but to the utmost of what was

possible in so scant a time, the garrison had now The general

been put in a condition for using their means of had been

slaughter ; and, on the night of this 29th of Sep-

tember, the great Engineer, who had yearned to
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CHAP, be in readiness along the whole line with his
'

pitiless storm of mitrail, might almost lie down to

his rest with the contentment of one who has

made his purpose sure.

XIIL

What the But, SO far as concerned the power of the small
garrison now .

had was a gamsou then occupymg Sebastopol to withstand

'entrenched a determined assault, Colonel Todleben's exer-
' position

;

' ,

tions had, after all, only provided that the de-

fenders should be enabled to sell their lives dear.

The hasty labours bestowed on the lines of de-

fence had not, of course, changed an open town

into a ' fortified place. ' What had been acliieved

was this : there had been formed ' an entrenched

'position'— an entrenched position, extending

four miles along the arc of a half-circle, and

covering Sebastopol on its land side.

Now, although it is true that a fortified place

may be defended for a time by a garrison vastly

inferior in numbers to the besieging force, a

merely entrenched position, and especially an en-

trenched position four miles in extent, has no

such attribute ; and if it is resolutely attacked by

a powerful army, nothing less than another army

can defend it. Deriving support from its en-

trenchments, the defending force need not, of

course, be equal in numbers to its assailants, but

it must be really an army, and an army so strong

as to be able to sustain a pitched battle with

forces attacking it on its prepared ground. To
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the garrison of Sebastopol, at the time I am chap.

speaking of, this, the main condition of a hopeful '__

defence, was wanting; for their body of 16,000 but as yet

n •^ , no armv to

foot, composed for the most part oi sailors unused man it';

to the land service, could hardly in any sense be

called an army, much less an army competent to

join battle with the invaders upon a line four

miles in extent. It is true that, within a day's

march, there was a Russian army, and one, too,

which in point of numbers could hardly be

thought too weak for the exigency; but, nine

days before, this army had undergone a defeat,

and its commander was persistently withholding

it from the scene of the expected conflict.

In this point of view, the very success with

which the garrison had busied itself was calcu-

lated to become an embarrassment to Prince

Mentschikoff when apprised of what had been

done ; for now that Sebastopol was covered by

an entrenched position, it might seem hardly

tolerable that the troops requii'ed to defend it

should be refused by a general who was lying a

few miles off with a disposable army of between

30,000 and 40,000 men. The growing strength

of the works made it less and less easy to urge

that the task of concurring with the garrison MentscM-

in defending the place was one too desperate to cjiniigto

be undertaken by the field army. Be that as it of^mth-^

may, the Prince still clung to his design of with- succoiS-.

holding from Sebastopol the succours required

for defending it.

On this 29th of September, nothing was heard
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C H A P.

VI.

Evening of
29th Sept.
Communi-
cation from
the field

army re-

ceived by
Kormloff.

Its painful
sijniificanee.

of the army until the evening. Then tliere came

a despatch from Headquarters to Korniloff, an-

nouncing that the advanced-guard of the field

army, under the command of General Jabro-

kritsky, would be on the north side the next

morning ; but the rest of the note went to show

that Prince Mentschikoff was persisting in his

resolve to hold his army aloof from the defence

of Sebastopol; for it directed that the heavy

baggage of the army (which had been left in the

town when Prince Mentschikoff undertook his

flank march) should now be transported to the

Xorth Side. The measure was one which could

only be accounted for by supposing—a painful

hypothesis for the garrison to have to adopt

—

that the separation of the field army from Sebas-

topol was now meant to be lasting.

XR".

Morning of
the 30th.
The AUies
still ab-
staining
from the
attack.

The advan-
ced-guard
of the Rus-
sian army
on the
North Side.

When morning broke on the 30th of Septem-

ber, it showed that the Allies were still abstaining

from any attack. This was the sixth of the days

which had passed since Prince Mentschikoff's

army had been withdrawn from SebastopoL

In the course of tlie day the advanced-guard of

the Russian army, commanded by General Jabro-

kritsky, appeared on the North Side ; and the

sight of his troopers imparted great joy to the

ganison and inhabitants of Sebastopol, by causing

them to imagine that the field army was return-

ing at last to share in the perils and the glory of
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striving to defend the place. But this joy, at the chap.
time, was ill founded ; for although some of

^'

Mentschikoff's troops had thus come once more

within sight of Sebastopol, and could freely com-

municate with the town by crossing the ferry,

their presence on the north of the roadstead was

still far from really meaning that Prince Ment-

schikoff had resumed active warfare. Unless

these newly -seen troops should be suffered to

cross the water— and the prospect of such a

movement seemed to be shut out by the order

for transferring the army's heavy baggage from

the South to the I^orth Side—there would still

be long, difficult marches to divide them from

the enemy.

In the course of the day, Prince Mentschikoff Prince

1 p t T^ T-k 11 Mentschi-m person came down irom the upper Belbec to koff there

the Severnaya, or North Side, but did not pass

over the water. Supposing him still determined

to withhold all succour from Sebastopol, it was

natural for him to avoid the pain and embarrass-

ment of going into the midst of a garrison which

he meant to leave to its fate. He rested in

the Severnaya at that North Side Lodge which

he had adjoining the 'Number Pour' Battery.

There, he received the devoted Admiral who, his inter-

since the two men last saw each other, had been Komuoff!

forced by his love of country to usurp the com-

mand of Sebastopol.

Impliedly, if not in positive or generous terms, Sse^rto

Prince Mentschikoff gave assent to the arrange- assSiptiJu

ments which had created, in his absence, a kind mand.^°^'
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CHAP, of dictatorship ; for he treated it as quite natural
'

that KornilofiP should have been raised to the

supreme authority.

Hisinten- AVith respect to the question of succouring

keeping the Sebastopol by means of the field army, Prince

Mentschikoff disclosed the intentions he had

formed. After complaining of the weakness of

his army, and declaring his belief that the enemy

was in great strength, he intimated that he was

about to make another movement, and caused

Korniloff to understand that he, the Prince,

meant to leave Sebastopol to its own resources.*

Komiiofrs Korniloff remonstrated, and said : ' If that

strance. ' takcs place, then farewell to Sebastopol ! If the

' Allies decide on some daring action, they will

' crush us.' t

Its effect. Prince Mentschikoff then said that he would

summon a council of war.

XV.

As propounded by Prince Mentschikoff' himself

before he undertook it, his flank march was at

* ' The Prince complains very much of the weakness of his

' troops, and supposes the enemy to be very strong ; he is

* about to make another movement, and to leave Sebastopol to

' its own resources. '—Komiloffs Private Journal, written on the

evening of the day when the interview with MentschikoJGF took
place.

+ He probably added (though this he does not expressly say)

words equivalent to those which he inserted in his journal as

words of private reflection :
' To hold Sebastopol with troops is

' very possible ; nay, it is possible even to hold out long ; but
' -without troops— that alters the case !

'— Komilofi^s Private

Journal.
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least a well-promising measure ; for he announced chap.
it as an expedient for enabling him to act with ^^"

advantasje ao'ainst the flank of the invaders ; but

the plan he professed to have formed bore little

enough of resemblance to the one he really

adopted ; and the proposition which has to be

maintained by him who would defend the Eus-

sian Commander is nothing less than that the

Prince was not only warranted in abandoning

Sebastopol, with all its brave garrison of sailors,

but also in standing aloof from the war for

days and days together without disturbing,

without threatening, nay, even without see-

ing the invaders, or learning where they were

posted.

With apparently a friendly desire to give all

the shelter he could, General de Todleben has

brought his great name to the aid of the Russian

Commander.

After speaking of the painful condition to Todieben's

which the army would be reduced by the loss of ofPrin^ce°°

its communications with the interior of Eussia, koffs^course

and showing that, even with the aid of the army,

the endeavours to defend Sebastopol at this time

against an attack by the Allies would be likely

to fail. General de Todleben says :
' Having well

' weighed all these circumstances, Prince Ment-
' schikoff, convinced that his army had not it in

' its power to save Sebastopol if the enemy should

' direct an attack against that town, judged that

' it was better to take the most eftectual measures,

' and employ the most energetic efforts, for the
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CHAP. ' defence of the peninsula of the Crimea.'* But
'

surely, for the purposes of the war, the whole
inqnirj' as ^Qrth of the Crimea lay centred in the fact that

it included the mighty fortress which sheltered

the Black Sea fleet ; and, for the General to let

Sebastopol fall that he might husband his means

for the defence of the peninsula, would have been,

as it were, to stand by acquiescing whilst the

heart was torn out, with a view to keep the

strength needed for defending the rest of the

body.

And again, when the all but hopelessness of an

endeavour to defend Sebastopol is assigned as the

justification for the withdrawal of the troops, it is

hard to see why some 20,000 brave seamen, with-

drawn from their natural element to do the work

of land forces, should have been left to meet their

fate in a conflict which was thought to be one too

desperate to allow of its being undertaken or even

shared in by the army under Prince Mentschikoff.

Apparently, the soundest defence of Prince

Mentschikoff's plan of a flank march was the one

which he himself offered when he assured Korni-

loff that the adoption of it would enable him to

operate formidably upon the flank and rear of the

* Todleben, vol. i. p. 242. Tlie passage in tlie text is im-

mediately followed by this one :
* Kevertheless he stiU pre-

' served the hope that, if the irresolution of the Allies and the

' desperate courage of our sailors should make it possible to

' keep the enemy in check before Sebastopol for some time, the

* army, after receiving reinforcements, might be able to stop the

* ulterior successes of the Allies.' General de Todleben's

apology for Prince Mentschikoff's flank march wiH be found at

length in the Appendix,
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enemy; and the omission to execute that, the chap.
vital part of the undertaking, is the thing that __Z!j
has to be justified.

When there is no hope of being able to defend
a place for such a time as may allow of the siege
being raised by forces coming to its relief, the
custom of even the most warlike nations permits
and favours surrender ; but for a general, with a
field army 30,000 strong, to leave in the fortress
some 28,000 brave men, who understand that they
are to defend the place to extremity—to assure
them that they will have the active support of
the field army, which will be assailing the be-
siegers in flank and in rear—to go out by night
from the south of the fortress when the enemy* is

approaching it by the north—to move away to a
distance of some eighteen miles from the fortress
and nearly as much from the enemy—to remain
in that state of seclusion for days and days to-

gether, without even knowing or labouring to
know where the enemy might be, and in this way
to break from the promise which engaged him to
aid the defence by pressing upon the enemy in
the open field,—this seems to be a course of action
which, though it may be capable of explanation
on grounds connected with the state of the army
or its want of supplies,* is not to be excused in
all its stages by saying that, in the beHef of the

* Todleben, in the place where he savs that the main bodv
of the army remained on the Katcha until the 28th, adds that
It was there ' awaiting the supplies which were to reach it from
bimpheropor (vol. i. p. 245).

VOL. IV. L
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CHAP, general wlio adopted it, the aid of the army which
'

he thus kept aloof would have failed to make

good the defence against a determined attack.

Where some 28,000 men stand tasked to defend a

place to extremity, the desperate character of the

service entrusted to them is, even at first sight, an

astonishing reason to give for depri^dng them of

the aid of a field army 30,000 strong, and with-

drawing it from the scene of danger to a place of

peaceful seclusion ; but a closer look makes the

reason seem still more unfitting. Far from being

one of those places in which a few brave defenders

can do as well as many, Sebastopol was a fortress

with miles of ground to be guarded, and the very

thing needed for a hopeful defence of the place

was the army which Prince Mentschikoff with-

drew. It is true that from without, even better,

perhaps, than from within, he might have brought

the power of that army to bear upon the defence,

but down to this time, he gave no aid to the

garrison in either one way or the other.

It would be difficult to excuse Prince Mentschi-

koffs seclusion by alleging his want of supplies ;

*

but although I am without the knowledge which

would warrant me in speaking with certainty, I

can hazard a surmise which would account, in

some measure, for the Prince's abstention.

From the first, the Piussian army in the Crimea

* Because there was an accumulation of stores at Simphero-

pol as weU as at Sebastopol (Todleben, p. 148) ; and there did

not occur any incident of war or of weather which could have

frustrated the arrangements necessary for supplying the army.
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had been scantily provided with skilled officers chap.

in the higher grades ;
* and when it happened on

'

the day of the Alma that out of the number who Siding

were competent a large proportion was killed or fo/STe*

disabled, and that of the officers of rank not thus koff?con-

stricken down some at least were in great measure
^^^^'

shorn of their due authority by the comments and

the blame and the recriminations which too often

follow defeat, it resulted that, for the time, the

army was much out of gear f—nay, was hardly, I

think, in a state to be manoeuvred in sight of the

enemy, still less to be brought into action ; and

although the full stress of this want of officers

was perhaps so imperfectly felt by Prince Ment-

schikoff, whilst still he remained in Sebastopol,

that he thought he could safely promise to operate

with efiect upon the flank and rear of the Allies,

yet what seems probable is, that the discovery of

the weakness of his army in point of officers was

afterwards so cogently forced upon the Prince by

the incidents of the march (as, for instance, by

the failure of the manoeuvre entrusted to Kiria-

koff, no less than by the sudden encoimter w^ith

the English at Mackenzie's Farm) as to make him

think it a duty to withhold his army, for a time,

from the sight of the enemy's outposts. At all

events, there is no sound reason for believing that

the spirit of the soldiery drooped ; and unless my

* Amongst the other wants of this kind there was that of a

.sufficing Headquarters Staff.

+ It may be observed that up to this point in the sentence I

speak with certainty. I do so on good authority.
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CHAP.
VI.

surmise be ill based, it was nothing but the want

of commanders which hampered, for a time, the

mechanism of the array, and made the Prince

shrink from the hazard of bringing it again into

conflict before its defects were repaired.*

The glory
justly at-

taching to
the defence
of Sebas-
topol duriuj
the six last

days.

XYI.

It is time to be passing again to the camp of

the French and the English ; but I hardly could

turn away yet from the lines of defence at Sebas-

topol unless I might trust that I have suffered

full light to come in upon what was there ven-

tured and done in the last six days of September.

For although they all passed away without either

the event of a battle, or any cannonade or assault

on the part of the Allies, those, nevertheless, were

the days when the heaviest stress was put upon

the courage and the devotion of the defenders.

From first to last, it is true, the place was de-

fended with tenacity, with valour, and with a

rare, pliant skill ; but in the later period of the

conflict, the strength of the garrison, for the most

part, was proportioned, or more than proportioned,

to its task. In the six days I speak of, it was

* I have already intimated that this explanation of Prince

MentschikofTs conduct is not the one put forward in print by

General Todleben [ante, pp. 159, 160) ; but it does not foUow

that the General would disapprove it, though reasons of a per-

sonal kind might naturally enough prevent him from assigning

the want of competent officers as the cause of Prince Mentschi-

koff's inaction. General Todleben, however, does not, I think,

say au5i;hing which would contravene the explanation above

suggested.
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otherwise. The army had stolen away in the chap.
night-time, and for days was not to be heard of.

The fleet, so to speak, was aground. What re-

mained attempting defence was a scant number
of people— militiamen, sailors, and workmen—
m^n unused, for the most part, to the duties of

fighting on shore. But then all these men were
parcel of one people, obeying one monarch, pro-

fessing one faith, speaking all one tongue, and
being all instinct with the life, the passion, the

will, which belong to a mighty nation. Therefore

it was that the default and retreat of the mere
army at the moment of the enemy's approach did

not cause, as a natural result, the instant fall of

the place. That which remained at the post

abandoned by the Commander-in-Chief and his

army was a steadfast people. The showy fa9ade

had come down, but behind it there stood walls

of granite.

Korniloff could not tell his people with truth

that there was either an army which would stand
by them in the hour of danger, or a fleet which
would be suffered to go to sea ; hut, with hand-
fuls of men of various callings, yet having a com-
mon country, he could and did say. There shall

be 'a Eussian defence.'*

Although the chiefs knew that a determined
resistance to a determined assault must needs
result in the slaughter of the garrison, they still

* It is in Korniloff s Private Journal that I find this expres-
sion

;
but I infer that he had been .using it in speaking to the

garrison and inhabitants.
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CHAP, prepared for a conflict which promised this dismal
^'^-

end with the spirit, the care, and the energy which

men are accustomed to evince when they are

abounding in strength and full of hope. The

men of the garrison might well enough think they

had been shamelessly abandoned by the evading

army, but it seems they observed a brave silence

in regard to the hardship of their fate, and only

made themselves heard when they greeted their

chosen Commander, or echoed his solemn engage-

ment to hold out the place to the last. And that

same love of country which filled the void left by

the army was also sufficing to raise up a chief

and ruler when the Czars vicegerent was wanting.

The emergency perhaps, in a sense, created the

chief; but there was a generous, patriot spirit in

that forbearance and suppression of selfish desires

which inclined men high up in soldierly rank to

submit themselves to Admiral Korniloff as their

chosen dictator. Xor less was there wisdom and

loyalty in bending to the counsels of a volunteer

Colonel of Sappers, who owed the power he

wielded to the sheer ascendant of genius.



THE COUNSELS OF THE ALLIES.

CHAPTEE VII.

Whoever has learnt the condition in which chap.

Sebastopol was left during those last days of

September, will be ready to ask why it was that

the invaders, now able to gaze at their ease on

the domes of the coveted town, still did not move

forward to seize it.

On the 27th of September—the day the French 27th sept.
The Allies

completed their flank march, and the second of

the days during which the deserted garrison had

been left without tidings of Prince Mentschikofi"s

army—both the French and the English pushed

forward some troops towards Sebastopol, and

effected their first reconnaissance of its defences

from the southern side of the place.

They had little difficulty in finding spots of

ground from which, in a general way, though not

yet, of course, with minuteness, they could ex-

amine Sebastopol on its southern side ; and the

impression they were able to gather of the nature

and strength of the defences was, upon the whole,

a sound one.* Indeed, it may be said that when
* It may seem at first sight that this could not have been the

reconnoit-
ring.
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CHAP, this day's reconnaissance was complete, the
'

Allies, though unacquainted in detail with the

condition and resources of the place, still knew
the main facts which were needed as a basis for

their next resolve. The evasion from the town of

the force led out by Prince Mentschikoff they

had seen with their own eyes; and although

there was a surmise amongst the English that

the column which our Headquarters had touched

at Mackenzie's Farm was no more than 16,000

strong, the concurring testimony of the Eussian

prisoners, together with the known fact that

Prince Mentschikoff was present in person with

the evading force, Went far to disclose the full

truth. Upon this it would seem the French were

in no state of doubt, for in their reasonings they

justly assumed that the force which the Prince

had with him on the road to Baktchi Serai was

nothing less than an army. The Allies had good

means of computing approximately the strength

which must remain for the defence of Sebastopol

after the withdrawal of Prince ^lentschikoffs

army, and their estimates were not wide of the

case ; for whereas the front of defence was in reality a semicir-

cular arc of four miles, Sir John Burgoyne regarded the enemy's

general line as 'virtually a straight one,' and only 'ahout 2500
* or 3000 yards in total extent' (Memorandum by Sir John Bur-

goyne of the 20th November 1854). But his apparent misap-

prehension can be explained. Sir John Burgoyne regarded both

the flanks of the line of defence as virtually impregnable, and

applied his words to that part of the line with which alone, in

his judgment, the Allies could have any practical concern. He
spoke, in short, only of that part of the arc which fronted to-

wards the south and the south-east.
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truth.* Seeincr the entrance of the roadstead chap.
. vn

blocked up, they were not without means of 1_

inferring that the resources of the Black Sea fleet,

both in men and material, must become, in a

measure, available for the land defences ; and

they were themselves sure witnesses of the

energy and haste which the garrison thought it

needful to exert in trying to strengthen their

lines ; for upon the spots where their field-glasses

had been pointing there were thousands of men
and women at work. Of the motive, indeed,

with which Prince Mentschikoff had withdrawn

his army, and of the policy which was guiding

the labours of the garrison, the Allies, as might

be expected, could only judge by inference ; but,

upon the whole, it may be said that what they

knew of the truth was enough to have served

them as the basis of a right conclusion ; so that,

if they determined aright, it is to their own dis-

cernment that the merit seems due, and if they

* The error of those who supposed that no more than 16,000

men had teen withdrawn from Sebastopol was in some measure

counterbalanced by that of underrating the numbers of the

sailors; so that, upon the whole, the Allies did not much ex-

aggerate the nnmber of armed men, including sailors, who were

defending Sebastopol. Sir John Burgoyne did not reckon that

number (which, as we saw, was 28,000) at more than from

25,000 to 30,000.— 'Military Opinions,' pp. 197, 201, 240, in

which last page the estimate is only 20,000 to 25,000. The
Allies, however, were unacquainted with the denomination of

the few land-service troops they had before them in Sebastopol

(5000 militiamen with some sappers, see ante p. 128), and con-

sequently remained ignorant of the very significant fact that

when Prince Mentschikoff marched out, he did not leave in

the place so much as even one Line battalion.
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CHAP, went wrong, their error was not that of men who

L_ have to move in the dark, but one which resulted

from the default of their collective judgment.

Tbe ques- Whether the Allies should now follow up their

needing hithcrto victorious march, and endeavour to carry
solution. .

Sebastopol by a prompt and determined attack,

or whether they should consent to give the enemy

a breathing-time, and begin upon a slow plan of

warfare resembling what men call a siege—this,

in reality, was the cardinal question which had

to be solved ; but it did not present itself to the

attention of the Allies as one they must needs

determine at their first reconnaissance ; and al-

though the deliberators all looked on Sebastopol

with a concurring desire to attack the place sooner

or later, there were few who so probed their own

meaning as to know to what length they were

willing to go in the perilous expenditure of time.

Tiiecounsei But before the day closed, bold counsel was

Edmund tendered ; and it seemed, at first sight, to origi-

nate with the vehement sailor whose words had

always found welcome at the English Head-

quarters. Yew, however, will believe that, upon

the vital question of an immediate assault, the

mind of Lord Eaglan could have been a blank

awaiting the impress which the first ad\iser

might give it ; or that Lyons would have urged

his own opinion upon others, without first assur-

ing himself that Lord Eaglan approved it. On
the other hand, it was of great moment that

proposals liable to be overruled by the French

should not be too closely identified with the
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iiame of the Eiiglish General. There is, there- char
fore, some ground for surmising that the germ of

what Lyons proposed may have sprung from his

intimate conversations with the Commander of

our land forces, and that when he submitted this

counsel he was echoing the thought and fulfil-

ling the wish of Lord Eaglan. Be this as it may,

the recorded fact is that, having made himself

acquainted in a general way with the state of the

defences which covered the land front of Sebas-

topol, and concluding them to be imperfect and

weak, Lyons urged at the English Headquarters

the expediency of an immediate assault.* Lord

Eaglan was of the same mind ; but he found him-

self met by the counter-opinion of Sir John Bur-

goyne, who remonstrated against the notion of an

assault without first getting down the fire of the

place by means of heavy artillery.-j- It is the

* The MS., of which an extract is given in the Appendix,

!N"ote I. The time assigned in the MS. as that at which this

counsel was given hy Lyons to the military authorities is,

' immediately after their arrival at Balaclava ' — and this

coincides very satisfactorily with the words, * the day after our
* arrival here,' which are quoted in a note, post, p. 173, from

a different source, both records tending to show that the 27th

of September was the day. I am disposed, however, to assign

the afternoon or evening as the time of the conversation
;

because Lyons's advice proceeds upon a knowledge of the state

of the defences, which he could hardly, I think, have acquired

until after the reconnaissance effected on that day.

t Ibid. It must not be necessarily understood that the dis-

cussion was carried on between Lyons and Burgoyne personally.

What I rather imagine is, that, in eliciting Burgoyne's opinion,

Lord Raglan did not say what he himself and Sir Edmund Lyons

thought of the question. See Memorandum by Burgo}Tie, 20th

November 1854, and his 'Military Opinions,' pp. 199, 202.
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CHAP, lot of mankind to be blind to the future; and,

unless Lyons errs, Burgoyne supported his opin-

ion by arguing that an immediate assault would

cost the Allies a loss of 500 men.* Another of

the arguments used was founded upon a sugges-

tion that the assaulting forces would be exposed

to slaughter from the fire of the enemy's men-of-

war lying moored in the harbour beneath. To

that Lyons replied by proposing to seize the

position of the Malakoff—the knoll was then

like an ant-hill, all creeping with busy labour

—

and there establishing a battery which must soon

drive off all the ships."!"

27th Sept. Lord Eaglan agreed with Lyons in approving
The sug-
gestion for

an assault

:

gestion for the plan of an immediate assault ; and, notwith-

standing the objections of Sir John Burgoyne, he

proceeded to bring it under the consideration of

the French
; J but he apparently did this in words

which carried with them no disclosure of his own

wishes
; § and accordingly the step he thus took

was one calculated to elicit the opinion of our

* Ibid.

t Ibid. The proposal vras to seize the position of ' The "White

' Tower,' the then name of the Malakoff amongst the Allies.

J In allusion, as it would seem, to this suggestion, the narra-

tive of one of the French Generals of division says :
—

' On etait

* si loin d'attendre aux difficultes que Ton allait rencontrer,

' qu'il fid question de ne pas deharguer ce maUriel, et qu'on

' painit dispose a tenter tine attaque de vive force contre Sebasto-

' pol.' But see Canrobert's letter quoted post, Appendix.

§ Lord Kaglan's reasons for such reserve are amply shown in

other pages. See post, p. 208 et seq. The suggestion having

been really made by Lyons, Lord Raglan could simply and na-

turally refer to him as its originator, without placing himself

in a state of evident disagi-eement with the French Commander.
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allies without being in terms a 'proposal.' * chap.
General Canrobert, however, expressed his strong

.

disapproval of the measure. He said that his
JfaJ^^J/o^ai

men could not be restrained or kept together, and

that from that cause alone, in the event of there

occurring a check or reverse, the safety of the

whole army would be imperilled. +

So now the Allies took a measure, not in itself 27th sept.

decisive, but tendmo- to govern their late, bv with- ationto

. . ° °
.

-^ land the

drawing their minds from the all-vital question of siege-trains.

time, and placing them, as it were, upon a path

—smooth and easy enough at first sight—which

yet might lead into trouble. They requested the

naval commanders to land the siege-trains. Their

purpose was to open the way for an assault by

first getting down the enemy's fire.|

* So that Marshal Canrobert in 1863 could -write with Hteral

truth : * No ; Lord Raglan never proposed to General Can-
* robert to assault immediately after the arrival of the Allies

* before the place.' See the letter in the Appendix.

t An officer who was present assures me (October 19, 1865)

of the accuracy of this statement ; but, as the impressions of

all men are liable to be varied by lapse of time, it is satisfactory

to know how his words were noted in writing at a time much
more near to the deliberations of which he speaks. Wriring in

the Crimea on the 31st of August 1855, Romaine, after naming
the same officer, says :

' He told me that the French refused to

' make an attempt upon Sebastopol the day after our arrival

* here. They said that their men could not be restrained, and
* if any check or reverse followed they could not be got to-

* gather, and the safety of the whole army would be compro-
' mised. This was whilst St Amaud was alive.' The 27th of

September 1854 would be the day designated by the words 'the

' day after our arrival here,' the English having occupied Bal-

aclava on the 26 th.

i See Burgo}Tie's 'Militarj- Opinions,' p. 181.
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C H A P.

VII.

September
(apparently
the 28th).

Sir George
Cathcart's
suggestion.

The next day, the 28th, the seamen were busily

engaged in landing the siege-trains, but the pro-

cess was not a short one ; and the men who gave

counsel in the Allied camps had leisure to w^eigh

the soundness of the conclusion to which they had

been driving.

It w^as at this time that Sir George Cathcart

began to urge—and that with some eagerness

—

that the attack upon Sebastopol should be one

of a summary kind. Upon completing the flank

march he had been ordered, as w^e saw, to move

his division straight up from the Tchernaya to

the heights on the south of Sebastopol, without

goincj down to Balaclava in the track of the main

English army ; and he established himself upon

ground confronting the Great Eedan, from which

he looked down upon the head of the Man-of-war

Harbour, seeing no small part of the town and

yet more of the Karabel faubourg. Judging that

he had discovered a way by which it would be

feasible for the Allies to steal at once into the

place, he addressed to Lord Eaglan a note, dated

* IJ, Height, mile from the head of the Man-of-

' war Harbour,' in which he says :
' I am in the

* strongest and most perfect position I ever saw.

' Twenty thousand Eussiaus could not disturb me
' in it with my division ; and if you and Sir John
' Burgoyne would pay me a visit, you can see

' everything in the way of defences, which is not

' much. They are working at two or three

* redoubts, but the place is only enclosed by a

* thing like a low park wall, not in good repair.
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' I am sure I could walk into it, with scarcely chap.
* the loss of a man, at night; or an hour before

^^^'

' daybreak, if all the rest of the force was up
' between the sea and the hill I am upon. We
* could leave our packs, and run into it even in

* open day, only risking a few shots whilst we
' passed the redoubt. We see the people walking
' about the streets in great consternation. I send
' this by Lieutenant Eavenshill, who will explain
' everything.' *

The impression under which Sir George Cath-

cart thus wrote, was created by the survey he had

been able to make from ground in front of his

camp ; but when, as presently happened, his divi-

sion was moved further east to the ground we
now call ' Cathcart's Hill/ he had means of exam-

ining the defences from a fresh point of view, and

thenceforth, unless I mistake, he ceased to insist

that the Allies could slip through the defences in

the easy and costless way which he at first sup-

posed to be possible ; but, in lieu of his plan for

' stealing into ' Sebastopol, he now, it seems, coun-

selled Lord Eaglan to undertake a determined

* The note is not dated (except in a way slio-wing the place

and the hour), hut I think that the 28th of Septemher is the

day on which it was most prohahly written. I have hit upon

no trace of what was done in consequence. Sir John Burgoyne

was not invited by Lord Raglan to go up and test the supposed

opportunity of ' walking into ' the place. It may be that Sir

George Cathcart's change of opinion took place in time to enable

him to countermand his request for a visit. I ought to say

that I do not find the original note amongst Lord Raglan's

papers, but take the words from a draft in Sir George Cathcart's

writins-
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CHAP, assault.* He gave it as his judgment that the
^^^'

place might best be wrested from the enemy's

grasp by pouring in battalion after battalion, until

the end should be accomplished.-t*

Renewed And at this time once more Sir Edmund Lyons
couhsbIs
from Lyons, gavc counsel.J He did not disguise from himself

Cathcart's ; but the memory of the officer who heard it made is

fortified—diplomatists are the people who "best know the value

of a clue of that kind—by the quaint and homely simile with

which his proposal was met. The simile, however, is not one

worth repeating.

+ With a view to disprove the fact of Cathcart's having ad-

vised an assault, or to show that, at all events, any such advice,

if ever given, could not have been adhered to, the following

extract of a letter from Cathcart has been printed ( ' Official

Journal of the Royal Engineers,' p. 18), date assigned being the

8th of October :
' To attempt an assault without mounting our

' heavy guns, would not be certain of success, but liable to a

' great loss of men.' It seems to me, however, that in that

letter, Cathcart's disapprobation of an immediate assault belongs

to the time when he was writing

—

i.e., to the 8th of October

—

and does not at all prove that he may not have approved an

assault at an earlier day. My view of his meaning is sup-

ported by a letter which he wrote to Lady Georgiana Cathcart

sis days before

—

i.e., on the 2d of October; for there, after

describing the part he had taken in the flank march, he pro-

ceeds to say :
' I then came on and secured an important post

' within fire of Sebastopol, and have held it for three days, with
' my di\nsion quite unsupported. If they had all been up we
' might have taken the place. Xow, we have given them time

' to prepare and land their ship-guns, and we must have a long

' regular siege.' It seems that Cathcart's proposals, whether

for ' stealing into ' the place or assaulting it, were never made

known to Sir John Burgoyne.— 'Military Opinions,' pp. 199,

202.

Z The day Sir when Edmund Lyons tendered this advice for

the second time, was on or before the 29th of September. It is

stated by him to have been given ' a day or two after ' the time

when he, Sir Edmund, first proposed the assault of the South
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that the loss resuitin':^ from an assault must now c H a p.
. VII

be much greater than that which might have been '_

expected to follow from such an enterprise if ven-

tured some two days earlier ; for in the interval,

both by day and by night, the garrison and the

people of Sebastopol had been incessantly busied

at the works ; but, notwithstanding his perception

of the now increased peril of the undertaking, he

submitted to Lord Eaglan the expediency of an

assault. Lord Eaglan was willing ; and asked Lord
^ '- Raglan.

Lyons how he would proceed. Lyons answered

to this effect :
* The Eussians must think by this

' time that we are going to lay regular siege to

* the place. Let them be encouraged in this

' belief. Send numbers of men to the front with

' pickaxes, or something that will look like pick-

' axes, and make a feint of turning up the ground,

* and then when the enemy, deceived by the sight,

* shall be least expecting an attack, rush in.'

Whether Lord Eaglan approved the stratagem

of feigning the commencement of siege-works, I am
unable to say. What has been recorded is, that

he shared with Lyons in his desire to proceed by

assault.*

In the course of the conversation which elicited

Side.—MS. post, in Appendix, Note I. Those words would

seem to point to the 29th as the day ; and a note from Sir

Edmund, which will be afterwards quoted, fixes the 29th as

the day on which Lord Raglan was to submit the proposal to

Canrobert
* The testimony of Sir Edmund Lyons in regard to Lord

Raglan's de.sire for an immediate assault, has been fully con-

firmed to me by one who enjoyed the close confidence of his

VOL. IV. M
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CHAP, this agreement of opinion between Lord Eaglan

; and Sir Edmund Lyons, Sir Edmund had expressed

his conviction that, unless the place were at once

assaulted, it would not be taken at all except after

grievous loss, and that the men then composing

the army ' would not live to do it.' In later days,

when the strength of the English army had

dwindled, and still was dwindling, and in yet

later days when great reinforcements had more

than supplied all the losses, Lord Eaglan, in con-

versation with Lyons, used often to revert to that

saying.

Opinion of But it seems that the opportunitv for further
the French

:

.

deliberation failed to elicit any change of opinion

in the camp of the Erench. Apparently they

were all of one mind ; and the opinion they en-

tertained was not only shared at the time by Sir

ofBurgoyne. John Burgoyue, but has ever since had the support

which his authority gives. This opinion was,

that it would be rash, that it would be wanton,

nay even, as one chief said, that it would be

criminal, to attempt to carry the place without

first endeavourinc^ to cjet down the enemv's fire

by the use of the siege-guns ; and the following,

as I gather, is the tenor of the reasonings on

Theargu- whicli the conclusiou stands based: 'The works
ment
against ' which covcr the place, thoufjh not at all stronc;
assaulting

;

j. -> o >-

' in themselves, are nevertheless well placed and
' powerfully armed. The line of these defences

chief— I speak of General Airey. See in the Appendix extracts

from letters of Lord Eaglan, fi'oni which, as I there submit, an

inference to the same effect may be drawn.
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is unassailable at both flanks. The ravines chap.

descendinix into the town and the suburb are '_

' all of them open to a raking fire, either from
* the land batteries, or from the broadsides of

' the ships for that purpose moored in the creeks

;

' and it is along one or more of the intervening

' ridges that the assailant would have to advance.

' Of the ridges available for such an attempt without

* there are three ; but each of them is powerfully the siege^"

trains.
* defended—the first by the Flagstaff Bastion,

' the second by the Redan, and the third by the

' White Tower.* Our troops, in approaching

' either of those three works, would have to move
' under the fire of the enemy's batteries for a

' space of some 2000 yards. They would have

' to traverse ground quite unknown to them.

' Any attack upon the enemy's defences must be

' made from an extended, diverging circumference;

* and besides, our assailing forces would be so

' split by these deep, interposing ravines as to

' become divided into isolated bodies of men
' incapable of giving one another any mutual

' help.f

' Including the sailors now acting as a land

' force, the garrison is probably from 25,000 to

' 30,000 strong
; | and, within a day's march of

* Afterwards called the Malakoff.

t The above arguments were in substance urged by Sir John

Burgoyne.

t- See 'Military Opinions' of Sir John Burgojme, pp. 197,

201, 240, in which last page, however, the estimate is from

20,000 to 2.5,000 ; and also the narrative of a French Divisional

General, given in the Appendix.
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CHAP, 'us, Prince Mentschikoff is in the field witli an
'

' army wliicli might' act formidably upon our flank

' and rear—which might attack us whilst in the

* act of assaulting the place.* To storm an en-

' trenched position thus held by a force between

' 25,000 and 30,000 strong, and to provide at the

' same time against any enterprise on our flank

' or rear which Prince Mentschikofl' might under-

' take, we have only some 50,000 men. In case

' of failing, we should find ourselves in danger

' of being driven into the sea.f If we were to

' storm at once, we should have to do this with

' nothing but field-pieces at our command, and our

' troops would be exposed, for a distance of up-

' wards of a mile, to a galling fire of more than a

' hundred pieces of artillery, besides the guns of

' the shipping. Eemember that the force engag-

' ing in such an attack would be without any re-

* treat in case of a reverse. ^ The place appears

' to be in such a state, and the garrison so busily,

' and with so much apparent confidence, engaged

* in improving it, that, with a fine battering-train

' on board ship close at hand, we ought not for

* a moment to contemplate so rash an act as that

* of storming at once. § To do so would be

* This seems to have been the argument which most pressed

upon the minds of the French ; and its effect in bending their

counsels should certainly be remembered by those who under-

take to criticise Prince Mentschikoffs flank march.

t Narrative of French Divisional General referred to above.

X The arguments contained in this and the preceding sentence

I understand to be Sir John Burgoyne's.— ' Official Journal of

' the English Siege Operations,' p. 17.

§ Memorandum by Sir John Burgoyne, dated 20th 2s"ovem-
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' utterly unjustifiable
;
* would indeed be almost chap.

' a crime.' t ^'^i-

Lord Baglan, and Lyons, and Cathcart, they

have all passed away ; and, except to the extent

already shown, I have no acquaintance with the

reasons by which any of them might have been
prepared to enforce proposals for an immediate
assault

; but, partly by becoming acquainted with
the events of the campaign which followed, and
partly by help of the criticisms which later years

have produced, it is practicable to discern the

nature of the argument which the united counsels

of the French Headquarters and of Sir John
Burgoyne might well have provoked at the time:

—

' Before engaging in the main argument, it is Argument

' convenient to examine some of your lesser and ZSZt
' collateral reasons for objecting to a prompt
' assault. And first, you are wroncj in imao-ininor

' that the embarrassment created by the ravines
' is one which would only be felt by the assailants.

l>er 1854. In this paper Sir Jolin says :
' On arriving before

' Sebastopol, after the battle of the Alnia and the taking pos-
' session of Balaclava, the place appeared to be in such a state,
' and the garrison so busily, and with so much apparent con-
' fidence, engaged in improving it, that, with a fine battering-
' train on board ship close at hand, no one for a moment
' contemplated the attempt of so rash an act as to storm it
' at once.'

* * The place was in such a state when the army first ap-
' peared before it as rendered an attempt to storm it by a coup
' de main utterly unjustifiable.'—Memorandum by Sir John
Burgoyne, dated 30th December 1854.

+ This last, I believe, was one of the forms in which General
Canrobert expressed his opinion of the idea of storming without
first using the siege-guns.

at once.
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CHAP. ' These ravines descend into Sebastopol, dividing
^^ •

' the town from the faubourg, and again sub-

' dividinfir into fractions both town and faubourg.

' It is plain that the difficulty in the way of

* lateral communication created by this configura-

* tion of the ground must be so sure a source

' of weakness to the garrison as to be equivalent

' to a great deduction from their actual numbers.

' You will remember, Sir John Burgoyne, that

* you yourself perceived this clearly enough, from

' the indications in Colonel Jervis's map ; and

' when you advised the flank march, you were so

' far from looking upon these ravines as an evil

' to us, that you spoke of the embarrassment they

' must necessarily put upon the garrison as one

' of the reasons for bringing us round to this

' South Side.* And your reason, so far as it

' went, was a sound one ; for a difficulty in the

' way of lateral communication must of necessity

' be more embarrassing to the defenders than to

' the assailants, who can choose the ground where

' the real conflict shall take place. Besides, we
' hold the heads of the ravines, and there, our

' lateral communications are free. Look at the

' part of the harbour ravine which the enemy
' occupies. It is of such a depth and steepness

' that the defences which cover the Karabel

' suburb are quite sundered from those which

* cover the town ; and apparently a body of troops

* engaged in meeting an assault upon one of

* See vol. iii. p. 395, Cabinet Edition, Sir John Burgoyne's

Memorandum of the 21st Sept.
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* these two districts could not be supported at chap.
* need by forces withdrawn from the other one * ^'^^-

* You speak of our w^ant of good means of re-

' treat in the event of a discomfiture ; but this

* is a source of danger inherent in the enterprise
* to which, whether wisely or not, we are now
' committed. We encountered it at the landino-,

' we encountered it in our march from Old Tort,
' we encountered it on the Alma ; but on that
' last day w^e greatly reduced its gravity by prov-
' ing our ascendant in the field ; and now that,

' with our victorious armies, we approach the
' goal of our enterprise, it can hardly be wise to

* revive the old objection, and to refrain from
' attacking Sebastopol on the theory that, if we
' were to be repulsed, we should need to abandon
' the Chersonese, and yet be unable to secure our
* retreat. If the attack of the place we came out
' to take is, in other respects, prudent, we must
' not forego the occasion on account of a danger
' which belongs to the very nature of our enter-

' prise, and is not to be evaded by delay. If we
' are already so circumstanced as to be unable to

' effect a good retreat after undergoing discom-
' fiture in an assault on Sebastopol, how can we
'expect to be better prepared for a like contin-

' gency when we have taken upon ourselves the
' additional task of saving and re-embarkino- our
* cumbersome siege-trains ?

' You acknowledge that a main portion of the

* General de Todleben insists, with great force, upon this as

one of the greatest of the evils with which the besieged had to deal.
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CHAP. ' force now constituting the garrison consists of
^^^'

' sailors. We do well to take it for granted that
'' these men will work the guns perfectly well,

' and line the entrenchments, where needed, with

' a diligent tire of musketry ; but it is a perverse

' use of the imagination to picture these crews

' from the ships as battalions of infantry coming
•' out to manceuvre on the open plateau, and driv-

' ing into the sea a hitherto victorious army of

' 50.000 prime troops.

' In truth, it is certain that, however efficient

' this sailor garrison may be in defending the

' ramparts, it cannot be capable of engaging in

' offensive operations against us on the open
' ground ; and if we bear this in mind, we hardly

' need shrink from the necessity of having to

' operate upon an arc more extended than that

' which the enemy holds. Besides, what is there

' in this peril of what you call an " extended cir-

' '•' cumference " which time will help to remove ?

' But now to come rather more close to the

•' task which lies before us. Sebastopol, on this,

' its land side, is not a fortress.* The enemy is

' in an entrenched position— a hastily entrenched

' position—four miles in extent. To defend such

' ground as that, the one thing needed is an army.

* Sir Jolin Burgoyne says, ' It was, in fact, not a fortress,

' but an army entrenched on a very strong position, along a

' line of moderate extent, with, its flanks perfectly secure

'

('Military Opinions,' p. 197). In that sentence Sir John well

describes the position, but misdescribes its defenders. The

sailors, and the 5000 'reserve,' or 'militiamen,' at that time

left in Sebastopol, were not an ' amiy.

'
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' Nothing less than an army can be competent, chap.
' Well, but the only army the enemy has at his

^^^'

' present disposal is the one which has marched
' off to Baktchi Serai, having with it Prince
' Mentschikoff in person, the Commander-in-Chief
* of all the Czar's forces in the Crimea, both mili-

' tary and naval. We do not accurately know
' the strength of the detachments which Prince

* Mentschikoff may have left in the place ;
* but

' whether they be great or small, it is, of course,

' a huge advantage to us, in assailing an en-

' trenched position, to have to do with some mere
' fractions of an army instead of with the army
' itself. Prince Mentschikoff may have been led

' to withdraw his army from a despair of being

* able to save it alive by any less ugly ex-

' pedient ; -f or he may have been acting, in

* part, from a cogent desire to insure the junc-

' tion of expected reinforcements
; J or, again, he

' was perhaps impelled by the blended force of

' both motives ; but every supposition which
* seeks to explain his withdrawal, invites us to

' be prompt and summary—invites us to storm
' the defences whilst yet the field army is absent.

' It is surmised — and this especially in the

' French camp—that the Prince may have with-

' drawn from Sebastopol with a determination to

* We do now : 5000 militiamen, as I call them, and some
companies of sappers. There was, besides, a battalion which
lost its way in the course of the march towards the Belbec,

and came back at night into the town.

t It was so. See ante, chap. vi.

i This also was one of his motives for the step. See ibid.
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CHAP. attack us in flank.* Y\'ell, certainly; if we en-
^^^'

' tangle ourselves in a lengthened siege, there

' may come a time when the Eussian Comman-
' der will be so largely reinforced as to be able

' to take the offensive, and assail us up there on

' the plateau in a way to imperil our armies.

' But, as yet, we hear nothing of any such rein-

' forcements ; and, in the mean time, an oppor-

' tunity of encountering such an attack would be

' the best thing that could happen to us ; for an

' army, greatly inferior to us in numbers, and

' defeated last week in a chosen and prepared

' position, could hardly yet come and assail our

* forces in the open field without giving us a fair

' occasion for inflicting upon it a great disaster

—

' a disaster of such a kind as would be likely to

' bring about the immediate fall of the place.

' But then you, our French friends, say that

' Prince Mentschikofi" may attack us w^hilst in

' the act of storming SebastopoL-f Surely this

' apprehension is a chimsera. We can choose our

' own moment for the assault : we are not with-

' out cavalry : the Prince is distant from us be-

' tween twenty and thirty miles ; and supposing

' him to be marching by daylight, his advance

' during many, many hours, Avould be under the

' eyes of our people. If we wish to be superla-

' tively wary, we may so far guard ourselves

' against the apprehended contingency as to avoid

* Xarrative by one of the French Generals of Division, given

in the Appendix.

t Ibid.
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' storming at the very moment of daybreak ; but chap.
' that surely is the utmost extent to which we
' ought to be deflected in our counsels by the

' existence of a Eussian field army established

' near Baktchi Serai.

' You, it seems, Sir John Burgoyne, are much
' impressed by the energy with which the enemy
' is labouring at his defences ;

* and you infer,

' from this display of zeal, a resolute determina-

' tion to defend the place ; but surely this infer-

' ence of yours is the very one the enemy must
' wish us to draw, if that which he wants is time

' and respite. Besides, the very haste with which
' we see these thousands of people now toiling at

' the works shows plainly enough what the garri-

' son think of the existing state of their defences.

' There would not be so much doing if it were
' not that there is much which has hitherto been

' left undone. The evident anxiety of the enemy
* to bring his works to completion should incline

' us to shorten the respite of which we see him
' making so eager a use.

' Imperfect as are the enemy's works, they still,

' no doubt, will enable him to inflict cruel loss

' upon our assaulting columns; but this objection,

* grave—or rather painful—as it is, has a gene-

' ral application to all attacks upon prepared

' positions ; and unless there be something ex-

' ceptionally formidable in the works before us,

' and some very obvious advantage to be gained

* Sir John Burgoyne insists strongly upon this in his

writings.
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CHAP. ' by delay, it cannot be commonly prudent for us
^^^-

• to hold back and give time. AVell, but the one

' great exceptional circumstance which marks the

' existing condition of things is the evasion of

' Prince Mentschikofi's army ; and this is an event

' of such a kind as to be a cause of despair to the

' fiarrison, unless thev can ":et some delav, and an

' encouragement to us, if only we act at once.

' For, if it be true that to defend this entrenched

' position of four miles, nothing less than an

' army is needed, and that the only army which

' could have been looked to for this duty has

' marched out and departed, along with its Com-
' mander-in-Chief, then it follows that the sailors,

' and the rest of the people thus left to their fate

' who may prove so brave and resolute as to be

' willing to take upon themselves the work of a

' whole army, and resist to extremity the attack

' of our victorious battalions, will be acting in a

spirit of desperation. You say that, in defence,

* a spirit of mere desperation is sometimes for-

' midable. That may be in a street, or a mountain

' defile ; but it is hardly within the competence of

' the spirit of desperation or any other emotional

' impulse to hold a line of four miles against the

' resolute assaults of an army.

' Nor, indeed, is it clear that the work we see

* going on is undertaken with the single purpose

' of enabling the garrison to give us a hot recep-

' tion. The chiefs at Sebastopol who are directing

* these labours may rather be striving to prevent

' us from venturing the assault at all until it
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' shall be too late. Their main object may be— chap
' and ill that they would be wise—to deter us
' from assaulting at once by a show of energy and
' resolution.* It is consistent with all we see
' them doing, to believe that they are preparing a

' solid defence against any attack we may make
' three weeks hence, and are, ail the while, acting-

* with a full conviction that resistance to an im-
' mediate attack would be hopeless.f

' You say you will land your battering-trains.

' The primary use of such implements is to break
' a way through physical obstacles ; but what is

' it that you want to knock down ? % Engineers
' are accustomed to say that when a place is

' guarded by nothing but earthworks, the lines of

' defence are one universal breach. It is not,

* therefore, for the purpose of breaching any walls
' of defence that you are landing your siege-guns.

' What is your object ? You answer that by
' means of your siege-guns you can so get down
' the enemy's fire as to facilitate your assault.

' That being your plan, it follows that, until

' you are ready to make use of your siege-guns,

' you will delay the attack. Well, but have you
' formed a clear conception of the time that will

* This was the case. See ante, chap. v.

t This was the case. See ante, ibid.

X This is not an imaginary question. In the evening of, I

believe, the 28th of September, Lord Eaglan rode up to the
4th Division camp and told Sir George Cathcart that it had
been determined to land the siege-trains ; whereupon Cathcart
said, 'Land the siege-trains! But, my dear Lord Eaglan,
* what the devil is there to knock down ?

'
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CHAP. ' pass away before you can put your siege-guns in

^.^^'
' battery ? If indeed you can now at once use

' your siege-guns as means of getting down your

' enemy's fire, such a measure, it must be acknow-

' ledged, will be a good preparative for the as-

* sault ; but is that what you will really do ?

' When you have landed your siege-guns, will you
' not want to provide cover for the batteries in

' which you intend to range them ? You confess

' that you will. Your confession simplifies the

' question. It is now at last clear that you are

' really entering upon the business of trenches,

' with the prospect at least before you of ap-

' proaclies, and first, second, and third parallels,

' and all the laborious processes by which men
' attack a great fortress. Call the task what you
' will, you are going to undertake a siege ;

and

' this, thoudi vou know that you must omit what
' ought to be the besieger's first step. Without
' the possibility of investing the place, you are

' going to sit down before the South Side of

' Sebastopol. It will not be in less than three

' weeks from the day when we first came down
' here to Balaclava that your batteries will open

' their fire.*

* The Allies completed their flank march on the 27th of

Septeml:>er, and their batteries did not open until the 17th of

October. The time they took was not lengthened by stress of

war, or by accidents of -vreather or of any other kind, and there-

fore it is legitimate to suppose that the number of days required

for the merely mechanical operations preparatory to the open-

ing of the fire might have been computed in the last days of

September with a fair approach to accuracy.
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' Three weeks ! and fropa the day of the Alma chap.
VII.

' a month ! You are startled as though this were

' an extravagant estimate. Eeckon then for yoiir-

' selves You have reckoned. Our
' figures agree. Well, but now that you have

' computed the length of the respite you are

' giving the enemy, go farther, and try to make
* out whether all this momentous delay is good
* for him or for you. First, how will delay he

' likely to tell, for a time, upon the relative

' numbers of the invaders and the invaded ? By
' sending us upon this enterprise, far away from

' the mainland of Europe, and in bold disregard

' of the German Powers, our French and English

' Governments have brouc^ht about the insertion

' of a neutral army betwixt the Danube and the

' Pruth, thus releasing the Czar from all care in

' the direction of his Bessarabian frontier ;
* and

' we ought to assume that a large portion, if not

' indeed the whole strength, of Prince Gort-

' schakoff's army is at this moment rapidly

' marching upon Simpheropol. Any troops which
' may have been previously stationed in the more
' distant parts of the Crimea will probably have

' been called in \^ith all speed ; and Prince Ment-
' schikoff's march to Baktchi Serai seems to

' show that anxiety to give the hand to his ex-

* pected reinforcements must be one of the

' motives which urged him to the singular mea-
' sure of abandoning Sebastopol. On the other

* The Austrian army was the one interposed in this

way.
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CHAP. ' hand, we must know that, for some time at least,

'

' we cannot hope to receive accessions of strength

' at all proportioned to those which the army of

' Bessarabia will afford to the Prussian Com-
' mander.* Therefore, so far as concerns the rel-

' ative strength of our armies in point of num-
' bers, lapse of time will be telling against us.

* Even more will delay tell against us in reduc-

' ing our moral ascendant. It is almost certain

* that an enemy who has undergone a great defeat

' —a defeat which obviously dislocated his whole

' scheme of defence—must above all things need

* time and respite. Are we to give him what
' most he wants ? Your victory on the Alma
' gave you a mighty power, but a power which
* was vastly greater last week than it is now—

a

' power which will be less the day after to-mor-

* row than it is to-day— a power which will

' dwindle to nothing if it is not to be exerted till

' the middle of next month ; for the Eussians are

' a firm, courageous people ; and as soon as they

' shall have filled up the chasms, and repaired the

' confusion which the defeat inflicted upon them,

' they will be vastly more formidable than it is

' possible for them to be at this moment.
* It is a common saying in war, that when, for

' the defence of a stronghold, a pitched battle is

' ventured and lost, the place falls ; but this

* The soundness of this view was soon afterwards proved by

the result ; but there was nothing in the imaginary prediction

which might not have been inferred from known facts so early

as the closing days of September.
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* maxim rests upon the assumption that the chap.
' victor will be prompt to lay hold of the prize L_

* which the fortune of battle has offered him ; and
* we shall be forfeiting what we won at some
' cost on the heights of the Alma if we not only

' allow the place three weeks of respite, but suffer

' it, all this time, to be in free communication

* with the roads by which troops and supplies can

* be brought to its succour.

' But if time is thus so well fitted to enable the

* enemy to recover from his weakness in point of

' numbers, and from the stress of a great defeat,

* much more is it favourable to him in enabling

* him to strengthen his works of defence. You
' say that we too can work ; but in labour of this

* kind how can we compete with the enemy ?

' We have at our disposal the few weary and

' too often sickly men whom we can tell off'

^ for fatigue duty from the already diminished

' strength of our regiments. The enemy has

* thousands of strong, healthy sailors, he has

' bands of dock-labourers, all well supplied with

' food, clothing, and shelter. In point of tools,

* engines, timber, and other materials, and even

* in point of great guns, we must not compare
' our resources with those of an enemy who has

' close under his hand all that can be furnished

' by an arsenal, by a dockyard, by a town, by a

' whole fleet renouncing the sea. The time we
* shall take to put twenty pieces in battery will

' enable the enemy to confront us with forty
;

' and with works better fitted for covering both

VOL. IV. N
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CHAP. * batteries and infantry than any we can hope to
'

* construct in the same time.*

*Yet again, think of the policy of delay as

' affected by the season of the year. We are

' nearly at the end of September. These warm,
* sunny days that we have had ever since the

' 14th, will be followed by the winds, the rains,

' the cold of autumn. ISTay, force yourselves to

' think of the winter, for if once you come to the

* business of a siege, no man can say how long it

* will last. In means of providing against the

* rigour of the season, there is no approach to

' equality between the enemy and ourselves.

* The enemy will have at his back a whole town,

' with hundreds of buildings of all kinds, includ-

' ing barracks and hospitals, and supplied with

' the stores that are needed for keeping an army
* in health. Our troops, on the other hand, with

* no other shelter than tents, will be lying up
* So early as the 8tli of October Lord Raglan had perceived

that the business of ' subduing the enemy's fire ' by superior

cannonading power was 'an almost hopeless task.' — Private

letter (quoted more at length, post, p. 212) from Lord Raglan

to Duke of Newcastle. In a letter addressed by Lord Raglan

to General Canrobert at the close of the year, he had occasion

to speak of the day when the besiegers opened fire, and he de-

scribes the cannonading power then exerted by the enemy as

amounting to ' at least double that of the Allies, ' It may be

said that nothing but actual observation and experience suf-

ficed to teach the Allies their inferiority in cannonading power,

and that, therefore, the argument in the text could not have

been used. I reply that, from the time when the Allies knew
of the sinking of the ships across the mouth of the roadstead,

they had before them the data from which it was competent

to them to infer the great amount of power which would or

might be developed by the enemy's batteries.
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' there on the bleak downs at the mercy of the
' rain, the snow, the biting frost. If, therefore,

I

the respite you are giving to the Prussians

'^

should carry you into a siege not destined to
' end in two months, your decision will put the
' winter upon the side of the enemy.

' You wiU remember. Sir John Burgoyne, that
' one of your reasons for advising the ifank march
' was founded upon the hope that by this unex-
' pected movement to the South Side we mi^ht
' surprise the garrison.* Well, the hope, we now
' know, has been realised. By our sudden march
' round to this side of the place the garrison has

I

been clearly surprised. But how will this avail
* us if we leave to a garrison, surprised for the
' moment, an immunity of two or three weeks ?

* Your objections, for the most part, seem based
' upon apprehensions of what might befall your
' troops whilst forcing their way through the heart
' —the very heart—of Sebastopol, to encounter
' there obstinate battalions, street defences, and
' fire from the ships

; but the danger you rightly
' perceive in any such enterprise would not ''only
' not be incurred but would be definitively avoided
' by adopting the plan which Sir Edmund Lvons
' now recommends.f To overmaster the strong-
' hold, it is not at aU essential for you to storm
' either the town or the suburb.t ^'lien you re-

* See the paragraph ^o. 2 in Sir John Burgoyne's ilemoran-

r« I.
September, vol. iii. p. 395, Cabinet Edition.

t bir Edmund's second suggestion, see ante.
X AU the views put forward in this and the subsequent sen-
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CHAP. ' connoitred the ground, you observed several
VII

'__ ' knolls so placed that the garrison could not lose

' one of them without being thenceforth at your

* mercy. The most commanding of all these is

' the knoll where the White Tower stands. If

' you only seize and hold that one spot, as Sir

' Edmund Lyons advises, you will be masters of

' Sebastopol without having to call upon your

' infantry for any further sacrifices.

* When you resolve to forego the present oppor-

' tunity of carrying the place with a view to com-
' mence a siege, you act as though you supposed

' that you were relatively weak in the number

'and power of your troops, and relatively strong

' in your means of cannonading. But of these

' two suppositions each is ill founded ; for at

' present you have a great superiority over the

' garrison in the number and quality of your

' troops, and the ascendant which victory gives

;

' whilst, on the other hand, the enemy, it can

' hardly be doubted, has ample means of estab-

' lishing greater batteries than you can command.
' Therefore, to forego the present use of your

' victorious battalions, and engage in a war of

' trenches, is to give up the ascendant you enjoy,

' and enter upon that very kind of warfare in

' which the enemy, for a long time to come, will

' be abler and stronger than you.

' Of course, it is a painful task to have to order

' an attack upon a prepared position ; for, what-

tences of the above paragraph are sanctioned by the opinion of

General de Todleben.
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'ever may be the expectation of final success, chap.
' some portions of the assailing troops must al-

^"-

' most necessarily be engaged in what, for them
' (though not for the army generally, of which
' they form a part), is a hard, unequal conflict

;

' but, circumstanced as we are, we must not
' abstain from this assault on the mere ground
* that it is a great evil to have to undertake it.

' The question is, whether the evil which we
' should bring upon ourselves by refraining from
' an assault would not be still greater. We are

' under the eyes of all Europe ; and unless the
' war comes to an end, we can never go home
' without having executed our appointed task.

' Here, on this barren shore, we stand fastened
* —inexorably fastened—to the duty of taking
' Sebastopol ; and for an army in such a predica-
' ment as this, the adoption of even a very hardy
* measure may not only be free from the charge
' of rashness, but may be commanded by the
' strictest prudence.

'Although the idea of this expedition to the
' Crimea was one of exceeding boldness, it is per-
' haps defensible (as events have hitherto tend-
* ed to show), upon the supposition that it was
' meant to be carried through with despatch, and
'• in a venturesome spirit corresponding with the
' audacity of the original conception ; but it is

' only on that supposition that our invasion of

' this province of Eussia can be justified ; and
' we shall run into grievous danger if we become
' too slow and too cautious in the execution of a
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CHAP.
VIL

29th Sept.
Second con-
sideration
of the plan
for assault-

ing Sebas-
topol:

' plau essentially hazardous in its nature. The
'' very safety of our forces has come to be so de-

' pendent on our spirit of enterprise, that we shall

* be guilty of a false prudence equivalent to actual

' rashness, if, after our landing and our victory,

' and our daring flank march, we now give the

' enemy respite, allowing him to recover from the

' blow he has received, and to draw to himself all

' the strength which the armies of the Czar may be

' able to afford him in two or three weeks from this

' time. To give the enemy so great an advantage
' is surely more hazardous than to strive to end the

' campaign at once by a timely assault. His posi-

' tion, no doubt, is entrenched ; and defended by
' numerous seamen as well as by a detachment
' of land-service troops ; but it is a position four

' miles in extent which has no army to hold it.'
*

These, I say, are some of the arguments v\-hich

might have been adduced on one side of the

question ; for they are, all of them, based upon

knowledge which had reached the Allies on the

29th of September; and that, it seems, is the day

on which the idea of promptly assaulting Sebas-

topol was brought under the consideration of

General Canrobert for the second time."f" General

* Prince Mentschikoff did not even begin to pour troops into

the place until the 1st of October. See post, chap. xii.

In the following ^N'ovember, both the French and the Eng-

lish engineers felt the strength of the meshes in which the

Allies had entangled themselve.s by undertaking a siege, and
came back, after all, to ' enterprise ' and ' audacity ' as offering

the best means of extrication.—See Extracts from Memoranda
of Sir John Burgoyne in the Appendix.

+ The date is fixed by the following words of a pjrivate letter,
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Canrobert, it seems, reserved his decision until chap.

the following day; but ultimately the French ^^^'

adhered to their former opinion * They still
iJg^f^J-^e

judged that there ought to be no assault without rejection.

first getting down the fire of the place by means

of their battering guns.

To prevent all constraint in the expression of Lord

men's thoughts, but also, I imagine, in furtherance negative of

.
* '

o
' a proposal

of his desire to ward off the semblance of antagon- for recording
his confer-

ism between Canrobert and himself, Lord Eaglan, ences with
' 111^® French.

soon after the completion of the flank march, had

negatived a proposal made to him for recording in

manuscript the purport of the conferences then

about to take place between the French and the

English,f Far from wishing to record, he sought

to obliterate all trace of the differences elicited

by interchange of opinion. Evidently, this deter-

mination was a wholesome one ; but it tended, of

course, after even a small lapse of time, to throw

some obscurity over what passed in conference

between the French and the English Headquar-

dated the 30th of September, and addressed by Lyons to Lord

Raglan :
' I shall be anxious to know the eflfect produced upon

' Sir John Burgoyne's mind by his reconnaissance yesterday,

* and also the result of Canrobert's night reflection upon the

' proposition of yesterday ; and I will wait on your Lordship

* after breakfast.'

* * He ' (Lord Raglan) * would have been very willing to

' do it by assault, but he was not supported in the proposal

'by the French General, nor by his own Engineers.'—MS.

Memorandum, Appendix, Kote I. I believe that Sir John

Burgoyne was not present at the conference of which I am
speaking.

t Information given me by the officer who made the proposal

to him.
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CHAP, ters; and the information I have does not enable
' me to give—not to give even ever so slightly

—

the tenor of the few words in which Lord Eaglan

elicited the opinion of his French colleague. *

Thesreecii But the language used by General Canrobert
of Can- -If' TT •

robert. has not been forgotten. His arguments were ad-

duced so uninterruptedly, and were also so well

put, that they not only constituted what men call

a ' speech/ but a speech of much ability.

If the memory of one who was much impressed

with the speech at the time can be safely trusted,

it was somewhat to this effect : f First, Canrobert

drew the attention of his hearers to the existence

of a field army under Prince Mentschikoff which

might seize any fit occasion for assailing the

Allies in flank and rear; and although he ac-

knowledged that Prince MentschikofTs strength

could not be accurately estimated by the Allies,

* My conjecture is that, both on this occasion and on the one

which offered itself two days before, Lord Raglan avoided argu-

ment, and avoided too any declaration of his own opinion, but

submitted the proposal as one commended to attention by

Lyons.—See footnote ante, p. 172. His probable reasons for

desiring that on this subject there should be no visible diflfer-

ence of opinion between Canrobert and himself will be seen

post, p. 207, et seq. If my conjecture be sound, it would help to

account for Canrobert's being able to write the letter he did to

Burgoyne, given post in the Appendix. These conversations

between Lord Raglan and Canrobert related indeed to war busi-

ness, but were essentially diplomatic in their nature ; and, for

Lord Raglan (who with all his soldierly accomplishments was

besides a skilled diplomatist), it would be easy and natural to

undertake a task familiar enough to practised negotiators

—

namely, that of endeavouring to obtain a consent without ex-

posing himself to the risk of a refusal.

+ Information from an officer present.
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he insisted upon the imprudence of regarding it chap
as otherwise than formidable. He spoke of the L_

sacrifice of life to which the Allies must submit

if they were to storm the place at once, without

first breaking down the strength of its defences

;

and he insisted that whilst entangled in such a

struggle—nay, even at a later time, whilst push-

ing their way in the streets of the town—the

Allies would be exposed to grave danger from the

enterprise of Prince Mentschikoff's field army.

He asked his hearers to imagine that army estab-

lishing itself on the plateau, and the Allies be-

neath in a hole, so placed, so engaged, so out of

the controlling power of their commanders, as to

be all but helpless. * He showed the disasters,

the ruin which must follow upon such a condition

of things. Then, and with the happy skill of an

orator, he opportunely reversed the picture. The

perils he had indicated need not be faced. In-

stead of the ruin he spoke of, there might be a

glorious triumph obtained at but a small cost of

life. Happily the forethought of the two Home
Governments had provided the Allied armies

with magnificent siege-trains. By the help of

these the Allies could so break down the defences

of Sebastopol that their forces would be enabled

to enter the place without incurring grave loss,

and without even risking that sure dominion of

the plateau above, on which their existence de-

* In speaking of the Allies as 'in a hole ' {dans un trou),^^

meant to indicate the low and straitened position of Sebastopol

as compared with the plateau above.
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CHAP, pended. For himself, he declared that, if he were
'

to incur the appalling risks of which he had

spoken, when, as he maintained, this cruel neces-

sity could be averted by putting in battery the

magnificent siege-train which the Government

had placed at his disposal, he would be con-

demned by the voice of his conscience, and the

Emperor would never forgive him.*

In listenins_r to his colleacrue at a conference of

this kind, Lord Eaglan would of course try to see

whether Canrobert, with a mind yet open to con-

viction, was feeling his way towards a right con-

clusion, or whether he was adducing arguments

in support of a determination already formed.

In the one case, it mi^ht be Lord Easlan's dutv

to endeavour to persuade ; in the other, to hold

his peace. Evidently the tenor of Canrobert's

speech was not such as to leave room for doubt.

He had made up his mind.

Without the concurrence of Canrobert there

could, of course, be no assault. He had refused

to concur—had refused in such terms as to show

the hopelessness of any endeavour to shake his

decision. The question was ended. •("

* The rapidity of this transition from ' the voice of con-

* science ' to the French Emperor will he apt to remind people

of a celebrated refusal which amused wicked London and Paris

some few years ago,
— 'Jamais ! Dieu le defend, et mon mari

* ne le permet pas !

'

+ It is just that, before men cast blame upon General Can-

robert personally for a want of opportune daring at this con-

juncture, they should know the tenor of the very peculiar

general instructions under which the French army was acting.

The instructions are before me ; but considering the cii'cum-
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The duty of thus submitting for consideration chap.

the expediency of an assault, was one which had ^^'

to be performed with exceeding care, and, if pos- ^ency^oV

sible, in such a way as to guard against the evil differences

that must result from an overt difference between the^^inch

the French and the English Commanders. Sup- ^sh com?°°'

posing—and this is what happened— that the
™^^*^^"-

alternative of entering upon siege-work should

be the one adopted, it would obviously be peril-

ous to the good understanding of the two allied

armies, if the English soldiers, when enduring the

toils and the hardships of protracted siege duties,

should be able to say : ' Our Commander has

' brought this upon us by letting the foreign-

' ers have their way. He himself was for assault-

' ing the place ; and because the Erenchmen would
' not agree, here we are on the clay and the snow.'

But, if this was a danger attending the crisis, Lord Rag-

no one living could be more competent to guard Jf'lub'mit-

against it than Lord Eaglan. Even in eliciting que^stionof

Burgoyne's opinion, he did not, it seems, disclose

his own;* and although, as we have seen, he

twice over elicited the opinion of Canrobert upon

the expediency of an assault, he found means to

stances under which they were imparted to Lord Eaglan and

the Queen's Government, I am not sure that it would be right

for me to publish them without the assent of the French

Emperor. The instructions were communicated to Lord Eag-

lan at the Tuileries so early as the 13th of April, and almost im-

mediately afterwards the English Government became apprised

of their contents. Our statesmen were therefore forewarned.

* See the words, 'No one,' &c., quoted ante, p. 181, note,

from Burgoyne's Memorandum of 20th November 1854, and

'Military Opinions,' p. 199.
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C H A P.

VIL

His success
in warding
off the ap-
pearance of
differences

between
Canrobert
and himself.

do this without at all putting himself forward as

a biassed partisan of the measure. He probably

did no more than utter the few syllables which

were necessary for inducing the French General

to declare his opinion.* If he had found the

least sign of a doubt in the mind of Canrobert,

or any division of opinion in the French camp,

then possibly he would have judged that the

prospect of bringing round others to his own in-

clination was hopeful enough to warrant him in

resorting to argument, and incurring the certain

evil of ' discussion ' for the sake of the possible

good that might emerge from it. But no such

occasion arose ; for, Canrobert and Burgoyne

being the two men whom Lord Raglan must needs

have desired to see in agreement with him upon

this question, it presently appeared that each of

them was resting his opinion upon grounds of

such a kind as to leave no opening for persua-

sion.-f Indeed it might be said that discussion

was almost forbidden, when Canrobert had based

one of his reasons for not assaulting upon ground

appertaining to the conscience.
:J:

The effect of Lord Eaglan's care was, that al-

though he had caused the question to be consid-

ered, and although it had been determined in the

way which he thought the wrong one still the

* See conjecture ante, in footnote, p. 172.

+ See Canroljert's speech, ante, p. 200 et seq. AVitii regard

to Burgoyne, it may be said, in his own words, that he looked

upon an assault at the time in question as ' utterly unjustili-

' able.'—Memorandum by Burgo}Tie, 30th December 1854.

t See ante, p. 202.
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camp did not see in him a general overruled by chap.

his colleague ; and, on the other hand, the com- L_

mon cause of the Allies was sheltered from the

dangers to which it must have lain exposed if the

soldiery could have said that it was Canrobert

who prevented an assault by his resistance to

Enf^lish counsels. The attainment of this con-
o

venient result was perhaps, in some measure,

helped by the publicity of Cathcart's proposals ;*

for, to meet the exigency of camp gossip, in its

search after those who desired to assault, there

was needed at least some one man with whom

to connect such a project, and the account of Sir

George's advice came apt to the moment. Eu-

mour fastened itself on his name so content with

a morsel of truth that it failed to catch what had

been passing between Lord Eaglan and Canrobert.

When once General Canrobert had definitively

declared his opinion to be against assaulting, it

followed that he would prevail Many English,

no doubt, at this time were entertaining a notion

that, in warlike alliances no less than in common

addition, one and one when united must have all

the value of two ; and that, because the old rivals

stood shoulder to shoulder fast linked in the bonds

of a treaty, they were equal to what, in hard al-

gebra, a man might call 'England plus France;'

but the world in general knew that there were

fallacies in such a computation, and that one

* Of my own knowledge I can speak to the publicity of Cath-

cart's proposals ; and it is certainly curious, though not the

less true, that Burgoyne did not hear of them.
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CHAP.
VIL

Tendency
of divided
counsels to
end in the
rejection
of vigorous
measures.

of them was caused by forgetting the effect of

divided counsels. Independently of all the other

evil they breed, divided counsels have a peril-

ous tendency to result in the adoption of the

Negative; for when each of two men is inde-

pendent of the other, any joint undertaking by
the two must be founded, we know, upon con-

cert
; whilst, in order for them both to remain in

a state of inaction, or comparative inaction, no

agreement at all may be needed. Therefore, when
they differ, the stress of their mutual relations

must tend to make them delay ; and when at

last they force themselves to come to some kind

of agreement, and to choose between two or more

courses of action, they will incline to prefer the

one which most nearly approaches to nothing.

In other words, the least vigorous of any proposed

plans will be the one chosen, not because it is the

best, but because, as compared with the others, it

has so much more of the negative character that

its adoption involves a less ample surrender of

opinion. Thus, supposing that Lord Eaglan and

General Canrobert (whilst resolved, for the sake of

the alliance, to abstain from all separate courses

of action) were each of them to cling to his

opinion with an equal tenacity, it could not but

be that Lord Raglan's desire to assault must be

defeated by Canrobert's desire to do no such

thing. The mere words which express the tenor

of such a negotiation serve to show its ine\dtable

result. 'I propose an assault.' *I decline the

' proposal.' ' I again propose an assault.' ' I
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definitively refuse to concur/ Plainly the ques- chap.
VIL

tion ends ; and as it ends with the non-adoption of

the proposal, the objector prevails. He does not

prevail because he is unduly obstinate, but because

he has on his side that force which in any joint

counsels must always belong to the Negative.

But, independently of this consideration, it ihegieat

1 1 1 T T •
weight of

must be acknowledged that, m every proposal to authonty

assault the place at once, Lord Eadan's wish i^rdRag-
-^ ^

lan's wish

was overborne by a great weight of what may be ^as

justly called legitimate authority. The French

had always been more careful students of the arts

of war than the English ; and, for anything that

transpired to the contrary, there was but one

opinion in their camp. They condemned the

idea of storming the place without first getting

down its fire by means of the siege-guns ; and we
saw that General Canrobert, their Commander-

in-Chief, placed his objection on grounds of so

positive a kind as almost to forbid discussion.

Besides, the question was one upon which the

opinion of military engineers must needs be of

great weight; and it happened, as we already

know, that Sir John Burgoyne not only adhered

to the same conclusion as the French, but went so

far as to think that the opposite counsel was of too^^

wild a sort to be, even for one moment, tenable.*

Seeing that he could not hope to make his own Lord

inclination prevail against all this concurrence co^e^of

of opinion. Lord Eaglan appears to have thought he found

* See ante, p. 178 et seq., and the footnotes, where the words

of Burgoyne are given.
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CHAP, that the next best course for him was a frank and
VII '

earnest adoption of the measure recommended by

overmied^ the Freuch as well as by the head of his owii

engineers ; but also he determined apparently to

do all he truthfully could towards concealing the

difference of opinion which had arisen between

General Canrobert and himself. Kot only did he

avoid all recurrence to his words, but he even so

his raserve comportcd liimsclf as to ward off from camp tlie

subject: idea of his having been overruled by the French.*

Xor was this all. I include the M'hole period

from the battle of the Alma to the time now

reached by my narrative, when I say that, with a

refined and thoughtful loyalty, which was char-

• acteristic of his nature, Lord Eaglan withheld

from the Home Government all such disclosures

of opinion as might show him to be more enter-

prising and more in favour of summary methods

than the men who ruled at the French Head-

quarters.*f* He could not but know that, what-

ever he might write to the Secretary of State,

whether in the form of ' secret despatch ' or

private note, would necessarily, and indeed legiti-

* Those who were in the English camp at the time will

rememher that in current conversation the proposals for an

.assault used always to be attributed to Cathcart, never to Lord

Eaglan. Cathcart's name helped to mask the truth.

t The two lines written at night on the Belbec (footnote, * In-

vasion of the Ciimea,' vol. iii. of Cabinet Edition, chap, v.) were

probably an unpremeditated and almost unintentional deviation.

Notwithstanding the restraint which he generally imposed upon

himself, Lord Eaglan could not altogether disguise his percep-

tion of the evil which was resulting from the plan of giving the

enemy a respite. Proof of this is given in the Appendix.
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raately, be imparted to several others; that the chap.

number of people thus legitimately apprised was '__

subject to be a little augmented by the exigencies

of the marriage-tie ; and that round the large

group thus entrusted there always hovered the

newsman, eager to hear, determined to tell, his

mere presence suggesting a mart where tons of

newspaper eulogy could be had for three grains

of State secret. So, upon the whole, Lord Eaglan

could not but deem it probable that if he were to

disclose to the Home Government his desire for

an immediate assault, with an intimation that his

wishes had been frustrated by General Canroberfc

and the Engineers both English and French, he

would become the object of a brief popular ap-

plause in England, but applause of a kind which

must be jeopardising to the Alliance and hurtful

to the prospects of the war. To one constituted

as Lord Eaglan was, it would be quite easy and

natural to apprehend all these probable conse-

quences, and (as a mere common, evident duty)

to avert them by observing silence. It is thus

that I account for his reserve.

But the opinions of a commander are some- probaWe
clue

:

times inferred from the conduct and language of

the men who most closely surround him ; and as

it happens that General Airey, in this campaign,

was constant at the side of Lord Eaglan, and so

devoted as to be the last man who would put his

mind into a state of—even argumentative— an-

tagonism with that of his chief, it is possible that,

in the absence of more direct indications, the act

VOL. IV. o
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CHAP, and the words of the subordinate will be recrarded
VII '

as enabling ns to conjecture the opinion of Lord

Eaglan himself in regard to the consequences that

must result from refusing at once to assault. Be

that as it may, General Airey ventured a step,

at the time, which shows that he had caught the

full import—nay, already had divined the conse-

quences of refusing to assault Sebastopol. What
4th Oct. he did, indeed, was only to write some two lines
General

. . . , . , , ,

Airey's m a private letter ; but, considering the place and
letter to

^ ^ ^

' \ . . . . ,

Lord the time, the purport of his communication, the
HardJDge.

' r r

personage to whom he addressed it, the events

of the closing autumn, the appalling time which

followed, the complaints that soon rose in White-

hall of the dearth of all warning information from

the English Headquarters, and, finally, the re-

turn of tlie spring, bringing with it accessions of

strength—his words were, at the least, a singular

forecast ; and to any who know how unlikely it

was that he would be forming, and sending home,

an opinion opposed to that of his chief, the letter

will convey some idea of the light in which Lord

Eaglan may have regarded the decision just taken.

On the third day from that when the idea of a

prompt assault was definitively rejected, General

Airey wrote to Lord Hardinge, the Commander-

in-Chief at the Horse Guards. He did not pre-

sume to question the wisdom of the counsels

which the Allies had been following ; but he gave

to the chief of the army at home what he judged

to be the probable consequence of the decision

just taken. * My own opinion,' he wrote—' my
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' own opinion is that we are here for the winter, chap.
* maintaining only a strong position nntil we can

'^^^'

* be reinforced.' *

If the determination to reject all suggestions The gradual

for an assault was too easily formed, the causes which the^
Allies

which averted full deliberation can be well enough brought
themselves

seen. In the first place, the insidious form under to their

, . - .
^ conclusion.

which the question presented itself gave a dan-

gerous smoothness to the process of forming a

resolve. 'We have our siege-trains, and shall

' we not use them to get down the enemy's
' fire before we deliver the assault ?

' This seems

to have been the question which men thought

they had to deal with ; and, supposing it to be

understood too narrowly, and without a percep-

tion of the ulterior consequences to which it might

lead, the plan was dangerously easy of acceptance.

All those, of course, could adopt it who approved

the idea of entering upon engineer operations

more or less resembling a siege ; and, on the

other hand, those who would have recoiled from

the imprudence of wilfully conceding to the

enemy a respite of twenty days, might unwit-

tingly assent to a measure which did not, in

terms, do more than add some heavy artillery

to the other resources of the Allies ; for at this

* Private letter from General Airey to Lord Hardinge, 3d

October 185-L I never heard Generel Airey insist, or even, I

think, mention, that he had been able to take this' clear-

sighted view at so early a day ; but after the death of the late

Lord Hardinge a quantity of papers which had been in his

possession came into my hands, and amongst them I found the

note above cited.
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CHAP, time apparently no trustworthy estimate had been

L_ made of the number of days it would take to

land the siege-trains, to get them up to the front,

and to provide earthen cover for the projected

batteries.*

Another of the circumstances tending to avert

discussion was one which has been already re-

ferred to for another purpose; and that is, the

exceeding confidence of the Engineers, whether

English or French, and this, upon a subject

which— partly, at least, if not altogether—lay

within the range of their special science. They

not only judged that the idea of an immediate

assault was one of so rash a sort as to be actually

unworthy of discussion,-]- but were also very sure,

at the time, that their plan of getting down the

enemy's fire by means of their siege-guns would

bring about the fall of the place.t Add to this

that the opinion of the Allied Engineers was sup-

* For the reasons showing that such an estimate might have

been made see the footnote ante, p, 190.

t This was Sir John Burgoyne's opinion, see ante, p. 181,

and note. "With respect to the opinion in the French camp,

and the determination of General Canrobert, see the quotation

from the Xarrative of the French General of Division, quoted

ante, p. 172, and given in Xote to the * Expedition de la Crimee,'

p. 300.

J In a private letter addressed by Lord Raglan to the Duke
of Newcastle he says :

' Since I wrote to you this morning
' I have had a serious conversation with Sir John Burgoyne.

' He was very sanguine of success at first, and considered that

' we had no very great obstacles to contend against, but he has

' gradually arrived at a different conclusion ; and he now ap-

' prehends that the force we can command is wholly inadequate

' to the real attack of the front of the place to which we are

' opposed.'— 8th October 1854.
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ported, as we have already seen, by the authority chap.
of General Canrobert, and apparently by the

^"^^-

unanimous, or all but unanimous, judgment of

those who had weight in the counsels of the

French army.

And, again, it would seem that the judgment
of the Allies was in some measure governed by
a foregone conclusion. By some, unless I mistake,

the expediency of making use of the siege-guns,

then in process of landing, was hardly in form

decided, but rather taken for granted.

What criticism ascribes to those who con- The error

demned the idea of any immediate assault, is the Todieben
^

^ , . . , .
,

-.to those of
error oi excnangmg their power to overmaster the the Aiiies

stronghold at once for an opportunity of mere- the assault,

ly besieging it, and that too with inadequate

means.* Being men, they could hardly be blamed

for not seeing into the future ; but the impeach-

ment is, that they did not so read the facts

lying plainly within reach of their knowledge as

to be able to obtain a clear sight of the conditions

in which they were placed. Thus, to take but

one instance, they failed to see how they were

bound by the vital condition of time.

In adopting a measure which was only the first

and the easiest of a long, arduous, and bloody

undertaking, the men who got the sway of the

question were blind, or half-blind, it would seem,

not merely to the probable effect, but to the then

present import of what they were doing. They
conscientiously, no doubt, resolved that, before

* Todieben.
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CHAP.
VII.

The real

purport of
their deter-

mination :

its confor-
mity with
the enemy',
wishes.

attempting an assault, they would make a good

use of their siege-guns ; but then they were not

really going to put all this ordnance in battery

without first getting some cover for it; so that

what they in truth undertook was to open some

trench-work in which to plant their great guns,

and with those to cannonade the fortress. In

other words, they were determining—they hardly

knew what they did—to enter upon the siege of

SebastopoL*

It was with a hope of inducing the Allies to

come to this very resolve that the defenders of

Sebastopol had been toiling.

The great Engineer who directed the labours

of the garrison has declared, as we saw, that the

place, at this time, could not have been held

against such an attack as the Allies had the

power to make;-|- and this is the judgment of

one who, compared with all other men, had the

fullest understanding and knowledge of the ques-

* In saying parenthetically that the opponents of the pro-

posal for assaulting entered upon the siege without knowing

it, I am warranted, I think, by the language of Burgoyne,

and those who have followed his view, is'o ' approaches ' were

at this time meditated, and, for that reason, there seemed to

be a reluctance on the part of the engineers to acknowledge

that the intended process was a * siege,'

+ Todleben, 'Defense de Sebastopol.' General de Todleben's

opinion applies to the state of the defences on the 29th of

September, and even to their state at a much later time ; but

a great change had been wrought in the two days preceding the

evening of the 29th (see, and compare the plans). An attempt

to defend the place at the time when the Allies first appeared

on the South Side would have been even more desperate than

it was on the 29th.
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tion on which he was writing. General de Tod- chap.
leben is fallible ;

* but unless he has underrated
^^^'

the defensive resources of Sebastopol, which he

himself was preparing in the four last days of

September, the determination of the Allies to

give the garrison respite w^ill have to be ranged

as the third of the lost occasions which followed The third

the battle of the Alma. occasions.

* General de Todleben's most interesting arguments upon
all these questions are in some measure vitiated by his errors

in attributing to the Allies a greater numerical strength than

they really had ; but it will probably be considered that his

conclusion upon the particular question above referred to

Avould not be displaced by a mere correction of the numbers

he i<ives.
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CHAPTER VIII.

CHAP. Of the conditions which surrounded the Allies in

L- this their siege of Sebastopol, there were some of
iheiieets:

^^ general a kind, and so constant in their appli-

cation to each varying stage of the conflict, that

extent of it secms rif^ht to speak of them here. And espe-
their power ox r

to aid cially—for this condition held steadfast from the
attack of "^

South Side, "beginning to the end of the siege—it will be use-

ful to convey an idea of the kind of help that was

to be got from the presence of the Anglo-French

fleet, and to mark out beforehand the bounds

which were destined to confine its dominion.

The war was destined to end without affording

any proof by experiment that Sebastopol must

needs be impregnable against an attack from the

sea, for no irruption into the roadstead was ever

attempted by the Allies ;
* and the mere fact that

an Anglo-French fleet lay hovering over the prey

for a year and a half without breaking in to seize

* Since the naval cannonade of the 17th of October was im-

dertaken as a diversion, and not with any design of forcing the

entrance of the roadstead, it forms no exception to the state-

ment in the text.
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it, has hardly so close a bearing upon the question c h a p

as it might seem to have at first sight; for, power- ^ ^^^'

ful as is the separate navy both of France and of

England, there are causes from which it seems to

result that the united fleets of the two powers are

of less account for attack than the fleet of one

acting singly. It may be that the difficulty of

founding decisive action upon piebald councils of

war is even more fatal to naval enterprise than

to the operations of land forces. But, whatever

be the cause, the lessons of history have hitherto

gone to show that one of the ways in which Eng-

land may carry on war without gaining naval re-

nown is by yoking herself wdth France. In the

days when a base Stuart king was hired to engage

his people in alliance with France, the English

navy was strong, and so w^as the navy of France
;

yet the battles of Solebay and Schonveldt gave

proof that, acting together, the French and the

English fleets might be hardly a match for the

Dutch. So, whatever may be the reasons for be-

lieving Sebastopol to be impregnable by sea, they

did not receive decisive confirmation from the

fact that an Anglo-French fleet was lying outside

for a year and a half without making any attempt

to force its v/ay into the roadstead.

Still, we know, the conclusion of those who
judged Sebastopol safe against an attack from the

sea was never upset nor shaken by the subsequent

course of events ; and it may be added perhaps

that their reasonings were as sound as reasonings

of the kind could well be ; for if an artillery adept
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CHAP, bends over a plan of the roadstead, and marks out
V T T T

with ruler and pencil the scope of the fire from

the forts as well as from the ships of the Eussians,

he finds his radii converging so thickly upon the

mouth of the roadstead, and upon the waters

leading on towards the Man-of-war Harbour, that

even though no obstruction be supposed like that

of sunken ships, he sees pointed out upon paper

the assurance of ruin to a fleet which might strive

to break in. Still it is of necessity that calcula-

tions of this kind should leave unreckoned the

effects which may be wrought by smoke, confu-

sion, miracle ; by panic, by genius, by even that

blind strength of will which in war sometimes

gains over fortune ; and, rightly or wrongly, the

always empirical English are accustomed to think

that a forecast which needs must leave out all

these perturbing elements has no conclusive

worth. They like that the boundary of what is

possible should be sought for by actual trial

—

should be fixed, so to speak, by exploring, instead

of by mere calculation ; and it was hardly to be

expected that their desire to have the experiment

made would be brought to an end by their learn-

ing that the entrance to the roadstead had been

closed by sunken ships ; for the age was one in

which physical obstacles had been much overcome

by the art of the civil engineer ; and many who

might not underrate the power of the enemy when

engaged in active defence, were still somewhat

loath to believe that the heart's desire of a people

who had made smooth their ways through moun-
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tains and beds of rivers, could be baffled by tlie chap,
• VIII

inert resistance of six or seven drowned ships. L

However, there stands the fact, that whatever

might have been possible to a man such as Coch-

rane invested with the sole command, and un-

trammelled by the fetters of an alliance, the Com-

manders of the Anglo-French fleet agreed with

the Kussians in believing that Sebastopol was

safe against an attack from the sea. Therefore,

for the purpose of understanding the limit—not

of what might be possible in the abstract, but

—

of what could be done by invaders impressed with *

this belief, it may be taken for granted that, al-

though the Anglo-French fleet ruled unchecked

over all the high seas, its dominion stopped short

at the mouth of the Sebastopol roadstead. For

securing the undisturbed maritime transport of

supplies and reinforcements, whether entering

Balaclava, or Kamiesh, or Kazatch, the Anglo-

French shipping was all-powerful, nay, indeed, so

completely unchallenged, that from the beginning

to the end the waters of the Euxine were peace-

ful ; and besides, we shall always be seeing that,

so far as was consistent with the maintenance of

a sure efficiency at sea, the generous zeal of the

sailors, together with such of those things as could

be supplied from ships' armaments or ships' stores,

was from time to time brought without stint to

strengthen and comfort the land forces ; but it

has to be said once for all, that, as means of

breaking through that part of the enemy's line

which consisted of seaward defences, the fleets
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CHAP, were of no avail. In the roadstead and all its

^^^^^-
creeks the Russian was master. Xor of this was

there ever much question, for in judging the

limits to which the Allied fleets could push their

dominion, the invaders and the invaded were of

one mind.

The Rus- Two other conclusions may be mentioned in

which the contending belligerents were able to

agi^ee. From the time when the Allies were

established on the south coast, they did not at

all hope, and the Russians, on the other hand, did

not at all fear, that the Xorth Side of Sebastopol

would ever be carried by means of a descent from

the ships ; and with fully equal certainty, and on

much better grounds, the belligerents knew it to

be out of the question for the Allies to attempt to

reverse their famous flank march, by moving back

any of their forces round the head of the bay to

their old bivouac on the Belbec. Our recognition

of these three conclusions—not necessarily as

sound in themselves, but— as conclusions in

which the Allies and the Russians agreed, will

help to put in full light some of the most trpng

of the conditions which emban^assed the siege of

Sebastopol

For, first, it resulted that, from the time of the

flank march, the North Side remained always free

of access to the garrison, assuring them their free

communication with the interior of Russia, and

this without ever absorbing any material portion

of their defensive resources. From the moment

when it was known that the invading army had
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established itself on the south coast, the Eussians, chap.

discharged of all care for the safety of the Star '_

Fort and the whole North Side of Sebastopol, were

free to bring their full strength to the scene of

the actual conflict.

Next, it followed that along every yard of the

line which defined both the town and its suburbs

on the side of the water, the defenders were so and on
their whole

absolutely secure as not to need there for defence sea front.

the presence of a single battalion.

But, independently of that configuration of land

and water immediately adjoining Sebastopol which

served to aid the defence, there were features in

the neighbouring country which could not but

hamper an enemy who might advise himself, as

the Allies were now doing, to sit down before the

place on its south side. Since Sebastopol was Nomvest-

upon the shore of the bay which bears its name, ticabie.

and since also the whole bay was left in the un-

challecged dominion of the Eussians, it followed

that, in order to the investment of the place, the

bay itself must be surrounded; and, it being oa

the west, and there only, that the Allied navy

was master, the task of surrounding the bay in all

other directions was one which could only be per-

formed by land forces. Now the bay, as we saw,

stretched inland for a distance of three miles and

a half ; and the number of troops required for en-

compassing such an arm of the sea on the north,

on the east, and on the south, would have ranged

far beyond the resources which England and

France could command. Therefore the actual
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CHAP, investment of the place—and this, be it always

remembered, is the first indispensable step in the

process of a regular siege— was a thing which

could not be attempted.

The lost It may be said, and on sound authority, that a

of i^soiating virtual investment of the place was at one time

practicable; for if, in the month of September,

the Allies had established a force on the great

road which connected Sebastopol with the north,

they would have done much towards putting the

fortress in a state of isolation ; and we have al-

ready seen ground for believing that from such a

measure the immediate fall of the place would

have resulted ;
* but this opportunity was for-

feited by adopting the plan of the flank march,

and abandoning to the enemy, first the free en-

joyment, and then the absolute and unchallenged

dominion, of his great line of communication

between Sebastopol and the interior of Eussia.

From the moment when the enemy—much doubt-

ing at first, and slow to believe his good fortune

—was suffered to make himself master on the

Mackenzie Heights, the Allies were no longer

able, except by a fresh invasion, to intercept the

succour which henceforth, at the convenience of

the Eussians, could be freely poured into Sebas-

topol. Before the flank march, the enterprise

against Sebastopol was a swoop at rich prey,

forming part, it is true, of a mighty empire, yet

seated in an outlying province, and liable to be

torn off by force, if force could be used with due

* 'Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. iii. of Cabinet Edition, chap. v.
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swiftness; but, so soon as the Allies had aban- chap.
doned to their foe his great line of communication,

^-^^^^

and had also made up their minds to engage in a

plan of slow warfare, then, in the full sense of

the phrase (and without having means for their

task), they became the invaders of Eussia. Till

that time, they had had to do with a provincial

governor, far away from the centre of power,

incredulous of the rumours which heralded their

coming, surprised by their descent on his coast.

Now—for so they had chosen—they were going

to be confronted by the gathering strength of a

nation. Now— and hardly before— they were

brought face to face with the Czar.

Nor were these the only embarrassments which

resulted from the flank march. "WTien, on the

25th of September, the Allies began to descend

from the steep sides of the Mackenzie Heights

into the valley of the Tchernaya, they little im- other eviis

agined that they were abdicating their power to LTto^^te^"

operate aggressively against all Eussian forces 4^ir' -flank

which might approach Sebastopol by the great
*
^^^^ '

'

road from Baktchi Serai. Yet so it was. From
the head of the roadstead to the Mackenzie

Heights, and thence on far to the eastward, be-

yond the reach of forces besieging Sebastopol, the

ground was so strong that an army stationed or

moving on any part of the range could look down
and defy the attack of those who would assail from

the south. The result was that, whilst the general

in command of a relieving force would be in free

and safe communication with Baktchi Serai, Sim-
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CHAP, pheropol, and the interior of Eussia, would be
VIII.

able to march to and fro at his pleasure between

Sebastopol and the great road to the north, and

would have it in his power to engage the besiegers

whenever he might wish to join battle, he himself

all the time—supposing him to keep to his heights

—would be quite secure from attack. Cooped

down in this way by the strength of the ground

they had given up to the relieving army, the be-

siegers were so painfully circumstanced that, how-

ever largely they might be reinforced, they still

would have to bear the torment of learning that

for the purpose of operating aggressively in the

open field from the base they now had on the

coast, their strength could avail them nothing.*

We just now perceived how it happened that

the Allied armies got to be pitted— no longer

against the Prince-governor MentschikofP, but

—

against the whole State of Eussia ; and we now

come to see that (by reason of the impregnability

of the roadstead, and of the heights ranging east-

ward from the mouth of the Tchernaya) the line

the enemy upou which this great empire had need to pre-

co^centrate pare for couflict, was the arc of only four miles

upon a small which compasscd Sebastopol and its suburb on

ground. the land side. Nay, even from that narrow front

a deduction would be practically warrantable, be-

cause, towards its flanks both east and west, the

* This will be made evident enough when I come to speak of

the efforts which the Allies were ready to make in the spring of

the following year, with a view to recover their power of under-

taking offensive operations in the field.
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position of the garrison was so strong as to leave chap.
no more than a belt some 3000 yards long as the

^^'

space really likely to be fought for. Of course,

it is no more than the common lot of a besieger

to find himself thus confined in his choice of the

ground he can attack ; but, in general, he com- The pre-

pensates this evil by subjecting the garrison to intSwhich

the stress of an investment ; and what made the had ^brought

plight of the Allies such a hard one was, the

double impediment which hindered them from

operating aggressively in the open field, and also

stood in the way of an effective siege.

It will be observed, however, that great as

these obstacles were, and much as they would

be sure to embarrass the invader in a lengthened

siege, not one of them was of a kind to hinder

the Allies, whilst still on the Belbec, from attack-

ing the north of Sebastopol, or even to deter them
from assaulting the place on its south front as

soon as they had made their flank march. In

truth, the condition of things in the Crimea, after

the battle of the Alma, was such as might welL

have contented the Allies if they had looked upon

the expedition as one to be carried through swiftly

in the first week after the victory ; and yet would

be likely to tell hard against them from the mo-
ment when, setting themselves against the judg-

ment of Lord Eaglan, and Lyons, and Cathcart,

they reasoned away their first boldness, and wil-

fully suffered the enterprise to degenerate into a

VOL. rv.
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CHAPTEE IX.

CHAP.
IX.

Disposition
of the Allied

its twofold
purpose.

Forces
charged
with siege

duty;

French

:

English.

In adapting the disposition of their troops to

what was now their design, the Allies had two

objects before them : they sought to provide for

the duties of the intended siege ; and to secure

themselves as well as they could against any in-

terrupting attack.

With this twofold purpose in view, General

Caurobert divided his army into two bodies, or

army-corps, each consisting of two French divi-

sions. Of these two army-corps, one only—con-

sisting of the 3d and 4th Divisions, and placed

under the orders of General Forey—was charged

with siege duties. Forey's army-corps encamped

with its front towards the town of Sebastopol,

its left resting on the sea by the gulf called

Streleska Bay, and its right extending to the

Harbour ravine. The French forces drew their

supplies from the bays of Kamiesh and Kaz-

atch.

On the other hand, Lord Eaglan devoted every

one of his infantry divisions to the business of
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the siege;* but his troops were so posted, that chap.
whilst they had thus cast upon them the duty of

^^'

pursuing the siege, they were also liable, as we
shall presently see more exactly, to be sum-

moned to the task of defending the Chersonese

at its north-eastern angle. The English army

had its left on the bank of the ravine which

divided our lines from the French, and thence

it extended eastward to the verge of the Sapoune

steeps.-f- The English army drew its supplies

from Balaclava, and at first by two routes ; for,

until the 2oth of October, the Woronzoff road,

as well as the way by the Col, was open to the

besiegers.

In the task of securing their armies against Defensive

attacks in flank and rear, the Allies were much n"ntf of

favoured by the conformation of the ground ; for

the besieging forces lay camped upon the Cher-

sonese, and, except towards Sebastopol which

lay in their front, the upland they thus made
their home is encompassed by either the sea, or

acclivities in most places formidable. There,

indeed, is an opening at the Pass by the Col de

Balaclava ; and at that north-eastern angle of the

Chersonese which has come to be called Mount
Inkerman, the ascent in some places is not of a

forbidding steepness ; but elsewhere, the Sapoune

* The infantry forces detached from our army for the de-

fence of Balaclava were only at first one battalion, the 93d,

and some weakly men not in a condition for hard duty, to-

gether with one field-battery. The other troops aiding in the

defence will be seen, post.

+ Lord Raglan to Secretary of War, despatch, 3d October liioi.
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CHAP. Heights are by nature so strong as almost to form

___1^ of themselves a sufficing rampart of defence.

Duty attach- The task of covering the siege, by defending the

B?sq?et\ Col, and the greater part of the Sapoune Heights,

was assigned to that moiety of the French army

v/hich consisted of the 1st and 2d Divisions ; and

Canrobert entrusted this force to the command of

General Bosquet. The Turkish battalions under

the orders of the Trench Commander took part in

the same duty. General Bosquet, however, did

not occupy the more northerly part of the Sapoune

Double task Heights ; for there, the right wing of the English,

Ijthe^
^"^

though also engaged in the siege, stood charged
'^° "^

to defend the position.* This anomalous distri-

bution of burthens was so cogent in its effect that

it ouojht to be understood and remembered.

Works of To assure yet further his hold on the part of

En o^nthe the ridge that he occupied, Bosquet not only

mdge.° threw up some works to line the jaws of the

Pass, but also—with a care hardly needed, be-

cause of the strength of the ground—carried on

his line of entrenchment several miles along the

* The English army at first was posted in manner following

:

On the extreme right, in a somewhat retired position, there

was camped the 2d Division, supported by the 1st Division, or

rather by five out of its six battalions (the 93d being at Bala-

clava) ; and on the left of the 1st Division, but divided from it

by a ravine, there was the Light Division. These troops were

destined to support that portion of our siege operations which

was called the 'Right Attack.' The 4th and the 3d Divisions

were encamped on the ground to the south-west of Cathcart's

Hill, and were to support ' our Left Attack.'— ' Official Journal

' of the English Siege Operations,' p. 23. Changes were after-

wards made, as will be seen ia future chapters.
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crest of the Heights.* Men of forethought per- chap.
ceived the expediency of throwing up works on

^^'

Mount Inkerman, but the forces there in charge

were the English, and they— with their small,

dwindling numbers, and being eagerly intent on

the siege—did not choose to devote any toil to a

simply defensive object.f

Thus, except in one quarter, the defences of the Mount

Allies on the Chersonese were all to be soundly

constituted. But against any Eussian attack

directed upon the north-east of the table-land,

there was neither the obstacle of the sea, nor the

barrier of interposed trenches, nor the defence that

can be afforded by a corps of observation exclu-

sively charged with such duty ; and in these cir-

cumstances, there lay heaped upon the English

siege forces the additional and separate task of

providing for the security of the Allied army in

what would have been otherwise an undefended

part of its narrow dominions. Besides answering

for the three ridges on which they meant to estab-

lish siege batteries, our people had charge of the

* Labour could be prodigally bestowed upon that part of the

field because the powerful force under Bosquet—the half of the

French army, with, besides, several Turkish battalions—was

there established as a corps of observation, not busied with

any siege duties.

i The fact of our people having thrown up the * Two Gun

'

or ' Sandbag ' Battei7, constitutes no exception to the above

statement. The object of the Sandbag Battery was merely to

silence a gun which the enemy had placed near the Inkerman

Ruins ; and, that done, the two 18-pounders used for the pur-

pose were withdrawn. It was after the dismantling of the Sand-

bag Battery that its site became famous in history.
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CHAP, "round which formed the north-eastern anc^le of

^_1__ the Chersonese. This part of the Heights, so to

speak, has been almost chipped off from the rest

of the table-land by the deep Careenage ra^ane

;

and it is only by an isthmus or neck of high

land that the triangular quoin thus formed re-

mains joined to the bulk of the Chersonese.

Eussian nomenclators would have us speak

otherwise
; but so long as the thoughts of man-

kind shall brood over that tract of low copse-

wood, the English, at least, if not others, will give

it the name of ' Inkerman.' *

Our people watched and guarded Mount Inker-

man
; but, to occupy it, they did not undertake,

for want of sufficing numbers.

From these dispositions it resulted that, whilst

Forey's corps had only to do with the siege, and

Bosquet's had nothing to do except to defend a

part of the ridge, the English were so posted as to

have cast upon them the double duty of carrying

on the siege and also defending the Chersonese at

its most assailable point.

Sir John Sir Johu Burc^oyne pressed earnestly for a
Burgoyne's o J r j

vainrepre- change of these arrangements, and urged that, by

placing a powerful reserve in an advanced position

upon this part of the ground, and thence pushing

* According to the geograpliieal nomenclature prevailing

before the war, and still adopted by the Russians, the ' Inker-

* man ' Heights were on the other side of the Tchemaya, being

those which descended from the region of the lighthouses and

the adjoining highlands ; but I have avoided in the text every

such application of the word ' Inkerman,' as tending to unsettle

and confuse the impressions of Englishmen.
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forward strong outposts to occupy the spurs wliicli c H a p.

project into the Inkerman valley and the ground —1__

at the head of the bay, the Allies should take care

to enforce their dominion in the north - eastern

angle of the Chersonese. This he desired, not

only for the sake of securing the Allies in their

position, but also because he perceived that their

power of pushing the siege against the Karabel

suburb would be grievously straitened by the

presence of the enemy on that part of the ridge

which flanked the approaches to the Malakoff.

But he urged in vain ; and the enemy was suffered

to retain his dominion over all the northern part

of Mount Inkerman. The French, it would seem,

had resolved that the bulk of their corps of obser-

vation should remain concentrated along that part

of the Sapoune Eidge which lay south of the

Woronzoff road ; whilst, so far as concerned the

English, no force could be spared for the desired

object without taking troops from the immediate

business of the siege, and that was a sacrifice

which Lord Eaglan would not make ; for he felt

the importance— the growing importance— of

time, and conceived that the actual attack on the

place which the Allies were preparing should be

made with their full might. It is obvious that a

single general, having charge of the whole Allied

army, would not have been at aU likely to com-

mit the error of accumulating a needless amount

of force along the stiffest part of the Sapoune

Eidge, and leaving ^Yithout defence its more ac-

cessible slopes. Still less w^ould he have been
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CHAP.
IX.

Distinct
system of
defence re-

quired for
Balaclava.

The means
adopted for

strengthen-
ing it.

willing to do so, when he remembered that, except

towards the north, the Sapoun^ Eidge was well

covered by the plain of Balaclava where the

English Horse camped and patrolled. The fault

was one of the many which resulted from a divided

command.

Such, then, were the arrangements made for

the defence of the Chersonese ; but so long as the

English should continue to look for supplies to

the port they had hitherto used, it was necessary,

of course, that Balaclava should be also secured

;

and this place, though close to the south-eastern

angle of the Chersonese, and lying indeed at its

foot, was on the outside of the natural rampart

which guarded the table-land. It therefore re-

quired a separate system of defence. For this, so

far as concerned its eastern approaches, the steep

lofty hills—which soon came to be known as the

* Marine Heights'— w^ere so well fitted as to be

capable of being rendered formidable by even the

slight works w^hich could be quickly constructed

for the purpose; and a redoubt, with a line of

breastwork extending athwart the entrance to the

gorge by the village of Kadikoi, was to complete

the ' inner line ' of the Balaclava defences. It was

afterwards determined that an ' outer line ' of

defence should be constructed by throwing up a

chain of small redoubts upon the low range of

heights which stretches across the plain at a

distance of about a mile and a half from the

gorge leading into Balaclava.

With 1200 men commanded by Colonel Hurdle,
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and belonging to the force which gave its name c n a p

to the hills, Lord Raglan found means to garrison _^1L_

the works on the Marine Heights, providing at

the same time for the defence of the gorge of

Balaclava by placing at Kadikoi the 93d High-

land Eegiment, with a field -battery withdrawn

from the 3d Division ; and he eked out the de-

fence of the town by assigning for guard duty

there some four or five score of men who were

in too weakly a state to be competent to harder

labours. The chain of redoubts which our en-

gineers destined for the * outer line ' of defence

was to be constructed and manned by some

bodies of Turks newly placed under Lord Rag-

lan's orders.*

Lord Lucan with his cavalry and horse-artillery sir coim

was stationed in the plain to the north of Bala-

clava, with orders to patrol to the Tchernaya, and

also in the direction of the gorges leading into

the valley of Baidar.

With the exception of this division of cavalry,

the whole of the scant forces entrusted with the

defence of Balaclava was placed under the orders

of Sir Colin Campbell.f The appointment elicited

* A portion of these—two battalions—had been placed at

Lord Eaglan's disposal by the courtesy of General Canrobert
;

and the remainder, amounting to about 3500, was a force which,

at the instance of Lord Stratford de EedclifFe, the Sultan had

consented to place under Lord Eaglan's orders.

f The various arrangements described in this chapter were

not, of course, all made at the same time, and were not per-

manent, for they were altered after the battles of Balaclava and

Inkerrnan. They were carried into effect between the 27th of

September and the middle of the following month. The ap-
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CHAP, proof of the light in which his quality as a soldier

11_ was regarded. For several days, and not without

somewhat of reason, men at Headquarters— I

speak not of Lord Eagian himself—had been sur-

mising that Balaclava was far from secure ; hut as

soon as the Chief made it known that the place

was in charge of Sir Colin, people went to an ex-

treme of confidence, and ceased to imagine that

ground where he was commanding could now be

the seat of danger. * And certainly it was from

no mere friendliness towards Campbell that all

this confidence sprang ; for his energy—a disturb-

ing, and not always popular quality— together

with the singular enmity he used to bear towards

the Guards, was enough to prevent him from

being liked in proportion to the trust he inspired.

But that trust was deep. The business of de-

fending Balaclava with the slight means assigned

for the purpose was no longer a problem nor a

topic. Men knew the old soldier was there, and

turned all their thoughts to the siege.*)*

pointment of Sir Colin Campljell to the command of Balaclava

was made, I think, on the 13th or 14th of October. The 14th

was probably the day ; for that I see is the one assigned by

Colonel Sterling.—MS. by Sir Anthony Sterling, p. 108.

* The extent to which this extreme confidence was warranted

will be better judged of when we come to the battle of Bala-

clava. It will probably be thought that some of the arrange-

ments for maintaining the outer line of defence were faulty or

incomplete.

+ A day or two after the appointment of Sir Colin Campbell

to this command, a conversation with Lord Raglan turned upon

the strength that everybody supposed to be given to the Bala-

clava defences by the presence there of one man ; and it was

remarked that the sense of security which the appointment
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Both the French and the English headquarters chap.

were established on the Chersonese—the English —11_

in a farmliouse a little to the north of the pass ^nd xhT""

which led up from Balaclava, and the Erench Held-

at a spot farther west. * Lord Piaglan was ad-
^'''^^^'^•

vantageously placed ; for whilst he could com-

municate quickly both with his besieging forces

and with Balaclava, as also with General Can-

robert, he was also so near to the crest of the

Sapoune Heights as to be able in a few minutes

to obtain a commanding view of the plain of

Balaclava, the valley of the Tchernaya, and those

neishbourino- heights towards the east and north-

east, from which, if bent on an enterprise, a

Eussian field army might come.

created enabled a reader of the Wellington despatches and let-

ters to feel the force of those expressions of the Duke's, in

which he used to speak of himself as dependent for his repose

upon the presence or absence of some one man—upon the pre-

sence, for instance, of Murray, as his Quartermaster-General,

or upon the absence of Massena as his opponent. Lord Piaglau

seemed much gratified by hearing of the moral effect produced

by the appointment, and then said that he had been greatly

pleased at the way in which Campbell accepted the charge. He

said that upon his asking Campbell to take charge of Balaclava,

Campbell, though he supposed at the moment that he was to

be subordinated to Lord Lucan, replied, without the least

hesitation, ' Certainly, sir ; I will place myself at once under

' Lord Lucan's orders. ' Lord Ptaglan said he immediately

explained to Sir Colin that his was to be an independent com-

mand.
* It was on the 5th of October that the English Headquar-

ters were moved up from Balaclava to the heights.
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CHAPTEE X.

CHAP. After making wharves for the purpose, the

__1J^ Allies went on in all haste with the toil of land-

of thrii'S ^^o ^^^^^ siege-trains, and entered upon the yet

harder task of bringing up from the shore to the

front heavy guns, great stores of ammunition, and

the loads and loads of material required for the

business of siege work, besides all the usual sup-

plies which were needed for the support of their

armies.

The French had spacious landing - ground in

their Bay of Kamiesh, with an easy approach to

the ground where their siege-corps was camped

;

and it does not appear that they encountered

any great difficulty in bringing to the front their

stores and their battering-trains. It was other-

wise with the English ; for now there came to be

felt the first stress of that want which was des-

tined to be the cause of cruel sufferings to their

army, and to wring the hearts of their brethren at

home with a grief which soon turned into anger.

Our forces, encamped on the Chersonese, were

near, it is true, to their port of supply, but not in
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contact with it. There were distances of six or chap.

seven miles and even more which had to be con-
'

quered. And how? The means of land trans-

port were so slight in proportion to the enormous

need, that the mere counting of the carts that

they had and of the beasts fit for draught might

well have induced the Allies to go back once more

into council, and ask themselves yet again whether

it was commonly prudent for them to forego or

postpone their assault of the place for the sake

of undertaking a mighty siege business without

sufficing resources.

It would seem that the only means of transport

placed at the disposal of our engineers were some

light bullock-carts of the country, amounting at

first in number to forty-six, but reduced by the

12th of October to twenty-one ; and that the w^ay

in which this scant command of draught power

had to be augmented was by pressing into the

service every spare ammunition and baggage

horse.* Having those poor means of land trans-

port, the English engineers proposed to drag their

stores to the front— a distance of six or seven

miles— and there, sitting down as besiegers, to

pit themselves against the garnered resources of

Sebastopol and the vast empire lying behind it.

AVith means of land transport not more than

enough for a raid, they were invading an empire

and undertaking an inland siege. It is true that

by dint of toil long continued it was possible for

them to drag up to the front the material for a

* * Official Journal of the Siege Operations,' p. 26.
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CHAP, day's cannonade; but then that consumption of
'

time was the very sacrifice they could least afford

—the very one which, in every battery and every

church of Sebastopol, the devout Paissian prayed

they might make.

Aid given From on board the Allied fleets large bodies

Allied fleets, of men Were landed ; and they were ordered or

rather permitted, for the men were burning with

zeal—to take part in the active operations against

Sebastopol. The brigade of English seamen thus

placed at Lord Eaglan's disposal was "under the

orders of Captain Lushington; and Captain Peel

besides undertook to arm and man a battery

with guns and men from the Diamond. More-

over, large cj^nantities of the armament and other

material resources of the fleets were freely de-

voted to the same purpose. Numbers of ships'

gnns of heavy metal were taken from the decks

of the men-of-war, and afterwards dragged up to

camp by the bodily power of the sailors.*

In the eyes of those who have witnessed the

contrast as shown and developed by the business

of war, it seems hardly short of a wonder that the

same nation should be able to send out, to toil

and fight for her cause, two bodies of men, each

Distinguish- SO devotcd, cacli SO excellent, yet parted the one

teristicsof from the other bv a breadth so great as that
tli6 sfillor

as compared wliich divides our soldiers from our sailors. It
with the

.

soldier. is truo that the soldier engaged m campaigning

is too often in a lower state of health than that

* For details of the assistance in men and material which our

Navy afforded, see Appendix.
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which the sailor enjoys ; but, even after recognis- chap
ing that physical cause as accounting for some por-

"^^

tion of the difference between the two men, the

contrast still keeps its force. For the mind of

the soldier is so weighted down by the ceaseless

pressure of Method, that he has little enough of

resource except what he finds in his valour and

discipline : he is patient, and, in some circum-

stances, strangely uncomplaining : he is grave,

and calm : he has made himself famous in Europe

for his power of confronting an enemy's column

with what the French used to call his ' terrible

* silence.'* On the other hand, the sailor, thrown

suddenly into the midst of new conditions, is full

of resource as Crusoe in his island. He does not

hold himself at all bound to suffer without com-

plaining. He freely tells his sorrows to his offi-

cers. His courage is of the kind that enables

him, in the midst of slaughter, to go on cheer-

fully swearing, and steadily serving his gun

—

whilst in boarding, or any kind of assault, he

finds a maddening joy ; but he would hardly

enter into the spirit of an order which called upon

him and his mates to stand still in straight lines

under fire, keeping silence, and not rushing forward.

With the performance of his duties he blends a

* If I rightly remember, it was General Foy who, in the

spring of 1814, assigned this observance of silence
— 'ce terrible

silence '—as the cause which, in his judgment, had given the

ascendant to the English infantry. He said the French could

could not stand it. [See General Trochu's most interesting

account of the demeanour of British infantry in the crisis of a

fight
—

' L'Armee Frangaise.
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CHAP, wild mirth. As thoudi in his infinite tenderness
X '

for all that he deems \Yeak and helpless, he loves

of all things to come ashore, with his exuberant

health and strong will, to give a help to the lands-

men. Sometimes in those early days of October,

whilst our soldiery were lying upon the ground

weary, languid and silent, there used to be heard

a strange uproar of men coming nearer and nearer.

Soon, the comers would prove to be Peel of the

Diamond, with a number of his sailors, all busy

in dragging up to the front one of the ship's

heavy guns.* Peel has died—has died young

—

in the service of his country ; but such was his

zeal, such his energy, such his power of moving

other men, that upon the whole his share of the

gift of life was full and rich. Apart from the

mere beauty of his form and features, there was

a fire in his nature v/hich gave him in that time

of war an all but preternatural radiance. But

whilst he was guiding the labours of his people

with eye and hand and joyous words of direction

or encouragement, the sailors used always to find

their own way of evolving their strength. This

they would do by speaking to the gun as to a

sentient, responsible being, over^dielming it with

terms of abuse ; and, since it commonly happened

that the stress of their pull at the ropes vrould

get to be in some measure timed by the cadence

of their words, it followed that at each execra-

tion the gun used to groan and move forward, as

* Captain AVilliam Peel, a son of the late and brother of the

present Sir Ptobert Peel. His guns \vere 32 -pounders.
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though it were a grim, sullen lion obeying the chap,
voice of his keepers.

-^'

This process of landing battering - trains and

bringing them up to the front proved too difficult

to be got through in the short space of time that

was probably reckoned sufficing at the period

when the Allies were resolving to enter upon a

siege ; and before they had yet got in readiness

to open their first trench, the enemy's field army

began to show signs of intending to change the

attitude to which its chief had condemned it since

the day of the Alma. Prince Mentschikoff must 7th oct.

have been told by his own officers, so early as the change m

28th or the 29th of September, that the Mac- ofMenuchi.

kenzie Height was clear of the invaders, but his army;

mind, it would seem, had been so put awry by

disasters, as to become almost inaccessible to good

tidings ;
* and until several more days were past,

he had confined the movements of his field army

to those peaceful regions on the Belbec, in which

it was impossible for his troopers to find a single

battalion or squadron, either French or English.

Nay, unless General de Todleben errs, Prince

Mentschikoff's determination to move his army

to the north of Sebastopol was actually a conse-

quence of his learning that the Allies had marched

off to the south.f But, by the 7th of October,

* On the 28tli of September Prince Mentschikoff sent two

squadrons of regular cavahy and two of Cossacks to the Mac-

kenzie Heights.—Todleben, p. 267.

+ ' The information which they [the cavair}' patrols] gathered
* in their march proved it certain that the enemy had defini-

' tively passed to the south side. In consequence of this report,

VOL. IV. Q
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CHAP, the Eussians had begun to appreciate the fact
'

that, after all, they were once more the masters

domin?oT^ — ^^^ undisturbed masters— of the Mackenzie

Madfenzie Eaugc, including every road, every pathway which
heights: connected it with the valley of the Tchernaya.

So now, at last, their Commander accepted the

priceless dominion of territory which had been

given up to him by the Allies some ten days

before, and not only resumed the full ownership

of those Mackenzie Heights which secured his

communications with Sebastopol and the interior

with horse- of Piussia, but pushcd his reconnoitring forces

guns thrown dowu iuto tlic plain, and home even to the banks

th?piamT
'^

of the stream v/here the English horsemen patrol-

Tchernaj-a. led. It was a patrol under Cornet Fisher which

first felt the presence of the enemy in the country

of the Tchernaya. The Cornet was surprised in

the early morning by finding himself in contact

with part of a powerful force which had come

down into the valley ;
* and three of his men

were made prisoners.

The garrison At this time, morcovcr, it began to appear that

eomingmore the forccs which Constituted the garrison of Se-
bold.

bastopol were daily becoming more bold; for

(supporting them in some instances by field-guns)

the enemy now kept his outposts so firmly on

' Prince Mentschikoff "began to concentrate Ms army on the

' north side of Sevastopol.'—Todleben, p. 268. To understand

the full force of thi.s statement, any one not accurately carry-

ing in his mind the features of the country should glance at

the map.
* A whole division of cavalry, supported by several bat-

talions of infantry and three batteries.
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ground far in front of Lis works, as to hinder the chap.

Allies in any attempt to establish batteries at a
'

moderate distance from the place, and prevent

their engineers from obtaining that minute know-

ledge of the ground which they wanted for the

planning of their works. We shall see that the

repression of this encroaching hardihood on the

part of the enemy was the first in that series of

measures now devised by the invaders which

constituted their plan of attack.

The part of the enemy's Sebastopol defences iheSebas-

which offered to his assailants the obvious ' front 'fo? attS.

* for attack ' was that slightly curved belt, which

included the Flagstaff Bastion, the Eedan, and

the Malakoff Tower. This last work, or rather

the ground on which it stood, had been pronounced

by Sir John Burgoyne upon first surveying the

ground to be the key of Sebastopol ; and none

indeed could well doubt that the capture of the

Malakoff would carry wdth it the conquest of the

other defences ; for it took in reverse all the

works on the eastern side of the Man-of-war

Harbour, and its position on a high, commanding

knoll seemed to offer to him who might once be

there lodged good means of repelling assailants.

But the Malakoff was not ' the key ' in such sense

as to import that it was the only key of Sebasto-

pol ; and it is the opinion of General de Todle-

ben that—for reasons not altogether dependent

upon the mere scope of fire from each site—the

capture of any one of the three works—the Mala-

koff, the Eedan, or the Flagstaff" Bastion—must
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CHAP, have carried with it the fall of the place. He

__1L_ likewise judged that the loss of either the ' Cen-
' tral ' or the ' Land Quarantine ' Bastion must

have proved fatal ; but those two last were not

works which the Allies could attack with ad-

vantage.

The plan Whatever extent of dominion the possession of
of fittsolc

adopted the Malakoff might be capable of affording, the

Allies. Allies, at this time, did not €ven attempt to in-

clude it in that road of havoc by which they

proposed to break through the enemy's line of

defences. Their reason will be apparent to those

who remember that, for want of the numerical

strenc^th that would have been needed for the

purpose, the English were prevented from occupy-

ing in force the Tnkerman Mount; for, without

being able in that way to secure their right flank

from aggression, they could not advance upon

the Malakoff by the ridge which connected it

with the plateau ; and (except by the long-rang-

ing fire of their Lancaster guns) all they could

yet attempt against this work was to assail it

with shot thrown across the interposed ravine

from the slopes of the adjoining ridge—that is,

from the Woronzoff Height.*

Straitened thus in their choice of the ' front for

* attack,' the Allies determined that they would

devote their first efforts to the object of carrying

the Flagstaff Bastion and the Eedan ; for they

saw that, if they could there break through the

* Called by the English ' Frenchman's Hill, ' the site of

' Gordon's, ' or the ' Plight Attack.

'
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enemy's line of defences, they ^vould complete chap.
that severance of the town from the faubourg _.^11^

Avhich the very form and position of the Man-of-

war Harbour with the deep ravine at its head

had alone gone far to effect ; and they hoped that

the mastery which might thus be attained would

ensure, with but little delay, the fall of the Mala-

koff itself, and all the other defences.

It was by the eventual assault of the Flagstaff

Bastion and the Eedan that the French and the

English expected to be able to carry them ; and,

to prepare the way for the enterprise, they were

not only intent to get down the fire of those two

works, as well as of all the intermediate batteries

—whether planted on shore or on ship's decks

—

which helped the defence of the place on its land

front, but also — for the enemy's works were

disposed upon the principle of what is called

' mutual support,' each one giving strength to its

neighbour—it was their object to do all they could

towards silencing, on the one side, the Central

Bastion, on the other, the Malakoff Tower.

But since, after all, it was mainly with earthen

defences that the Allies had to deal, and not with

those stone-work fortifications which oppose to

the assailant along with other means of resistance

a steep, inert, physical barrier, they did not hold

it neces.sary to consume precious time in working

on to what against masonry would be the right

breaching distance by laborious, patient ap-

proaches ; and their plan—the plan of both the

French and the English—w^as to provide cover
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CHAP, for their siege ordnance in positions near enough

_^_1^ to the place to allow of a cannonade which should

prove effective against the enemy's (chiefly earth-

work) defences, and yet so distant that each posi-

tion might be seized and fastened upon at once

(under shelter of darkness) without the necessity

of having to creep down to it gradually by dint

of pickaxe and spade. After that cannonade, if

it should prove as destructive as they expected,

the Allies did not mean (as is done in regular

siege) to dig their way on to close quarters, and

there establish new batteries, but at once to

undertake an assault.

The French were to establish their siege-guns

in a single line or system of batteries upon the

crest of the hill called Mount Rodolph; whilst

the English intended to plant their ' Attacks ' on

two separate ridges, one upon ' Green Hill,' and

the other on the ' Woronzoff Height.' *

Proposal f..r The first stcp towards the execution of this

Eif^t|-\n plan was, as the Allies at the time expressed it,

to ' draw the investment closer ;
' f in other words,

ground more
near to
Sebastopol.

* Generally called by the English 'Frenchman's Hill.' It

is in conformity with the language of the English Engineers

that each system of batteries constructed by them has been

called an 'Attack.' The expedient of the capital letter is re-

sorted to as a means of indicating that the word is used in its

technical, and not in its usual sense.

t Lord Piaglan to Duke of Newcastle, private letter, 8th

October 1854. After all that I have said as to the impossi-

bility of investing the place, it is barely necessary to observe

that the ' investment ' here referred to extends only to that

partial 'investment' which was effected by the position the

Allies had taken up on the Chersonese.
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to push forward some of the infantry battalions chap.

to ground more near to the place ; and thus not
'

only obtain for the Engineers better means of

reconnoitring, but also assure prompt support to

the working parties in their endeavour to open

trenches at a moderate distance from the enemy's

works. The measure too was rendered desirable

by that increased and increasing boldness with

which, as we know already, the enemy was main-

taining his outposts on ground far in front of the

place.

In order to give effect to that part of the rthoct.
^

T 1
LordEag-

measure which was to devolve upon the English lan assem-
^ ^ bling ms

army, Lord Eaglan, on the 7th of October, as- Divisional
J

'

o } Generals of

sembled the Generals of his Infantry Divisions, infantry;

and announced to them what he wished to have

done;* but they, some of them, spoke a good their resist-

deal, and they were unanimous in opinion that, proposed

. . changes

;

Without cover, they could not maintain an ad-

vanced position but at a cost beyond what it

would be right to risk.f In declaring against the

idea of putting his Division in a more advanced

position, Sir George Brown suffered himself to

become vehement. I do not suppose—indeed I

know it could not have been—that his vehemence

* These Divisional Generals, it may be remembered, -were

Sir George Brown, the Duke of Cambridge, Sir De Lacy Evans,

Sir Richard England, and Sir George Cathcai-t. Taken liter-

ally, Lord Raglan's words would indicate that he had called

together all his Generals of Division, but I do not imagine that

he meant to include the Commander of his Cavalry Division.

+ Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, private letter, marked
* Most confidential,' 8th October 1854.
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CHAP, arose from anv spirit of antagonism to Lord Eas-
'

Ian ; for he was a man of a good and warm heart,

much attached to his chief, and intending to walk

loyally according to such lights as he had. The

consulted Generals were, no doubt, aware that the

desire to place our besieging forces on ground

more close to Sebastopol had been submitted

for adoption by Sir John Burgoyne ; and it was

rather, perhaps, in resistance to him, than with

any notion of opposing Lord Raglan, that Sir

George Brown spoke as he did. His mind was of

the quality of those which are liable to be much
impressed by the distinctions which separate one

branch of the ser\dce from another ; and I believe

that he probably disliked the sensation of being

directed and propelled by an officer of Engineers.

its effect. For appearance' sake, Lord Piaglan caused the

assembled Generals to express (in terms void of

special significance) their willingness to aid in the

siege to the best of their means ; but the practical

conclusion attained by the council was the rejec-

tion of Burgoyne's proposal for a closer invest-

ment of the place.*

After hearing the unanimous opinion which

his Generals of Division opposed to the idea of

pressing closer upon the enemy by moving our

infantry to positions more in advance, Lord Rag-

* I have not forgotten the passage ('Invasion of the Crimea,'

voh ii. chap. xvi. p. 269 of Cabinet Edition) in which I spoke

of the exceeding willingness of every one serving under Lord

Eaglan to give eflFect to his -wishes ; but that passage purports

only to speak of things as they were whilst the army was in

Bulgaria.
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Ian apprehended that for the time, and until the chap.

moment for assault should be ripe, our army must _1^__

opinion

;

confine itself to such an operation as would en-

able the Engineers to place in battery some guns

of long range.*

And by this time, there had come on a change sth oct.
Burgovne':,

in the mind of Sir John Burgoyne ; for, although then stated

he had been ' very sanguine of success at first,

yet now, on the day which followed the council,

he astonished Lord Eaglan by announcing- that

' he saw insuperable difficulties in carrying on

' his Engineer works within breaching distance

' under the heavy fire which could be brought

' to bear upon them, and that the English must

* make up their minds to consider their position

* as principally one of bombardment, and as con-

* tributing to divert the enemy from the attack

' on the left '—the attack where the French were

to act.f

This opinion of his chief Engineer came upon

* Lord Eaglan seems to ascribe to the decision of his Divi-

sional Generals the necessity of thus confining the operations

of the English army ; for immediately after stating the opinion

they gave him he writes, ' It was " therefore " resolved to con-

* fine ourselves,' &c.—Private letter to Duke of IS'ewcastle, Sth

October 1854.

t Private letter, Lord Raglan to Duke of iNTewcastle, Sth

October 1854, It must not be understood that the word ' bom-
* bardment,' when used by Lord Piaglan and others who wrote

at that time, meant only what in strictness it signified—that

is, a fire of bombs or shells. The expression was used at the

time as signifying a cannonade directed against a fortress and

its defences ; and an endeavour since made to restore to the

word its original significance has not, I think, been attended

with any decisive success.
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C H A P.

X.

this a sur-

prise upon
Lord Rag-
lan:

his com-
munication
to the
French.

Two long-
range bat-
teries com-
menced by
the English.

Lord Eaglan so suddenly that, before the mo-

ment when he actually heard it from Burgoyne's

lips in the conclusive form above stated, he had

no reason for imagining that it would become his

duty to prepare the French Commander for any

shortcomings in the way of siege work on the

part of the English; but he now at once im-

parted to Canrobert the change that had just

taken place in the prospects of the English, so

far as concerned the use of their siege-guns. The

French General did not seem to be surprised by

this announcement, for he had previously learnt,

it would seem, that the ground in front of the

English furnished no materials for entrenching.

Lord Eaglan did not fail to assure General Can-

robert that he should be ready to join him in any

attack that might be determined upon, and to

assist him in every way.

In pursuance of their plan of attempting some-

thing against the shipping and the other defences

by their long-range guns, the English, in the

nights of the 7th and the 8th of October, began

the formation of two half-sunken batteries up-

on spots very distant from the enemy's line of

works ;
* but meant to be armed with those guns

of the ' Lancaster ' sort which might reach with

their fire the ships at the head of the creeks,

and the Malakoff, then called the White Tower.

'Those long-range Lancaster batteries, though in-

tended, of course, to be auxiliary to the main

purpose, stood apart in other respects from the

* About 2S00 yards from the nearest of tiie enemy's works.
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general plan of siege labour in ^Yllich tlie Allies ch^ap.

The ground that the Trench had before them T^.e^French

was favourable to the plan of 'drawing closer more^ad-

'the investment;' and, in their camp, the pro- positions;

posal to that efiect did not meet with the hin-

drance which it had encountered when Lord Eag-

lan submitted the measure to his Infantry Gen-

erals of Division. The same day as that on

which the English Generals of Division had de-

livered their opinions, but not till after sunset,

nine French battalions, commanded by General

Lourmel, were pushed forward and established

in a sheltered position, beneath the commanding

crest—the crest of Mount Eodolph—where the

French meant to plant their batteries.

It was on the night of the 9th of October that andbrea^-

the French were to break ground. Advancing -tt^^e n.^gut

from the ground where Lourmel had estabhshed Oct.

himself, their Engineers, with a large body of men

told off for the work, were to fasten at once upon

the crest of Mount Eodolph ; and thig they pro-

posed to do by throwing up a gabionade a few

yards in advance of the ground they had selected

as the site of their intended batteries. By this

gabionade (to be thrown up as effectually as

might be in one night) they intended to provide

a fitting screen or cover for the subsequent opera-

tion of sinking the trenches in which their bat-

teries were to be placed.

The night was clear, but there blew a fresh

wind from the north-east, which prevented the
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CHAP, garrison from hearing the sound of the pickaxe;
•

and relays of working parties, numbering alto-

gether 1600, were enabled to toil all the night

without being molested, so that, when morning

dawned, they had thrown up a work some 1100

yards in length, and at a distance of about 1000

yards from the Central Bastion.* Men imagined

that the spectacle of what they had been suffered

to achieve without hindrance, must needs become

a painful one to the enemy as soon as he should

discover it. They little imagined—what yet we

shall by -and -by see — they little imagined the

feeling with which, on the morning of the lOth

of October, the garrison would learn that their

foe had indeed broken ground, and begun upon

that kind of strife which is waged with pickaxe

and spade.

Progress of From this time, the French pushed on their

works with great spirit ; and, as marking the

singular difference that there is between the

ways of a French and the ways of an English

commander, it seems worth wdiile to repeat the

order which was issued at this time by Forey.

He gave orders for ' zeal,' and ' contempt of dan-

' ger.' ' It is necessary,' said he, in his general

order, ' that every one, by his zeal, by his con-

' tempt of danger, should aim at attaining as

• promptly as possible the glorious end which we
' propose to ourselves.'

And of the warlike virtues thus invoked there

was no default. The enemy often busied himself

* 1030 yards.

their works.
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with sallies at ni^ht, and the cannonades ^\'ith chap.

which he assailed his besiegers and their works
'

rarely ceased for any long time, and were some- Sme^lSr^

times of exceeding power. It is recorded that cannonades.

one day—the 14th of October—and in the space

of a single hour, there were hurled against the

works of the French no less than 800 cannon-shot

;

with a result which included a cjood deal of harm

to the parapets, but killing only tw^o men and

wounding three * The next day, for a time, a fire Further

PT -i-i • "'ti • 1 progress of

of the same kind was again opened : but notwith- the French
works.

standing^ all the hindrances offered, the French

works on Mount Eodolph grew fast towards com-

pletion, and were soon connected with one an-

other, as also with the ground in their rear, by

fitting lines of entrenchment.

Whilst the French, in most places, had beneath Hindrances

I f,
. , T . „ - ... encountered

them a fair enough depth of such earth as will ty the Eng-

yield to the pickaxe and spade, the ground in

front of the English was almost bare rock—rock

covered but thinly, where covered at all, with

soil a few inches deep. Partly from that cause,

partly from the configuration of the ground, and

partly from the failure of the above-stated pro-

posal for drawing the investment more close, our

engineers were prevented from fastening, as the

French had been able to do, upon ground at all

near to the fortress. The most that the English

* I^iel, p. 53 ; and Todleben, p. 300, who gives the number
of shots at 960. The object of these cannonades of the 14th

and loth of October was to test the working of the Eussian

batteries, and prepare by actual experiment for the day of con-

flict—Todleben, p. 299.
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C H A P.

X.

their modi-
fied plan.

Nights of

the 10th
and 11th
Oct. the
Enghsh
opening
their
trenches.

The appear-
ance of
desolation
now caused
br pulling
(lovm roofs.

at this time could do was to endeavour to estab-

lish their siege-guns upon the Woronzoff Height

and the Green Hill, at distances of from 1300 to

1400 yards from the place; and this they pro-

posed to attempt by seizing at night-time the

best ground that could be chosen for the purpose

on each of the t^YO ridges, and there constructing

the batteries with which they intended to prepare

the way for assault.

Accordingi}^, on the nights of the 10th and the

11th of October, the English succeeded in open-

ing the trenches which they had designed to con-

struct on Green Hill as well as on the Woronzoff

Height ; and it soon appeared that the fire they

had means of preparing was likely to be much

more effective than they had ventured to hope

that it could be when first they prepared to break

ground.

By the evening of the 16th of October the

English had established their batteries and stood

ready, as did also the French, to open fire on the

following morning.

The English were to be held ready to storm the

Eedan as soon as the French operations should be

ripe for a like effort against the Flagstaff Bastion.

"War by this time had set its desolating mark

upon the ridges and the slopes of the Chersonese.

\Yhen first the Allies seized the ground, there was

to be seen here and there a farmhouse, a wind-

mill, a cluster of cottages. But amongst the

many wants of the AUies the want of timber was

one ; and the English more especially were put
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to great straits -in this respect, because the phat- c H a p

forms sent out with their siege-trains were of __^1_

a new and ingenious structure, which, though

promising to serve its end admirably when tried

upon a perfect level at Woolwich, turned out to

be altogether unfitted for the rocky, and neces-

sarily uneven ground where our batteries had to

be placed. So, all at once, it appeared that plat-

forms of the old-fashioned sort must be framed

;

and, to meet the emergency, most of the few

buildings which stood on the Chersonese were

quickly stript of their roofs. It was only neces-

sity which drove Lord Eaglan to this measure,

for he well knew of course that, in many ways,

the roofed buildings found on the Chersonese

could not but be of great value to his army. An-

other house standing within reach of a sally

which the enemy undertook for the purpose, was

by him set on fire, and burnt down. Marked

thus, with the ruins of men's homes standing up

here and there on the sky-line, the hills began to

look ghastly.
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CHAPTER XL

CHAP. Although the Generals of the Allied armies
^^- trusted that, by the process already described, it

Desire that ^^as feasible to break into the place ac^ainst even
the fleets ^ o

in'th^e^a^'^
the most steady resistance, they yet were not

seSs^opoi-
without hope that the power of their artillery,

when felt in the town of Sebastopol, and along the

lines of defence, might beget such confusion and

panic as would be likely to paralyse the defence,

and ease the task of assaulting. Pursuing that

thought, they desired that, in order still further

to perturb the mind of the enemy, and distract it

from quarters where the strife would be vital, the

fleets should take part in the enterprise by at-

tempting some kind of attack.

It will presently be seen that, to obtain this

concurrence of the navy, a good deal of urgency

was used ; and it is well to understand the

(TTOunds of that resistance— whether actual, or

only anticipated—which had to be overcome by

so strong an exertion of will.*

* In a private letter to Lord Eaglan, 20tli October 1854,

Dundaa says plainly that he consented to the operation under-

taken by the fleets ' with reluctance.

'
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The warlike thousands who manned the Allied chap.

fleets had long been yearning for the hour of
^

battle with impassioned vehemence ; but the

mental state of such combatants as have only to

fight under orders is not at all similar to that of

a commander who must answer to his Govern-

ment, to his country, and to himself, for the wis-

dom of what he undertakes ; and it would seem

that, at this conjuncture, the mind of an Admiral question as

entrusted with power to grant or withhold the theyrmght

aid of the English navy must have laboured with

thoughts of this kind :
' Any good opportunity

' for taking part in the attack upon Sebastopol

* would be singularly welcome ; for the eagerness

* of our people on board has grown to a height

' almost dangerous to the maintenance of author-

' ity ;
* and as the landsmen are confident in their

* hope of carrying the place, we have every motive

' for sharing in the achievement, if only we can
* do so with credit. Perhaps our best mode of

' effecting a diversion in favour of the army would
' have been to choose the moment appointed for

' the assault, and then make a feint of landing

' towards the north, at the same time cannonad-
' ing the batteries on the north shore with the fire

' of twenty steamers. Such an operation would
' have been likely to make the enemy withdraw
' troops from the scene of the real conflict, f But

* Tliis was the case.

t This was Dundas's opinion.—Letter of his to Lord Eaglan,

25th October 1854, The reader of Todleben's work will pro-

bably incline to believe that Dundas's mind pointed in the

right direction.

VOL. IV. R
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CHAP, 'a diversion of that kind is not, it seems, what
^^-

' the Generals desire. They wish that the attack

' by the fleets should be one more closely in nni-

' son with that to be delivered by the land forces.

' Let us see, then, what the fleets can do in the

' way of direct attack upon Sebastopol.

' We determined, some time ago, that in the

* face of this barrier of sunken ships, and of the

' forts, north and south, which arm the jaws of

' the roadstead, we would not attempt to break

' in. Is that decision to be reconsidered ?

' ISTo ? Then it follows that, in the way of

' direct attack upon Sebastopol, we can do nothing

' more than cannonade the sea-forts. Well, but

' with what result can we hope to engage our

' wooden ships against casemated forts of stone,

' the work of a quarter of a century ? Amongst
' those who have weighed the question of what
' ships can do against masonry, some perhaps still

' imagine that, with water enough to admit of

' close quarters, a fleet having no other charge

' than to batter down a stone fortress, or else be

' sunk in the attempt, might possibly come off

' victorious. But whether that be so or not we
' need hardly consider, for the soundiugs do not

' offer us any such opportunity, and from our

* Governments we have no such mission. We
' have it in charge to defend the existence of the

* land forces by maintaining the dominion of

' the sea. With such a task weighing upon him,

' no naval commander would be warranted in

' crippling his fleet for the sake of attempting
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' mere mischief against the sea-forts at a range chap.
* of 800 yards.

^^'

' If only for the sake of the land forces, and
' the whole purpose of the invasion, our squadrons

' must be always kept in a condition to maintain

' their ascendant at sea. It is thought by some
' that this ascendant has been placed beyond the

* reach of all challenge by the sacrifice the Eus-

* sians have made. True, the enemy has been
' dealing with some parts of his Sebastopol fleet

* in a way which seemed to show that he no longer

* meant it for sea ; and, indeed, when we saw
* how he had sunk a number of his ships across

' the mouth of the roadstead, we not only said,

* " There ends the naval campaign ! " but even
' ventured at once to give up to the land service

' a large proportion of our strength in seamen
* and marines, as well as in guns and materials

;

' yet, for all that, there is still one way—a way
* disastrous for us—in which it would be possible

' for our squadrons to bring about a renewal

—

'or rather, one may say, a commencement— of

' the naval campaign. Only let us suffer our

' fleets to be disabled by a ruinous encounter with
' the forts, and then the Sebastopol fleet— for,

' after all, it is only a portion of it which has

' been sunk— will be able at last to come out

' and find us for once in a state ill-fitted for a

' naval encounter.

' Certainly we shaU not choose to prepare such

' a disaster for our fleets. ^Neither we nor any

' successor of ours will ever engage the batteries
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CHAP. ' in a wav that mioiit be ventured by a com-
XI

"
• •

'

' mander who is able to risk, and risk frankly,

' the actual destruction of his squadron in an

* attack upon stone forts ;
* and if we are per-

' suaded to assail these sea-forts at all, we shall

' not engage in the business with that desperate

' purpose of runniug all hazards which alone could

' open out to us any even faint prospect of suc-

' cess. We know, in effect, beforehand, that our

' attack of the sea-forts would be followed by no

' result which could be worthily called a victory

' for the naval forces. We know more. We know
* that, after a while, mere exhaustion of shot will

' bring our bombardment to a stop ; and yet, if

' we thus desist and sheer off without having

' first achieved the ruin or surrender of the forts

' which we attack, our failure will be signal

—

' will, in short, be a kind of defeat. Supposing

' that we give our aid in the attack of Sebastopol,

' the part we take will be this : For the purpose

' of effecting a diversion in favour of the land

' forces, we shall attack the forts in half earnest,

' yet at some cost of life and limb and naval

' strength. If that were all. we might willingly

'do as we are asked; but also— and there lies

' the precious sacrifice—we shall be wilfully en-

' countering a discomfiture. Can this be agreed

* Dundas soon had a successor. Xo living man, I imagine,

could desire more passionately than Lyons did to "bring the

power of the Kavy to bear upon the great enterprise, but

from the moment when he attained the command of the

fleet until the close of the war he never struck a blow at

Sebastopol.
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' to by one whose dutv it is to maintain unim- chap.
" XL

' paired the renown of the navy ?

'

1_

The French Admiral was under the orders of The Freuch

, .,
Admiral

General Canrobert ; and although Lord Kaplan under the

. - ° orders of

had no actual authority over the Enfrlish fleet, General
'' ° Canrobert.

he could speak to its Admiral in the form of re-

quest, and that, too, with no little cogency. By

character and temperament, no man then living,

I think, could have been less inclined than Lord

Eaglan to press with advice or exhortation upon

a colleague of the sister service holding equal

command with himself; and the terms of his Lord Rag-

intercourse with Admiral Dundas were not of Admiral

such a kind as to lessen his reluctance ; but he

felt all the weight of that charge to capture

Sebastopol, which was given, as he expressed it,

by ' the united voice of the Queen, the Govern-

' ment, and the country
;

' and besides, he already

perceived that an army nailed fast to the Cher-

sonese by the strength of an unperformed vow,

must soon be brought into trouble by time and

the lapse of the seasons. Therefore it was that,

with a degree of urgency to which he but seldom

resorted, he resolved to press upon Admiral Dun-

das the importance of supporting the efforts of

the land forces by the active co-operation of the

fleet.

It would have been well if the communication

needed for this purpose had been oral ; and in-

deed it must be acknowledged that, at this con-

juncture, the feelings which prevented a cordial

and personal intercourse between Lord Eaglan
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CHAP, and Admiral Dundas did harm to the public
'

service. The differences existing between them
had been closed, it is true, in a measure, by the

reconciliation effected in the previous month, and

thenceforth the written correspondence of the two

chiefs with each other was conducted in the

way that is usual with men who are personally

acquainted : but still Dundas never used to come

to Headquarters ; and Lord Eaglan, as might be

supposed, did not quit his duties on shore to go

on board the flag -ship. From this separation,

so far as I know, no evil had hitherto resulted,

for Lyons, as the commander of the in-shore

squadron, was ever at hand—ever burning with

zeal to bring to the aid of the land forces the

resources of the fleet ; but now that the duty of

landing troops and supplies, and tending the

march of the armies, was to be followed by that

of determining whether the fleets should take

part with the land forces in one great attack

upon Sebastopol, much advantage would have

been likely to result from a close and free inter-

course between Lord Eaglan and Dundas. In-

deed no one, I think, well acquainted with the

qualities of the two commanders, would easily

believe that, after conversing freely upon such a

question, they would have been likely to come

to any other than a sound conclusion.

This, however, was not to be; and I cannot

think that the absence of Dundas from the

English Headquarters was effectually supplied

by Lyons. Nay, it rather will be inferred
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that the counsels of Lyons, at this time, chap.
• XI

were conducing to the course which Lord Eag- L_

Ian took, and to the naval operation which re-

sulted.

The time I now speak of is the second week

in the month of October. Lyons then, with the

Agamemnon, was on duty at Balaclava. As

might be expected, he was much with Lord

Eaglan, and the intercourse between the two was

most cordial. By his exceeding zeal for the cause,

Lyons had wrought himself into a high state of

vehemence ; and he had not yet cleared his mind

(as he did a day or two afterwards) by comparing

his idea of what the navy could do against Sebas-

topol, with that entertained in the fleet. Now,

considering the cordial terms on which Lord

Eaglan was associated with Lyons, and the course

which duty and common-sense would naturally

enjoin, it may be regarded as certain that the

appeal which Lord Eaglan was about to address

to Dundas must have been made after free con-

sultation with Lyons. It is not less certain that,

if Lyons at this time had gained that greater

clearness of view which, he derived on the follow-

ing Monday from his intercourse with the ships'

captains, his counsels would have been of much

greater worth to Lord Eaglan ; and in that case

also, it may, I think, be inferred that Lord

Eaglan's appeal to Dundas would either have

been withheld altogether, or else would have been

made in terms less cogent, and leaving more room

for the free deliberation of the naval Com-
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CHAP, mander.* Be that as it may, Lord Raglan's
XI . .

"

'

appeal was in writing, and the letter which

kn'sktter conveyed it ran thus:—
to Dimdas.

'Before Sevastopol, ISth October 185i.

' My dear Admiral Dundas,—This letter will be de-

' livered to you by Lieutenant-Colonel Steele. I have
' requested him to wait upon you with it, and if you will

* be so good as to allow him to impress upon you the great

' importance I attach to the active co-operation of the

' combined fleets, upon the day on which the French and
' English armies open their fire, and commence their attack

' upon Sevastopol.

' That day is fast approaching, and both General Canrobert
' and myseK feel that, if the enemy's attention can be
' occupied on the sea front as well as upon that of the

' land, there will be a much greater chance of making a

' serious impression upon their works of defence, and of

' throwing the garrison into confusion. If the first efforts

' of a combined attack by sea and land should be great,

' the most advantageous consequences may be anticipated

' from it ; and I know no way so likely to ensure success

' as the combined eflbrts of the Allied naval and military
' forces. The royal navy has already done so much for

' the army, that the latter has no claim upon its further

' exertions perhaps ; but then it must be recollected that

' the former aspires to share in the reno-WTi which those of

' the sister service hope to gain in bringing the present
' enterprise to a happy conclusion, and their presence would
' go far to make all feel that victory would be nearly a

* See post, extract from letter of Lyons to Lord Kaglan of

the 16th of October. I think it plain from the tenor of that

letter that, until Lyons, after being recalled to the fleet, had
brought his mind into contact with those of the ships' captains,

he had not perceived the most objectionable feature of the pro-

posed naval attack. From the time when he thus corrected

his view, I do not see that his opinion of the plan, in a naval

point of view, differed from that of Dundas.
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* matter of certainty. I can hardly find terms to express c H \ P.
* my sense of the aid afforded to me by Sir Edmund Lyons XL
' since he came into Balaclava ; but now that most of what
* we chiefly required has been landed, and active measures
' have been taken to put the place in a state of defence, I

* should do an injustice to him if I were to urge the further
* detention of the Agamemnon in the harbour, and particu-

* larly when I see that there is a chance of that noble ship
* distinguishing itself under his able guidance. I entertain
* no doubt that it is his ambition that it should be so

' employed. Our position here is at least an extraordinary
' one. We are in the middle of October. The fine weather
' which we have been so fortunate as to enjoy, with one
' single day's exception, since we appeared on the south
* side of Sevastopol, can hardly be expected to last much
* longer, and large reinforcements are moving from the
' northward to the assistance of Prince Mentschikoff.
' Time, therefore, is most precious, and we have not
* much left to capture the place which we have been called
* upon by the united voice of the Queen, the Government,
' and the country, to take possession of, and which our
' recent success on the Alma will have led all to believe
* could and would be accomplished. Xot to disappoint
' these universal expectations, the combined efforts of all

* branches of the naval and military service are necessary,
' and none, I am sure, will be withheld.

* Excuse my pressing these considerations upon your
* attention. (Signed) Eaglan.

' His Excellency Vice-Admiral Dcndas, C.B.'

It must be acknowledged that the feeling which iLe English

prevailed in the English fleet at this time was
'^"'^"'

not at all such as to support Dundas in any

resistance to Lord Eaglan's appeal. From the their angry

very souls of those thousands of warlike men, all
^^^""''''^ •'

bent upon hopes of a fight long given and long

deferred, there had been generated a force too

iiiigbty, and, if so one may say, too spiiitual,
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CHAP.
XL

feeling and
attitude of
Lyons to-

wards his
cliief

:

in its nature, to be altogether controllable by

mere authority. To resist it, a commander would

need all the support that could be given him by

an officer serving next under him. Lyons was

the second in command. He, however, by this

time, had certainly placed himself in a state of

determined antagonism to his chief. Devoting

his energies, with all that fiery zeal of which we

have spoken, to the business of the invasion, he

seems to have lost his power of appreciating the

less stirring duties which devolved upon Dundas;

and (apparently) by contrasting his own ceaseless

activity with the seeming quietude of the Vice-

Admiral, he wrought liimself into a state of mind

and feeling which was hardly compatible with

loyalty towards his chief. Lyons himself, I

think, would not have said that he was loyal to

Dundas ; but rather would have insisted that,

because of the lukewarmness and obstructive

tendenc}^ which he imputed to his chief, dis-

loyalty had become a duty ; and, indeed, at the

time we speak of, this spirit of resistance to the

naval Commander - in - Chief had won a strange

sanction from home.*

his resist- The letters which reached London from the
anoe to

i i -ii
Dundas en- fleet and from the camp were so charged with
couraged by ^

-i /> i t
a Secretary accouuts of the supDOsed torpor or Wilful ob-
of State. ^ ^

1 P 1 1

structiveness of Dundas, and of the devoted

* The sanction here spoken of was contained in a letter from

the Secretary of State (see the next note), which had been

despatched on the 9th of October, though it had not yet reached

its destination.
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energy of Lyons, that they failed not to work a chap
deep impression upon the mind of the Duke of

^

Newcastle ; and the result was that, upon his

sole and undivided responsibility, he ventured to

give his conditional warrant to a measure of

singular boldness. Conceiving that to thwart or

obstruct the zeal of Sir Edmund Lyons was to

involve the expedition in imminent danger, yet

fearing, apparently, that his design, if communi-

cated to the Cabinet, would be baffled by the

scruples of more timid men, the Duke went the

length of intimating—and this without the know-

ledge of his colleagues— that he would support

Lord Eaglan and Sir Edmund Lyons, if Sir

Edmund, in concert with Lord Eaglan, should

take upon himself to act independently of his

chief. In other words, the Duke carried his

burning eagerness for the public service to the

extent of inviting Lyons to enter upon a course

of mutinous resistance to the will of Dundas.*

* It was in a letter to Lord Eaglan, of the 9th of October

1854, that the Duke gave this bold, nay, as he himself would

be the first to say, this lawless undertaking. "Without ever

disguising for a moment the lawlessness of the proceeding, the

Duke often spoke of it to me as one of the acts of his life to

which he looked back with pride and satisfaction. I have

not at present before me the letter of the 9th of October, for it

seems to have been handed by Lord Eaglan to Sir E. Lyons,

and the Duke's copy of it (which Mr Gladstone, his executor,

at no small cost of trouble to himself, has most kindly en-

deavoured to find) will not perhaps come to light in time for

publication in this volume, I however have before me a written

statement by the Duke of the purport of the letter (given in the

Appendix), and also Lord Eaglan's reply to it. As may well

be supposed, Lord Eaglan, ' educated in the strictest school of
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c HA P. By those means, such as they are, which enable

—U me to come to a judgment, I am brought to

believe that, in suffering himself to take this

attitude towards his chief, Lyons was at once

honest and wrong ;
* but, be that as it may, he

made no secret of his opinions nor yet of his

feelings ; and the known antagonism in which

he stood towards Dundas, gave a head to the

warlike impatience which stirred every ship in

the squadrons.

In this condition of things it would have been

hard for the firmest of men to withstand a request

' discipline,' was startled at tlie idea of his 'suggesting, to a

' second in command, to set aside the authority of his Com-
' mander-in-Chief ' (see the !MS. Memorandum by Mr Loch in

the Appendix) ; and his reply to the Duke is as follows :

—

' Before Sebastopol, October 28, 1S54.

'Confidential.

'My dear Duke of Newcastle,—I thought it best to com-
' municate your letter, marked confidential, of the 9th inst., to

' Sir E. Lyons, who has since had letters from Sir James Graham
' of a subsequent date, in which he does not refer to what you tell

' me, but appears to ^rish that, if possible, all scandal should be
' avoided.

' I am quite satisfied that this is in the highest degree desirable,

' and I do not think anj-thing can occur to render it necessary to

' take any such extreme step as you authorise the adoption of.

' It is, however, very gratifying to me, and I make no doubt it

' is equally so to Sir E. Lyons, that you should place such con-

' fidence in us.'

Those who knew Lord Eaglan's accustomed way of expressing

himself will perhaps detect a characteristic archness in his

manner of saying that Sir James Graham—the most cautious

of men—had sent letters to Lyons containing no reference to

the subject of the Duke's secret instruction,

* The voluminous correspondence of both the Admirals with

Lord Piaglan, forms a part of the ground on wliich I rest my
conclusion.
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sucli as that whicli had come from the English chap.

Headquarters. Dundas at once yielded ; and tne

officer who had brought to the flag -ship Lord J/fesStLg

Eaglan's appeal, carried back the consent of the J^n^s ^p°eai

Admiral. Dundas's short answer ran thus :— Dundas's
consent.

' Britannia, off Sevastopol, 14:ih October 1854.

* My dear Lord Raglan,—Colonel Steele has just

' arrived with your lordship's letter of yesterday's date,

' and you may depend on my using every exertion with

' my French colleagues to aid in your object.

'Sir E. Lyons I have recalled from his present post,

' where his services have been so valuable, and I have no
' doubt, in his magnificent screw-ship, he will be of the

' greatest use here.

' I will consult with Admiral Hamelin as to our joint

' operations, and will thank your lordship to let me know
' the time when you intend to attack.

' I do not wish to detain Colonel Steele, and therefore

' leave it to him to explain what has passed between us.

' Yours faithfully,

'JXO. D. DUNDAS.

In a conference held the next day on board the i5th Oct.

^logador, the Allied Admirals resolved in the first conference:

place that, to support the attack of Sebastopol by ielsoiution

:

the Allied armies, all the ships of their squadrons

should execute, at the same time, a general attack

upon the sea-forts of the place, and the ships lying

moored in its harbour.* But at what period of

the conflict was this naval aid to be given ? The

* First resohition contained in the paper headed, 'Edsolu-

' tions prises par les Amiraux des trois escadres Alliees au sujet

' de I'attaque de Sevastopol.' This paper, dated the 15th of

October, and signed by Dundas, Hamelin, Ahmet Pasha, Bruat,

Lyons, Chamer, and Bouet Williaumez, was received by Lord

Raglan on the 16th.
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CHAP, captains of the English ships judged that the co-
'^^'

operation of the fleets should be simultaneous

—

the^En^ush ^^^ ^^^^ ^^® preliminary bombardment, but rather

u^T^' —^^^^ the intended assault,* and, after learning

concurred theix views, Rear-Admiral Lyons agreed with

J£y)^by'^^^* them, declaring that he could not see what ad-
^^^"

vantage was to be ' gained by firing, and then

' retiring, without the means of renewing the

' attack from day to day ;' and that such an opera-

tion could ' hardly fail to encourage the enemy,'

because he would think—and truly, too—that the

fleets of great naval States, which desisted from an

attack which they had deliberately commenced,

must be desisting from a want of power to go on.f

If the land forces should carry Sebastopol—and

the generals were somewhat confident, at the time,

that they would do so—it might be more or less

gratifying to the lovers of the sister service to feel

that the navy, though unable to do more, had, at

all events, borne a part in the preparatory cannon-

ade ; but that humble share in a great triumph

was not what the ship captains wanted. They

What the desired that the part the squadrons were to take

should be one of such a kind as to be powerfully

conducive to the great end, and could scarcely

even hope that that would be the result, if the

* "Writing from the fleet, Lyons says that this was * the

* strong and universal opinion amongst the captains here

'

(private letter to Lord Eaglan, 16th October 1854). I have no

reason for supposing that the French or the Turkish captains

differed from the English ; but it is not within my knowledge

that they expressed an opinion on the question.

t Ibid.

English ship
captains
desired.
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fire of the ships on the sea-forts were to be simiil- c h a p.

taneous with the action of the land-service guns ;

'^^'

for, unless Sebastopol should fall at the bidding of

a mere cannonade, the allied fleet would have to

sheer off without a palpable victory, and its de-

parture, under such conditions would at least

have the aspect of failure, if not indeed of defeat.

But Lyons unfortunately did not see this whilst second

sitting in conference ; and without dissent on his of ^exa^ai

part, the assembled Admirals judged that they

might appropriately leave it to the commanders

of the armies to say in what stage of the impend-

ing conflict they would best like to have the help

which the navy could give them. So^ after inti-

mating that their ammunition was limited to 70

rounds for each gun,* they submitted it to the

Generals on shore to determine whether this, their

supply of projectiles, should be all expended at

the time of the land cannonade or at the time of

the assault, or whether it should be divided into

two, so as for one half of it to be used at the time

of the land cannonade and the other half at the

time of the assault.-f*

The Generals made their choice. Indulging, as Decision of

we saw, a fond hope that the united power of the Sd^Lor?

naval and the land-service artillery might engender th?chii"cr^

confusion in the place, they judged that the hour them:

they had fixed for commencing the land cannon-

* That is, 140 rounds for each gun meant to be ased ; the

intention heing that each ship should deliver fire from one only

of her two broadsides.

"t"
Second resolution, uhi ante.
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C H A P.

XI.

their joint
letter to the
Admirals.

The ill pros-
pect this

measure
offered to
the Naval
forces.

ade—tliat is, half-past six in the morning—would

be also the most fitting time for the ships to open

their fire.* In the joint letter conveying this de-

cision, the Generals applauded ' the great resolve'

to which the Admirals had come, and ventured an

opinion that, by the common action of the fleets

and the armies conjoined, ' moral and material ef-

' fects' would be produced which must 'insure the

' success of the attack upon Sebastopol/ They

also intimated that the attack would begin at

half-past six in the morning, and ended by an-

nouncing that an entire cessation of the fire from

the trenches was to be taken as a signal that the

moment for the assault had come.f

Eegarded separately, and apart from any ad-

vantage which a naval diversion might confer

upon the land forces, the Allied fleet, when thus

invoked, had no clear prospect thrown open to it

except a prospect of failure. Lyons came to see

this, we know, before the day of the action
;:J:

and

Dundas, more calm than his second in command,

* "Written communication from General Canrobert and Lord

Ptaglan—date, the 16txi October.

+ The letter, 16th October 1854, was signed by Lord Eaglan

as well as by Canrobert, but it had been drawn up by the

French ; and I imagine that, if time could have been found for

mere literar}^ changes. Lord Raglan would have liked to ex-

clude the part about 'great resolve,' 'm^oral effects,' and cer-

tainty of success. The arrangement which the French expanded

into the form of the joint letter was come to by Canrobert and

Lord Raglan in the presence of General Rose and Colonel

Trochu, and was recorded by a memorandum now lying before

me in the handwriting of Colonel Trochu.

:;: See his letter of the 16th October to Lord Raglan, quoted

ante.
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had perceived, from the first, that the operation was c H a p.

a ' false ' one.* The chiefs thought thus ill of the
^^'

plan even before those sudden changes enforced

by the French of which we shall afterwards hear
;

and the evil was, not that the Admirals judged

wrongly, but that their judgment was overborne

by paramount forces. All, landsmen as well as

sailors, desired that the part to be taken by the

navy should be one of glory ; and Lord Eaglan,

whose heart ever warmed with gratitude and

admiration when he spoke of the seamen, was

especially anxious that they should have their

full share in what he believed to be the approach-

ing triumph ; but with this desire in common,
there was still, as might be expected, a variety in

the tendencies of the several minds which were

brought to bear upon the naval counsels.

The longing of the seamen for a naval engage-

ment had been so effectually baffled by obdurate

stone forts and the shoal newly formed of sunken

ships, that a real attack upon Sebastopol and its

sheltered fleet was deemed to be out of their

power; but the frustrated ardour of officers and

men (growing fast, as some thought, to a grave

discontent), and the probable eagerness of the

people at home to see their fleets striking a blow,

made it easy for the Generals to ask, and to ask

with imperative cogency, that the fleets should

undertake a diversion in favour of the land forces
;

and thus it resulted that the Admirals, though

seeing aright, were moved in the wrong direction.

* Letter from Dundas to Lord Eaglan, 20tli October 1854,

VOL. IV. S
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CHAP. Without being led astray by any ill-founded re-
'

port, without being caught by a fallacy, with-

out being met and confounded by the darkness

which shrouds the future, they still were so beset

by circumstances that, knowingly and with open

eyes, they consented to engage the fleets in an

ill-designed plan of action.

The Generals commanding the French and

English armies found themselves invested—the

one by express commission, and the other by cir-

cumstance—with an all but complete power to

enforce the concurrence of the fleets in their medi-

tated undertaking, and having that power they

thought fit to use it. Lord Eaglan's appeal to the

navy was one of such irresistible urgency that

virtually, as I think, he would have made himself

answerable in an equal degree with General Can-

robert for summoning the fleets to take part in

the attack, if it were not for this all-important

difi'erence—namely, that Canrobert, in ordering

the French fleet to attack, was following appar-

ently his own judgment, without accepting much

light from the mind of the Admiral serving under

him ; whilst Lord Eaglan, on the other hand, when

he made his appeal to Dundas, was writing, so to

speak, with Eear-Admiral Lyons at his side,—was

writing, in short, with all the sanction which could

be given by the opinion of a naval commander

deeply trusted by the Government at home.*

* See the footnote, anti, p. 267. Lyons, as we saw, was at

Balaclava in the most friendly and constant communication

with Lord Raglan.
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It must also be remembered that if Lord Eag- chap.
Ian thus ventured to invoke the aid of the navy,

he, at all events, did nothing to render its action

abortive. He took no part ^Yith. General Canrob-

ert nor with Admiral Hamelin in causing those

chauges which we shall by-and-by hear of as de-

facing the original plan.

XI.



THE GARPJSO^- REI^'IOEC£D

CHAPTER XII.

CHAP. Ix that room by the ' Xumber Four ' Battery on
^"'

the north of the roadstead where Prince Mentschi-

koff met his vicegerent, we heard the Prince flatly

announcing that he would not engage his field

army in the conflict which awaited the garrison ;

we also heard Korniloff answer, that without the

field army Sehastopol must surely fall ; and, finally,

we heard the Prince say he would summon a

council of war.

Mentsr-hi-
There, the conference ended ; and during the

^nue'dwTs]. ^^ours which followed, the fate of the 'jewel,' the

thJ^So?"^ 'treasure'—for so men called their loved fortress

aray^^*^ —^'^s hanging upon the chance that a wrong-

headed, obstinate man might be driven, for once,

from his purpose. That purpose, however, was of

a sort to be almost revolting ; for what it involved

was—not the surrender of a beleaguered fortress to

superior forces, but—the abandonment to the ene-

my of many thousands of sailors and landsmen who,

having stood fa.st to their guns when the army

marched out in the night-time, were still defend-

iug the place with intent to hold out to extremity.
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And, Prince ]Mentscliikoff's communications with c h a p.

the interior of Paissia being now in perfect security, __1_J_

the reason which had excused him when retreating

out of Sebastopol could no longer hold good as

a warrant for standing aloof from the conflict.

Upon the theory, I suppose, that the State

must ever be ready for the defence of its honour

and its interests, but especially for the defence of

its territory, tens of thousands of the youth of All

the Ptussias had been every year torn from their

homes at a cruel cost of life and happiness. AYell,

one of those very conjunctures which was to be

provided for by the infliction of all these suffer-

ings upon millions and millions of men had now
at last come. A great Eussian fortress, more

precious than many a kingdom, was assailed by

the foreign invader. Brave sailors, with a hand-

ful of landsmen, were labouring to defend it ; and

already, as we know, to cover the town, there had

been formed an entrenched position four miles

in length. Without a reinforcement of several

thousands of infantry to hold that intrenched

position, the case of the garrison was hopeless.

With it, the place might be formidably defended.

That was the exigency. All ready to meet it,

if only the Commander would give his assent,

Prince Mentschikoff's army was lying on the

north of the roadstead in actual sight of the gar-

rison—nay, almost within hailing distance. Yet,

when he came into conference. Prince Mentschi-

koff had still thought it possible for him to deny

the garrison all aid from his field army ; and his
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CHAP, promise to summon a council of war gave little
XII.

or no room for thinking that perhaps his judg-

ment might bend. It rather tended to show that

he meant to have his will ratified.*

But the defeat he had sustained in battle, and

also, perhaps, his long absence from the scene of

the impending conflict, must have been lessening

the ascendant of the Eussian Commander, and

making it more and more hard for him, not only

to persist in maintaining what to most men must

seem an outrageous resolve, but to do this in de-

fiance of the hero who had been raised to a great

height of power by the devotion of the garrison,

and all the people around him.

The remon- And Komiloff uow took a step which seemed

prepared by to provido that, in casc of Sebastopol's falling for

want of aid from the army, the truth should be

visibly extant. He framed and signed a remon-

strance against the plan of continuing to withhold

the entire field army from the defence of Sebas-

topol. The paper was to be handed in to the

promised council of war ; but Korniloff apparently

intended that, whether he were destined to sur-

vive, or to perish along with the fortress, his

words should go to the Czar, f

* It will be remembered that a council of war was the very-

instrument by which Prince Mentsehikoff enforced his fore-

gone and foreknown determination to sink the ships.

t This remonstrance is signed by Korniloff, and dated ' Se-

* bastopol, 19th September [i.e., 1st October] 1854.' It con-

tains so authentic a statement of the straits to which the gar-

rison was reduced in the last days of September, that I have

caused it to be inserted in the Appendix.
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The fact that this protest was coming may have chap.

got to the knowledge of the Eussian Commander, L_

and tended to govern his decision ; but the paper

itself never reached him, for whilst it still lay

in the desk of the writer, Prince Mentschikoff Jientschi-

gave way * Without callincf a council of war, he suddenly
^ •' *=•

yielding.

suddenly caused it to be known that some twelve

battalions should at once be detached from his

field army, and suffered to take part with the gar-

rison in the defence of the place.

The next day, to the joy of Sebastopol, these Reinforce-

troops, witK two other battalions besides, were

brought over from the north of the roadstead

;

and from dme to time afterwards, yet further

bodies of infantry detached from Prince Ment-

schikoff's army were sent to strengthen the gar-

rison.

Still, so late as the 5th of October, the forces Admiral

•A /r 1 1 /i» m Istomin's

defending the quarter of the Malakon Tower were stratagem:

judged to be deficient in numerical strength ; and

as though by way of a sailor's contrivance for

bringing the landsmen to his purpose. Admiral

Istomin, with the full concurrence of Korniloff,

imagined the idea of a ' sham fight,' which was

to take place on the part of the ground thus

judged to be wanting in strength. The proposed

* KornilofF's remonstrance was found among his papers

after his death, with this note by himself on the margin :

'This was to be submitted to the council which did not as-

* semble. Three regunents of KiriakofF were given without

' this paper—1854.' And in his journal he says,
—

* The Prince

* did not assemble a council, but gave us three regiments of the

* 17th Division.'
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CHAP, manceuvres were executed, and in a way which
XII

L_ seemed to prove that a powerful assault on the

Malakoff could not be resisted with the force then

its sucoess. available for the purpose ; Prince Mentschikoff

yielded to this illustrative form of argument ; and

a yet further reinforcement, amounting to some

3000 men, was at once detached from che army,

and sent to take part with the garrison in defend-

ing the Karabel faubourg.*

strength of By the 6th of October the sailors had witli

rm tie 9th them, to help the defence, more than 25,000 men
belonging to the army i*—a force destined to be

increased on the 9th by a further accession of

3000 ;:|: and the garrison, one may say, then com-

prised more than 53,000 combatants. §

This enumeration does not include the 5000

dockyard and other labourers. Those men, how-

ever, were Government servants, amenable to mili-

tary discipline ; and the approaching conflict was
* Viz., the Boutirsk regiment, four battalions, with a

strength, according to the muster-roll of the 24th September

(6th October), of 3430 men.

t Including the men of the 'train,' 25,765.

X The 'Minsk' regiment, 3112 strong.

§ Army,
Gunners at the coast batteries,

Stationed marines, .

xs'ine local companies, about

Seamen,

53,652

It should be remembered that, although here rightly included

as part of the garrison, the gunners of the sea-forts had nothing

to do with the land defences ; and, in general, one may treat

them as neutralised by the gunners of the Allied fleets with

whom they might have to combat.

28,877

2,708

2,666

900

18,501
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of such a kind—a conflict much dependent upon chap.

the speedy construction and the speedy repair
'

of earthworks and batteries—that the value of

their services must have been hardly less than

that of an equal number of soldiers.

It was now found practicable to give back

to the sailors the system of organisation which

divided them into what were called ' crews ' instead

of battalions ;* and at about the same time the

lines of defence, extending, as we know, to a length

of four miles, were divided into four sections.-f*

With these forces posted in an entrenched posi- increased
hopefulness

tion, with a great command of labour, and an all of the

, T , endeavour
but unbounded command of material resources, to defend

.
Sebastopol.

the undertaking to defend Sebastopol was no

longer one which could be justly called desper-

ate. It is true that a careful and scientific cal-

culation of the strength which w^as likely to be

available for the defence of given points in the

hour of the expected assault, might still have

* It must not be understood that the force (consisting in

general of about 1000 men) which the Russians called a * crew,'

was the crew of any particular ship. The word imported only

an arbitrarily divided portion of the body of seamen belonging

to the fleet ; but the organisation which distributed the men
into * crews ' was one to which they had long been accustomed,

and they were glad to return to it—glad to be once more under

their accustomed ' colours.

'

t Sir John Burgoyne supposed the flanks of the entrenched

position to be nearly unassailable ; but the distribution of the

troops occupying these four sections seems to show that the

chiefs in Sebastopol did not at all share his view. The two

sections which comprised the ' front for attack ' were occupied

by only one-half of the number which guarded the flanks of

the position.—Todleben, p. 272.
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CHAP, obliged the garrison to deem tlieir prospect
'^^^'

gloomy ; for General de Todleben reckons that,

after all the reinforcements which the defen-

ders of Sebastopol had now at last wrung from

Prince Mentschikoff* the Allies might have

brought mighty bodies of men to two points

—

say, for instance, to the Flagstaff Bastion and

the Eedan—without encountering at either, from

first to last, more than from 4000 to 5500 men ;

*

but if this was the conclusion which a man might

attain by reckoning over the combatants, and

timing the march of battalions hurried up to

the point of conflict from their ground on the

Theatre Square, it did not embitter the sense of

relief with which the garrison found itself emerg-

ing from a state of defencelessness to one of

comparative strength. Ko longer was Korniloff

forced to act the hard part of one who makes

other men joyous and trustful whilst he himself

is despondent. In his secret heart now, no less

than before all the world, he was able to say

(after speaking of the reinforcements obtained,

and the free communication there was between

Sebastopol and the field army) :
' Notwithstanding

' the number of our enemies who have surrounded

* Sebastopol on the south side of the bay, we have
' no fear of not repelling them, unless God forsakes

* us ; and, in that case, His holy will be done I

* Todleben, p. 278. The General reckons at 40,000 the force

^vith which the Allies could have afforded to assault ; but I

may here say that his way of dealing with numbers has not led

him to an accurate apprehension of the relative strength of the

Allies and the Russians.
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' It is the duty of mortals to bend before it in chap.
XII

' liumility, as it is always just. . . . We con- '__

' tinue to work at our fortifications.'
*

Then ended the time during which, from mere

want of battalions, the garrison had been lying at

the mercy of the Allies.f

By this time, moreover. Prince Mentschikoff's increased
•^ ' ' strength of

field army began to show signs of an intention to
^^^"^^^/^^j^

intervene once more in the campaign. Already army:

reinforced, and expecting from time to time fresh

accessions of strength, | the Prince no longer stood

aloof from the war by ensconcing his field army in

the country of the Katcha and the Belbec, but

undertook to set bounds to the dominion of the

Allies in the valley of the Tchernaya. He oc- it? changed

cupied Tchorgoun, a village very near to the

river, and sent a force on so far south, upon the

extreme right of the English, as to challenge their

right of forage in the grassy vale of Baidar.

As we saw, he had been reluctantly augment- The Aiiies
now out-

ing the garrison upon a large scale ; and of the numbered.

reinforcements promised him, the main portion

was yet to come ; but still, on the evening of the

16th of October, his field army had a strength

which may be computed at 24,000. :[:
Thus the

* Private Journal, under date of 24t]i September, i.e., 6th

October.

+ The Allies reached the ground on the south of Sebastopoj

on the 26th and 27th of September, and the first succours

which the Prince gave the ganison were, as we saw, the four-

teen battalions which he sent into Sebastopol on the 1st of

October.

t It then apparently comprised 27 battalions, 23 squadrons,

23 sotnias of Cossacks, and 88 guns.
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CHAP.
XII.

What was
still the
main hope
of the
garrison.

Morning of
10th Oct.
The garrison
jierceiving

that the
French
had broken
ground

:

garrison and the field army together comprised

some 77,000 combatants ; and now—by several

thousands—they outnumbered their assailants. *

But the soundest foundation of hope to the

people defending Sebastopol was the likelihood

of finding it happen that, instead of assaulting,

the Allies might resort to siege operations ; and

the trust that so it might be, gathered more and

more strength from the time which passed over

without an attack. Other signs gave a like in-

dication. Still, every man yearned to be blessedly

certain of that which—by comparison with the

alternative of an assault—he all but regarded

as his deliverance ; and the Lancaster batteries,

which sprang up in the nights of the 7th and the

8th of October, did not help to relieve the anxiety

of the garrison ; for those works were so distant

that, as seen from the lines at Sebastopol, they

appeared to be meant for defence.

But at lenc^th came the morning of the 10th of

October. If a stranger then alighting by en-

chantment in the Theatre Square had hastened

to ask why it was that people on all sides were

shaking hands and embracing wuth raptures com-

mon to all, he would hardly have slaked his

curiosity by learning that all this delight was

the welcome which Sebastopol gave to a prospect

of being besieged. Already we know that, on the

night before, the wind blew so fresh from the

town to the lines of the French as to hinder the

garrison from hearing the sound of the pickaxe
;

* See Xote XI. in the Appendix.
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but when morning dawned it disclosed the mark chap.

of a seam, stretching on with many a bend, along _
the crest of Mount Rodolph. This was the work

which the French had thrown up in the night.

Then quickly Sebastopol learnt that the Allies

had made their election, and were really under-

taking a siege. It was with unspeakable joy that the^o^^this

the garrison and the inhabitants received the glad
[^

se^'-'^s-

tidings; for the step the Allies had taken was

to Sebastopol a respite from assault— a respite of

at least several days ; and in the mean time,

though great things had already been done in

the way of preparing defences, much more might

yet be achieved. 'If only,' so Todleben writes

* if only men chance to know what siege war-

' fare is, they can imagine the joyful impression

' which we must have experienced at the sight of

' those works. . . . Every one in Sebastopol

' rejoiced at this happy event. People congrat-

* ulated each other upon it ; for each man saw in

' it a guarantee of success, and the hope that the

' town would be saved.'

On the two following mornings the sight of the

works thrown up in the night by the English con-

firmed the glad inference which had been drawn

from the discovery of the gabionade on Mount

Eodolph, and proved that the whole Allied army

was content to resort to siege labours.

If the joy of the many was that of men all at

once freed from the stress of a desperate conjunc-

ture, the chiefs who perceived the full import of

the change had a rarer and finer delight. They
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CHAP, saw their foe clearly foregoing the kind of conflict
'^^^'

in which, from the power of his \dctorious armies,

he was likely to have the ascendant, and under-

taking, instead, a species of strife in which they

well knew they could match him. Thought is

swift ; and from the moment when Todleben, on

the morning of the 10th of October, descried the

brown line then appearing along the crest of

Todieben's Mount Eodolph, it cost him brief time to infer

conjuncture: the wholc plan of the enemy, and determine, too,

how he would meet it. His accounts of what he

designed and what he did are long and elaborate,

but I gather that the pith of his deliberations

was of this kind : 'Our labours are rewarded

!

' Our attitude of resistance has induced the Allies

' to break ground ! This work which the French
* have thrown up must be meant to give cover to

* a system of batteries containing some forty guns.

' In other words, the Allies— though without

* being able to invest the place—are really be-

' ginning a siege. For such an undertaking they

' needs must have workmen, and gunners, spades,

* pickaxes, gabions, heavy guns, gun-carriages,

' platforms, great store of iit ammunition. But
' of all such people and all such things we can

' command more than they—more workmen, more
' gunners, more tools, more and heavier guns,

' more platforms, more powder, more— twenty

' times more— shot and shell The species of

' conflict in which, as it happens, we thus enjoy

' an ascendant is the very one which, thanks be

' to Heaven ! the enemy has advised himself to
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try. By dint of our greater strength in "U'hat con- chap.
cerns trencliwork and ordnance, we will crush '

^'

* and extinguish his batteries. Mount Eodolph
' shaU be the example. The whole line of guns
' which the French mean to plant on its crest shall

' be under a dominant fire.'

To execute this plan of aggressive defence, hismea-

Todleben not only caused several portions of

the existing parapets to be pierced for additional

guns bearing well on the works of the French,

but planted at once five new batteries, all formed

with the same special aim. One of these, thrown

up on a site more than two hundred yards in

advance of the nearest bastion, and searching

with an enfilade fire the right flank of the trench

on Mount Eodolph, gave General Bizot a sample

of the enterprise, the skill, and, if so one may
speak, the agility with which his unknown
counter - actor could wage a warfare of earth-

works. At the same time, Colonel de Todleben

so ranged or so altered the armaments of the

Flagstaff, the Central, and the Land Quarantine,

that, from every one of those bastions, the works

of the French might be made to undergo heavy

fire.

When the English works grew into sight on

the mornings of the 11th and the 12th of Octo-

ber, Colonel de Todleben prepared to encounter

them by increasing the power of his ordnance

along the Eedan and the Malakoff, as well as by

prolonging a battery already established in rear

of the Flagstaff Bastion ; but his measures against
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CHAP, tlie English were insufficient. The positions of

"
^^'

their Attacks did not give him the kind of op-

portunity which he saw on the crest of Mount
Eodolph ; and apparently he underrated the

harm that might be done to his defences by

guns thirteen hundred yards off. At all events,

he could not or did not provide for the over-

whelming of Burgoyne's threatened batteries by

a mightier power of ordnance.

In order to secure full advantage from the aid

that can be given by sharpshooters and mus-

ketry-men in a conflict of the kind now impend-

ing, care was taken to provide for them rifle-pits

and other apt means of shelter.

But if, as we now must have seen, the resist-

ance which Todleben planned was mainly of that

active sort which consists in assailing the assail-

ant, he did not at all, for that reason, neglect the

use of expedients more strictly defensive in kind.

Thus, as soon as he could see that the bending

line of the enemy's works was threatening any of

his batteries with an enfilade fire, he hastened, at

great cost of labour, to give them the shelter of

' traverses.'" In general, he used at this time to

tlirow up only one traverse to stand between two

pairs of guns.

Effects of And now there came fit occasions for striving

gained to to restore to the troops the moral strength lost on

the Alma. When, either from recent defeat, or

from any other more permanent cause, an army is

wanting in that self-confidence and that sense of

relative strength which are principal sources of
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warlike ascendancy, it is a great advantage to be chap,

posted in close proximity to the enemy, if only it '_

so happens that (for political or warlike reasons)

his forces may be expected to abstain for a time

from any decisive attack. In such circumstan-

ces, the soldiery whose self-confidence has been

brought low can be encouraged to undertake petty

enterprises against the enemy's outposts; and,

since these attempts aim at very little, and com-

monly take effect by way of surprise, they often

end in a way which can be represented as suc-

cessful. Thus, for instance, a few men who have

well formed their plan, and well watched their

moment for surprising a picket at night, will be

likely enough, if not to bring in a prisoner, at all

events to capture some trophy—a flask, perhaps,

or a haversack, a kettle, a greatcoat, or a blanket

;

and even if they have no such token of their

prowess to show, they at least can bring in a

report of what they may have been able to see

within the enemy's lines. The fame of these little

ventures soon spreads and expands in an army

(which only, of course, hears one side of each

story), and if they are followed, as they probably

will be, by a few more enterprises of a like kind,

but on a somewhat larger scale, a change most

astonishing to those who are unacquainted with

such things is speedily produced. A soldiery

which but lately was cowed by disaster, and

unfit for an immediate encounter in the open

field, may be so easily exalted in spirit by a

little of this sort of training, that after a while

VOL. IV. T
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CHAP.
XII.

Petty
ventures
against the
besiegers

:

it will come to hold itself equal—nay, soon, per-

haps, more than equal—to the troops it has lately

been dreading.*

This opportunity of regaining their self-con-

lidence was one of the many advantages which

delay conferred on the Russians, and they availed

themselves of it with great skill and sagacity.

One of the sorties they undertook was a good

deal above the rank of what I called ' petty ven-

' tures ;
' for it seems that the enterprise which

ended in the well-known result of burning down

the Eodolph farmhouse, and destroying the wall

of the homestead, was effected by one battalion

of seamen, with some sappers, a handful of Cos-

sacks, and a couple of guns, in the teeth of two

French battalions and a squadron of horse
; 7 but,

commonly, the enterprises of the garrison were

of the humbler kind already indicated. The use

that could be made of these trivial acts was per-

ceived. Admiral Istomin formaliv submitted to

* The materials before me show at length and in much detail

the whole process of this moral recover}^ from the disheartening

effects of the blow received on the Alma.

+ The distance of the farm from the Russian lines of defence

was about two-thirds of a mile, and the time three o'clock in

the afternoon of the oth of October.—Xiel, ' Siege de Sebasto-
' pol,' p. 50. As General ifiel has not mentioned the fact,

that any French troops were present when the Russians came
out and burnt the house, it may be well to give the authority

on which the statement rests. Komiloff records that he him-

self both ordered and witnessed the exploit. In his private

journal he says, ' Our brave fellows drove away two battalions of

' Frenchmen and a squadron of their cavalry, destroj^ed the wall,

' and burnt the house. There could be no exaggeration as to

• what was done, because the /eat was achieved in our sight.'
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Korniloff, that it was a right policy to exaggerate chap,

the valour of these little enterprises in order to _—

_

raise the confidence and enthusiasm of the gar- effecl^"""

rison. ' It is necessary/ he writes, ' to bring the

' defenders of Sebastopol into a kind of excited

' state of bravery ; and this can only be done by

* valuing their actions perhaps even higher than

* they deserve, and by giving them recompenses

' in the same measure/ *

And upon this view Korniloff was full willing

to act; for almost on the eve of the long-ex-

pected attack, he issued a general order, in which,

after telling the garrison that from the first they

' had shown a decided readiness to die but not to

' surrender the town entrusted to them by their

' beloved Czar and all Orthodox Eussia/ and after

speaking to them of the fortifications which, by

the unflinching energy of all, both officers and

men, had been made to grow out of the earth, he

went on to commemorate six trifling ventures of the

kind I have described, and ended by saying, ' Such

' continual exploits have evidently discouraged

' the enemy, and probably shame alone restrains

' him from flight.' f

Letter of Admiral Istomin to Admiral Korniloff, 3d {i.e.,

15tli) of October.

t General order of Korniloff, 3d (loth) October. It is curious

and instructive to see that, in an appeal thus framed for the

purpose of exalting the spirits of the garrison, Korniloff, who

so well knew his way to the heart of the soldier and the sailor,

avoided all mention of the more considerable successes achieved

(such, for instance, as that at the Ptodolph farmhouse), and con-

fined himself strictly to anecdotes tending to show the boldness

of individuals.
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CHAP. All this ^vhile, and with ceaseless energy, Tod-
•

leben had been pressing on the defences ; and

JJeded^*^^
it secms to have turned out that the respite of

twenty days with which the Allies had been in-

dulging Sebastopol, was a respite of the very

length that the garrison needed for bringing the

and granted, works Commenced since the 26th of September to

a state of all but completion.*

In that interval great vronders had been

wrought. Besides all that had been done to

develop the might of artillery, due care, as we

saw, had been given to those other numberless

works which were requisite for the defence of the

place ; and if that be premised, it would be pos-

sible to convey some idea of the proportion in

strengtii wliich the whole system of the defences gained

twenty^days Strength duriug those twenty days by showing
to the land ji • r ^ • ^

• -^t •

defences. the lucrease of power which was given withm

that time to the armament of the Sebastopol bat-

teries. On the 26th of September, the land de-

fences on the south side of the place were armed

with 172 pieces of ordnance, which, if each gun

were once fired, could discharge missiles weigh-

ing altogether some 3000 pounds. The twenty

days passed, and by the end of that time the

guns in battery along the same lines of defence

were in number 341, with calibres for throw-

ing, in one salvo, about 8000 pounds' weight of

shot.f

Summary of Thus, then, it cau be said that in almost all the

defenders ingredients of warlike strength the defenders of

* Todleben, p. 301. t Ibid. p. 313 et seq.
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Sebastopol had gained, and gained largely, since chap.

the day when the invader surprised them by his

daring: flank march. They had recovered much had gamed
o "^

.
in flie in-

of their self-confidence. They were now m free tervai

communication not only with the interior of Eus-

sia, but also with a relieving army already on the

flank of the invader and preparing to manoeuvre

against him. Their fortress was at length well

covered by an entrenched position which, al-

though four miles in extent, had yet been made

strong at all points, and at length—newest bles-

sing of all—they had an army with which to

defend it. Moreover they now rested safe from

that unblunted impact of hostile battalions which

had offered them no fairer hope than the hope of

dying with honour ; and instead, now found them-

selves challenged to wage such war as is waged

by meeting earthworks and batteries with other

earthworks and other batteries—a kind of strife,

they well knew, in which they had, and must

have for a long time to come, vastly better means

of putting forth strength than those who under-

took to besiege them.

If inquirers shall ask how it was that in the

very presence of a victorious invader, the weakness

and the all but despair of the garrison could thus

be changed into strength and confidence, it will

first, indeed, be acknowledged that these people

were brave, patriotic, firm men, raised up to a

lofty enthusiasm by the inspiring soul of Korni-

loff, and guided in all they did by the genius of

the great * volunteer
;

' but still to any such ques-
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CHAP.
XII.

Evening of

the 16th
Oct.—the
garrison
expectant.

tion one part of the answer is this :—The Allies

gave them time.*

On the evening of the 16th of October, the

garrison found means of inferrincr that their be-

siegers' preparations were ripe, and that a great

cannonade of their works— to be followed per-

haps by assault—was ordained to begin on the

morrow.

* They so gave time, as we saw, against the desire of Lord

Eaglan, and in spite of the counsels of Lyons and Cathcart
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CHAPTER XIII.

Seeing now under what conditions the besiegers chap.
- XIII

would have to act after giving the twenty days* _1

respite, one may ask how it came to be imagined,

by both the French and the English, that the

blow they were going to strike would be likely

to achieve their end.

The Allies trusted much to the power of their sources of

. the confl-

ordnance as well as to the quality of their troops : dencefeitby

p 1 1 1 , . , , . the Allies:

and, apart from the baneful delays which their

plan of attack had involved, it was not an ill-ad-

vised m.easure. The Allies, we saw, hoped to be

able to get down the fire of the place to an extent

which would enable their assaulting columns to

gain the Eedan and the Flagstaff Bastion, without,

up to that time, undergoing an overwhelming loss

from artillery ; and they trusted that, when once

they had thus pierced the enemy's line, their

troops would so overmaster any soldiery that

could be gathered to meet them in rear of the

assaulted ramparts, as to be able to cut into

two the whole structure of the Paissian defences.
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CHAP. This last hope was even, perhaps, better founded
-IT-I-TT

than the Allies at the time understood it to be

;

for we now know that, notwithstanding the large

reinforcements then lately brought into Sebas-

topol, the extent and conformation of the ground

which the garrison had to defend put it almost

out of their power to be prepared at each point

against the apprehended assaults with what they

judged competent forces.

their bat- It was with battcrics of 126 pieces, including

18 heavy mortars, that the AlHes hoped to get

down the fire of the enemy's defences ; and of

these, 53 were French,* and 73 English.-|- Of

the English guns, 29 were manned by our seamen,

the rest by our Eoyal Artillery .:|: The battery

which the French had constructed by the sea-

shore (near the site of an old Genoese fort), and

also the two English Lancaster batteries, may be

regarded as standing, in some measure, apart from

the general plan of attack ; and all the rest of the

siege ordnance with which the Allies thus pro-

posed to conquer the enemy's fire were distributed

into three systems. One of these was the system

or string of batteries erected by the French on

the crest of Mount Eodolph, and armed with 49

pieces. Another was the bending line of English

batteries on Green Hill, with an armament of

41 pieces, which our people called the 'Left,'

* Kiel, 'Journal des Operations du Genie/ p. 60. Auger

giyes the number of guns as 49, but I follow Niel.

+ 'Journal of the English Engineers,' p. 31.

t Ibid. See details of armament in Appendix.
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or ' Chapman's Attack.' The third, called the chap.
* Right,' or ' Gordon's Attack,' was on the AVoron- ^ ^

'

zoff Height, and its two-faced array of batteries

mounted 26 pieces.

Without counting the batteries of the Jagoudil those of the

—a ship lying moored across the head of the Man-

of-war Harbour *—or any other of the guns still

on deck which could be more or less brought into

use, the Russians, we saw, had in battery for the

land defence of Sebastopol on its south side 341

pieces of artillery ; but of these, there stood

opposed to the batteries established by the Allies

only 118 pieces, including five heavy mortars.f

Amongst the rest of the 118 pieces there were

some guns of great calibre ; but, upon the whole,

a salvo from the 126 battering pieces now pre-

pared for the siege was a good deal more weighty

than one from the 118 pieces with which the

Russians meant to engage them.|

It therefore appears that, as regards the weight

of ordnance brought into actual service for the

artillery conflict of the 17th of October, the gar-

rison was inferior to its assailants ; but it must be

understood that, irrespectively of the 118 pieces

thus awaiting an encounter with the battering

guns of the besiegers, the Allies, if proceeding to

assault, might have to incur whilst advancing

not only the shell and the shot of ships' guns

* The Jagoudil was an 84-gim ship which lay at the very

head of the Man-of-war Creek with her laAoard broadside to-

wards the besiegers.

t Todleben, p. 334.

J 12 per cent greater, according to Todleben, ibid.
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CHAP, trained and pointed beforehand from the waters
XII r

L_ below, but also tlie fire of as many as 160 guns

established in land batteries which swept the

approaches of the place ; and that, even after

traversing the approaches thus guarded, and com-

ing at last to close quarters, the still surviving

assailants might be encountered in front or in

flank by the blasts of yet 63 more pieces of can-

non delivering grape-shot and canister.*

Their great It must also bc bomc in mind that potentially,

resources, the orduauce arm of the Eussians had a much

greater ascendant than is indicated by giving the

number and calibre of their guns already in bat-

tery. To an extent which, for a long time to

come, must enable them to outdo their assailants

in artillery conflict, the garrison could not only

command endless supplies of guns and ammuni-

tion, but (because of their strength in workmen

as well as in material) could ceaselessly repair

and re-arm, or shift or improve their batteries,

and augment them in numbers and power.

Distribution In distributing his batteries along the lines of

teries. defcucc, Coloucl de Todleben had not apportioned

them rateably to the strength of the respective

systems of 'Attack' which they were destined

to encounter. Whilst he ventured to meet the

73 guns and mortars of the Enc^ish with so few

* Guns opposed to the batteries of the Allies, . 118

Guns sweeping the approaches, . . . 160

Guns for taking the besiegers when at close

quarters in front or flank, ... 63

Total (being the numbers given ante), 341
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as 54 pieces of ordnance, and those too, upon chap.
the whole, of a lighter calibre, he made ready _1^_
tg answer the 53 guns and mortars which the

French had in battery with a fire of 64 pieces.*

At intervals throughout the night, the Eussians,

as it was their custom to do, fired some shots

with the purpose of disturbing the working par-

ties of the besiegers, but they elicited no reply.

So early as an hour before day -break, our

volunteer sharpshooters, having stolen forward

under cover of darkness, were fastening upon

ground very near to the Eussian batteries. ("

* Tlie calibres of tlie French and Eussian guns being upon

an average about equal, the superiority of the Eussian anna-

ment was measured by the difiference in the number of the

pieces, i.e., by the difference between 64 and 53. Still, in the

real conflict between the French and the Eussians

—

i.e., the

conflict between the batteries on Mount Eoaolph and their

opponents—the difference in the number of pieces was only 3 . It

was by the position of his batteries rather than by mere weight

of metal that Todleben there prepared to take the ascendant.

t Captain (now Colonel) Maunsell, for instance, who com-

manded the sharpshooters furnished by the 28th Eegiment,

3d Division, established himself an hour before daybreak upon

ground in front of the GreenhiU trenches, and he continued

to hold it all day, doing, it is believed, no little execution

amongst the enemy's gunners, but losing several of his men
killed and wounded. The English sharpshooters undertaking

this perilous duty in front of the Attacks were volunteers

draAvn—ten from each regiment—in pursuance of a requisition

for the purpose that had been made the day before—that is, on

the 16th. The service, so long as it should prove useful, was

to go on day after day. This appeal for volunteer sharpshooters

brought about the formation of that little body of about sixty

men of the Guards which, under Cameron of the Grenadiers,

Goodlake of the Coldstream, and Baring of the Scots Fusiliers,

became afterwards famous for its extraordinary exploits and

adventures.
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CHAP. Xotwithstanding that the intervention of the

_I Allied navy had been suddenly postponed to a

The time later liour, the moment appointed for the openino-
fixed for the

'

.

re
opening of of the land cannonade remained unaltered. At
the land
cannonade, half-past six in the morning of the 17th of Octo-

ber, three shells were to be discharged from one

of the French batteries, and then forthwith the

Allies were to open fire along the whole line of

their works.

The dawn of The si^^ual had not vet been given, when the
the 17th Oct.

,
. . ^ . .

"
. ,,,,._

breaking grey ot the morning enabled the Kussians

to see that the Allies, in the night-time, had cut

their embrasures, and that seams of earth hitherto

blank had all at once put on the look—significant

of man and his purpose—that is given by guns

seen in battery. Here and there, as this change

Opening of was dcscricd, a Eussian battery opened fire.
the fire. '^ ^

More followed. Some French guns began to

make answer. There was more and more light.

A body of French tirailleurs with a support

pushed forward towards the enemy's lines. Se-

bastopol beat to arms. The three appointed

signal shells sprang out from the lines on Mount

Eodolph. In a minute, some English guns

opened ; and presently, along their whole line

of batteries, and along all the enemy's works,

from the Central to the Flagstaff Bastion, and

thence across to the Eedan, and thence on again

to the Malakoff, there pealed a sustained cannon-

ade. Then and quickly again, and from time to

time, this sustained cannonade was out-thundered
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by salvoes of a kind soundino^ stranf]je to the chap.
• • • XIII

land-service people. Xo ships were in action
;

'_

but at the first roar of the mightier outburst, the cannonading
-

.

„, , in salvoes

;

seamen who heard it grev/ radiant. Ihey knew

by what manner of men such a salvo as that was

delivered.

Whether servinf^ the ouns of the Endish, or the cause

-, ' 1 -I 1
of this;

forming part of the garrison, the sailors engaged

in this conflict had brought with them many of

their familiar usages ; and the Eussian sailors the seamen.

especially, who were fighting at the land defences

to the number of several thousands, clung fast,

it seems, to their customs. Their naval system

had been in a great measure copied—copied even,

perhaps, with servility—from that of the English

;

and thus it resulted that, in each of the main

fastnesses which constituted the line of defence,

there was much of the warlike practice, and

even, indeed, of the lesser routine, which obtains

on board English vessels. The 'bastion' stood

for the ship. The parapets were bulwarks; the

embrasures were port -holes. Every piece the

men had to serve they tended and fondled and

cursed in their natural seamanlike way ; and that

too with the more affection when they knew it

for one of their own familiar ship's guns. As

in our naval service, so also with the Russian

seamen, the drum used to beat to quarters ; but

to other of their duties the men, though on shore,

were still called by the boatswain's whistle.

They were piped to their meals ; they were

piped to their 'grog.' Night, for them, was a
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CHAP, period divided into '-matches;' and— with the

sand-glass instead of the clock—they measured

and marked lapse of time just as though they

were still on board ship ; so that when, for

example, it was noon, they reported it always

'eight bells/ and as soon as they had the due sanc-

tion, were ready to ' make it eight.' But, so well

had these Eussians been taught, that they could

not be got to stop short in their old English les-

son at the point their Commanders desired. To

the exceeding vexation of Todleben, they could not

at all be persuaded to train and point every gun

with a separate attention to the object for which

he designed it. Knowing well what nation it

was that manned the works on Mount Eodolph,

the men at the Plagstaff and the Central Bastions

were too strongly bent on the end, aim, and

purpose of what they had learnt from the English,

to be able to forego all the rapture of *gi^dng the

' Frenchman a broadside.' And, that being done

to begin with, their rooted faith was that, with

no greater pauses of time than were of absolute

need for sponging and loading, and firing, one

broadside should follow another.*

To be serving the guns ; to be swiftly repair-

incr the havoc from time to time wrought in the

* There was a part of the height overlooking Sebastopol

from the neighbourhood of the ' Maison d'eau ' which served

as a very good post for observation ; but the three men who
witnessed from that point the opening of this great cannonade

were disturbed in their appreciation of its grandeur by an

incident strangely incongruous. From the direction of Sebas-
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parapets (and especially in the revetments of the chap.

embrasures) by the enemy's round-shot and shell;
^''^^'^'

tenes.

to be quenching the fires which Vv^ere constantly
J^^-j^^f^g^^'

seizing upon gabions, fascines, and timber ; to be ^^^.^^^
''^^^-

replacing guns ; to be tending or removing in

litters the men newly wounded ; and to be toiling

thus, hour by hour, in the midst of a dim pile of

smoke, with a mind always equal to an instant

encounter with death,—this was alike the duty of

the French, of the English, and of the Paissians,

who worked the power of artillery in the con-

flicting batteries ; and, until there occurred that

disaster to the French of which we shall presently

speak, the duty was performed with unflinching

persistency by besieged and besiegers alike.

The works which covered the Eussian batteries

had been constructed in haste, with dry, gritty

earth laboriously brought to the spot; and, no

rain having come in the interval to bind the loose

heaps into solid structures, they formed of course

sorry ramparts. The embrasures, too, were weak.

Some of them, for want of fascines and hurdles,

had been revetted with bags of earth, with planks,

or with clay. There were other embrasures which

had not been revetted at all. Of the revetments

formed with clay, some were brought down in

fragments by the mere blast of the guns firing out

topol three setters came ranging up the hillside, but making
small progi-ess, for at every salvo they dropped. At the

thunder of the nations, as though it were the report of their

master's ' double barrel,' the well-bred and well-broken beasts-

took care to 'down -charge.' I never knew whence the dogs

came nor whither they went.
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CHAP, from between them; and those that had been
XIII.

'— made of earth-sacks and planks very often took

fire, and fell. There was need of heroic stubborn-

ness to be able to cling to the determination of

sacrificing numbers of lives with the object of

restoring defences so easily brought to ruin ; but

the garrison had been taught that it was of great

moment to them to have their embrasures in the

best state that might be possible, and at whatever

cost of life to those who were charged with the

toil, they repaired them again and again.

But the Russians—and that every minute—had

to hold themselves in readiness for a yet harder

trial. Expecting an assault, they ever kept stead-

fastly in sight that last appeal to ' mitrail ' which

their great Engineer had designed; and often,

very often they imagined that the appointed mo-

ment had come. Erom the irrepressible tendency

of the seamen to deliver their fire in broadsides,

it resulted—for no breath of wind was stirring

—

that the men, by these rapid discharges, piled up

above and around them huge, steadfast, opaque

banks of smoke, which so narrowed the field of

every man's sight that he hardly could see the

outline of a comrade's figure at a distance of two

or three paces.

Now a dim bank of smoke, admitting distorted

and deadened rays, yet confining within straitened

limits the scope of a man's real vision—this, we

know, is a lens which gives infinite favour to the

creatures of an imagination already excited by

battle. The grey, floating wreaths, though their
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movement can scarce be descried, are all the while chap.

slowly changing in place, as well as in form
;
and _^^

from that cause, or that cause in part, it seems to

result that, when once the thick cloud which ob-

scures a man's vision has been peopled and armed

by his fancy, the shapes which appear before him

do not long continue at rest. They grow larger
;

they move ; and the unreal creature of the brain

which at first seemed like infantry halted is pre-

sently a column advancing. With the Eussians

—a firm, robust people—the imagination, though

straying beyond the bounds of reality, was still

guided in part by sound knowledge ;
for the images

men saw in the smoke were the images of what

might weU be. As in a quarter of the field at the

Alma (where the onset of the English horse might

fairly enough have been looked for), there had

seemed to come on from behind the smoke a host

of cavalry charging, so now when, as people be-

lieved, the Allies would storm the defences, men

easily fancied they saw—that they saw indeed

many times over—the enemy's columns of infantry

coming on to deliver the assault. The quality of

the Eussian soldier being what I have said, these

pictures of his imagination did not drive him at

all into panic, but still they much governed his

actions. Again, and again, those who manned

gims so planted as to be of no service except

against assailing infantry, worked as hard at their

loading and firing as though the assault had be-

gun, and many a blast of mitrail was sent tearing

through phantom battalions.

VOL. IV. U
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CHAP, So long as the conflict should be one between
•^^^^'

covered batteries on one side and covered batteries

on the other, there could not well be any approach

to equality in point of losses between the besiegers

and the besieged ; for the Eussians were not only

forced to keep manned the 223 guns which they

had prepared against the expected assaults, but

also to have close at hand near the gorges of their

bastions the bodies of infantry with which they

designed to meet the same contingencies ; and,

both the gunners and the foot soldiery being im-

perfectly sheltered against the batteries of the

Allies, it could not but result that the troops thus

kept in expectation would be, many of them, killed

or wounded; whilst the besiegers, on the other

hand, could keep out of fire the troops with which

they meant to assault till the moment for their

onset should come

Admiral Though Princc Mentschikoff had come from the

country of the Upper Belbec to the Severnaya, or

North Side, and although he indeed crossed the

roadstead on the morning of this cannonade, and

visited a part of the lines in the Karabel faubourg,

he did not long stay, as we shall see, amid the

scenes of the artillery conflict which raged on the

south of Sebastopol; and the virtual control of

the whole force of soldiers and sailors engaged in

defending the place still remained in the hands of

the seaman whom the popular voice had raised up

to be chief and commander of all.

If Korniloff had been in command of a military
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garrison so organised, and so highly instructed in chap.

all their duties, as to warrant him in relying upon "^^^^

their exact performance of orders, he would pro-

bably have thought it his duty to remain, for the

most part, at the central and commanding spot

which he had chosen as his dwelling : for there,

he would have been most readily found ; there,

better than at the ramparts, he would have been

able to understand the general state of the con-

flict ; there, with the greatest despatch, he might

have pushed forward his reserves to the endan-

gered post ; there, most quickly, he would have

been able to learn where his presence was needed.

But the forces defending Sebastopol were not of

such a kind as to warrant Korniloff in taking this

strictly military view of the position in which

events had placed him. On the contrary—and

that he knew—it was the collapse of the military

structure which had put upon him this great

charge ; and a true instinct told him that, as the

hope of defending Sebastopol against a determined

attack had had little to rest on at first save that

spirit of enthusiastic devotion with which he had

inspired his people, both seamen and soldiers, so,

although the defence of the place was no longer a

task of such utterly overwhelming difficulty as to

need being faced in a spirit of romantic desper-

ation, it still must depend for success upon his

power of exalting and sustaining men's minds.

Therefore, overruling the numberless advisers who

strove to move him from his decision, he judged

it his duty to be visiting the lines of defence, to
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CHAP, be sharing in the risks of the day with the gun-
'^^^

ners who stood at the ramparts, and, in short, to

caus« himself to be seen at all the chief posts of

danger.

his move- Men belonging to Korniloffs Staft" have com-

memorated the acts and the words of their hero,

in this the last day of his life, with an almost

pious exactness ; and, although it be plain that,

amongst our people at home, the uneventful ride

of a Eussian Admiral from bastion to bastion

will never evoke that kind of interest which it

wrought in the minds of his own fellow-country-

men, I yet imagine that some portion of the

material derived from those loving records may

help to give true impressions of the nature of the

business which engaged the chiefs in Sebastopol

on the day of the first cannonade, and may even,

in an incidental and passing way, afford better

insight into the condition of things within the

fortress than could well be imparted by formal

words of siege narrative saying when, where, and

how the men were struck down and replaced,

when and where a gun was dismounted, or an

embrasure spoilt and restored.

The instant he heard the opening of the can-

nonade, Korniloff hastened to spring into his sad-

dle ; and then—at so eager a pace that his Staff

could hardly keep up with him—he galloped oft"

to the Flagstaff Bastion. By the time that he

had gained the esplanade by the left face of the

bastion, the firing had grown to its full height

and power. Already the smoke of the salvoes
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in which the sailors delighted had enwrapped the chap.
whole field of sight in a thick steadfast cloud. L.

Seen through it, the sun in the east was a dull

red and lustreless orb. Yet, by the darts of fire

which, from moment to moment, were piercing

the cloud, Korniloff and the officers with him

could make out where the enemy's guns were in

battery, or where their own were replying. In

their rear, too, they saw through the smoke a

third belt of fire ; for behind the gorge of the
'

bastion, the skilled contriver of the defences had

planted two batteries, which threw their shells

over the heads of the men engaged at the ram-

parts in front.

It was hot at this time in the Flagstaff Bas-

tion ; for the batteries of the French on Mount

Eodolph— unstricken, as yet, with the havoc

which awaited them— w^ere exerting their full

might ; but also—and this was more formidable,

by reason of the greater calibre of the guns—^the

left face of the bastion was battered, and, at the

same time, its right face enfiladed, by the fire

from Chapman's Attack.*

Korniloff conversed with the gunners, and to

some of them he gave directions in regard to the

pointing of the guns; but it does not appear

that he brought himself to put a check upon his

seamen by preventing them from firing in broad-

sides. He passed from gun to gun along the

whole bastion, and then went along the winding

boulevard line to that new work adjoining the

* See the Diagram post, p. 421.
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CHAP. Peressip, which, because of its sudden growth,
•^^^^' men called the ' Mushroom ' Battery. Whether

it was that the minds of men were so kindled as

to be capable of giving new colour and form to

what their sight conveyed to them, or that Kor-

niloffs look and bearing were really in some

degree altered by the opening of the long-pro-

mised conflict, it is certain that the language of

those who rode with him along the line of the

boulevard gives a kind of support to that old

superstition of the Scots which assured the be-

lieving world that approaching death was fore-

shown by a sign, and that when his end drew

near the doomed man was clothed with a preter-

natural brightness. ' Calm and stern,' says one

of the staff who rode with Korniloff— ' calm and
' stern was the expression of his face, yet a slight

' smile played on his lips. His eyes, those won-

' derful, intelligent, and piercing eyes— shone

' bricfhter than was their wont. His cheeks wereo
' flushed. He carried his head loftily. His thin

' and slightly bent form had become erect. He
' seemed to grow in size.'*

Korniloff returned the same way back to the

right wing of the Flagstaff Bastion ; and, after

speaking with Vice-Admiral Xovolsilsky, he re-

mounted his horse and descended into the ravine,

going on through that part of the defences which

connected the Flagstaff and the Central Bastions.

The road lay along a steep slope, and the blaze

* Admiral Likhatcheff, one of Korniloflf's Staff, quoted in the

* Materiaux pour ser\ij.'
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from the French batteries was so constant, and chap.
their fire so heavy, that for a moment the af- _; '_

frighted chargers of Korniloff and his Staff re-

fused to confront the storm ; but Korniloff soon

conquered the will of his horse ; and when he had

done so he said with a smile, ' I cannot bear to

' be disobeyed/ In the valley he passed near the

Taroutine battalion, and the soldiers were over-

heard saying, ' This is indeed a brave fellow.'

Gaining at length the Central Bastion, Kor-

niloff there found Admiral Nachimoff toiling

hard at his duty, and seeming to be as much
at home in the batteries as though he were on

board his own ship. JSTachimoff's appearance at

this time might be regarded, perhaps, as some-

what characteristic of that tendency to self-immo-

lation which we have attributed to him ; for, as

though he would be decked out for sacrifice, he

distinguished himself from others by choosing to

wear his full uniform, with all the heavy splen-

dour of an admiral's epaulets ; and already from

a slight wound then lately received, the blood

was coursing down his face.

While conversing with Nachimoff, Korniloff

mounted the banquette at the projecting angle of

the bastion, and there for some time the two

Admirals stood ; for they were trying to ascertain

the effect of the Eussian fire upon the enemy's

batteries. Driving in from moment to moment,

the round shots so struck the parapet and its de-

fenders as to cover the Admirals and the officers

at their side with the pelting of loose, gritty earth,
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CHAP, and even sometimes to sprinkle them with the
XTTT

'_ blood of men wounded. Shells also were burst-

ing on all sides, and slaughtering the people at

the batteries.

Seeing the danger to which Korniloff exposed

himself, Captain Ilynsky approached the Admiral,

and entreated him to leave the bastion. By that

time Korniloff had descended from the banquette,

and was looking to see how the men at the bat-

teries were pointing their guns. Ilynsky tried to

carry his purpose by saying to Korniloff that his

presence at the bastion denoted want of trust in

his subordinates ; and added that he would so

take care to fulfil his duty as to render unne-

cessary the presence of the Admiral. Korniloff

answered, * And if you are to do your duty, why
' do you wish to prevent me from doing mine ?

' My duty is to see all.' Korniloff visited the

battery at the gorge of the Central Bastion, and

then went on to the work which we call the Land

Quarantine. Seeing that the men were suffering

from thirst, he gave orders for hauling up casks of

andreturiis watcr to the batterics. Then, needing food, he

ters: rodc homc to his quarters. Before he yet broke

his fast, Korniloff found time to finish a letter

which he had been writing to his wife. This,

along with a watch which he regarded as a kind

his letter of hcirloom, Korniloff entrusted to the courier

whS^^ff^ who was about to be despatched to Nicolayeff.

'Pray,' said he, 'give this watch to my wife—it

' must belong to my eldest son
;

' and then, in

words half playful, but susceptible of an interpre-
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tation whicli would give them a mournful signifi- chap.
cance, he went on to say, * I am afraid that here

'^^^^'

* it will get broken/

It was soon after this that Baron Kriidener

came in with messages from Admiral Istomin, the

officer in command at the Maiakoff. Istomin's

words purported to convey an assurance that all

was going on well at the Tower ; but the words

were accompanied by an entreaty. The entreaty

was, that Korniloff would not needlessly imperil

a life so precious as his by coming up to the

Malakoff Hill. He persisted in his determina-

tion to go thither ; but a little delay was obtained

by inducing him to ascend to the terrace on the

house-top in order to form a more general and his survey

extended idea of the scope and power of the can- house-top:

nonade than he had yet been able to gather. It

would seem that he was painfully impressed by

what he saw ; for, after first giving some practical

directions for insuring an unfailing supply of

ammunition to all the batteries, he once more

disclosed in private that want of hopefulness

which we have already remarked upon as forming

an anomalous characteristic in one who could

kindle and sustain the heroism of other men.
' I fear/ he said, ' that no means will suffice ws despou-

' against such a cannonade.'
^^^^'

It may be said that, at the time, there was The state of

1 , • J 1 A ,1 the conflict
some ground, not, mdeed, for so great a despon- at this time.

dency as that which weighed upon Korniloff, but,

at all events, for grave forebodings. The artillery

conffict then raging between the French and the
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CHAP. Eussians had hitherto seemed so equal as to

_! disappoint the reckoning of the great Eussian

Engineer; for Todleben's idea of overwhelming

the batteries on Mount Eodolph by a mightier

and more embracing array of ordnance - power

had been baffled, as yet, by the prowess of the

French artillerymen ; and also, it would seem, by

the obstinacy with which the Eussian seamen

still clung to their favourite notion of constantly

firing in ' broadsides/ The fronting walls of the

cazern at the gorge of the Central, and the one at

the gorge of the Land Quarantine Bastions, were

in some places destroyed, in others, grievously

injured ; and, the parapet of that last cazern being

also destroyed, the five guns ranged.behind it were

soon reduced to silence. Also, the lower part of

the town wall was a good deal damaged, and in

some places broken through, by the French shot.

Moreover, there were some of the Eussian bat-

teries opposed to the French, in which a large

proportion of the gunners originally serving the

guns had already been killed or wounded, and

replaced by fresh combatants.

But if the strife of great guns between the

French and the Eussians w^as thus for a while

almost equal, it was otherwise with the conflict of

artillery-power going on in the Karabel faubourg

;

for there, the besiegers were obtaining the ascen-

dant. AVith all his skill and all the resources at

his command, Todleben, as w^e saw, had failed to

provide sufficing means to counteract the two

English Attacks. Before the first hour of the
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cannonade had passed, it began to appear that chap
our batteries were proving to be of greater power _^ L.

than those opposed to them. This superiority

resulted in part from the greater calibre of the

English guns, but in part also from the skill with

which they had been planted on Green Hill and

the Woronzoff Height. Already a good deal of

havoc had been wrought in the Eedan, as well as

in the fronting walls of the cazern near it. Some
of the guns on the summit of the Malakoff Tower
had been dismounted, and the rest were now
silent ; for the English sliot had not only ruined

the parapet, but had flung its stone fragments

upon the gunners with an effect so destructive as

to compel an abandonment of all further attempt

to work the two or three guns still remaining in

battery. For the rest of the day it was no longer

from the tower itself, but only from some guns

covered by the glacis and its flanking entrench-

ments, that the famous position of the Malakoff

still asserted its power.

And although at the Eussian batteries the men
were still firm, yet elsewhere, it would seem, there

was need of that exaltation of spirit which Korni-

loff knew how to create by his presence among

the combatants. Indeed, one of the very officers

who strove to dissuade him from hazarding his

life at the ramparts has acknowledged that the

forces composing the garrison were in a state

to require encouragement.* Whilst the seamen,

* Captain Gendre. The Captain says :
' We all knew what

* influence his [Kornilofi''s] appearance exercised over the
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XIII.

State and
temper of
the infantry
detained
under fire

:

their firm-

ness shaken

;

measures
adopted
in conse-
quence.

with such svork in hand as was more than enough

for the utmost of human energy, still persisted and

stood to their guns, the bodies of infantry drawn

up in rear of the bastions to meet the expected

assault had been subjected to a different, nay,

almost an opposite, kind of trial. They had had

to remain still and passive under a fire of heavy

artillery— for the most part a ricochet fire

—

which, for some time, had been more or less

working havoc in their ranks. There were symp-

toms of a commencing panic. Some combatants

of the inferior sort—including, it seems, a body

of convicts—began to move off in disorder from

the comparatively unimportant positions in which

they had been placed; and although the troops

posted by the gorges of the assailed bastions did

not thus give way, their firmness was plainly

undergoing too heavy a trial. The chief judged

it necessary to reduce to a very small number the

force of infantry thus detained under fire, and to

endeavour to compensate for the effect of the

change by providing that at several chosen points

there should be posted an aide-de-camp, having

orderlies and horses in readiness, who was to

hurry up reinforcements of infantry to any point

threatened with immediate assault.

Upon the whole, therefore, it must be acknow-

ledged that there was some approach to a fulfil-

ment of the hone which the Allies had suffered

soldiers in these last days, and he found it indispei]sable to

animate the men, who were not accustomed to the heavy

naval shot. I did not dare to speak more.

'
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themselves to entertain when they looked to a chap.

panic in Sebastopol as the not unlikely result of

their mere cannonade ; and it would not be travel- Brief period
' 01 weakness-

ling beyond the range of things probable to ima-

gine that, if the Allied na\des at this time, and

in accordance with the original plan, had been

thundering at the mouth of the roadstead, the

failing heart of those combatants who were less

resolute than the rest might have led to confu-

sion and flight. But whatever may be imagined

in regard to the probable effect of putting that

further stress upon the composure of the garrison

at a time when the land cannonade was most dis-

turbing its courage, the Eussians were secured from

any such superadded trial of their fortitude by

Admiral Hamelin's determination to postpone

the naval attack ;* and the moment was now close

at hand when the evil, nay, the danger, that there

is in the grievous discouragement of troops would

be shifted away from Sebastopol by the turning

fortune of war, and made all at once to pass over

into the midst of the French batteries.

As matched against the opposing Works, that Effector° rro n^rx Todleben's

strino- of French batteries on the crest oi Mount dispositions
°

„ against the

Eodolph had so narrow, so protruding a Iront, works on

that it has been likened to a solitary and isolated doiph.

bastion dispending its strength from a centre

against the concave of an arc ;
whilst the long,

bending line of great guns with which Todleben

sought to embrace it threw back a converging

* See post, p. 336.

Mount Ko-
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CHAP, fire: and althousli the great Engineer had been
XIIT

""

_1 ;_ baffled for a time by the eagerness or the obsti-

nacy of the sailors who manned his batteries, the

higher skill of his dispositions was already begin-

ning to give him the mastery, when the gradual

and rightful solution of the problem he so longed

to work out was all at once intercepted by what,

Explosion of in a sense, may be called an accident. The earth

magazine, shook. A volume of flame sprang up from the

ground. There was a roll of sound, not harsh nor

deafening, yet such as to out-thunder great guns

;

and from the spot whence the flame had issued

there was reared up on high a black, steadfast

column of smoke. A shell from one of the Prus-

sian batteries had blown up a French magazine.

The explosion, although -so great a one as to be

seen and heard from afar by the English as well

as the French, was less widely apparent to the

Eussians, who were wrapped in a dense cloud of

smoke. Some indeed of the gaiTison perceived

what had happened, and they greeted the sight

with exulting ' Hurrahs
!

' but it was only by

slow and imperfect process that even the chiefs

in Sebastopol attained to learn much of the truth

;

and down to the last, it would seem, they re-

garded the explosion as merely an incident of

siege warfare, when, in truth, it almost had pro-

portions great enough to decide the campaign.

Physical By this explosion no utterly ruinous harm was

efpiosiSn!^^ doue to the works or the armament of the battery

in which the disaster occurred, and the number of

men whom it stretched on the ground killed or
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wounded is confined by French records to fifty; chap.

but for those who had to witness the scene of the _1 ['__

havoc, whilst yet the disaster was new, it may
well have been appalling to see half a hundred of

human beings, who had all been alive and busy

the instant before, now changed by one blast of

fire into mere blackened corpses or maimed and

helpless sufferers. Therefore mere horror may itseflFect

have partly conduced to what followed ; and the spirit of

,. . .
' ^ the French

sensitive, anxious, humane disposition of General troops.

Canrobert laid him painfully open to the impres-

sions which such a calamity was but too well fitted

to create ; but French troops know so much about

war, and are so prone to the use of the intellect as

a means of divining results, that, in general, their

feelings, whether of ardour or of despondency, are

more or less founded upon reasoning, if not upon

reason. Even if the French gunners had not dis-

covered the error before, they would have been

swift to infer the faultiness of General Bizot's dis-

positions when they saw that their batteries could

be raked ; and upon learning from this signal

misfortune that a great magazine of gunpowder

had been ineffectually sheltered from the enemy's

fire, they would be likely to carry yet further

their distrust of the men in authority.

But whatever was the immediate cause of the

feeling, it is certain that the moral prostration

occasioned by the blowing up of the magazine

was out of all proportion to the mere physical

harm which it had wrought. The service of the

battery in which the disaster had occurred was at
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CHAP, once disorcranised. Its fire ceased; and, the Eus-
XIII .

sians then bending their care to the batteries

which remained unextinguished, there occurred,

Second before long, a second explosion in the French
explosion in mi • t ;

• i i -i .

the French lines. This last mishap— the explosion of an
lines. ...

ammunition-caisson—was not in itself of much
moment ; but coming soon after the great explo-

sion, it naturally increased the discouragement

prevailing in the Trench batteries ; and General

Canrobert—tortured, apparently, by grief and by

doubt— left it to the officer commanding his

artillery to determine and say whether the fire

of the French batteries should, or not, be sus-

pended. The decision was exactly the one which

Mount might have been expected from the tenor of such

silenced. an appeal; and at half- past ten o'clock in the

morning the Attack from Mount Eodolph was

silenced.*

Messages Not louor after the silencincr of the French
from Can- • ^ -, -r^ -, ,
robertto battcrics. General Eose brought a message from
Ian. ° General Canrobert to Lord Eaglan, and not only

intimated that the silence of the French batteries

would continue for the rest of the day, but said

that the misfortune had produced great dis-

couragement. After an interval. General Eose

again came to Lord Eaglan with another message

from Canrobert, and this his second report was

even more gloomy than the first.f

* After mentioning the last explosion, Xiel, the official nar-

rator says :
—

' Ce nouvel accident determine la cessation du feu

' vers dix heures et demie.'— Siege de Sehastopol,' p. 62.

+ General Eose was English Commissioner accredited to the

French Headquarters. It happens that Lord Strathnaim
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The nature and scope of the disaster in the chap.

French lines was not so understood at the time _J L_

by any of the chiefs in Sebastopol as to lead Tiieopi.or-
*' *' ^

,
tunity not

them to follow up their advantage. If, on seeing seized.

the magnitude of the first explosion, tlie Eussians

had at once assailed the batteries on Mount

Eodolph with a sortie as bold as the one they

undertook some six hours later, they would have

tested the power of the French infantry to hold

good in a time of depression.

From half-past ten in the morning, and thence- io.30a.il,
^

P
the English

forth to the end of the day— nay, indeed, for aionenow
. engage!.

a yet greater time— it was only by the English

(foimerly General 'Rose) does not remember the purport of

the messages which he delivered, and I am therefore obliged to

appeal— I do so very reluctantly— to my own memory. My
impression, however, of what passed in my presence and hearing

is this : General Rose came twice. On the first occasion he

Game to say that the body of combustibles which had exploded

was not a French magazine, but something which the Russians

had found means to hurl into the French trenches ; and he

added that the French were a good deal discouraged, at the

same time intimating, if I rightly remember, that their fire

would not be resumed that day. Upon his second visit—I am
still speaking only from memory—General Rose said he had been

requested by General Canrobert to apologise for having sent the

first message—the fact being (as all, of course, knew) that the

exploded combustibles were munitions of war contained in one

of the French magazines. General Rose, it seems, must have

added that the effect of the explosion would be to prevent the

French from reopening their fire even on the morrow ; for I fijid

that my note is as follows :
* General Rose rode up, and told me

' that the French would not be able to go on again until " the

' "day after to-morrow" !' My impression is that after im-

parting the bad tidings to Lord Raglan, Rose intimated in a

general way the determination of Canrobert to hold himself in

readiness for assaulting. He did not, however, convey any

proposal to that efi"ect.

VOL. IV. X
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CHAP, batteries that the attack upon Sebastopol was
' maintained.

I have spoken of Korniloff— acting always

under the counsels of Colonel de Todleben—as

the real commander of all the forces besieged in

Mentechi-
Sebastopol ; but Prince Mentschikofif still held

^°ff= a supreme authority in the Crimea over army and

nsivy alike ; and during a part of the morning he

his presence was personally present in the place. After visit-

in sebas- ing the batteries in the Karabel faubouror the
topol: ^ .

, , . , .

°

Prmce came back into the mam town, rode up

the Telegraph Hill, and stopping at Korniloff s

door, requested the Admiral, then still at his

house, to come out and join him. The Admiral

accordingly mounted his horse, and accompanied

Mentschikoff as far as the Catherine landing-

place, for thither the Prince was going with the

intention of quitting Sebastopol and crossing over

to the north of the roadstead,

his con- It seems that the Prince was departing in a
versation

^ ^ _ ,

^^th Kor- condition of mind far from hopeful ;
* but Korni-

loff, who, only some minutes before, had let fall

some words indicative of his own despondency,

was now, they say, able to cheer the spirit of his

Commander. He made his report to the chief of

the sound condition of things along that part of

the line which he had already visited ; but also

* My authority' (Admiral Komiloffs aide-de-camp) does not

say this in direct terms, but I consider that he does so impliedly

hy the language in which he shows that the Prince was re-

assured by Korniloff
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the Admiral was now able to impart tidings, chap
which went to show that, for the moment at

^

all events, the balance of the artillery conflict

was inclining against the French ; for although

Korniloff had not yet apparently heard of the

great explosion in the French lines, he already

knew something of the consequences resulting

from the disaster, and was able to assure his chief

that the fire from Mount Eodolph had slackened.

That it had quite ceased he could not yet say

;

for the time when the two chiefs thus rode to the

Catherine landing-place was about ten o'clock,

and a little anterior to the moment when the

French gave up their attack.

I have heard no account of the reasons by

which Prince Mentschikoff may have thought

himself compelled to depart from the beleaguered

town, and to depart, too, at such a time. It is

true that, in moving to the region on the north

of the roadstead. Prince Mentschikoff would be

rejoining his field army ; but, since that was a

force secure itself from attack, and not then about

to be used by him as a means of striking any

instant blow at the besiegers, the necessity for

his personal presence in the country towards

which he was going is not at once made apparent

by showing that he there had an army. It may
be that, entertaining faint hopes of a successful

resistance on the South Side, he judged it a duty

to bend all his energies to the defence of the

Severnaya ; and, indeed, if he really held fast to

the theory by which his former withdrawal from
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XIII.

his de-
parture.

Between
10 and
10.30 a.m.

Korniloffs
movements

;

the direc-

tions he
gave.

Sebastopol was justified, that persuasion alone,

however perverse it may seem, would still go

far to account for the step which he thought

fit to take.*

But what we know is, that the town of Sebas-

topol, with the Man-of-war Harbour, the fleet,

and the arsenal, being nov/ once more in a crisis

of its fate. Prince Mentschikoff again withdrew

from it. He got into a boat at the Catherine

landing-place, and crossed over to the north of

the roadstead.

After receiving a farewell—the last farewell

—

from his chief, KornilofP rode along the Catherine

Street to the Theatre Square, and thence, after

despatching three of his Staff, with special orders

for the relief of the wounded, and the supply of

ammunition, he returned once more to the Flag-

staff Bastion.-f* Captain Gendre at that time was

the only officer with him. At every step the

Admiral was met by litters bearing away the

wounded and dead ; and, great as was the number

thus carried away, very many still lay where

they fell. It was only by great and increased

exertions that the Flagstaff Bastion could at

length be cleared of the dead and the wounded.

It would seem that at this time Kornilofi first

heard of the great explosion which had occurred

* The theory spoken of, ante, chap. vi. sec. xv., which main-

tained that Sebastopol was of smaller account than the rest of

the Crimea—that the kernel was of less worth than the shell.

t One of the officers whom Korniloff despatched on these

errands was his aide-de-camp, ShestakoflF, who, up to that time,

had not quitted his chief for a moment.
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in the Frencli lines full an hour before ;
but there chap.

is no indication of his having even then got to L
know the magnitude of the disaster, and he failed

to infer the discouragement of his foe from the

slackening of the fire on Mount Eodolph.

In the bastion, Korniloff and his companion

were joined by the officer acting under General

Moller, as Chief of the Staff; and the three,

after mounting by the barracks to the top of the

hill, and inspecting the two shell-batteries there

manned by the crew of the Jason, descended by

the alley of the upper boulevard, and returned to

the Theatre Square. On the way, Korniloff indi-

cated the arrangements which were to be made

for repelling any assault against the Flagstaff

Bastion ; and from the unquestioned authority

with which he seems to have given his instruc-

tions to the Chief of the Staff, it is made evident

that the Admiral's virtual command of the land

forces in Sebastopol, no less than of the seamen,

was still unimpaired.*

At the gates of the boulevard Captain Gendre

tried to dissuade Korniloff from undertaking his

* I have thought it worth while to make this remark, lest it

should be supposed that the appointment of another officer as

Chief of the (army) Staff, had abridged Komiloff's power. At

the time of his acquiring a kind of dictatorship by acclamation,

Korniloff himself, as we saw {ante, chap. vi. sec. iv.), was made

Chief of the (army) Staff, in order that his authority over the

land forces might be undisputed ; and Mentschikoff did not

openly denounce the arrangement, but he afterwards varied it

by appointing as Chief of the (army) Staff an officer of the land

sei-vice much devoted to Korniloff, and quite understanding

(apparently) that he was virtually under the Admii^al's orders.
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The meeting
of Korniloff

and Todle-
ben at the
Peressip.

Korniloff
mo^'ing
up to the
Redau

:

intended visit to the Karabel faubourg; and he

based this attempt on the ground that the Admiral

was already acquainted with the condition of

things in that part of the lines : but Korniloff

answered, 'What will the soldiers say of me if

' they do not see me to-day ?

'

Korniloff now descended the road leadincr downo

to the head of the Man-of-war Harbour ; and at

the Peressip, he was met by Todleben then re-

turning from the Karabel faubourg. During

some minutes, and for the last time, the two great

defenders of Sebastopol—I called them the soul

and the mind of the undertaking—took counsel

together. Todleben by this time had completed

his inspection of the defences along the whole of

the front assailed by the AlKes ; and, although he

had found the Eedan reduced to a critical state

by the fire of the English, he was able to report

the success of the exertions since made to re-

pair the harm done. His visit to the Karabel

faubourg having been thus recent, it might

seem that there was the less reason for Korniloff's

going thither ; but the Admiral had resolved, as

we know, that in every part of the lines assailed

the men should see their chief.

Accordingly, he parted from Todleben, and

riding on to the eastern or Karabel slope of the

ravine, he ascended it, as he had often before

done in these latter days of his life, by the steps

cut out in the rock. He was quickly in the

Eedan; and he found that the work, though

undergoing a cross-fire of great weight and p)ower
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from the English batteries, was now, as Todleben chap.
had intimated, in a fijood condition for maintain-

"^^^^^

ing the defence. All the guns in the works were tSi^crs^L

firing ; and the number of killed and wounded ^^^^ ^*'^*^'

was not yet very great, because the breastworks

covered the men at the guns, and the infantry

reserves had been so stationed as to be little ex-

posed to fire ; but the barracks near the gorge of

the work were already a mere heap of ruins, and

all the space in rear of the Eedan was ploughed

up by English shells.

Several of the chief officers in command at the

Tfedan accompanied Korniloff in his inspection

of the work. Not deeming it needful for their

beloved chief to be thus surveying the lines under

the heavy fire of the English batteries, they affec-

tionately expressed the pain with which they

saw him exposing his life to so great a danger

;

but they could not move him from his purpose.

When they learnt that he was going to the ^lala- His de-

koff Hill, they prayed that at least he would take thrSa-^""

the route by the hospital suburb ; for they said

it was impossible for a man to pass on horseback

along the line of the trenches without being struck

down.

Korniloff smiled, and said, ' You can never run
' away from a shot.'

Accompanied by Captain Gendre, his aide-de-

camp, and followed by a single Cossack, Korni-

loff now descended the hill along the line of the

trenches, near the garden of Colonel Prokophieff.

There, the cover was not so hieh as even to
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CHAP, shelter the horses; but the Admiral rode quietlv
YTTT ''

'

on under a heavy fire, and commented as he went

on the plans of the Allied army. In this part of

his ride, the aide-de-camp wondered to find that

the round-shot, humming loud through the air, and

ploughing the earth on all sides, yet always left

space for three horsemen to pass on unhurt in the

storm; and he got to imagine at last that Fate

and a ' happy star ' had made sacred the life of

his chief.

After changing the position of the 'Moscow'

battalions, by moving them to a ground where

they would be sheltered from the enemy's fire,

Korniloff passed the dock-bridge and began to

ascend the western slope of the Malakoff. When
he came near the seamen on duty in that part

of the field, they began to greet him with loud

cheers ; but Korniloff stopped them. He point-

ed to the crest of I\Iount Eodolph, where all was

now liushed, and said to his people, 'When the

' English batteries are as silent as the French
* yonder, then, and not till then, we will cheer.'

his presence Komiloff asccudcd the Malakoff Hill from the

side of the Karabel suburb, and gained the right

fiank of the entrenchment which covered the front

of the tower. He quitted his saddle and began

to go through the batteries on foot. The fire was

very heavy. When Korniloff reached the tower,

he found that its guns had been silenced and de-

serted; but Admiral Istomin still answered the

English by a well-sustained fire from the earth-

works which covered and flanked the stone build-
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ing. It occurred to Korniloff that the ground chap.
floor of the tower would be suitable for an am- '__

bulance or field-hospital, and he gave directions

accordingly. After this he was going to mount

the upper floor of the tower, but Admiral Istomin

dissuaded him from doing so, saying that no one

would be found on the top. Kornilofi' remained

for some time at the foot of the tower. His aide-

de-camp begged him to return home ; and in

answer he pointed to the ground where the Bou-

tirsk and Borodino regiments were stationed, say-

ing, 'We will just go to those battalions, and after

' that we will go home by the hospital road.' He
still loitered for a few minutes longer, but at

length—it was then half-past eleven o'clock—he

said, 'Now let us go.' He moved towards the

spot under shelter of the breastwork where the

horses were awaiting him ; but had scarcely

yet taken four steps when the uppermost part

of his left thigh was shattered by a round-shot, the wound

Gendre raised the head of the wounded chief, and

the other officers near coming up and lifting him

in their arms, they together laid their Admiral

under the shelter of the breastwork, between two

of the guns. For a moment, Korniloff was able

to speak, and he so used his waning power of

utterance as to say, ' Defend Sebastopol 1

' He
then became senseless.

Korniloff was carried to one of the nearest

ambulances : and having, when there, recovered

full consciousness, he took the sacrament of his

Church. He knew that he was to be taken to

he received
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CHAP, tlie hospital, and perceiving that men shrank from
^^^^'

the duty of lifting him for fear of the pain they

must give, he undertook the task himself, and, by

a singular effort, contrived to throw his mangled

body upon the litter which awaited him. He
was carried to the hospital. There, at intervals,

he underwent pangs so cruel as to wring from

him more than once a shriek of agony ; but at a

moment when he was free from sharp pain, he

laid both hands upon the head of the Chief of the

Staff who stood at his side, and said, ' Tell every-

' body how pleasant it is to die when the conscience

' is quiet.' He sent tender words to his wife and

to his children ; and from time to time he prayed

thus :
' God ! bless Eussia and the Emperor.

* Save Sebastopol and the fleet
!

' After taking

an anod3'ne potion he was tranquil, and seemed

to be dozing ; but upon an officer coming in with

a story that ' the English batteries had been almost

' silenced, and that only two of their guns were

' still firing,' Korniloff seems to have become

aware that the_ new arrival had brought with it

tidings which interested the bystanders, for he

roused himself to ask ' "Who was there ?
' and as

soon as he was told of the English guns being

silenced, he collected his last strength and cried

out, ' Hurrah 1 hurrah !
' He then became insen-

sible. After a few minutes he ceased to breathe.*

* Narrative by the Chief of the StaflF, who was present. The

narrative is given in the ' Materiaux pour servir.' The story

which the officer had brought in of the English batteries being

nearly silenced was founded apparently upon the circumstance
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Thus Korniloff died. In an earlier page I have chap.

spoken of his valiant, devoted nature ;
and, in-

deed, he had a soul of such quality that men who
^f f

''^^

' ji.il'j- the heroic

abhor truthless praise might yet dare to cail it jj^aut^-^of

heroic. There, it would seem, lay the main source

of his power ; for although he well proved himseK

to be an able administrator, very careful for the

weal of his people, there is no safe ground for

inferring that he had all those varied gifts which

go to make a great commander; and it must

always, of course, be remembered that the wisdom

and the vigour of his thousand measures for the

defence of Sebastopol were owing in no small

degree to the guidance of another man's mind.

In a sense, it might be agreed that, so far as

concerns the fame of the man, there was almost

enough of duration in those twenty -six days of

illustrious life which Heaven vouchsafed to Korni-

loff ; for in part, as we know, the evading army

had already come back to its task ; and, short

as was the period of the Admiral's dictatorship,

he at least had outlived that dark hour when the

peril besetting Sebastopol created the need of a

hero. I imagine it probable that, if the Admiral

had not been slain, his authority, though wielded

so nobly, would have been soon curtailed.* It

of there having occurred a short luU in the firing—a lull result-

ing from a momentary failure of the ammunition l}-ing in im-

mediate readiness.

* Notwithstanding what I have said {ante, p. 325, note), I

stiU think that the mere fact of superseding Korniloff as Chief

of the military Staff denoted an intention of gradually ahridging

his authority.
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C H A P.

XIII.

Sebastopol
now left

under
divided
command

:

could hardly have long survived the cessation of

those supreme dangers to which its existence was

owing.

If the defence of Sebastopol was now so far

provided for as to be no longer dependent upon

the enthusiasm of the garrison and the romantic

devotion of KornilofiP, still on this day, when the

assault of the place seemed impending, there was

needed at least a commander whom all would

obey with trustful loyalty ; and after Korniloff s

death, no one succeeded to the power he had been

wielding. True, Prince Mentschikoff was the

Commander of all the forces in the Crimea, both

military and naval ; but, besides that the Prince

had proved himself wanting in ability for the

conduct of a battle, he was absent from the be-

leaguered town, and not, it seems, willing for the

day to come back to the scene of the conflict.

Admiral Nachimoff succeeded to the naval com-

mand which Korniloff had exercised, but that

control of the land forces which had been given,

as it were, by universal acclamation to the Admiral

now lying dead, relapsed into the hands of General

Moller. The command of the forces thus became

split into two ; and, although there was nothing

in this circumstance which made it impracticable

to go on with the work of the engineers and the

gunners along the lines of defence, it was evi-

dently to be apprehended that the want of a

single and trusted commander might come to be

grievously felt, if the Allies should deliver their

assault in the course of this same afternoon.
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An effort, it seems, was made to conceal the chap.

death of the Admiral, and there were some at . iL_

least of the garrison who did not learn what had .'feonSa?

happened till almost the close of the day. Upon t^^^death:

comin» to know the truth, the sailors, and the grief of lus

.
people.

soldiery too, grieved bitterly for the loss of their

trusted chief and dictator who had caused men

to stand to their guns when the fleet and the

army alike seemed to abdicate all warlike purpose.

And along with this grief for the loss of a

trusted leader, there was the sorrow of the humble

thousands, both seamen and soldiers, who had

come to know how much of their welfare was

owincr to the skilful administration and the watch-

ful care of their beloved Admiral. From time

to time there had been posted up numbers of

general orders, in which Korniloff gave directions

tending to relieve the sufferings of the men, and

in many ways add to their comfort. These an-

nouncements remained on the walls long after the

death of the chief whose name stood in print at

the foot of them ; and, the benefits conferred by

his care being still retained and enjoyed, the

grateful men, as they passed, used to look up and

point to the words, and bless the memory of their

hero, saying often, in that gentle and poetic spirit

which is characteristic of the Muscovite people,

' Our Admiral still watches over us !

'
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11.

attack

:

CHAP. Meanwhile, the fleets of the Allies, though they

_1 ^ had not yet come into action, were standing in

towards the roads of SebastopoL

Timeori- The captains of the English ships w^ere ap-

lor the open- parcntly right when they counselled that their

naval fire should be withheld until the moment of the

intended assault, but their opinion had not been

adopted by the Generals ; and, it having been

once determined that a naval attack should be

undertaken for the avowed purpose of adding to

the moral efi"ect which the land cannonade might

produce, there was reason enough for determin-

ing that it should begin at the same time

—

that is, at half-past six in the morning. Accord-

ingly, it was so agreed by Lord Eaglan and

Canrobert.*

Already Lyons had written to Lord Eaglan,

' We shall hear each other at half-past six in the

' morning, and I am not without hopes of our

' seeing each other in the course of the day in

' Sebastopol
;

' and at half -past ten at night

Dundas was announcing to Lord Eaglan by letter

* On the 16tli, the eve of the engagement, Colonel Trochu's

memorandum of the agreement to which Canrobert and Lord

Raglan had come upon this point is express :
' Le feu com-

' mengera demain 17 Octohre vers 6 heures \ du matin an signal

* donne par trois bombes parties des ouvrages Fran$ais. La
* marine est invitee k se conformer k cette disposition.' Lord

Eaglan, in his own handwriting, has endorsed the memorandum
with these words :

' Put by. This paper was drawn up by
' Colonel Trochu in my room, on the 16th of October, in my
' presence, and that of General Eose and General Canrobert.'
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that he had completed his arrangements for the ch^ap.

morrow. But at that hour, the subversive an- _:—L_

nouncement, which soon afterwards reached the p^^^^^poj^^Tj^^

Britannia, had yet to come ; and in a postscript
1^^^-;^^^^^

to the very note which stated that his dispositions Admiral.

had been made, Dundas was obliged to add, 'Since

* writing the above, I have had a communication

' from Admiral Hamehn, and find he does not

' intend commencing his fire before ten or eleven

' o'clock, as his shot would not last long, and, if

' expended early, the enemy might* that he was

' beaten off. I mention this to explain to your

' Lordship why the fleets do not begin their fire

' early in the day.' Dundas acceded to the reason

which Hamelin adduced, and consented to the

proposed change of time.f

It had been determined apparently that the

attack of the forts should be executed by ships

which, keeping always in movement, would de-

liver their fire in succession
; J and having given

* In the original note, now lying before me^ there is an

omission of the word which the writer must have meant to

insert after ' might. ' The letter is printed in the Journal of the

Eoyal Engineers, and the hiatus is there supplied, I see, hy

the word 'think.'

t In a note written that night to Lyons, Dundas, after

mentioning Hamelin's postponement of the hour, and his reason

for it, adds, ' I think the reason a fair one, and I mean to act

*upon it,' Lyons, on the contrary, says, wiiting to Lord

Eaglan, * I confess that 1 cannot understand their [the French]

* leaving the decision to you, and then acting at variance with

' that decision' (P.S. ^vritten after midnight on the eve of the

engagement).

X 1 say 'apparently,' because, though there are good grounds
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CHAP.
Xlil.

7 o'clock
A.M. 17th
Oct., a
new plan
of attack
suddenly
insisted

upon by
the Fre'nclu

way to the French in regard to the time for begin-

ning, Dundas perhaps suffered himself to hope

that thenceforth he would be left free to execute

his part of the joint naval enterprise without

undergoing fresh guidance.

But at seven o'clock in the morning of the 17th,

Admiral Hamelin, to the astonishment of Dundas,

came on board the Britannia, and announced a

new plan of attack. To say that he ' proposed ' it

to Dundas for his consideration would be to mis-

lead. By the means which will be presently

shown, he forced it upon the English Admiral.

It would seem, however, that Admiral Hamelin

spoke in the name of his commanding officer,

General Canrobert, and not as an Admiral pro-

pounding any scheme of his own ; for, personally,

Admiral Hamelin is believed to have been ever

loyal in his relations with Dundas ;
* and he was

not a man who would willingly have outraged his

English colleague by undertaking to put him

under compulsion.

I^or, indeed, is it likely that Canrobert himself

would have been inclined to enter upon any such

line of action at a time when his judgment was

for believing the above statement to be accurate, I do not ob-

serve any mention of this superseded plan in the strictly au-

thentic documents which are the foundation of what comes next

in the text.

* Dundas well knew, I believe, that Hamelin, when he had

to make communications of this unwarrantable sort, was acting

under the peremptory orders of his commanding officer, General

Canrobert ; and I believe the English Admiral's fiiends will

bear me out when I say that he always spoke warmly of Hame-
lin's loyal disposition towards him.
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holding its full sway ;* for besides that he was of CH a^p.

a friendly, generous nature, and had learnt some-

thing by this time of the worth of the English on

shore, he knew that at sea they were not without

some renown ; and he hardly could have believed,

in any calm moment, that it was right for him to

refuse them a free voice in the counsels wliich

were to govern the operations of the Allied na\y,

including, of course, their own fleet ;
but he had

been so constituted that, when called upon as a

commander to form important resolves, his mind

became the prey to a distressing kind of anxiety,

which unfitted him (as he soon came to learn) for

the wielding of an army in the field ;
and, if now

he broke loose from the plain obligations of the

Alliance by peremptorily imposing upon the Eng-

lish nav}^—and that upon pain of finding all joint

action suspended—the last and the feeblest of the

notions which successively tormented his fancy,

it is certain enough that he was far from intend-

ing discourtesy, and that he had no other object

than that of pressing, with an almost hysteric

force, for the adoption of a measure which his

doubting and agonised mind had suddenly repre-

sented to him as the one that was the best for the

common cause.

By this new plan it was laid down, that instead ParUcui

of an operation effected by ships kept in motion, pjan
-

the two fleets, w^hilst engaging the forts, should

* The loyal and friendly way in wMch Canrobert (when not

tormented by anxiety) could conduct his relations with the

English is shown, I think, ante, p. 30.

VOL. IV. Y

of the new
of
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CHAP,
XIII.

Plan in-

sisted upon
by the
French as
anultinaa-
tum.

Dilemma
in which
Diindas
was placed.

be anchored in line ; that the array of the French
fleet should begin at Chersonese Bay, proceeding

thence in a north -north -easterly direction to a

point opposite the centre of the harbour; and

that from thence, but in a line taking a north-

easterly direction, the English fleet should be

ranged. By examining this plan with the aid of

a chart, and assuming that the French line would

commence at that part of the bay which the

Charlemagne actually took, it results that the

French fleet was to be at distances of from 1600

to 2000 yards from the Quarantine Sea-fort (the

nearest of the forts which it proposed to assail),

and that the English fleet would have to engage

Fort Constantine at ranges equally long.

Such was the plan which the last deliberations

of the French had brought them to adopt ; and,

scarce credible though it may seem, Admiral Hame-
lin caused Dundas to understand that the French

wxre determined to have this line or none.

There was no time for an appeal to the good

sense or good feeling of General Canrobert, and

the dilemma in which Dundas now found himself

placed w^as complete. Either he must come to

such a breach wdth his tormentors as might en-

danger the delicate structure of the Alliance, and

at all events prevent the united action of the two

fleets, or else he must consent to draw up his

ships at preposterous ranges, and engage alongside

of the French in what (if it should not involve a

painful and useless sacrifice) must be almost a

mock battle. It was an addition to his troubles
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that he could not much speak the language of the chap.

nation which thus put him under compulsion. _:—

_

And this was the 'command in the Mediter-

* ranean/ that pleasant marine retirement which a

good, faithful Whig had been earning by toil at

the Board in Whitehall, by toil in the lobbies of

the House of Commons, by long and enduring

patience on the cushions of the Treasury Bench 1

The times were no more when he could have

what men call ' quiet life ;
' and of the only two

paths which lay open to him, each was so beset

with evil that, upon the whole, as it seemed to

him, the least pernicious thing he could do was

to consent to range with the French in their

planned line of battle, and deliver a vain cannon-

ade. True, he was so bitterly reluctant to adopt

a measure which he saw must be mortifying and

hurtful to the self-respect of our navy, that he

withheld his assent till Hamelin—in the very act,

it seems, of leaving the ship—had declared out-

right that, since he could not have the English

fleet with him, he must act alone ;
* but when cumias's

that last pang of the torture had been inflicted, j£{ptance

Dundas yielded. He did not deceive himself, piau.

Though his volition was pliant under any hard

stress of this sort, his judgment, it would seem,

remained always unwarped ; and he had not the

solace of imagining that perhaps, after all, the

measures forced upon him might turn out to be

* I have some reason for believing tliat Admiral Bouet de

Willaumez, who was present, would corroborate this last state-

ment.
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CHAP, good ones. He has caused it to be formally and

officially recorded that he gave his consent to the

Sion fo/^*^
new plan because he saw that the French were

accepting it.
(determined to have this line or none.*

It was thus that, by means of a change suddenly

announced and peremptorily enforced as an ulti-

matum on the very morning of an intended attack,

the lever of the precious Alliance could be used

and applied without mercy to an admiral com-

manding our fleet.

Dundas's
conference
with bis
ships' cap-
tains:

the French
plan unani-
mously con-
demned.

The midnight and the new morning changes

thus forced npon- Dundas obliged him, of course,

to confer anew with Lyons, as well as with the

captains of his ships ; and he summoned them on

board the Britannia. There, at nine o'clock, they

assembled. Dundas explained what had been re-

quired of him. I gather that with one mind, if

not with one voice, the assembled captains con-

demned the new plan ; and one of them put a

question to the Admiral which tended to lay bare

* '6.45 A.M.—The siege-batteries and Eussian forts opened

fire.

'7 ,, Admiral Hamelin came on board, and pro-

posed a new * line of attack— viz., the

' French o^.KE. from Chersonese Bay to

' the centre of the harbour, and the English
' from thence N.E. This was agreed to,

' as the French seemed detei'mined to have
' that line or none.

'

—Admiral's Journal, entry under date of 17th October 1854.

When Dundas uses the words *or none,' I understand him to

mean none in concert with him. What Hamelin, I believe,

threatened was—not to abstain from all naval action, but—to

act independently.
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its weakness. Thereupon, Dundas rang a bell, ch^ar

and sent for the chart ; but the captains did not :._

come to precise conclusions as to the ranges at

which the ships taking part in the array would

have to act.* They apparently judged that the

service would be one of greater danger to the

ships than it proved to be ; but, in regard to the

hopelessness of the intended attack, they did not

deceive themselves. However, they deferred to

authority.

It must be acknowledged that the English were Eng«^;,^^.^,

good, easy allies. As on the m(jrning of the land-

ing they had made haste to accept the change,

and to mend the confusion which the French had

created by altering the place of the buoy,t so now

our ships' captains gave proof that even under

such a trial as this—and it was nothing less than

that of having to play out before Europe a play

which each saw to be a sorry one—they could

keep themselves free from the guilt of that which

the churches call ' schism.'

The English Admiral had to form, with the ;J^^ture^of^

Trench, a°line of ships riding at anchor, which DundaT'^

was to stretch in unbroken array across the ap- j^rjde^;._

preaches of the roadstead ; and although it is true

that to a portion of Admiral Hamelin's fleet this

design seemed to offer a fair opportunity of ruin-

* They had not, of coiu'se, before them all the requisite data

for coming to such conclusions, unless they knew the exact

part of Chersonese Bay at which the French line of battle was

to commence, and upon that, apparently, they were imperfectly

informed.

t See vol. ii. chap. xxii. of 'Cabinet Edition.'
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CHAP, ing the work which we call the Quarantine Sea-

'— fort, yet so far as concerned the rest of the French,

and the whole of the English Navy, the proposed

operation was calculated, as it seemed, to be in

some degree hazardous, and at the same time

utterly vain. Under such conditions, the task

imposed on our seamen was sacrificial rather than

the place warlike; and apparently it was in the spirit of

for the devotion to a forlorn duty that Dundas chose the
Britannia. , . , .

place m which to put his own flag-ship ; for when,

in the course of this conference, an officer, whose

opinion was weighty, pointed out that the ship

which should be on the extreme right of the Eng-

lish line must of necessity be sunk in one hour,

Dundas quietly answered that that post was the

one he had reserved for the Britannia.* That

portion of the English fleet which was to anchor

in the array enforced upon Dundas, and prolong

The main the EreucJi line of battle, will be called the ' main
' division.'

In the course of the discussion, it was deter-

mined (as we shall afterwards see more particu-

* General Brereton, p, 26. Upon the supposition that the

French line would commence at the eastern part of the Cherson-

ese Bay, the centre of the whole array would be brought veiy

near to the mouth of the roadstead ; and in that case, there was

good reason for believing that, if the fleets should be ranged at

any moderate distance from Sebastopol, the enemy's batteries

would cross their fire with destructive effect upon any ship oc-

cupying the central post reserved for the Britannia. With re-

gard to General Brereton, it may be right to say that he was
the guest of Admiral Dundas on board the Britannia, was in

the entire confidence of the Tice-Aelmiral, and with him in fact

all day.

division.
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larly) that some portion at least of the fleet should chap.

be exempted from the necessity of taking part 1

with the French in their vain line of battle
;
and

as the ships thus excepted were despatched on a

separate service, which brought them to closer

quarters with the forts, they wiU be called the m in..ore

' in-shore squadron/

The ships of both the main division and the s^-^ps

detached squadron were to be at anchor whilst -y.

delivering their attack; but Dundas had, besides,

four steam-frigates, the Sampson, the Tribune, the

Terrible, and the Sphinx ; a steam -sloop caUed

the Spitfire, and a steam-gunboat called the Lynx.

These steamers were left free to move as might be

advisable, without casting anchor ;.
but the Sphinx,

having a freight of ammunition on board, was

ordered to keep out of range. In his instructions

to the captain of the Tribune, the duty of helping

disabled ships was the one upon which Dundas

most carefully insisted.

From the time when, on the eve of the war, The^^ee^^

Captain Drummond, of the Eetribution, had come sea-forts;

back from Sebastopol with the result of the survey

which he then found means to effect, the state of

its sea and harbour defences had been very well

known to the Allies.* The main objects of these

* It was in January 1854, I think, tliat Captain, now

Admiral Sir James Drummond, upon some specious pretext,

took leave to enter the roadstead of Sebastopol. Whilst he lay

in the roadstead, at some little distance from the inner or Man-

of-war Harbour, the number of guns bearing on the Retribution

was no less than 350. I imagine that any one ac(iuainted (from
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CHAP, works were,—to prevent an enemv's ships from
xni •

-^ J.

_J L_ entering the roadstead ; to destroy them very

speedily if they should ever succeed in doing so
;

and, failing even that, to sink them in any endea-

vour to approach or to penetrate the Man-of-war

Harbour. So large a proportion of the defensive

works had been designed for these purposes, that

(not counting those two small works, the Wasp
Tower and the Telegraph Battery, of which we shall

hear by-and-by) three only of all the water-side

forts were so placed as to be able to take part in

an engagement with ships keeping clear of the en-

trance. These three forts were Fort Constantine,

Fort Alexander, and the Quarantine Sea-fort.

Forts Con- Fort Constautine on the north, and Fort Alex-

Aiexander. audcr ou the south, of the entrance, were, both of

them, works of prime importance, not only from

their size, strength, and power, but also because

it was evident, from the position of these two

great fastnesses, that the capture or destruction

of either would be an event that might govern

the fate of Sebastopol.

Like the rest of the great stone forts which

defended the coast and harbour, Fort Constantine

and the casemated portion of Fort Alexander were

built of a very strong limestone called the ' stone

' of the steppes.' * The average height above the

Eussian sources) with, the sea-forts of Sebastopol, and examin-

ing Captain Drummond's report, as well as tlie plan which ac-

companies it—a plan prepared by Lieutenant Montagu 0"Eeilly

—would be struck with the exceeding accuracy of the survey

which the Retribution effected.

* Todleben, p. 93.
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level of the sea of the guns arming all these great chap.
XTTT

sea-forts was, for the casemated tiers, about 26 L_

feet, and for the open-air batteries on the top,

from 30 to 40 feet.* The fronting stone walls

of these two forts w^ere from. 5J to 6 feet thick

;

and the vault-roofs which protected the storeys

below from the effects of vertical fire had a

thickness, including all their fillings and the

layer of earth on the top, of from 6 to 12

feet.f

Fort Constantine had an armament of 97 pieces, Fort con-

disposed in the manner which will be indicated

in a later page.

Fort Alexander mounted, in all, 56 guns, of FortAiex-

which 27 were in casemates. I Of these 56
^^ ^^'

guns there were 51 which, in the course of the

engagement (though only at long range), could

be brought to bear upon the French or the Eng-

lish ships. §

Through that haze of imperfect design which The one

enshrouded other parts of the plan, there stood purpos^- of

the Fr6iiot^

out one naval object to be sought with a well- plan:

defined aim. That object was the destruction of

the Quarantine Sea- fort; and the task was to be theQuaran-

undertaken by the French fleet. The work stood fort

detached at some distance west of Sebastopol.

It had been constructed so early as the year

1818. Whilst the great casemate fastnesses of

Constantine and Alexander were the chief of the

forts, north and south, which lay crouching to

* Todleten, p. 334. + Ibid. p. 93.

t Ibid. p. 96. § Ibid. p. 333.
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CHAP, await hostile fleets, and forbid their approach to

the roadstead, the batteries of the Quarantine Sea-

fort were so placed as to be competent to help with

great means towards the same end ; but, standing

on a double-tongued promontory, with a command
over the water in many directions, the fort also

secured to its holders their control of the Quaran-

tine Bay—a dominion of high importance to the

land defence of SebastopoL

The fort was at the water's edge, and so formed

that it threw out a salient upon each of the two

tongues of land which it occupied ; and, the two

salients being connected by a curtain fronting

towards the sea, and having retours towards the

gorge, a newly constructed redan, which now
closed the whole work on the side of the country,

gave it the character of a completed redoubt of

small profile.* Unlike the great castles at the

mouth of the roadstead, this Quarantine Sea-fort

had no casemated tier ; so that the 58 guns with

which it stood armed were all in open-air bat-

teries, and fired from over the parapet.-)- There

were 48 of its pieces that could be brought to

bear on the Allied fleets, and of those as many as

33 could be used against the French.
:|:

It is true that the conquest of the fort would

not, like the conquest of Tort Constantine or Fort

Alexander, be an event carrying bodily with it

* Todleben, p. 95. t Ibid. p. 334.

t Ibid. p. 332, 333. The Quarantine Sea-fort is the one which

the Russians call 'Number Ten.' The details of the armament

of the three forts spoken of in this section will be found in the

Appendix.
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the fate of Sebastopol ; but, in the event of the chap.

place holding out for a time, the dominion of the _:

Quarantine Bay could not but be of great value

to the Allies. Above all, the undertaking seemed

to be not merely feasible, but easy ; for with a

replying power of only 33 pieces, the 58 guns of

the Eussians—all standing in open-air batteries

—

were to be under the starboard broadsides of the

whole of the French line of battle, and the depth

of the water w^as such that the ships, if so men

should choose, could be brought to close quarters

with the Fort.

In an earlier pase we saw that a main ground 10.30 a.m.
^ ° Til Provoking

for pressing the Admirals to undertake an attack coincideuce.

with their ships was the hope of its increasing

the confusion and terror that might be inflicted

upon the garrison by the opening of the fire from

the trenches ; and that, accordingly, the onslaught

of the fleets had been ordained to begin simulta-

neously with the land cannonade, at half-past six

in the morning ; but we afterwards had to be told

that the hour of the naval attack was postponed,

at the instance of Admiral Hamelin. We have

since been learning that at half-past ten, the land

batteries of the French were silenced. After

that, there was no room for hoping that the

garrison just relieved from the pressure of the

batteries on Mount Ptodolph would be thrown into

a state of dismay by a distant cannonade from

the ships. But the arrangements for the naval

attack had been made. They were not counter-
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xiir.

manded ; and the result was a coincidence both

perverse and exact. At half -past ten in the

morning, the project of a naval attack ceased to

offer its promised advantage. At half-past ten

in the morning, the movement of the squadrons

began.

The fleets

advancing
from the
roads off

the Katcha.

The steam-
power of
the Allies.

Mode of
applying it

to the sail-

ing ships.

The bulk of the Allied fleet had been lying in

the roads off the Katcha, and in the column of

ships thence advancing the French had the fore-

most place, being followed by Admiral Dundas

with that part of the English fleet which we call

the ' main division.' * Some of the ships had on

board them their own steam-power.^f* The rest

were moved by steam-vessels—not towing in the

ordinary way, but— lashed alongside them; for

the intention was, that upon coming within range,

each sailing-ship should, on one side, protect with

her bulk the steam-vessel lashed alongside her,

and, on the other, should present an armed broad-

* This order in the advance seems to have resulted from tlie

arrangement which placed the Frencli on the right hand

—

i.e.,

on the southern side—of the intended array at the time of the

landing. The French fleet of the Katcha being already to the

southward of the English, and having to move in a southerly

direction, was naturally in advance from the first.

+ Amongst the French ships destined to exert the strength

of their fire, there were three—the Xapoleon, the Jean Bart, and

the Charlemagne—which had, each of them, her own .steam-

power on board her. The English had no such ships in their

' main division ; ' for their Agamemnon (as also their Sans-

pareil) formed part of the 'in-shore squadron ;
' and although,

as we saw, they had besides, 4 steam-frigates, a steam-sloop, and

a steam-gunboat, those six vessels were not destined to anchor

and form part of the Allied line designed by the French.
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side to some of the enemy's batteries. With chap.
VTTT

the exception of the London, the ships having
.

' "
'

steamers attached to them were to fight with

their starboard broadsides.

At one o'clock in the afternoon, Admiral Hame- i p.m. Fire
opened by

lin's fleet was closing upon its destined anchorage the Russian
° ^ " forts.

off the mouth of the Sebastopol roadstead ;
and

when, somewhat later, he was in process of form-

ing line, the Eussian forts opened fire upon such

of his ships as already had come within range.

Then instantly Dundas gave the signal to his

in-shore squadron of which we shall afterwards

hear. Pending the completion of their array, the

French ships vouclisafed no reply to the Torts ; caim sUence.

, , . ., 1 • 1 • ^^^ board

and their silence during those teeming moments the French

was more expressive of power than the roar of

six hundred great guns when firing at too long

a range.

Consisting (along with two Turkish vessels of its array.

war) of not less than thirteen fighting ships, with

the steam-power needed for moving it, this French

fleet at length came to anchor, and then lay

ranged in a line, which began with the Charle-

magne, near the mouth of the Chersonese Bay,

and extended thence more than a mile ;
* but the

part of the bay where this line commenced was so

far towards the west that the Admiral's flag- ship

(which took her place near the centre) was some

1600 yards distant from the Quarantine Sea-fort,

whilst the ship at each extremity of the array

* For the names of the ships, see the phm.
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xm.

Admiral
Hamelin's
signal to

his fleet.

The French
fleet opening
fire.

was 1800 yards or more from the nearest of the

enemy's works.*

Knowing the high quality of the French navy,

I am led to imagine that the signal which pre-

ceded the engagement must have been chosen in

expectation of a really great battle, or else had

been fashioned beforehand, and enforced upon the

reluctant Admiral by some paramount authority.

If conjecture in regard to the authorship could be

safely indulged, it would point to the ruler of

France. But whether Admiral Hamelin was act-

ing of his own free will or by compulsion, his

words, it must be owned, had such pith and such

import as to be capable of becoming invested

with historic grandeur, if followed by a corre-

sponding achievement. He ran up for his signal,

—
' La France vous regarde

'

It was about half -past one when the French

fleet opened fire from more than 600 guns.-f- The

fire was directed (at ranges of from 1800 to 3700

yards) against Fort Alexander, against the town,

and also against the ships in the roadstead ; but

the main object of the attack—at ranges akeady

shown—was the Quarantine Sea-fort.

* See the accompanying plan. The exact direction of the

French line was, as we saw, to be X.X.E.

t Number of guns on board the fighting ships of the

Franco-Turkish line, not including the Sherif, 1412

Deduct one-half, i.e., the guns on the port side, 706

Guns on the starboard, or fighting broadsides. . 706

I, however, speak of ' sis hundred ' as approximately represent-

ing the number of guns, because I have an impression that

there were two 80-gun ships and one 90-gun ship which were

not called upon to deliver fire.
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As soon as the FreDch opened fire, Dundas chap.
ordered the Terrible, the Tribune, and the Sampson •^^^^-

to engage the enemy.*
otT'^^K

The Quarantine Sea-fort was able to answer
sieamei^'^

Admiral Hamelin with a fire of 33 guns, whilst Guns

his ships were also under a fire of 17 pieces, dis- th? French

charged from Fort Alexander at a range of some

2000 yards, and of 23 pieces, in the rounded part

of Fort Constantiae, which could be worked

against a part of his fleet, though at a range of

more than 3000 yards. Altogether, there were

73 guns in the forts which replied to the 600

guns discharged from the starboard broadsides of

the French fleet.f

During several hours, the cannonade directed Engagement

against the Quarantine Sea-fort was continued by ship3^Si?L

Admiral Hamelin ; and, the work not being case- Inti??^^"

mated, there seemed to be fair ground for trust-

ing that its batteries must be overwhelmed and

brought to ruin by the vast weight of metal with

which the French fleet was assailing them. It

happened that an immensely large proportion of

the missiles thus hurled by the French fleet shot

a little to the east of the work for which they

were destined, and swept the empty space between

the fort and the town in so thick and so ceaseless

a storm that, until towards the close of the day,

the Eussians judged it hardly possible for a man
to pass unscathed ; and, all communication being

thus cut oflf for a period of several hours, there

* The order was "by signal.—Log of the Britannia,

t Todleben, p. 332.
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CHAP, was anxiety in Sebastopol for the fate of the
'

Quarantine Sea-fort. This anxiety increased, nay,

almost changed into grief, when it was observed

that the work had all at once ceased firing ; but

at length a volunteer. Lieutenant Troitsky, under-

took to endeavour to make his way to the fort.

He succeeded, and was soon able to come back

and astonish his hearers by informing them, to

their great joy, not only that the fort was safe,

but that it had suffered no material loss or injury?

and had only ceased firing because the French ships

were judged to lie at too great a distance to allow

of their guns being answered by any effective fire.

Of thB 58 guns arming the fort, three only were

dismounted, and seven had their carriages injured.

Of the garrison—both infantry and artillerymen

—which defended it, 8 were killed, 22 wounded,

and 5 bruised.

with Fort We saw that the other work upon which,

though at a yet greater range, the French fleet

directed a portion of its fire was Fort Alexander.

It is hardly imaginable that, in any way, however

remote, the distant broadsides expended in such

a direction could have been deemed conducive to

the fall of Sebastopol ; but they were a reply to

the 17 guns brought to bear from that quarter
;

and, great as the range was, it admitted of some

shots taking effect in the upper or open-air bat-

teries of the fort. In this fort (Fort Alexander)

3 guns were dismounted, 3 gun-carriages injured,

3 men killed, 17 wounded, and 5 bruised.*

* Todleben, p. 331
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These results the French fleet achieved; but chap.
XIII

whilst sustaining, as it did, heavy damage, and L_

losing in killed and wounded 200 men, it had an ?esuit^fthe

opportunity of proving the skill, the coolness, the undmlken

resource with which conflagrations and havoc of rVencOi

all kinds can be dealt with in battle by seamen.
^^^^"

It displayed too that exalted kind of courage

which, without being heated by the rapture of

strife at close quarters, can yet make men stead-

fast in fight whilst their comrades from time to

time are fallincr some mangled, some slain, bv an

enemy ensconced behind ramparts.*

If the French seamen were exposed, and fruit- the cause of
^

its failure.

lessly exposed, to a trial of this kind, it was

apparently because they endeavoured to operate

against land fortifications at a range which, for

such a purpose, was fatally long. It would seem

that they must have been acting under some

misconception of the distance at which a fleet

undertaking to assail land defences can most ad-

vantageously operate ; for, so far as concerns

depth of water, there was nothing to hinder

the ships from coming to close quarters with

the fort.

The works which the in-shore squadron under- works to
be assailed

took to encjage were three :— '> ty the
° '^ in-shore

At a bend of the coast north-east of Cape Con- English
•^

^
squadron

stantine, there stood that small fastness which the The wasp.

English surnamed the 'Wasp.' Overhanging the

* The loss of the French fleet alone (without including the

Turks acting with them) seems to have been 203.

VOL. IV. Z
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CHAP, shore, at an elevation of 130 feet above the level
'^^•^^'

of the sea, the work was so well covered round by

its glacis, that, much as it made itself felt, the

AlKes, at the beginning of the war, hardly knew

the form of its structure. They have since learnt

that it was a small square tower 27 feet high,

with a diameter of 50 feet, and surrounded by a

ditch. Besides a piece placed for the defence of

its drawbridge, it mounted on its summit 8 guns,

being one at the centre of each of the four sides,

and one at each of the four angles.* Of these 8

guns there were 5 that could be brought to bear

upon shipping in the waters beneath.-|-

Thexeie- The Telegraph Battery was an earthwork on

Battery. the cliff, whicli gavc it an elevation of 100 feet

above the level of the water. It was armed

with o guns, all having command towards the

sea.:J:

Fort Con- The great casemated fastness called Fort Con-
.stantine: . ., ^

stantme stood at the water s edge, and along with

Fort Alexander and the Quarantine Sea-fort con-

tributed largely to the cross fire which defended

the entrance of the roadstead and its approaches.

As we have already seen, it was a work built of

stone, with a front wall of from five and a half to

* Todleben, p. 118. The 'Wasp' was called by the Rus-

sians the Yolokhoff ToweL There was no sufficient room on

the tower to work so many guns ; and according to some Rus-

sian statements, it was mainly with one gun that the tower

from the beginning to the end of the war kept alive the atten-

tion of our seamen.

t Ibid. p. 333.

+ Ibid. p. 117. This was the work which the Russians called

the Kartacheflfsky Battery.
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six feet thick, and vaulted roofing from six to chap.
twelve feet thick. The work had the form of a

^^^ '

horse-shoe, so placed upon a narrow spit of land

that its right face was towards the sea, whilst its

left looked up to the east, along the Sebastopol

roadstead; and the rounded part of the work,

which joined the right face to the left, defended

the entrance of the roadstead and its approaches.

The fort contained two storeys of casemates,

and had besides, on its summit, a tier of open-air

batteries. At its gorge, the work was closed by

a strong cazern with a crenelled wall for muskets,

and casemates on the storey above for 11 guns.

Altogether, the fort mounted 97 guns, of which

more than 60 were in casemates, and 27 in the

open-air batteries at the top of the fort. Of these

97 guns there were 43, according to General de

Todleben, that could be brought to bear upon

some portion or other of the Allied fleet—that is

to say, 23 (at a very long range) upon the French

fleet, 18 upon the main division of the English the we:ik

1 ^ 1 • 1 •
angle of

fleet, and 2 only m the direction of a vessel the fort.

approaching from the north along the five-fathom

edge of the shoal.*

But nature had done a good deal to defend xheshoai

Fort Constantine from the guns of an enemy's Fort^con-^

shipping, for the spit on which the work stood was

prolonged towards the sea by a shoal of such

* According to Todleben, those two guns were in the open-

air batteries at the top of the fort. It must be stated, however,

that the actual experience of our in- shore squadron does not

perfectly accord with Todleben's impressions. For the exact

armament of Fort Constantine, see Appendix*
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CHAP, form and size, that it forced line-of-battle ships at-

^XHL^
tempting an attack from the west to stand off to

a distance of eleven or twelve hundred yards. To-

wards the north-west, however, there was a bend

in the form of the shoal of which we shall pre--

sently speak.

The Allies had discovered the weak point whicli

tended to mar the defensive powers of Tort Con-

stantine; and with a view, if possible, to take

advantage of the defect, it became important to

know the boundary of the shoal with a greater

exactness than that attained by the Admiralty

charts. The exigency was no sooner felt than men

came forward to meet it. On the night before the

action, Mr Mainprise the master of the Britannia,

Mr Noddall the master of the London, and Mr
Forbes the master of the Sampson, volunteered

to go in under cover of darkness and endeavour

to take soundings. And this they did. Ap-

proaching the shore in boats with muffled oars,

they boldly penetrated within the line of the

enemy's look-out boats ; and although they were

repeatedly hailed by the enemy, they yet, by

their skill and coolness, succeeded in achieving

their purpose.

The result of this night's survey proved to be

one of high interest to those who desired an at-

tack on Fort Constantine. It turned out that, from

a point opposite the Wasp Tower, and distant

from it some six hundred yards, the five-fathom

line ran parallel with the coast till it came to a

spot within eight hundred yards of Fort Constan-
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tine;* but then, with a sudden bend, this five- chap.
XTTT

fathom line passed trending away to the west and __!

south-west, running parallel in that last direction

with the seaward batteries of the fort, and at a

distance from them of eleven or twelve hundred

yards. From this configuration of the shoal it

resulted that, although a line-of-battle ship at-

tempting to attack from the west could not come

at all near to Fort Constantine, she still would point at
which a

find water enough at that sudden bend just now ship of the
o

, , . luie could

mentioned, where the edoje of the shoal was within approach
' o to within

eight hundred yards of the fort. What made this
^J^^^^'^'jjj^

formation of the shoal the more interesting was,

the now apparent fact that the point where a

great ship could float within eight hundred yards

of the fort was on that very line of impunity, or

comparative impunity, where a vessel might act

against the fort— nay, might rake it obliquely

from its gorge to its eastern face—without incur-

ring a fire from any great number of guns.

Before parting with Lyons on the morning of Tasks

T T 1 • T T- • 1 1 • assigned to

the action, Dundas (who had hitherto limited nis thein-shore

p , Ti 1 T \
sq.iiadron.

designs to a mere prolongation of the French line)

was moved to take advantage of the opportunity

thus offered ; t and having, as we saw, in his fleet

* The five-fatliom line sufficiently represents the boundary

which kept off line-of-battle ships ; and there was no question

of attacking with gunboats or other small vessels.

+ He was so moved, as I understand, by Lyons. I imagine

that the merit of discovering the weak or ' dead angle ' of the

fort belonged in great part to the French, and that Lyons, in

inviting attention to this subject, was in some degree conveying

their suggestion.
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CHAP, one pair of suberb men-of war which were pro-

L_ pelled by their own steam-power, and could

therefore be wielded with an ease and exactness

unattainable by any towed vessel, he at once

perceived these to be the two ships which could

best be charged with the duty of feeling their

way to the edge of the shoal, and hence en-

gaging Fort Constantine. Accordingly, he re-

solved to despatch Sir Edmund Lyons upon

this service with the Agamemnon and the Sans-

pareiL* The Agamemnon, as before, carried the

flag of Lyons, and Dacres commanded the Sans-

pareil. Subsequently the London, commander

by Captain Eden, was added to the force thus

placed under Lyons.t At a later hour, the Albion

and the Arethusa were detached from the main

division, with orders to attack the Wasp, and the

* Agamemnon, 91 guns ; Sanspareil, 67. The current be-

lief at the time was, that Lyons's attack on Fort Constantine

was an act of his own free will, not deriving at all from the

authority of his chief ; but that was an en'or. Lyons, I believe,

conveyed to his chief the suggestion spoken of in the last note
;

but Dundas having seen the merit of it. and having also now
learnt the exact form of the shoal, was able to define the places

which the Agamemnon and Sanspareil were to take, and this he

says that he did at the morning's conference. In a private note

to Sir James Graham, Dundas, after adverting to a statement

which seemed to give sanction to the current belief above-men-

tioned, writes : 'The position taken by every ship during the

' action was as defined by me in my conference with the cap-

* tains previously ; but during the action I was desirous of

' strengthening the position of the Agamemnon, Sanspareil, and

London, and I sent,' kc.—27th Xovember 1854.

t London, 90 guns. It was at the earnest instance of Cap-

tain Eden himself that Lyons sought and obtained from Dundas

permission to take the London.
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Telegraph Battery; and although these two ships chap.

at first had not been placed under Lyons, yet, as L_

they acted in proximity to the ships which he

commanded, and indeed were sent off from the

main division before it got into action, they came

to be included with the Agamemnon, the Sans-

pareil, and the London, as a part of the force

which we have called the in-shore squadron *

In the nature of the lot which was assigned to its advau-
^

tage over

the main division, and of that which fell to the the main
division.

share of the detached or in-shore squadron, there

was this all-governing difference : The main division

had a place assigned to it beforehand by the force

of the lever which subjected our Admiral to the

direction of the JFrench ; whilst, so far as concerns

the ships in the in-shore squadron, Dundas was

left free to place them in those positions which he

judged to be the best for the purposes of attack.

At half-past tw^elve, the Agamemnon, the Sans- Advance of

pareil, and the London, moved slowly on tow^ards squadron,

the south; but if Lyons and Dacres and Eden

were now at last standing in for the long-studied

forts of Sebastopol, they needed some patience, or

else some half-mutinous resolve, to sustain them

under the weight of the distressing instructions

which Dundas, on the eve of the action, had

* Albion, 90 guns ; Arethusa, 50. In the authentic record

of the fleet called the Admiral's 'Journal,' these ships are

treated as being formally as well as substantially under the

orders of Lyons ; but, since it happened that they moved at

first with the bulk of the fleet, and had their towing steamers

on the port side, it was very generally believed that they fomied

part of the main division.
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CHAP, issued to some of liis captains.* Until the very

_^ '__ words shall come to light, it mav be surmised

The paper of that Duudas was misconstrued ; but by this paper
instructions "^ ^ ^

issued by the Euglisli Admiral was really understood to

ordain that each captain to whom he addressed it

must keep his ship out of danger. Yet the men
to whom Dundas addressed these instructions

were told by him that the object of the attack

was 'the destruction of the enemy's batteries.'

They were to seek a great victory, but only by a

path of safety. So far as concerned the captains

of ships in the main division of the fleet, the

cramping force of this paper might not be intoler-

able ; for their duty was to be one of a fixed

kind, leaving only slight room for the exercise of

discretion ; but to men commanding ships in the

in-shore squadron these orders might be much

more embarrassing. I do not understand that at

the conference any remonstrance was made by the

captains who had received this paper ; but some

of them determined from the first to treat the

instructions as null.

Supposing that the instructions had really the

import ascribed to them, it would be quite just to

say, in condemnation of Dundas, that either he

should have refused to attack at all, or else should

have given due jjower to his captains ; but we

have seen how far out of his reach the first alterna-

* It was understood to have been a circular addressed to all the

captains ; but I have reason to doubt whether all received copies,

for there are some who have no recollection of the circumstance.

I have not myself seen a copy. One captain assures me that,

purposely and in anger, he destroyed his copy before the action.
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tive was ; and in regard to tlie second, it may be chap.

well to remember that few people having autho- _J '_

rity are so constituted as to be able to carry out

with great vigour the measures which they wholly

condemn. In general, when men are forced to

do what they disapprove, they render a sort of

homage to the opinion they have been forced to

desert, by doing as little as may be in the oppo-

site direction. As our statesmen at home had

sought rest for the soles of their feet in that

shadowy land which they thought must lie some-

where between peace and war,* so apparently,

Dundas in his pain had tried to find some

middle term between doing and not doing—be-

tween the evil of undertaking a determined yet

hopeless attack, and the all but impossible al-

ternative of not attacking at all. Disapproving

altogether the idea of assailing the forts with

ships, he seems to have inferred that in propor-

tion as he could attenuate the attack by contin-

ing it within cautious limits, he would be less-

ening its evil effect.

But whatever was the origin of the instruc-

tions, they were scattered to the winds when the

naval engagement began. The men of the in-

shore squadron had just been aroused by the

opening of the fire against the French fleet,-]- when signal

there flew out a signal from the Britannia. :|: As Britauuia.

* After the disaster of Sinope. See vol, ii. of Cabinet Edi-

tion, chap. ii.

+ At 1.5, according to the log of the Agamemnon.

t This was at 1.7, according to the log of the Agamemnon.
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CHAP.
XIII.

The Aga-
memnon
passing the
Sanspareil.

Shots
exchanged
with the
clifif bat-
teries.

they gazed at tlie fast - shifting flags, Lyons,

Daeres, and Eden may have, all of them, ex-

pected with pain more warning, more caution,

more hampering orders from the Commander-

in-Chief; but perhaps Dundas now remembered

his chilling instructions, and perceived that they

were unfit for the guidance of a squadron stand-

ing in for the forts, or again it may be that his

Scots blood at last had got heated, as the Scots

blood commonly does when the din of fighting

begins. At all events, his signal bore no such

import as to make it unwelcome to even the

most ardent of captains. The signal was this

:

— ' Proceed and attack batteries.'

Already the Agamemnon had cleared, or was

clearing, for action ; and upon the appearance of

the signal her speed was increased.* Presently,

that she might take her place in the van, the

Agamemnon had to pass the Sanspareil. There

was friendship between Lyons and Daeres, and

the people of the Agamemnon, too, were imited

to those of the Sanspareil by the bonds of

a long - standing afi'ection. Therefore, whilst

the two ships were abreast, the crew of each

welcomed the other, and welcomed, with the

same roar of cheers, the long-desired fight then

beginning.

When the ships passed under the guns of the

clift' batteries, some shots were exchanged, but

at first with little effect. The main purpose

of the fire from the ships whilst thus moving

* To 40 revolutions.
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along the coast was to raise up around them a chap.
shroud of smoke, which might more or less baffle

"^^^^^

the gunners at the AVasp and the Telegraph

Battery.

A bold offer had just now been made, which sen-ice

. .
rendered by

was destined to exert a great mnuence upon the MrBaiito
,

-••

the Aga-
tenor of the approaching combat. Mr Edward memnou.

Charles Ball, acting master, who had the com-

mand of a little steam-tender called the Circassia,

proposed to be allowed to move on with his small

craft ahead of the Agamemnon, in order to feel

the way for the great ship by taking soundings

for her, and leading her on as close to the shoal

as prudence would allow. Lyons felt the value

of such an offer, but thought it fair to warn Mr
Ball that his vessel would probably be sunk,

telling him, however, at the same time, that, to

meet that contingency, and to pick up the com-

mander and his crew, the Agamemnon's boats

should be kept ready and manned. Mr Ball did

not hesitate an instant. Upon the suggestion of

Lyons, he placed his little vessel upon the off-

shore side of the Agamemnon, and, as soon as

the preconcerted signal was given, moved for-

ward ahead of the great ship, and proceeded to

find a path for her. In his first attempt to

sound, the lead-line was struck out of the leads-

man's hands by a shot ; but this only caused

Ball to search for another sounding - line ; and

although his small craft received nine shot in

her hull, and his leadsman got wounded, he did

not remit his task till he had guided the Agamem-
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CHAP, non to the very xer^re of the point to which she

_^ L_ could move without qroundin^ *

The Aga-
memnon
anchoring
and engag-
ing Fort
Constan-
tine:

her advan-
tageous
position.

Whilst the Agamemnon was slowly creeping on

to the spot thus found for her, she received her

first shot ; and a few moments afterwards she was

hulled, and much harmed in her rigging, by shot

coming from several quarters. At five minutes

before two she let go her stream anchor by the

stern in five fathoms and a half of water, and

presently she dropped her small bow-anchor under

foot in five fathoms. Then by so moving the ship

as to bring the stream cable to her starboard

quarter, her port broadside was laid on Fort Con-

stantine with all the advantage that the position

allowed. She opened her fire. The centre of the

fort then bore nearly south-east of the ship, and

at a distance from her of 800 yards.-f-

In such a position as this, after all his impa-

tience for action, Lyons well might see room for

contentment. He was so placed as to be assailing

Fort Constantine almost in reverse, with power to

rake its top batteries at a range of but 800 yards

;

and, although he was within 750 yards of the

Telegraph Battery, within 1200 yards of the

Wasp, and also under the fire of some thirteen

guns which (at very long range) could be brought

to bear upon him from the opposite side of the

roadstead, yet, as concerns Fort Constantine itself,

he had so happily struck upon its weak point as

to be secure from most of its batteries. General

* Lyons to Dundas, despatch, ISth October 1S54.

+ The exact bearing; of tlie fort was S.E. ?t S.
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de Todleben, indeed, has erred iii supposing that chap.
there were were only two guns, and those on ^ ^

^'

the top of the platform fort, which could be

brought to bear upon the Agamemnon ; for it is

certain that she received shot and shell from some

few, at least, if not more of the guns in the case-

mated tiers ; but it is not the less true that the

ship took Fort Constantine at a great advantage,

and that, so far as concerned the fire from that

work, she enjoyed a comparative impunity.

Dacres, in the Sanspareil, came up close astern Position

, , • , . , T
taken up

01 the Aframemnon : and laying his port broad- tythe
, -, , -, n Sanspareil

:

side towards the shore, opened fire on Fort

Constantine at a range of 900 yards. For the

purpose of the attack, the position of the Sans-

pareil (if only she should be able to hold it) was

regarded as admirable ; but the ship was much
more exposed than the Agamemnon to the fire of

guns on the cliff, more especially those of the

Telegraph Batter}^

Eden, in the London, came up in the wake of by the

the Sanspareil. Anchoring close astern of her,

he laid his port broadside towards the shore, and

opened fire on Fort Constantine at a range of

1500 yards. So large a proportion of his crew

was engaged in the land operations that, with

only the numbers remaining on board his own
ship, he could hardly have brought into play

more than one-third part of her batteries ; but

having reinforced himself by taking a body of

men from the Niger (his towing steam-ship) to

work his upper-deck guns, he was able to put
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CHAP.
XIIT.

Except for

Agamem-
non, no
good berth
over the
reef.

The steam-
ships kept
under way.

Explosion
on Fort
Constan-
tine.

Havoc
wrought
amongst
the upper-
tier batteries
of Fort Con-
stantine

:

forth the whole strength of his port broadside

He was, however, exposed to a destructive fire

from the guns on the cliff ; for he lay right under

the Telegraph Battery, at a distance from it of

less than seven hundred yards. The simple truth

is that, by the destructive power of the cliff bat-

teries on the one hand, and the form of the shoal

on the other, the region of comparative impunity

was so narrowed as to offer no more than one

berth to a great ship of war, and that berth was

the one which the fortunate Agamemnon had

taken.

At this time, the steam-ships kept under way

were all, it seems, hovering upon the off-shore

side of the detached squadron. Some of them

tried their range at Fort Constantine ; and, al-

most at the time when the Agamemnon opened

her fire, a shell which was believed to have been

thrown from Carnegie's steam-frigate, the Tribune,

caused a great explosion of ammunition amongst

the batteries at the top of the Fort.* This dis-

aster alone must have done much to breed con-

fusion ; but it was mainly by the fire of the three

great ships—the Agamemnon, the Sanspareil, and

the London—that the result was obtained. The

upper - tier batteries of Fort Constantine were

brought to ruin. Of the 27 guns there planted,

22 were speedily silenced ; and the gunners found

* Brereton, p. 33, confinned by inquin' from Admiral Carnegie.

The shell from his ship, the Tribune, was thrown at a range of

1600 yards. The L\tix, also, at this time was firing on Fort

Constantine.—Admiral's Journal. As to the effect of the ex-

plosion, see Todleben, p. 336.
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themselves so overwhelmed with shot and splin- chap.
XIII

ters of stone that, chiefly it seems by that last

stress, they were driven to go down and take abamioned

refuge in the casemates below * Though no RnSans.

statement to such an effect has been made in

Eussian narratives, there is some ground for

inferring that the gunners thus driven from the

top of the Work must have carried down with

them to the lower batteries a consternation ap-

proaching to panic ; for during the space of ten

minutes the whole fort was silent.-t*

But with the extermination of the top batteries, Limit of

the power

and with that ten minutes of silence, the power that ships
had over

of the ships over the fort may be said to have Fort con-
^ '^

^
stantme.

ended ; for in the lower or casemated tiers, though

ten of the embrasures were more or less damaged

at the cheeks, and though four out of five of the

shot-heating furnaces were destroyed, the stone

wall of the fort held good, and the guns all re-

mained untouched.^ So decisive was the line

which defined the power of the assailing ships

over Fort Constantine, that what they could in-

flict upon the open-air batteries proved to be sheer

ruin, and what they could do against the case-

mates turned out to be almost nothing.

At about half-past two, the Arethusa towed by Ai-ethusa
and Albion

the Triton, and the Albion towed by the Fire- engaged
' '' with the

brand, came in from the south-west. They soon ciiffbat-

tenes.

afterwards took up positions astern of the London,

and opened upon the cliff defences, the Arethusa

being then about 700 yards from the Telegraph

* Todleben, p. 336. t Breretoii,p. 33. % Todleben, ubiante.
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CHAP. Battery, and the Albion, as lier Commander reck-

_1 oned it, within 600 yards of the Wasp.

Line nmv AYhen this liad been done, the whole number of
formed bv ..,.
thein-shore tliose shius wliicli I liave spoken 01 as composmcr
squadron.

. ....
the m-shore squadron, were ranging m a single

line which ran nearly parallel with the shore,

and at distances from it of from 600 to 800 yards.

Tlie main
division.

Meanwhile the main division had been hasten-

ing to come into line. It comprised the Britannia,

120, the flag-ship (towed by the Furious), the

Queen, 116 (towed by the Vesuvius), the Trafalgar,

120 (towed by the Eetribution), the Vengeance,

84 (towed by the Highflyer), the Bellerophon, 78

(towed by the Cyclops), and the Eodney, 90

(towed by the Spiteful). These ships were to

anchor in prolongation of the French line of

battle, and when once in their berths (with our

in-shore squadron on their left front), they would

form the right of the English fleet. The sev-

eral steamers which propelled them were lashed

to each sailing-ship on her port-side, it being in-

tended that the ships in this main division of

the fleet should pour their fire from the star-

board broadsides. During the progress of the

main division from the roads ofi" the Katcha, the

propelling steamers (being already lashed on in

the way described) were, by consequence, on the

landward side of the vessels propelled ; but, be-

fore taking up her assigned position in front of

the entrance to the Sebastopol roadstead, each

ship was to make a sweep round, and present
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towards the forts her starboard, or fighting broad- chap
side. Even in the dead calm that there was on '_

that day, the moving of great ships by means of

steamers lashed to their sides turned out to be a

slow process ;
* and, although the Queen, some

minutes earlier, had made such way as to be al-

ready at anchor in the midst of the French fleet,

it was not until half-past two o'clock that the

,

Britannia and the vessels which followed her

began to range in line of battle, and successively

to open their fire.-f* If the ships of the French combined

fleet and of Dundas's main division had ranged formed

up m lines perfectly straight, their united array Freurh

would have formed an obtuse angle, at the point iisu fleets.

where the French left was touched by the English

right
; I but, there being by chance a slight bend

in both the French and the English lines, the two

formed together an arc. This arc enclosed the

approach to Sebastopol, with a span nearly two

miles in length ; but at a distance of more than

2000 yards from the entrance of the roadstead,

and at a distance, also, of from 1600 to 1800

* There was great difficulty in steering ships propelled in

this manner ; and even the single process of getting the ship's

head into the right direction after weighing anchor proved to

he a tedious one.

t It was at half-past two o'clock that the Britannia herself

cast anchor (log of Britannia) ; but the Queen was in advance,

and had anchored, some minutes before, amongst the Frenc"h

ships with the Henry IV. on her bow.—Log of the Queen. The

Trafalgar, the Vengeance, the Bellerophon, and the Eodney

were close following, and preparing to range in prolongation of

the line.

X The French line being N.N.E., and the English X.E.

VOL. IV. 2 A.
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CHAP, yards from the nearest of the enemy's forts. On
'__ the left front of this array, and placed, as it were,

in echelon to it, at distances of only from 600 to

800 yards from the nearest of the batteries which

they assailed, there were the ships which consti-

tuted the in-shore squadron of the English fleet.

The four frigates, the sloop, and the gunboat

which remained under way moved, hovering, as

we have already seen, near the ships of the in-

shore squadron, and either supported by their

fire the attack on Fort Constantine and the cliff

defences, or else from time to time rendered such

other services as their facility of movement en-

abled them to afford.*

The aspect Great as was the amount of naval strength

Allied line thus Spread out to si^ht by the Allied fleets, it

can hardly, I think, be acknowledged that their

battle array wore an aspect portentous of con-

quest. Whilst their power was a power im-

pending, and not least during that mid-day time

when, in the majesty of their unexerted might,

they were gliding down, ship after ship, to take

their assigned positions, both the imagination

of the unskilled people of Sebastopol, and the

fairly -drawn inferences of minds informed on

such things, were conducing to a rational dread

of what might be achieved against a port, town,

* The Tribune, the Terrible, and the Sampson were tlie three

steam-frigates which had specially been ordered to engage by-

signal from the Britannia.—Log of Britannia. But I do not

^except the Sphinx from the statement in the text ; for it seems

that, though ordered to keep out of range, she occasionally

fired.—Admiral's Journal.

of battle.
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and arsenal by forces which ruled the high seas; chap.

for none; at that time, knew where they could _1 L_

point to a limit which bounded the power of

great navies over places within range of their

guns. * There was something solemn/ says Todle-

ben, ' in those minutes of expectation ; all bend-

* ing their anxious attention to the manoeuvres

' of the enemy's Heet, but at the same time full

' of firmness, prepared to undergo a maritime

* bombardment terrible, unknown till then in the

* annals of war.'* But no sooner had the fleets

taken up their array than the spell seemed to

break. The practised seaman, who saw, through

the barrier of smoke, how the line of fire from

the French ships began at more than a mile

from the nearest of the enemy's works, and then

went away N.N.E. as though avoiding Sebastopol,

would soon be able to say :
' This is not so much

' as a threat, still less an attack in great earnest.'

The English Admiral did not forget the place piace of the

which he had chosen to reserve for his flag-ship th" imed™

when told that any vessel must needs be sunk in tattie.

one hour if she should be posted in the centre of

the Allied line of battle. It v/as exactly there

that, in fulfilment of his words, Dundas now
placed the Britannia.

It will presently be seen that of the vessels pai-t taken

which followed the Britannia when she was thus dmsion/

brought into line by the English Admiral, three

were afterwards moved farther in, to take part in

* TocUeben, p. 326.
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CHAP, the closer engagement which Lyons had begun
XIII.

with Fort Constantine ; but such of the ships as

continued to act with the main division delivered,

and continued to deliver, their fire all the rest of

the day at ranges of from 1600 to some 1800

yards from the nearest forts. With what effect

can scarcely be known ; for Fort Constantine, the

work they chiefly attacked, was engaged at the

time with other English ships at comparatively

short ranges ; and it would be hard to say that

there was any part of the havoc and loss sus-

tained by the fort which may not have come from

its closer assailants.

These main division ships, it appears, were

answered by 18 guns in Fort Constantine, and

were also under a fire at lon^ rang^e from 36

pieces in Fort Alexander and the Quarantine

Sea-fort.*

In a contest between ships and forts, long range

gives immunity to the forts, but not to the ships.

The Britannia was set on fire by a red-hot shot,

which buried itself in some of the hammocks.

She received 42 shots in her hull ; and she suf-

fered great damage in her masts, yards, shrouds,

and rigging. Lieutenant Vaughan and eight of

the Britannia's men, besides six of the men of

the Furious, her towing steam-ship, were wounded.

The main-mast of the Fietribution, the steamship

which towed the Trafalgar, was struck by a shot,

and went by the board. Thereupon, the Trafalgar

was ordered to haul out.

* Todleben.
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We have before seen that not only the French chap.
YTTT

fleet, but also those English steam-ships which _I 1_

were kept under way, and likewise the in-shore
the^"^^?k of

squadron acting with Lyons, had successively
AeetlJow'^

begun to take part ; so that now, when, for the "^^sageci

:

most part, Dundas's main division had also come

into line, it might be said that nearly the whole

of the Allied fleet was at length engaged with the

forts; and although each ship was firing from

one only of its broa.dsides, it is declared that the

cannonade which now pealed from the whole

Allied line was the heaviest that had ever been

delivered from shipboard,*

The fire was delivered from more than 1100 the great

pieces of heavy artillery,*]- whilst, to meet this deuvered:

great cannonade, the Russians could only bring

to bear on the fleets 152 guns; and of those there

were as many as 105 that were in open-air bat- \vithbut

teries firing over the parapet, so that there were opposed''

only 47 casemated guns to meet all the broadsides

of the Allied fleets,j

But with all these elements of superiority on tut stiu

one side, the strength of hard masonry on the aimost^m

other did more than redress the balance ; and if

* ' From the experience of fifty years, I can assert that so

' powerful a cannonade as that of the 17th inst. has never taken
' place on the ocean. '—Admiral Dundas to Lord Raglan, private

letter, 17th October 1854.

t 1119 guns, as I make it (621 of the French fleet and 498 of

the English), fired from the line of battle, without counting the •

guns of the steam -ships kept under way. Todleben gives a

greater number, but he includes the guns of some French ships

which were not in the action.

t Todleben, pp. 334, 335.
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CHAP, this was the heaviest sea cannonade that, up to
XIII

that time, had been known, it was also, in propor-

tion to its greatness, the most harmless one ever

delivered.

The continuance of the fire from these 1100

guns added notliing to the advantages already

obtained by the Allied fleets.*

Such a result could not but be mortifying ; and

some may judge that, in yielding to the dictation

which caused this impuissant display, Dundas

was so abandoning his freedom of action as to be

guilty of making an extravagant sacrifice to the

exigencies of the French alliance; but, at all

events, it is only by argument in that direction

that the fitness of the position taken up by the

English Admiral and the ships which followed

him can be rightfully challenged ;
for when once

Dundas had submitted to act upon the plan which

the French forced upon him that morning, he had

nothing to do but to place one of his ships near

the Jupiter or the Xapoleon, and thence prolong

the array in a north-easterly direction.

Ships of And, after all, it was only in part that the

dMs^oi!^ strength of the main division ran to waste in this

impuissant array ; for out of the six fighting ships

which constituted that part of our fleet at the

opening of its fire, no less than three, as we shall

by-and-by find, were sooner or later sent off to

reinforce the detached squadron ; and a fourth

—

* For tlie results which, had been obtained by the French

fleet and the English fleet respectively, see ante, p. 352, and pp.

366 367.
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the Trafalgar—as we saw, was ordered to haul chap.
XIII

off; so that only two English ships (with their

propelling steamers) remained ultimately em-

ployed in the task of prolonging the French line

of battle.

When we left the in-shore squadron, it had just continua-

. 14 1 IT K ^^ • tionofthe
been reinforced by the Arethusa and the Albion, engagement

rr\i 1 • T 1 1 • • 1 1 1
oommencecl

These two ships nad stood m with orders to attack by theTill in-sliore

the cliff batteries ; and, accordingly, tney ad- squadron.

vanced to the very edge of the shoal which ran

parallel with the beach, overlooked by the Wasp
and the Telegraph, the Albion, as we saw, casting

anchor at a distance of only 600 yards from the

Wasp. They were aided in their attack by a fire

(at much longer ranojes) from the Sampson, the siiipscom-

ri. •-, -. 1 rr. .-, ; . -. -. ^ bating With
Tribune, and the Terrible ; nor, indeed, can it be the leie-

, , . ^raph Bat-

said that there were any of the ships near the teryand
the Wasit

coast on the north of Sebastopol which were xower.

strangers to this conflict with the cliff batteries

;

for although the London, as we saw, had come on

in the wake of the Sanspareil, and opened fire on

Fort Constantine, she suffered much more from

the little Telegraph Battery than from all the

power of the great casemate castle. Indeed the

same, or almost the same, might be said of the

Sanspareil, and even of the Agamemnon. More

or less grievously the whole of the in-shore squad-

ron was suffering under the fire of only a few

pieces of artillery well placed on the cliff" ; and,

indeed, it might be said—for, compared with its

next neighbour battery, the Wasp did but little
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CHAP, harm—that the five ^(ans of the Telecrraph earth-
XIII

J_ 1_ work sufficed to produce this result.

It soon proved tliat this contest between cliff

batteries and ships was one of a kind altogether

unequal. Without the means of repressing her as-

sailants by any effective fire, the Arethusa, a fifty-

gun frigate, was rudely struck. Four shells took

effect on board her ; and she was set fire to both

on her main and her lower decks. Seven of her

The planks started. She was in danger of sinking
;

and there needed the coolness and the skill of the

successive commanding officers and the crew of

the Triton,* as well as of Captain Symonds and

the crew of the Arethusa herself, to get the ship

out of action. According to the official list, she

lost 4 men killed and 14 wounded ; but there

was one whose name did not appear in the return

because he concealed his wound. This was Lieu-

tenant Bowden.f

TheAiiDior. With the Albion, a 90-gun ship, it fared yet

worse. She had been ordered to engage the Wasp,

and, accordingly, she was placed within 600 yards

of the work ; but not being molested by it, and

finding herself hotly attacked by the Telegraph

* The Triton was under the command of Lieutenant Lloyd.

' "WTien he was severely wounded, Mr George Arguimban,
* second master in charge of the Triton, took command, and did

* his duty admirably. Both these officers displayed the utmost

* coolness and intrepidity.'—Captain Symonds (who commanded

the Arethusa) to Admiral Dundas, despatch, 18th October 1854,

t ' His zeal keeping him to his work and hiding his hurt. I

' cannot speak too much in his praise. His exertions all day,

' and cool courage, call for my warmest praise.'— Captain

Sj-monds to Admiral Dundas, private letter, 21st October 1854.
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Battery, she engaged her assailant. Her fire was chap.

altogether in vain. AYithout being able to harm _I '_

the battery, she was soon struck by numbers of

shells. Of these, some struck the ship near her

water-line, and some of them, bursting on the

orlop deck, set fire to the ship in several places.

In her masts, in her rigging, and in the part of

her hull near the water-line, the ship suffered

havoc, and the fires which had laid hold upon her

having rendered it necessary to close the maga-

zine, her broadside was by consequence silenced.

Altogether, she was in such a plight as to make
it the duty of Commander Eogers, who was in

charge of her,* to haul out ; and accordingly she

slipped her cable; but the missiles hurled from

the clifl' had shot away the lashings which joined

the Firebrand to her side, and, for a time, the two

ships became unmanageable.-|- Whilst the Fire-

brand laboured and laboured to move out the

Albion, the two ships were not only under the

ceaseless fire of the cliff batteries, but at one time

were raked by them ; and as they could not en-

shroud themselves in smoke, they stood out a fair

target for the enemy's gunners. Moreover, they

were so close upon the edge of the shoal, that any

effort of the steam-ship which might cause the

Albion to turn or to move, even slightly, in the

wrong direction would suffice to ground her. All

* Rogers commanded in the shij), in the absence of Captain

Lushington, who commanded the naval brigade acting ashore.

t The Firebrand, the Albion's towing steam-ship, was com-
manded by Captain Stewart.
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CHAP, this while, nearly half of the Albion's crew were

__i '_ mustered at ' iire quarters,' to get down the three

conflagrations which threatened the powder-maga-

zine. The men worked as steadily as at an in-

spection. More for pride's sake than with any

notion of effective reply to the cliff batteries, one

gun was from time to time fired.*

The sii^mal which was fivingj from the masthead

of the Albion imported that she was in danger
;

and the practised eyes of seamen who gazed from

the neighbouring ships conveyed to them an exact

perception of her predicament. Tliey understood

the problem ; and watching to see how Stewart

w^ould solve it, they soon became willing admirers

of the skill with which he applied the power of

the Firebrand to the object of getting out the dis-

abled ship. The success with which Commander

Eogers and Captain Stewart and the crews of both

the Albion and the Firebrand encountered these

dangers and troubles was not, of course likely to

be greeted with that kind of welcome at home

which is given to tidings of victory ; but, perhaps,

as a sound proof of firmness and seamanlike skill,

it was of a fully equal value.

When this hard - smitten ship Albion, with

signal flying that she was on fire, was at length

moved away out of range, she had lost 10 kiUed

and 71 wounded. Lieutenant Chase was one of

the killed
; f and amongst the wounded there were

* Commander Rogers to Admiral Dundas, 17th October 1854.

t Described by Commander Eogers {ubi supra) as a 'very

* valuable and intelligent officer.

'
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the master, the suroeon, and the paymaster. On chap.
XIII

board the Firebrand, too, there were five men

wounded ; and amongst these was Captain Stewart

himself.

Both the Arethusa and the Albion had to be Disabled
. state of

sent to Constantinople to refit ; and indeed they Arethusa
^

/. 1 • ''^^^ Albion.

were in such plight, that the chance of their prov-

ing able to reach the Bosphorus was judged to be

dependent upon weather.*

And those few cruns on the cliff which thus beat Engagcmei.
of the

off and disabled the Arethusa and the Albion were, London
with the

all this while, inflictinsj crreat havoc upon the Teiegrai-h
' o o i Battery

:

London. From the moment when the London

cast anchor, she was under a telling fire from the

Telegraph Battery, but at first, though many shots

struck, there were also some which missed. After

a while, men gazing at the battery from the deck

of the London saw an officer, quadrant in hand,

exerting himself to obtain with mathematic exact-

ness the proper angle of fire. After that, there

was no imperfection in the aim of the Eussian

gunners ; and as soon as the Arethusa and Albion

had been disabled and beaten off, the fire from the

cliff, which before had been divided in its objects,

became concentrated with powerful effect upon

the three remaining ships. Of these the London

was the one which lay closest under the guns of

the Telegraph Battery.

So, against that battery as his real antagonist

Captain Eden exerted the whole power of his port

broadside ; but after a while, he was able to as-

* Dundas to Lord Raglan, private letter, 18th October 1854.
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CHAP, sure himself of tliat wliicli we now know with
^^^ •

certainty—namely, that his ship, whilst sustaining

a good deal of havoc, and losing men killed and

wounded, was absolutely powerless against the

battery.* . As soon as he had assured himself of

its result, this, he determined to shift the position of his

ship, and with that intention sheered out.f After-

wards he again stood in, and, from a new position,

assailed Fort Constantine as well as his old foe at

the Telegraph ; but it resulted from his movement

that, during the interval which elapsed before he

stood in for the second time, the number of ships

which still occupied the line taken up by the in-

shore squadron was reduced to two.

The London lost 4 men killed and 18 wound-

ed. Amongst those last was Lieutenant Stevens.

Having received an ugly wound in the head, he

quickly got it bandaged, and went on with his

duty as though nothing had happened to him.

When recommended by Captain Eden to go

below, he excused himself by setting up a theory

that because his wound was quite warm it needed

for the time no attention. Afterwards, he got

wounded in the knee ; but by the help of that

same theory of his, and also another bandage, he

so dealt with the second casualty as to be able to

go on with his duty.

The Sanspareil was the northernmost of the

* As to tlie absolute immunity enjoyed by this batter}^ see

post, p. 394.

+ The soundness of Captain Eden's conclusion is now proved

by General Todleben, who states, as will be presently seen, that

the Telegraph Battery suffered nothing at all from the ships.
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only two ships tinder Lyons now remaining in c=hap.

line ; and the fire from the cliff, which had been ^^^^'

doing: fjreat harm from the first, was now verv TheSans-
o o '

>- pareil.

heavy upon her. Galled, just as Eden had been,

by the sense of not being able to do anything

against the Telegraph Battery, Captain Dacres

determined to shift the position of his ship. He
got up his anchor, and tried so to place his ship

as to be able to lay a broadside upon the cliff

batteries in a way more effective than before.*

Still remaining near the Agamemnon, the Sans-

pareil, for an hour and a half, was kept in her

place by steam-power
; f but at the end of that

time there sprang up a light breath of wind,

which caused her to forge ahead ; and, the bow

of the ship coming into such a position that

her foremost guns failed to bear clear of the Aga-

memnon, Dacres wore his ship round. Eeceiv-

ing at nearly this time an order from Lyons ' to

' close in and support,' he returned to his old

station under the stern of the Agamemnon, and

again let go his stream anchor.

The position of the Sanspareil, from the first,

had been such as to subject her to heavy loss, and

mainly, it would seem, from those small cliff

* It was imagined—see the log of the Agamemnon—that

during the period of probably some ten minutes which it took to

effect this movement, the Sanspareil lost a number of men ; but

it seems that this idea was a mistaken one. Only one shot

strack the ship at the time, and that was the one which, strik-

ing a table and driving it with violence against Captain Dacres,

knocked him down and stunned him.

t One hour and thirty-five minutes, according to the log of

the Sanspareil.
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CHAP, batteries which had operated so destructively

against the Arethusa, the Albion, and the London.

As on board the other ships, so now on board the

Sansparei] there sprang np the question whether

the works wdiich inflicted this havoc were suffer-

ing at all from the ship's guns. " The captains of

the guns declared to Captain Dacres that their

fire was takincr no effect against the coast bat-

teries ; and the accuracy of their observation was

definitively confirmed by Hastings Anderson, the

gunnery lieutenant, who went up the mizzen

rigging of the ship and saw that her fire was in

vain.

But although it soon became plain that the

Sanspareil could add nothing to what had been

achieved in the first few minutes of the conflict,

and that she was powerless against her assailants,

Dacres seems to have considered that as the fire

his ships was sustaining must be visible to those

who Avere on board the Agamemnon, he ought

not to sheer off until his ship should be either

disabled or ordered to move out of range by a

signal from Lyons ; but, whatever might have

been the principle on which he acted, it was not

without grievous sacrifice that the ship kept the

place she did during a period of three hours.

Her losses. She lost 11 men killed— of whom one was Mr
Madden, midshipman—and 59 wounded, includ-

incf Lieutenant AV. H. Anderson, Lieutenant James

Bull, and ^Nlr Parkinson, second master.

For a while, the Rear-Admiral's flag-ship had

been enjoying a comparative impunity ;
for after
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the riiin of the batteries on the top of Fort chap.

Constantine, the guns in the casemates, though _1 '_

not so absolutely powerless against the Agamem-
pn'J^S-*^'^

non as General de Todleben believed, were still '^^11%'''

of but moderate efficiency, and the much more
JJli^ifon.

formidable power of the little clilf batteries was

in a great measure absorbed for a time by the

other vessels of the in-shore squadron. But in

proportion as the rest of the squadron got to be

discomfited, the Agamemnon suffered more and subseciueut

,
change in

more ; and when the Arethusa, when the Albion, this respect.

when the London had all of them hauled out,

one after the other, and when also the Sanspareil

had moved away from her original position,

the A-^amemnon bec^an to undergo a heaviero o o

cannonade than before. She was set on fire by

a shell.

Whether it was that Lyons still entertained a persistence

hope of reducing Fort Constantine, or that he was

governed by the instinctive reluctance of a brave

man to abandon a strife once begun., he could not

yet bring himself to haul off; but he became

somewhat anxious.* He sought to obtain rein- Hisme.n-
surts for

forcement. He signalled to the London to take obtaining

1 -r» Ti 1
reinforce-

station astern of him, and to the Bellerophon ments.

(which did not form part of his squadron) he

made an appeal for support. Knowing that his

signal might be interrupted by smoke, he de-

spatched his flag -lieutenant in one of the Aga-

* See the passage of Lyons's despatch, quoted in the text, ' T

' have seldom had my mind more relieved,' kc, post, p. 381.
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CHAP.
XII]

.

The effect

of his

measures.

Reinfovce-
iiients from
quarters not
specially
appealed to

bv Lvons.

memnon's boats, with directions to board the

Bellei'ophon, and personally convey the appeal to

Lord George Paulet, her captain. Lord George was

asked to close in and support the Agamemnon.*

Lieutenant Coles, the flag - lieutenant thus de-

spatched, was to board the Sanspareil, and deliver

to Dacres an order to the same purport.i* At

the same time, Lyons sent up for general signal

that favourite ' Kumber thirteen,' which says to

the captains who see it, ' Close the enemy, and
* engage for mutual support 1

'

These appeals were all abundantly answered.

The London stood in, and again engaged her old

foe on the Telegrapli Height. The Sanspareil

resumed her place astern of the Agamemnon.

Lord George Paulet, upon receiving the message,

stood in at once with the Bellerophon. ' I have
* seldom,' wrote Lyons

—

' I have seldom had my
' mind more relieved than when I saw the Belle-

' rophon coming down to our succour, and my
' gallant flag-lieutenant and his boat's crew emerg-

' ing from the smoke on their return.' From

ships not specially invoked there also came help.

The Queen stood in to support the Agamemnon

;

and,Dundas having already despatched the Eodney

upon the same errand, she came down at full

speed. The steamers kept under way still hovered

* Before Lieutenant Coles reached Mm Lord George had

determined to go in to support the Agamemnon, and was in

the act of weighing anchor for that purpose when the message

came.

—

Note to 2d Edition.

t This is the order to that effect before mentioned to have

been received on board the Sanspareil.
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as before, at some distance, upon the starboard chap.
VTTT

quarter of the Agamemnon. '"
'

Thus, then, with the exception of the two

disabled ships, and the three*— the Britannia,

the Trafalgar, and the Vengeance— which still

aligned with the French, the whole English fleet

was crowding in to support the Agamemnon.

True, the form of the shoal, as we already know,

was not such as to afford an anchoring-ground

from which numbers of ships could effectively en-

gage Fort Constantino ; and, against the cliff bat-

teries, it had only been too well proved that ships

were powerless ; but the signals and the messages

of Lyons, and the position of the Agamemnon,

admired from afar, had engendered with some a

belief that great results might yet be achieved

by supporting her attack on Fort Constantine
; f

whilst others were led to apprehend that the ship

was in danger, and needed to be helped.

It was under the impulse of that last idea The Beiie-

that Lord Georcje Paulet, comin^ down in the LTr/George
PaulPt

Bellerophon, seemed to take up the fight.; For

the purpose of relieving the Agamemnon, he

opened a violent cannonade against the Telegraph

Battery ; and ' Well done, Bellerophon !

' was the

signal which flew out from the Agamemnon in

* Reduced, as we saw, to two, when the Trafalgar was dis-

abled.

t See note, post, p. 387, mentioning Captain Jones's counsel.

+ He understood the purport of Lyons' s message as delivered

by Lieutenant Coles to be this,—that if Lord George did not

come to his assistance the Agamemnon would be sunk,

—

Note

to '2d Edition.

VOL. IV. 2 B
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CHAP, acknowledgment of the aid he had brought. He,

_2, however, brought down havoc upon his own ship.

Her wheel was destroyed ; and she was set on fire

by a shell. Lord George continued to stand in,

and at length moored, his ship on the starboard

quarter of the Agamemnon. As the Bellerophon

swung to her anchor she offered an occasion to

the enemy ; and, the enemy promptly seizing it,

she was swept by a raking fire. Her launch was

struck by a shot and sunk ; she again took fire ;
*

and, a breeze springing up, her satellite steamer,

the Cyclops, had no longer power to move her.

Help was brought by the Spitfire; and at last,'

with a signal flying which told that she was on

fire, the ship was towed out of action.f She lost

4 men killed and 15 wounded; amongst the last

was Mr M. Foster, a midshipman, whose skull

w^as fractured. ^^

The Queeii. The Quecu, as we saw (Captain Mitchell), was

hastening to take her part in the fighting of the

detached squadron ; and Lyons, when he saw her

stand in, and begin to engage, made her welcome,

by signal, with the greeting of 'Well done, Queen!'

but already the new supporter had come under the

power of the Wasp, or the Telegi^aph Battery ; and

* Altogether she was three times on fire, but each time the

fire was quickly extinguished by her crew.

—

Note to 2d

Edition.

t This, according to the logs of the two vessels, was subse-

quent to the time when the Agamemnon hauled out, and it

would thus appear that, with the exception of the Rodney and

the steamers aiding her, the Bellerophon came last out of ac-

tion.— Xote to '2d Edition.

t He died.—Note to 2d EdiVwn.
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signaUing for answer, the 'Queen is on fire !' she <-h 4p
passed away towards the north. xi'ii.

'

Before this time, and whilst preparing to take ^:::Z^,
her^ place in the line of the main division, the
Kocmey had been boarded by Captain Jones, the
Commander of the Sampson, who, passing from
Ship to ship in his gig, brought an order from
iJundas— an order suggested to the Admiral
by Captam Jones himself- which directed the
Kodney to go in and support the Agamemnon
and the Sanspareil.* Captain Graham, who com-
manded the Eodney, made haste to obey the
command, and his ship was at once moved forwardm the direction of Lyons's flag-ship with all the
speed that could be given her by her satellite
steamer the Spiteful. In about fifteen minutes
Jrom the time when Graham received the order
his ship was already cfose in near the Agamem-
non and the Sanspareil. She fired from time to
time, when her guns bore clear of her neic^hbours
and-moving stern foremost-proceeded °to back
on towards the southward in search of a oood
fighting berth.

°

The only part of the position which appeared
to be at all advantageous for the attack of Fort
Constantine was so narrowed by the form of the
shoal, that the places already occupied by the

r.„*n!l"
'^ '''''""''. ^1°^^^ '^•^""7 "' Captain Jones, whichreports h,s passage m his boat from ship to ship under fire t eCaptam ,3 stated to have suggested .0 Duudas.^that, 'If a ii^

of.battle-sh.p were sent to a position near the Agamemnl
great e.ecutton»ight be done. •-Admiral Stopford .Carftdnofthe Fleet) to Dundas, 19th October 1854.
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CHAP. Agamemnon and the Sanspareil left hardly the

room that was needed for another line-of-battle-

ship*

As the Eodney, stern foremost,, moved slowly

to the southward in search of a berth, the lead

was kept constantly going, and the water was

found to be shoaling. Mr Craigie, the master,

could not believe it safe to be going on towards

the edge of the shoal in less then seven fathoms.7

His belief was that, both for the object of fight-

ing the ship and that of keeping her clear of

the shoal, the space between the Sanspareil and

the Acramemnon was the onlv one which offered

a good berth.

Captain Graham, however, rejected the plan of

trying to thrust in between two other ships at

the risk of fouling them ; and presently over-

ruliug the master, he resolved to go to the south-

ward of the Agamemnon. In that direction,

accordingly, his ship continued to move ; and

whilst she was passing the Agamemnon, Lyons

signalled, ' Well done, Eodney 1

'

It was not till her starboard bow had just

passed the starboard bow of the Agamemnon
that the Eodney let go an anchor. She then

came to, with her starboard bow anchor in six

fathoms and a half. The bows of the two ships

were then abreast, but divided the one from the

other by a distance of some thirty or forty yards.

* See the Plan.

+ The ship, I think, drew 244 ^^^^

—

i.e., four fathoms and

half a foot.
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To bring the jib-boom of the Eodney out of reach chap.
of the Agamemnon's jib-boom, the Eodney, by a

-^^"-

back-turn of her steamer's engine, was so made
to veer that—still moving, of course, stem fore-

most—she glided on to the southward, where the

edge of the shoal was awaiting her.

All this while, the soundings were being taken

incessantly, not only from the Eodney herself,

but also from the stern of the Spiteful ; and, by
the orders of Kynaston (the officer in command
of the Spiteful), the result of each cast of the

lead that he caused to be made from his vessel

was so chalked up on a board as to be easily

visible from the deck of the Eodney. This board,

when the anchor went down, gave ' six fathoms
* and a half: ' but whilst the ship was yet veer-

ing the board showed *' four and a half
;

' and
in the next instant the heel of the Eodney was me Rodney

cast upon the shoal with a force which threw over
^°^*'^''^-

the four men at the wheel.

With her heel—and only her heel—hanging

thus on the shoal, the Eodney, although held

fast, was held fast, as it were, to a pivot—to a

pivot on which she could swing. Her bow
swung to starboard ; and, the distance to which

she had veered not sufficing to keep the ships

clear, her jib-boom fouled the jib-boom of the

Agamemnon, and so caused the bow of the flag-

ship to move some few feet towards the shore.

The people of the Agamemnon had sought to

avoid this contact by hauling astern on their

stream cable; but when the movement of each
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CHAP, ship had ceased, the jib-guys of the two were
XIII.

still touching.

Rodnev

:

her engage-
ment with
Fort Con-
stantine.

The position Notwithstanding her mishap, the Eodney now

lay bravely placed for the task of engaging Fort

Constantine ; and to that her men bent their

exertions ; for all that they did at this time,

as a consequence of their being aground, was

to heave taut the cable by which they had

anchored.

During the progress of the movement which

had brought the one ship past the other, each

starboard gun of the Eodney, as it came to bear

clear of the Agamemnon, had, at once, opened fire

on the fort; and, now that the batteries of the

Eodney were no longer, in any part, masked, she

poured upon Fort Constantine the fire of her

whole starboard broadside at a range of 800

yards, whilst she answered the more distant bat-

teries on the south of the roadstead with the four

guns she had at her stern on the main and the

lower deck.*

Whilst thus eno:aoring Fort Constantine the(DC) O

Eodney found no such ' dead angle ' as to be in

the enjoyment of any perfect immunity from the

power of its casemated batteries ; but it is cer-

tain that—from causes still somewhat obscure

—

the fire which the fort directed against this ship

was not only ill directed—being always a good

deal too high—but also intermittent, and in short,

* Two of these were 6S-pounders ; and notwithstanding the

length of range, it is probable that their fire may have told

somewhat upon the open-air batteries of Fort Alexander.
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one may say, somewhat languid. The Eodney chap.

was also exposed to a raking though distant fire

from Fort Alexander and other batteries on the

south of the roadstead. The lire from these was

not ill directed ; but, considering the numbers of

shot hurled into the ship from that quarter, the

harm they did was strangely small. Like all the

other ships which took part with Lyons, the Eod-

ney was more or less under the fire of those cliff

batteries which had done so much service to the

Eussians ; but she did not receive from them a

harm bearing near proportion to that which they

had inflicted upon other ships. Indeed it may

be said generally of every ship constituting the

in-shore squadron or acting in company with it,

that the nearer she lay to Fort Constan tine, the

greater was the impunity she enjoyed.

So large a part of the Eodney's crew were on

shore taking part in the land cannonade, that

Captain Graham did not engage with his upper-

deck guns ; but the ship had a very good crew,

and the fire which she long maintained from her

main and lower decks was carefully directed. Her

firing was not in broadsides.

It seems that the ship's company were not in

the least discomposed by the circumstance of

being aground under the guns of Sebastopol.

But whilst the Eodney, hard at work with her xhe Aga-

starboard batteries, was thus, lying fast on the sanspaiiii,

, , .,
"1 .

-J.
and London

shoal in. a bertli which contented her crew, Lyons nowhauiin-

at length determined to haul off. The Agamem-
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CHAP, non ceased firing.* Slipping her port, or small

_1 bower cable, and cutting away her stream cable,

she backed astern till she got to be clear of the

shoal, and afterwards moved ahead, delivering a

farewell fire as she passed at the cliff batteries,

and then going out of range. *!*

She had lost 4 killed and 25 wounded.

Amongst the wounded were Lieutenant S. Gaus-

sen and Duke D. Youge, naval cadet.

* At 5.10, according to the log of tlie Agamemnon.

+ An ofl&cer, wliom I judge to be highly competent to speak

of the prohable motive which brought the late Lord Lyons to

take these steps, gives the following explanation of the reason

for the Agamemnon's hauling off when she did, and slipping

her cable :
' The Agamemnon did not go out from under Fort

' Constantine until she had been there four hours [three hours,

' according to the Aganienmon's log] ; it was then getting late,

' and became evident we could do nothing more [that is, the

' in-shore ships] whilst unsupported by the rest of the Allied

' fleets, who were too far off to make any impression on the forts.

' [In contradiction of that last statement, see ante.

' The reason we slipped was, that the Rodney had anchored
* over our anchor, and we could not pick it up whilst she was
* there ; and as we were in her way of coming out, it was ad-

' visable for us to move first. The Rodney took up her posi-

' tion well ; and Captain Graham's conduct was much appre-

* ciated by Lord Lyons.'

The officer who thus accounts for the loss of one of the Aga-

memnon's anchors does not speak (in terms) of the reason for

sacrificing also the stream anchor. For the determination of

the question whether the Rodney anchored over the anchor of

the Agamemnon, the existing materials are probably sufficient.

1st, the Agamemnon's anchor— her port bow anchor—was

dropped in 5 fathoms ; 2dly, she slipped her cable at its first

shackle, i.e., 12.\ fathoms.—See her log. 3dly, it will be re-

membered that after the Rodney had veered, her jib-guys were

touching the jib-guys of the Agamemnon; and from that fact

the distance between the bows of the two ships may be com-

puted.
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The Sanspareil followed the Agamemnon, and chap.

the London, too, went out of action. _^_—

_

These, then, were the operations which Lyons summary

conducted. With the aid of the shell from Car- had been
• > o • ^ m •^ ^ • ^

effected bv
negie s steam - frigate the Tribune, his squadron Lyons with

. . his in-shore

had effected, withm the first few minutes ot its squadron.

anchoriiig, all the good that it was destined to

achieve ; for by that time the batteries on the

top of Fort Constantine had been ruined; and

during the period of nearly three hours ^vhich

followed, the efforts of the ships were of no avail,

except to afford one more proof of the reluctance

of our seamen to accept discomfiture. At any

range allowed to large ships by the extent of the

shoal, the casemates of Fort Constantine were

found to be an armour of proof against the guns

of those days.

If the casemated batteries at the water's edge Resistless

proved all but safe against shot, they did not, on the ciiff

the other hand, exert much power ; and unless a as against

third species of force had been ready to take part

in the combat, neither the ships nor the sea-forts

would have been very much altered in their rela-

tive strength by the effect of a three hours' fight.

But the interposition of the two little works on

the cliff, or perhaps indeed one may say of the

Telegraph Battery alone, wrought so great a

havoc in the ships which came under their

guns, as to give to the coast defences a decisive

ascendant over their naval assailants ; and this

result the cliff batteries were enabled to achieve

without being subjected in return to any grave
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CHAP, loss or iDJury. In the Wasp 22 men were
"

^^^'
wounded and a gun - carriage overturned, but

that Telegraph Battery which wrought so great

a havoc in our ships sustained no harm at all in

either men or material.

It could hardly have been intended that the

Sanspareil, the London, the Arethusa, and the

Albion should remain under a fire like that to

which they were exposed, without being able

to answer it effectively; and perhaps the com-

parative impunity conferred upon Lyons's flag-

ship by the splendid position she occupied, was

in part the cause of this mischief ; for an Admiral

directing his squadron from on board the Aga-

memnon, would not know the extent of the havoc

going on in the rest of his ships, and might easily

fail to perceive that they were powerless against

the cliff batteries.

The Rodney The Eodnev (with her satellite steamer the
left alone on r, ', n i\ .1 , , ' • •

the shoal: Spiteiul) was uow the only ship remaining m
action ; and the men who stood working the guns

on her main and lower decks were not slow to

learn that the Agamemnon, with the rest of the

the temper forcc uudcr Lyous, had sheered off; but although

of he?men : they, it sceiBS, gTowlcd a little in their half surly,

half humorous way, when they found themselves

left on the shoal by the departing squadron,

their anger, if anger it can be called, was

rather of a kind to increase than to impair

their efficiency. They steadily maintained their

fire ; and at the time I speak of, this duty was
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not interrupted by any endeavour to get the chap.

ship off. _J L_

All the power that Fort Constantine as well fireconcen-

. trated upon
as the cliff batteries had been hitherto exerting her:

against numbers of vessels could now be con-

centrated upon the Rodney, with her satellite

steamer the Spiteful ; and besides, for some time,

the grounded ship sustained a raking though

distant fire from the batteries on the south of the

roadstead; but, after a while, the chief of those

last forts ceased firing, and the midshipmen of the

ship indulged their minds with a theory that the

guns at the stern of the Rodney, and especially

the 68-pounders, had humbled and silenced Fort

Alexander.

The ship herself suffered a good deal, especially its effect.

in her rigging, and she was set fire to both in her

orlop deck and in her foremast under the fore-

yard ; but her crew ecjoyed a singular impunity.

One cause of this was that scantiuess of the

numbers remaining on board, which determined

Captain Graham to abstain from fighting his

upper deck ; but it is also certain that the fire

from Fort Constantine was slack and ill directed.

As we saw, the open-air batteries of the fort had

been long before silenced ; and in regard to the

guns in the casemates, it is imagined that the

smoke may have been so blinding as to hinder

the gunners from giving due effect to their ord-

nance. At all events, they fired ill, and with

little constancy. Oftentimes the men of the

Rodney were heard to declare—and in gruff tones
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CHAP, which sounded like ancrer—that the Eussians in
XIII

L_ Fort Constantine were not standing to their guns.*

Though the Eodney was comparatively distant

from the cliff batteries, it is believed that she

suffered more from their fire than she did from

the guns of Fort Constantine.

Indeed, one of the theories which seeks to

account for the impunity of the Eodney, is based

upon the supposition that some of those who
were directing the fire of Fort Constantine per-

ceived the ship to be aground, and regarded her

almost as their own. This idea receives some

support from the fact, that the moment the Spite-

ful moved ahead, so as to disclose herself to the

gunners in Fort Constantine, she experienced full

proof that they did not intend to grant her the

least measure of that indulgence which they gave

to the 90-gun ship.

For some time, the French ships had been haul-

ing off, when Dundas at length sent up his signal

to cease firing and come out of range."f Except
The Rodney the Eoducv stiU fightiucr on the shoal, with her
still aground J o o '

ontheshoaL satellite steamer at her side, the whole Allied

fleet hauled off.

Though in order to get off the Eodney there was

wanted some more steam power, Captain Graham

* General de Todleben having stated, as 'vve saw, that the

Agamemnon was so placed at the dead angle of Fort Constan-

tine as not to be liable to be touched by any of the guns in the

casemates, gives no other explanation of the causes which ren-

dered the fort so harmless.

+ At 5.30,—Log of Britannia. According to the same re-

cord, the French ships began to haul off at 5,10.

The fleets

liauliug off.
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SO hated the idea of asking even that kind of aid, chap.
that he refused to make the appeal ; and it was '^^^^'

only after breaking a cable, and failing to move
^akeTfor

his ship by the sole power of the Spiteful, that he i"o"°gii«^r:

at length brought himself to run up a signal for

help. At once the appeal was answered ; for

Lieutenant Luce, in command of the orunboat

Lynx, quickly came in to give help. It was

determined to endeavour to get the ship off by

the united power of the two steamers, both act-

ing from ahead of the Eodney. The Spiteful

was to tow with the stream cable, and the Lynx
with the towing hawser.

It may be that the Spiteful moved somewhat

too fast before she got a strain on the cable,

for the result was that the stream cable

snapped.

The fire with which the Eussian batteries had

been assailing the Spiteful then increased in

power, cutting her masts and rigging, and hulling

her several times.

Captain Graham now resorted to another plan.

The Spiteful was lashed alongside, and the anchor

hove up to the bow ; whilst the Lynx exerted her

power by steaming ahead ; and, some of the Eod-

ney's guns having been run forward in order to and at

lighten her abaft, she at length was dragged off sSSsT*''

the shoal.

In the course of the endeavours thus crowned

at length with success, a heavy fire had been

directed, though directed in vain, upon those of

the Eodney's boats which were employed in
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CHAP, the task of ffettincr cables on board the towiug
XIII. . , ^ "^

° ^
steamers.

The Eussians, still intent on harming the Spite-

ful, sent against her a shower of rockets, which

wounded Commander Kynaston, and Baillie, one

of his midshipmen.
"f-

The deliberation with which the people of the

Rodney encountered their predicament was main-

tained to the last. They did not slip their cable,

but righteously got up their anchor. Almost at

the same minute they ceased firing, closed their

ports, and extinguished all lights. Then, at

half-past six in the evening, the Rodney hauled

off.

She had lain aground nnder the guns of Fort

Constantine during a period of more than two

the steadi- hours and a quarter
; J: and although, as we have

uess of htr •!_ t i i
crew from sccn, it did not SO happen that her men were
first to last. - ^ ^- ^ . - , . , .

exposed to the trial which is put upon seamen

when their decks become scenes of carnage, there

was enough in her predicament to put to a proof

the warlike composure and firmness still uphold-

ing the name of the Rodney. Nor less will it be

gathered from what I have recounted, that, along

with the captain, officers, and men of the Rodney,

* In these operations, good service was rendered "by Mr Craigie

the master, and Mr Hancorne the assistant-master. Mr (now
Captain) Craigie, a most able and thoroughly trustworthy officer,

was warmly thanked by Captain Graham.

t I hear that Commander Kynaston's death, though it occur-

red long after the engagement, was caused by the wound then

received.

t According to her log, she dropped her anchor at i. 8, and
weighed at 6.30.
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those also of the Spiteful and the Lynx were chap.

deserving of the praise they received.*

Both the Eodney and the Spiteful sustained Havoc done

1 1 n 1
onboard

a good deal of damage from shot and shell ; but her.

strange as it may seem, the Eodney had no men

killed, and only two or three wounded.f AVith

her satellite steamer it did not fare so well. Out

of the small crew which serves to man a six-gun

steam-sloop the Spiteful lost two killed and nine

wounded.

Thus ended— thus vainly ended— the naval

attack on Sebastopol. Except as regards that

* The court of inquiry which investigated the circumstances

under which the Eodney ran ashore, found that the mishap

resulted unavoidably from Captain Graham's gallant determina-

tion to take up the position he did in support of the Agamem-

non ; and that the greatest credit was due to Captain Graham

and the officers and ship's company of the Rodney, as also to

Commander Kynaston and Lieutenant Luce, and the officers

and men of the Spiteful and the Lynx, for their gallant and

indefatigable exertions in towing the Rodney oflF whilst exposed

to heavy fire from the enemy. This finding was approved by

the Admiralty, and the approval was communicated by Sir E.

Lyons, then in command, in a notification dated the 23d of

February 1855. A day or two after the action. Sir Edmund

Lyons addressed to Captain Graham a letter of thanks for

the support the Rodney had brought him, and he added, I

believe, some words tending to explain why he had left the

Rodney when he did. All hands were called aft to hear the

praises of the Rear-Admiral, and a part of the letter was read

on the quarterdeck. I have no copy of the letter before me,

but if memory could be trusted, it would appear that Sir

Edmund did not take the same ground as the officer cited in

the note to p. 392.

t The official list gives only two wounded ;
but it seems

that there were one or two wounded men whose names did not

get into the return.
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CHAP, part of it which unsuccessfully aimed at subdu-

'__ ing the Quarantine Sea-fort, the attempt did not

spring from any more direct warlike purpose than

Sebastopoi ^^^^^ ^^ effecting a diversion in favour of the land

forces.* Of course, this could not be said if the

design of attacking Fort Constantine had been

based upon grounds which were—even apparent-

and caixses ly—rrood. But it WaS UOt SO : it WaS UOt the
of its failure. ^ ^

belief of those days that good walls of stone,

with a thickness of five or six feet, would give

way under broadsides from ships at a range of

800 yards ; or that the number of shots which

skill or chance midit send throu^^h the embra-

sures could be looked to as means of reducing a

great casemated fort long prepared for the day of

attack, and defended by brave, steadfast men.

People rather founded their dream upon the hope

of there occurring in the fort some mighty explo-

sion ; and, indeed, it was natural enough that the

English should have remained more impressed by

the .event which once gave them the fortress of

Acre, than by that faithful voice which (entreating

men not to take guidance from what was a sheer gift

of fortune) strove to make them beware of sending

ships to capture stone forts.f And, again, there

* Dundas wrote to Lord Raglan :
* All this '—a plan for a

diversion on the side of the Belbec, ^vhich the Admiral had

been speaking of—'would be to act in a true position. The
' action of the 17th wa.s a false one, and which I decline to

' repeat. It is one that I accepted with reluctance, and with
' which, as a naval commander, I am dissatisfied. '— Private

letter, 20th October 1854.

t It was in 1840 that our ships attacked the fortress of Acre
;

and, there occurring an explosion which sent to destruction
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were people so constituted as to be able to believe chap
that walls built by Eussian contractors, though _J '_

faced with a semblance of stone, would turn out

to be formed, in the main, of some rotten and

costless material, very soft to the touch. Any at-

tempt which should seek to open a way for the

fulfilment of hopes like these would, of course, be

empirical, but would not, for that reason only, be

necessarily unwise. On the contrary, the genius

and the enterprise of the seamen, whether Eng-

lish or French, gave a naval commander some

right to trust that, although he might enter upon

an attack without being able at first to pursue a

well-defined purpose, he yet, having freedom of

action, might so use the chances of combat as to

be borne onwards to victory by the inspirations

that come in great moments.

But, unhappily for the Allies, their vast naval

strength was so used that, instead of beiog free to

seize upon occasion, and to act in that spirit of

enterprise which might compensate for the want

of fixed purpose, the ships of the whole French

fleet and of our Admiral's ' main division ' had to

ride at anchor in a formal line of battle, at once

so grand and so impotent that there needed the

fighting there was by the ships in the English

left wing to save the whole business of the en-

gagement from being deemed solemnly frivolous.

great numbers of men, the Egyptians abandoned the place. In

his place in the House of Lords the Duke of Wellington spoke

with warm praise of what the navy had achieved upon the coast

of Syria, but with a great earnestness he added the warning

above referred to.

VOL. IV. 2 C
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CHAP. If the zeal of the united navies were perforce to

L_ be used against Sebastopol in such a way as to

go to the verge of what might be possible, the

best direction to give to that sort of hardy empir-

icism would have been, perhaps, an attempt to

break a way into the roadstead. At the worst,

a venture of that kind, if made at a well-concerted

moment, would have been an effective diversion

in favour of the land forces. And, again, it is

imaginable that the original plan of attack adopt-

ed by the council of admirals might have won for

them some semblance of successes more or less

specious, or might even have enabled them— for

their ships would have been moving incessantly

—to feel and make good their way to some more

or less signal achievement. Their original plan

would at least have secured for them the advan-

tage of a less solemn failure than the one which

they actually incurred. As it was, the ships

spent their strength upon forts of stone and

coast batteries, not only without reducing any one

of them, but even without dismounting a single

gun, except amongst those which were in open-air

batteries and fired from over the parapet.*

History is crowded with instances in which the

forces of two allied states are reduced to impuis-

sance by the sheer perverseness of one, or the

clashing pretensions of both ; but even amongst

such examples this naval attack seems egregious

;

for, so far as concerns the main division of our

fleet, the English were coerced into a plan of

* Todleten, p. 336.
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attack wliicli no one of their captains approved, chap.
and found themselves disposed, with the French, '^^^^'

in such a meek order of battle that, as long as the

great array lasted, they were offering themselves

to the striker without being able to strike.

But, independently of the general idea which .

fashioned this order of battle, there resulted from

the punctilio and the stiffness attendant upon the

Alliance so strange a waste of opportunity that it

deserves to be marked and remembered. What-

ever doubts the sanguine English might entertain

of the power of stone forts to resist the broadsides

of their ships, they, at all events, were sure that

to act with effect in such strife they must come to

close quarters.* The French, on the other hand,

believed that a long range—a range of from 1600

to 1800 yards—was the one at which their fleet

could best act.-f- Well, corresponding, as it were,

with this difference of opinion, there was a dif-

ference between the shoals on the north and the

shoals on the south of the harbour ; for whilst on

the north, there was a shoal which kept off line-

of-battle ships to distances of from 800 to 1200

yards from Fort Constantine, the forts on the

south, and especially the Quarantine Sea-fort,

could be attacked by ships at close range. X

* The English gave good proof of this by the way iu which

they pressed and crowded to the very edge of the shoal in order

to get as near as was possible.

+ The French gave conclusive proof of this by attacking forts

at ranges of 1600 yards and upwards, when, if they had liked,

they might have chosen ranges of from 150 to 400 yards.

J See the plans.
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CHAP. Therefore, nature herself had ordained the respec-

tive positions of the Trench and the English fleet,

so that those who desired close quarters might go

where close quarters could be had—that is, to the

south ; and those who preferred to act at a range

of 1600 yards would be content with the north of

the roadstead, where the approaches, though shut

against close fighters by the extent of the shoal,

were everywhere open to those who liked ranges

of 1600 yards or upwards. The reverse of this,

as we know, is what happened. Tor no other

reason, it seems, than that they were already on

the right, that is, on the south of our fleet, the

French took a place where, with the opportunity

of closing the forts to within extremely short

ranges, they chose to stand off at a distance of

nearly a mile, thus excluding their allies from

the deep water most nearly approaching the forts

without making use of it themselves ; and mean-

while, the English, who entertained the belief that

ships should engage forts at close quarters if they

engaged them at all, had to crowd round a shoal

which barely suffered more than one of their ships

to come within 800 yards of the principal fort

they attacked, condemning all the rest to longer

ranges upon pain of running aground.

Regarded as an attempt to effect a diversion in

favour of the land forces, the naval attack, as we

saw, lost all the little worth it had had when Ad-

miral Hamelin thought fit to change the time for

beginning it. The gunners on duty at the sea-

forts were a distinct force long ago organised for
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that special service ;
* and I know of no ground chap

for supposing that any one man engaged at the _1.

land defences was either withdrawn from his post

or otherwise disturbed in his task by the stress of

the sea cannonade. In proportion to the immense

artillery-power which the two fleets exerted, the

loss they inflicted upon the enemy was small.

Under the fire of 1100 ships' guns, and these so

diligently served that from two ships alone, there

w^ere hurled between 6000 and 7000 shot, no

more than 138 of the Eussians were either killed,

wounded, or bruised.f

The Allies suffered more. Besides the two

English ships which were so crippled that they

had to be sent back to Constantinople to be

refitted, there were many that sustained great

damagre. The Yille de Paris, the Trench Ad-

miral's flag-ship, received fifty shots in her hull

;

and a shell bursting under the poop made such

havoc in that part of the ship that nine of the

officers of Hamelin's Staff' there standing near

their chief were either killed or wounded. In-

deed, the Admiral himself, and Eear- Admiral

Bouet-Willaumez, the Chief of his Staff, were the

only two of the group who remained unstricken. j

In killed and wounded (without including the

Turks, whose losses remained unrecorded) the

Allies lost 520 men ; 203 French, and 317 English.

But it was not only in men and material that

* Ante, footnote, p. 280. + TodlebeE,
i).

336.

+ Relation du Contre-Airiiral Bouet-AVillaumez, inserted in

Bazancourt, p. 332.
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CHAP, the Allied fleets were losers; they lost some

part of that incorporeal strength which, conferred

though it be by mere human opinion, may yet

be to fleets and armies a main source of warlike

ascendancy. Before the 17th of October, that

haughty dominion of the seas which the Allies

had been able to assert contrasted so painfully in

the minds of the Eussians with the posture of

their own Black Sea squadrons, all sunk as they

w^ere or imprisoned, that it oppressed them with

a sense of vast power—with a sense of vast power

which, though it might not be immeasurable, had,

down to that time, been unmeasured ; and there

were signs of a spirit in Prince Mentschikoflfs

troops, which made it seem probable that in

moments of discouragement the acknowledged

ascendant of the Allies at sea might be used as a

pretext and excuse for shortcomings and derelic-

tion of duty on the part of the Eussian land

forces. But by that which they did, and by that

w^hich they refrained from doing, on the 17th of

October, the Admirals who were wielding this

hitherto undefined and therefore most dreaded

power, gave a public acknowledgment of the

limits which bound them in approaching the

forts of Sebastopol. From that day, their sup-

posed pretension to be, some day or other, the

assailants of the place was visibly a pretension

w^ithdrawn ; and the seaward approaches of the

roadstead became added to the range of unchal-

lenged dominion thenceforth enjoyed by the for-

tress.
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This security of the fortress from any fresh chap
XII]

naval attack was indeed so firmly established by

the engagement of the 17th of October, that it

afterwards received a practical recognition from

the one man of all the world whose mind would

most violently struggle against any such conclu-

sion. Until he was recalled from Balaclava to

the fleet a few days before the action. Lyons—

evidently diflering from Dundas— had believed

that the navy might take a great part in the

reduction of Sebastopol ; but even before the

action, his views, as we saw, were much cleared

by hearing what was said to him*by the English

captains of ships ; and after the 17th of October,

his opinion upon the question of attacking Se-

bastopol became apparently the same as that of

Dundas ;
for although it was his fate to become

before long the successor of the Vice -Admiral,

and to hold the command of the fleet until the

close of the siege, yet, during the whole of that

time, he acted exactly as Dundas had desired

to act from the first, and abstained from attack-

ing Sebastopol.

Whence came all the errors which brought Admiral
Hamelm

about this ostentatious misuse of naval power we
J^^^^p^^-

have well enough seen. So far as I have learnt,

there is no reason for believing that the judgment

of Admiral Hamelin was ever astray, or that (ex-

cept under the stringent orders of the General

who was his commanding officer) he would ever

have outraged the English by depriving them of
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CHAP, a voice in the control of their o\yn fleet. Indeed
XTTI

_1 the contrary is almost manifest, for Dundas ever

spoke with warmth of the loyalty which marked

the character of the French Admiral; and this,

of course, he could not and would not have done

if he had looked upon Hamelin as a free agent.

Admiral iJuudas had the merit of disapproving, one

after another, the false steps proposed to the

navy; but then, unhappily, there remains the

fact that he took those steps nevertheless. He
must have deemed that the soundness of his judg-

ment upon these questions was in a great measure

proved when he saw his example close followed

by a successor who had been the foremost of his

naval critics ; and, in that respect, his vindication

has since been completed by the Eussian accounts

of the war ; but the misfortune was that, not hav-

ing the natural ascendant, nor yet that authority

resulting from former exploits which might other-

wise have hindered the insistants from approach-

ing him with their urgency, he also wanted the

stubbornness that was needed for withstanding

the stress when it came. True, he was Scotsman

enough to be tenacious of his mere opinions—
those, indeed, he seemed never to change—but

his will, over-tempered perhaps by the action of

politics upon the mind of a subordinated member
of the Government, was too pliant to enable him

to maintain himself steadfast against the violent

and sudden assaults that were made upon his

freedom of action.

Under the first of the two hard trials to which
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his firmness was subjected, lie found himself com- chap.
pelled to leave undischarged one of the gravest

'^'^^^'

of the duties which attach upon a commander in

war-time. The duty I speak of as attaching

upon a commander is that of protecting the force

he commands from the impatience of the Govern-

ment at home, from the impatience of the people,

from the pressure of colleagues and allies, but,

above all, from its own healthy eagerness for

action, and continuing so to protect it until his

own judgment tells him that the moment for

striking has come. It is for this amongst other

reasons that a commander with a warlike reputa-

tion already established is of so much more worth

than another of equal ability who is wanting in

that condition. The adviser who comes forward

in difficult conjunctures to lay it down that

* something must be done ' is as dangerous in

the business of war as in any other public con-

cerns. Nor let it be thought that this extension

of Lord Melbourne's precept to warlike councils

would tend to exclude bold resolves. History is

replete with proof that the boldest captains have

ever been those who, far from striking at random,

and with half-formed notions of what they might

do, have always had clear conceptions of their

objects, and of the w^ay in which they meant to

succeed. Xo sane commander could well be more
venturesome than Cochrane, but he was a man
who could forecast his way to the havoc he was
preparing with a clearness of mental vision which

might almost be called Satanic.
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CHAP. The pressure to which the Enalish Admiral
XIII

_: was subjected might have been resisted by a man
who had gained a great naval victory. It could

not be resisted by one who had acceded to com-

mand by paths of peace and pleasantness ; and

Dundas had so much modesty and clearness of

perception that he never confounded his nominal

with his real authority. On public grounds, and

apart from selfish desires, he used to lament that

he was without the kind of ascendant which is

earned by warlike achievements. Those who

were the most anxious to support their chief in

the maintenance of his own opinion were obliged

to acknowledge, when they knew how the stress

was applied, that no freedom of choice remained

to him. One of our ship's captains,* perceiving,

as he thought, that his chief was wrongfully

obstructed in following the guidance of his own

judgment, took upon himself in the intimacy of

private friendship to deprecate undue concession

in naval affairs to the opinions of other men.

Thereupon Dundas laid his hand on the shoulder

of the officer who 'so counselled, took him aside,

placed a paper in his hand, and, requesting him

first to read it and afterwards give his opinion, re-

newed the occupation in which he had been before

engaged. The letter was that appeal which had

been made to Dundas on the 13th of October.f

When the officer had read through the paper, he

* Captain (now Admiral) Carnegie, the commander of the

Tribune. *
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returned it to his chief, and at once decisively chap
said, ' Sir, this leaves you no option.' ^^'^i-

Where freedom of choice was thus wantiDg,
blame could not be justly imputed.

But as regards the dilemma in which Dundas
was placed by Hamelin's visit on the morning
of the engagement, a different opinion must be
formed. It was, no doubt, plain that a want of

concerted action on the part of the two allied

fleets might have an ill aspect politically, and,
in that way, become pernicious; but Dundas
seems to have thought that, because the avoid-
ance of such a result was indeed a great object,

he therefore must act as though it were of all

things the greatest. There, he erred. Other
than any blessing of such proportions as that,

there was one which had descended to the
England of that day from the England of greater

times. The renown of our navy was a treasure

unspeakably precious. By our whole people, and,

above all, by an English admii^al, it deserved to

be guarded with jealous care ; for, if it be cer-

tain that the very life of England depends upon
the strength of her navy, it is also true that the

strength of her navy is in some sort dependent
upon its sense of power; and again, that that

sense of power must always depend in part upon
the sacred tradition which hands down a vague
estimate of the things our navy has done and
the things it has failed to do. At the time I am
speaking of, it was less than ever right that, for

mere policy's sake, the warlike renown of our
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CHAP, navy should be made to suffer. France watched,

L_ with the knowledge that, in matter of naval

ascendant, our loss must needs be her gain. But

also there vrere reasons of another kind for taking

full care that the momentous duty of upholding

our naval renown should not be made second to

any ephemeral policy.

The expedient of eliciting all sorts of labour

ashore from the generous devotion of the sailor

had been carried, if not to the verge of what is

tolerable, at least to the limit of what prudence

could sanction ; for, after all, the main covenant

of the man-of-war's man is a covenant to fight,

not a pledge to attend iightiug men : and, it

being of especially high moment that the labours

thus obtained from our seamen should not be fol-

lowed by measures calculated to injure the war-

like renown of the service, it was unfortunate

that the Admiral should have to set his fleet to

the business of effecting a mere diversion for the

land forces, when he knew all the time that, how-

ever advantageous his intervention might prove

to the besieging armies, yet, so far as concerned

our navy, the end to which he found himself

driving was a sure and foreseen discomfiture

—

nay, a discomfiture foreseen with sucli clearness

that the approach of night was deliberately

looked to beforehand as a plausible pretext for

hauling off.* Up to the point of determining

* That, as we saw, was Admiral Hamelin's suggestion. See

the postscript to Dundas's midnight letter, ante, sec. ii. of this

chapter ; and acceded to by Dundas, ibid.
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that, in some form or other, a naval attack was to chap.
be made, Dunclas, as we saw, acted almost under ^

compulsion, and was therefore deserving of par-

don ; but to carry yet further the sacrifice of our

naval renown, to let our fleet fall under the con-

trol of an anxious French landsman, who insisted

upon condemning it to take part in an exhibition

which our captains all saw to be vain and humili-

ating, and to make such concession with no other

object than that of guarding against the misfor-

tune of there appearing to be a divergence be-

tween the resolves of the French and the English

Admirals—this, surely, in a choice of two evils,

was a palpable choice of the greater one. It is

true that the French had exerted their pressure

by coming at the last moment, and causing Dun-

das to understand that they would have their

own line, or none ; but the very circumstance of

being subjected to such a process as that might

well have inclined our Admiral to disclose his

honest anger, and exert that austere kind of firm-

ness which is commonly thought to be of great

efficacy as a means of resistance to threats. So,

at least, it would seem, Lord Eaglan had hitherto

thought ; for, flexible as he had been in from

time to time yielding to the proposals of the

French, he had not yet suffered them to gain

their way by threatening to resort to sole action

;

and upon the only two occasions where they ven-

tured on any such method, he had brought them

back to propriety by a wholesome and efi'ective

severity, which was better fitted to preserve real
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CHAP, harmony in the Allied camp than a series of ex-
XIII, . X -, • *

torted concessions.*

And, after all, though (as viewed by men at

that time) the political consequences of a schism

between the Admirals might have worn a some-

what grave aspect, there, at least, is sure ground

for saying that no naval inconvenience could

have resulted to the EnMish from the execution

of the French threat. Supposing the French

fleet to have acted alone and apart, or not to

have acted at all, the English fleet would have

been set free, with full power to engage in any

enterprise which its commander, with the advice

of his captains, might think fit to devise ; and

whatever that enterprise might have been, it

could scarcely have failed to acquire the merit

of being less impotent than the formal, remote

line of battle which Admiral Hamelin proposed.

But although Dundas erred when he so far

submitted to dictation as to engage to anchor his

ships and prolong the French line of battle in the

way prescribed to him by Hamelin, it must yet

be remembered that the English Admiral did not

employ his whole fleet in this distressing and

frivolous duty. On the contrary, he not only

devoted a choice portion of his force to the at-

tack on Fort Constantine and the neighbouring

coast defences, but supported the squad^n thus

detached by the fire of nearly all the steam-ships

which he kept under way, and soon reinforced it

* For the two instances of well-timed severity referred to in

the text, see vol. ii. of Cabinet Edition, chaps, xii. and xx.
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SO powerfully from out of his main division that, chap.
besides the Britannia, which carried his ilag, he

^'^"^'

at last had but two lighting ships—to exhibit, as

though for form's sake—in dreary line with the

French.* Indeed, the array in which Dundas
consented to align with the French approached
so near, after all, to a mere solemnity, that, hap-
pily, scarce one seaman's life was made forfeit to

this painful exigency ;t and whilst the ships

composing the in-shore squadron, or engaging
in support of it, lost nearly 300 in killed and
wounded, the sacrifices incurred by those of our
ships which remained in the Anglo-French line

were only 21 men wounded.

I have not concealed my impression that the

untoward measure of involving the navy in a

combat against the stone forts of Sebastopol was
in part brought about by the exceeding zeal of

Lyons, by his tardiness in attaining to an ac- sir Edmund

curate view of the question, and especially by
the attitude of antagonism in which he , stood to-

wards his chief ;+ but if Lyons in this respect
* After 4 o'clock, he liad actually only one ship besides the

Britannia thus employed in prolonging the French line of bat-
tie, for by that time the Trafalgar (for the reason stated ante,
sec. ii. of this chapter) had hauled off.

t It is probable that the fact would warrant me in saying
'not one,' instead of * scarce one;' but I have qualified the
phrase, because I do not know as a certaint}- that the Queen or
the Bellerophon may not have had a seaman killed before mov-
ing off to the support of the detached squadron.

t With regard to that, and also with regard to the time when
Lyons first perceived the objectionable features of the measure,
see ante, chap, xi., and especially his letter of the 16th of Octo-
ber there quoted.

Lyons.
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CHAP, erred, it was given him at least to have a fore-

most place in the action. The position in which

he placed his superb Agamemnon verged so close

upon the utmost limit of what was possible, that

she only had under her keel two feet and a half

of water ;
* and his place at but 800 yards from

The praises the gorge and right flank of Fort Constantine won
upon him for him, at the time, the enthusiastic admiration

of the French, and the approval of the English,

navy."!* ' General Canrobert and the officers of

' the French army '—it was so that Lord Eaglan

wrote— ' were loud and unanimous in their ex-

' pression of admiration at the position in which
' Sir Edmund Lyons placed the Agamemnon and
' the ships that were with him ;

' I but the opinion

of the French navy upon such a question had, of

course, a yet higher value. 'The position of the Aga-
' memnon,' they said, ' was superb, and that of the

' Sanspareil not less admirable. Both ships were
' capitally placed. It was really magnificent.' §

* And her jib-guys were in contact with those of a ship (the

Eodney) which was actually acrround.

t I speak of the approval of the English nav}- without quali-

fying the words ; because, though Dundas (who was much dis-

satisfied with the naval engagement, and angered perhaps against

those who had forced it on) may have been dry and even silent

on the subject, I have no reason for thinking that he failed to

appreciate the position which Lyons took up ; but it may be

right for me to say that Lyons writes thus :
' Xor can anything

' be more gratifying than the congratulations I receive from all

' the captains, and indeed from the whole fleet, with one excep-

' tion.' Private letter to Lord Raglan, 19th (wrongly dated

20th) October 1854.

:J:
The Sanspareil and the London.—Lord Raglan to Dundas,

private Letter, 19th October 1854.

§ ' Hamelin and Bruat said to Greville yesterday : "La po-
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That last epithet, large as it was, Lord Eaglan chap.
made bold to adopt ; for he expressly applied it

-^^^^-

to the mode in which the Agamemnon was laid

* alongside of Fort Constantine ;' * and he ven-

tured to declare it ' prohable that if the whole of

' our fleet had got as close in, the fort would have

* been destroyed.' t

I conceived it fitting that these opinions should

be quoted ; and especially I desired to record the

generous enthusiasm with which the French gen-

erally, and, above all, their naval men, were able

to speak of an action performed by their ancient

rivals ; but because I repeat this language of

praise I am not therefore venturing to submit it

for unqualified adoption by others. The dearth

that there was of great naval exploits on that 17th

of October made it certain that the merit of the

operation undertaken by the Agamemnon and the

ships which followed her flag would be brought

into strong light by contrast ; and although I

imagine that our seamen will be unwilling to The credit

reallv duf
lower their standard of naval excellence, by ac- to him.

cepting the highest of praises for any thing less

than great deeds, yet, when it is seen that by

venturing his Agamemnon upon the very edge of

* ** sition de FAgamemnon etait superbe, et celle dn Sanspareil

* '* [Captain Dacres] pas moins admirable. Tons les deux etaient

* *' superieurement bien places; c'etait sxiperbe." '— Sir E,

Lyons to Lord Eaglan, prirate letter, 19th (misdated 20th)

October 1854.

* Private Letter from Lord Raglan to Lord Stratford de Eed-

cliffe, 21st October 1854.

t The extent to which the casemates had held good against

the fire was not known at the time to the Allies.

VOL. IV. 2 D
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CHAP, the shoal, Lyons fetched such a place off the gorge

__; L_ of Fort Constantine as enabled him to rake and

crush its top batteries from end to end, there need

be no scruple in saying that the berth he found

for his ship was one boldly and happily chosen.

Lessons It could uot but bo that the attack of great
taught
this na
attack.

this naval coast defcuces bv two miQ;htv fleets would tend

to throw light upon that branch of science which,

relating as it does to the efficacy of the imple-

ments and appliances made use of in fighting,

may be called ' mechanics of war ;

'
* and, although

I myself need not venture to draw conclusions,

yet, in order that others may the more incline

to do so, it seems well to state over again, and

in categoric form, five results evolved by the

conflict :

—

1. At ranges of from 1600 to 1800 yards, a

whole French fleet failed to make any useful

impression upon a fort at the water's edge, though

its guns were all ranged in open-air batteries and

firing from over the parapet.

2. An earthen battery mounting only five guns,

but placed on the cliff* at an elevation of 100 feet,

inflicted grievous losses and injury on four power-

ful English ships of war, and actually disabled

* Plagiarised from the title of a book on a very different sub-

ject, namely, that of legislation—the book by which ilr Arthur

Symonds delivered his patient country from the oppression of

the wordy, diffuse, obscure Acts of Parliament which loaded the

statute-book in the times before his attack. Treating language

as the machinery by which the Legislature seeks to enforce its

will, he called his book the ' Mechanics of Law-making.'
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two of them, without itself having a gun dis- cha?
mounted, and without even losing one man.

3. At ranges of from 800 to 1200 yards, and

with the aid of steam-frigates throwing shells at

a range of 1600 yards, three English ships in ten

minutes brought to ruin and cleared of their

gunners the whole of the open-air batteries (con-

taining 27 guns) which were on the top of a great

stone fort at the water's edge.

4. The whole Allied fleet, operating in one part

of it at a range of from 1600 to 1800 yards, and

in another part of it at ranges of from 800 to

1200 yards, failed to make any useful impression

upon casemated batteries protected by a good

stone wall from five to six feet thick.

5. Under the guns of a great fort by the water's

edge, which, although it had lost the use of its

topmost pieces of artillery, still had all its case-

mates entire, and the batteries within them

uninjured, a great English ship, at a distance of

only 800 yards, lay at anchor and fighting for

hours without sustaining any ruinous harm.*

III.

Whilst the fleets plied their thunder in vain,

and the still silent guns on Mount Rodolph con-

* Of course, the vahae of the experience thus acquired by

the Agamemnon must depend upon a question still somewhat

obscure

—

i.e., the number of guns in the casemates of Fort

Constantine which could really be brought to bear upon her.

The impunity of the Rodney would be even more instructive

than the experience of the Agamemnon, if it were not for the

surmise referred to, ante, p. 396.

XIII.
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CHAP, fessed the ill plight of the French, there yet was
^^^^'

one part of the field where the cause of the

SoS*^ Allies seemed to prosper. This was in the Eng-

limSS-'^ lish batteries. There, from break of day to that

teries:
critical aftemoon-time which we are now ap-

proaching, our cannoneers— sailors and landsmen

tiK-ii efifect. —had been well fulfilling their part. Not only

had they sustained with advantage their now

single-handed conflict with the Flagstaff Bastion

and the ' Garden Batteries '—works which for the

first three or four hours of the bombardment had

been under fire from Mount Kodolph as well as

from Chapman's Attack— but they were fast

achieving almost all that could have been hoped

from their efforts against that part of the enemy's

lines—his lines in the Karabel faubourg—which

they more especially undertook to assail.

The truth is, that in his exceeding eagerness to

overwhelm the French works on Mount Kodolph,

Colonel de Todleben had devoted too little of his

care to those blank-looking mounds on Green Hill

and the Woronzoff Heights, which, at distances of

1300 or 1400 yards, marked the seat of the Eng-

lish Attacks ; but at even an early hour, the

great Engineer had perceived that — because

mounting guns of great power, and planted with

excellent skill— these batteries were operating

with destructive power against a vital part of the

Eussian defences ; and he seems to have felt to

the quick (though seeing it all the time with a

genuine, scientific approval) the telling effect of

Attacks so disposed that, both as respected the
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Flagstaff Bastion and the Eedan, the same guns chap
which battered in front the left face of the work -^"^-

could also enfilade the right face*

After some nine hours of firing, both Gordon's
and Chapman's Attacks had established a clear

ascendant over the enemy's ordnance.

Though with somewhat less advantage, in that

respect, than the French, the English were still

upon heights which commanded the Piussian de-

fences, and looked over into their rear. From this

cause, as well as from the effect, in some places, of

shot bounding in by ricochet, our siege-guns, from
the first, had begun to work a great havoc in those

parts of the Prussian batteries which lay towards
the gorges of their bastions, as well as amongst the

bodies of troops which were posted hard by to

await the expected assault. But this was not all

;

for, little by little, the whole front of the assailed

defences in the Karabel faubourc^ beoan to oiye

* This diagram—it is only a diagi-am and not a plan—may
lielp to elucidate the text :

—

The Redan.

Flagstaff
Bastion.

The Left Attack
(Chapman's).
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CHAP, way under the power of the English artillery. Even

_J '_ from the Allied lines it was easy to see that, inde-

pendently of the effect produced by explosions, the

shell or the round-shot alighting upon a parapet

which was no more, after all, than a heap of loose

particles without coherence, wrought changes in its

bulk and its form, whirling up into the air at every

blow a dark column of dust and small earth. Be-

fore the day was half spent, the frail ramparts

most battered by our artillery had degenerated

into shapeless mounds ; and after the first nine

hours of the cannonade, there was more than one

spot where they seemed to be nearly effaced.

In the midst of the earthworks thus almost dis-

solving into dust under blows of round-shot and

shell, the stone-built tower of the jMalakoff re-

mained yet upstanding ; but the work had under-

gone a fire so powerful that it no longer carried

an effective armament. Of its few guns— all

ranged, as we know, in open-air battery, at the

top of the work—some had been, not merely dis-

mounted, but even hurled over the parapet ; and

there was one—the English remember it—which

had been so tilted round by the blow of a shot as

to be made to stand up on end, a staring sample

of havoc which people could see from afar. But

also the stone parapet of the tower was so shat-

tered, and its splinters flew so destructively, that

without incurring an unwarrantable sacrifice, the

men at the top of the work could no longer be

kept to their guns. They were withdrawn. There

still poured a well-sustained fire from the guns
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on the glacis of the work, but the tower itself chap.
was now silent.

"^^^^^

It was at the Redan, however, as we have seen, The Redan:

that the English siege-guns were to drive a path-

way for our columns of assault by first getting

down the power of the Eussian artillery. To

assail the defences at this chosen part of them, a

large proportion of the guns which armed Gordon's

works had been made to cross their fire with that

issuing from some of the batteries in Chapman's

Attack ; and thus it resulted that each face of the

Eedan was both battered in front and enfiladed.*

Meanwhile, also, other projectiles of great weight

discharged from the Enolish batteries, and taking

effect by ricochet, so swept the space between the

Marine Hospital and the Dockyard ravine as to

make all going and coming in that direction a

service of exceeding danger.

We saw that so early as that hour of the fore-

noon when Todleben surveyed the Eedan, its de-

fences had fallen into a critical state. Even then

several pieces had been dismounted, and numbers

of the embrasures blocked up with ruins. True,

we also learnt that the zeal of the Eussian engin-

eers and seamen w^as supporting them in their

ceaseless efforts to encounter the work of destruc-

tion with the work of repair, and giving them

heart to toil thus under a fire of great power.

But hours and hours elapsed. The cannonade

did not relent ; and, despite all that man could

do, the power of the English ordnance so con-

* See again the Diagram appended to the foregoing note.
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CHAP, tinned to tell upon the Eedan as to be gradually

_: L_ annulling its batteries. By about three o'clock in

the afternoon, one-third of the pieces which armed

the work had been dismounted ; and even where

guns were yet in battery, the cheeks of the em-

brasures lay in ruins. The loss in men had been

heavy. Twice over, the g-unners of several pieces

had had to be replaced by fresh hands. Of 75 men
sent to the Eedan from on board one of the ships, so

many as 50 were killed or wounded. And against

the artillery which was inflicting these losses upon

them the Eussians could do but little ; for their

batteries were here overmatched by the more com-

manding position and the greater weight and

numbers of the guns which assailed them from

the Green Hill and the Woronzoff Height. Yet

under stress of the decisive and increasing ascen-

dant thus established against them by the English,

the gunners in the Eedan stood firm. They had

been exalted, it seems, into so high a state of

devotion by the example of their chiefs, Captain

Ergominischeff, Captain Leslie, and Captain Kat-

chinsky, that, however appalling the slaughter,

the men yet remaining alive and unstricken

worked on and worked on at the defence with a

courage which did not droop. They strove hard

to do what was needed for maintaining a fire in

spite of all the havoc that had been wrought in

the batteries ; and, to that end, they kept on

banking up the embrasures which were continu-

ally falling to pieces. The officers did not hesi-

tate to give the example of this kind of devotion.
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They moimted the parapets, and toiled at the re- chap.
pairs of the embrasures with their own hands.

"^^^^^

But even by all these efforts the English artil-

lery was not to be prevented from overmastering

the Eedan ;
* and soon after three o'clock in the

afternoon there occurred a disaster vvhich com-

pleted the ruin of the work. A shell blew up great

the powder-magazine established in the salient.

When the smoke lifted, it disclosed a dire spec- its effect

tacle of ruin. What a man could see of the

world where transformed by the explosion, bore

scarce any likeness to what he had been look-

ing upon a minute before. At the fore part

of the work the parapet had been heaved over

into the ditch, and so filled it in. The ground

was laden with fragments of platforms, with guns

dismounted, with gun-carriages overthrown and

shattered. On aU sides there were the blackened

bodies of men scathed by fire, and it was after-

wards known that more than 100 men had been

thus killed. There were many of the dead—and

among them the brave Captain Leslie—whose

bodies could never be recognised. The calmest

of the survivors who gazed on this scene of havoc

might well enough judge that the last hour of

their cherished Sebastopol must indeed be come

;

for not only could they see that the ruthless

energy of their own war-munitions had laid open

the road for a conqueror, but also, through the

roar of the artillery, they heard the ' hurrah ' of

* 'These efforts were important to prevent the English

' artillery from getting the dominion of ours.'—Todleben.
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CHAP, the Eiigiisli ; and the cheering was taken for

proof that the besiegers had comprehended the

gift which the fortune of war had brought them,

and were coming to lay hands on their prize.

The cheering died out ; but narrators have said

that, notwithstanding the thunder of the artillery

war still waging elsewhere between Sebastopol

and its assailants both by sea and by land, the

failure of sound issuing from the Redan added

strangely to the sense of desolation which the

siLjht of its ruins occasioned. From a work

where, for hours, great batteries had been pealing,

where words of command and the shouts of men
toiling under fire had been all day resounding,

there was nothing now to be heard except the

discharge, at long intervals, of a single cannon,

and the groans and entreaties of wounded men,

who lay praying, and praying for water.

There were Russians so steadfast in their obedi-

ence to sense of warlike duty that, in the face of

the ruin which surrounded them, they made an

attempt to get some guns in a condition for

service; but what resulted was, that out of the

22 pieces which had armed the work, 2 only

remained in battery, and these were manned by

but 5 gunners.*

Nor was it only by the number of men killed

or disabled, and the all but total ruin of both

the work and its batteries, that the Eedan was

brought into danger. A significant indication of

despair yet remains to be given. The troops

* Todleben.
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wliich had been kept near the goro-e of the Eeclan chap.
XIII

in order to meet an assault, now all at once fell
'

back for shelter towards the Marine Hospital, and
JI.'e^Rissfau

dropped down behind the scarp of the rock over- ^"f«^tn- =

hano-inoj the ^lan-of-war Harbour. * Thenceforth,'

says Todleben—and the time he speaks of is that

which close followed the great explosion

—

' thence-

' forth there disappeared all possibility of reply-

* ing to the Endish artillery. The defence in defenceless
o ° -^ condition of

* that part of the lines was completely paralysed ;
the Redan

:

' and in the Karabelnaya men expected to see the

' enemy avail himself of the advantage he had

* gained, and at once advance to the assault.' *

And, indeed, it mi^jht well be imaoined that theoppor-
' ' o o tunity there

the time was at hand when (after one final salvo ^^as for
^ assaulting

which would build up a wall of dim smoke to it

:

cover the front of the assailants) the gunners in

the English batteries might now at last take their

rest, and deliver over the site of what had been

the Eedan to assaulting columns of infantry.

Erom first to last I have been careful to keep

under a full light the tissue of evil consequences

that resulted from neglecting the element of time,

and consenting to give the enemy his respite of

twenty days; but although Sir John Burgoyne

gave counsel which tended to this capital error,

the soundness of his conclusions in other respects

may fairly, perhaps, be subjected to a separate

criticism ; and when once the field of scrutiny is

thus narrowed, it becomes right to say that, so far

as concerned the English part of the siege, the

* Todleben, p. 329.
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CHAP, state to wliicli the Eeclan had lieen brought on
"

the afternoon of this 17th of October was a singu-

larly exact fulfilment of Burgoyne's design. For,

although, as auxiliary and collateral measures, our

chief engineer had undertaken the battering of

the Flagstaff Bastion, and the battering of the

Malakoff as well as of other defences, yet the

main purpose of what Burgoyne had planned to

achieve by force of siege-guns was to drive such

a chasm of havoc into the enemy's line of defence

on the ridge where stood the Picdan as would

open, through ruins of earthworks and silenced

batteries, a not impracticable roadway for the

English columns of assault. This being what

Burgoyne had undertaken to do, it resulted that

—

with some aid from that gift of fortune vrhich

wrought the explosion of the Piussian magazine

—

he was able to fulfil his engagement. At a few

minutes after three o'clock in the afternoon, the

Piedan lay before him in that very state to which

he had sought to reduce it.

why not But we liave to remember that the plan which

the^AUies. aimed at breaking in by the Karabel faubourg

was a part only of the whole design, and that

whenever the English should be assaulting the

Piedan, the French were to be assaulting the Flag-

staff Bastion. According to the understanding

between the French and the English Head-

quarters, the one assault was not to be going on

without the other ; and it seems to have been

—

not so much stated in terms, but—rather taken

for granted that the silencing, for the dav, of the
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batteries on Mount Eodolpli carried with it a chap.
corresponding postponement of any attempt by

"^^^^^

the French to assault the Flagstaff Bastion.

Indeed it was evident that, independently of the

physical obstacle still interposed by the un-

silenced batteries of the Flagstaff Bastion, the

moral discouragement which had been inflicted

upon the French by the disastrous explosion of

their magazine could not but be an ill preparative

for the task of storming Sebastopol.

In this way, once more, the exigencies of the

tender bond which united two mighty States for-

bade them the full use of their strength. A tacit

compact required that their armies should act

together in any great operation ; and, it chancing

at this time, from the mere fortune of war,

that the English were in a condition to assault

and that the French were not, it resulted, as a

natural consequence, that the temporary impo-

tence of the one Power carried with it the ab-

stention of both. "What benumbed the Allies

was the Alliance.

It must not be supposed that the disappoint-

ment of Lord Eaglan's hopes came upon him at

this late hour. The silence of the French bat-

teries on Mount Rodolph prepared him of course

for ill tidings ; and the first message which had

been delivered to him from General Canrobert

disclosed no small part of the unwelcome truth.*

As soon as General Eose had spoken, the horizon

* For the purport of General Rose's communications, see

ante, sec. i. of this chapter.
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CHAP, of the besiegers was all at once overcast; and,

_J L_ indeed, his words on that day may be regarded as

marking the time when that which had seemed

at the English Headquarters to be a near prospect

of the storming and capture of Sebastopol, dis-

solved into hopes faint and vague. Certaialy in

the mind of Lord Eaglan this quick change was

wrought. Before the explosion in the French

lines, he had been apparently confident that Se-

bastopol would be carried ;
* and his anticipation

was that, in the course of the evening, he and

Canrobert would be able to make their arrange-

ments for the assault.-(- After hearing General

Eose's account of the discouragement suffered by

the French, and of the time that would be needed

for the resumption of their cannonade, he at once

* 1 found this statement partly though not entirely upon the

tenor of Lord Raglan's communications to the naval authorities.

+ Speaking to me during the progress of the cannonade, and

I think at about one o'clock p.m., Lord Raglan said that, but

for the disasters which had befallen the French, he believed

' he should have been able to come to an arrangement with
' Canrobert that evening ; ' and (by the way in which those

words bore upon the immediately preceding part of the conver-

sation) I knew that the ' arrangment ' to which Lord Raglan

had looked forward was an arrangement for the assault of Se-

bastopol. I do not, however, undertake to say whether he

meant an arrangement for an assault that evening, or an

arrangement that evening for an assault on the morrow.

Originally, no doubt, the first day of the cannonade was looked

to as the day for assaulting ; and the detailed instructions

issued to the troops were so framed as to be in accordance with

that supposition ; but some of those instractions were cancelled

on the eve of the 17th ; and the change was such as to dis-

place the inference which might have been drawn from the

paper in its original state.
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perceived that the siege was likely to become a chap.

protracted undertaking.* L
The Eussians were strangely slow in their en- xiie enemy

deavours to draw a conclusion from the silence of eniigiitened

the French batteries; but in the course of the siien-eof

.
the Fifiich

afternoon they began to surmise that the assail- batteries.

ants thus paralysed might have altogether aban-

doned their trenches ; and in order to learn the

truth, a small reconnoitring force, consisting of

sailors under Lieutenant Hiliban, was despatched

at about four o'clock to the crest of Mount Eo-

dolph. The force pushed boldly forward to with-

in a hundred yards of the trenches, and was then

driven back. From the insight obtained by this

reconnoitring force, Sebastopol learnt that the

batteries on Mount Eodolph, though silenced,

were still amply guarded.

On the part of the Enoiish, the firincr was con- condn^ion
^ o ' o

^
ofthecan-

tinued till the evening without addinoj signal nonade for
° o o the day.

results to those already obtained. At dusk, the

cannonade ceased.

In this the first day's conflict of the land bat-

* Lord Raglan, at the time, spoke to me in a way which dis-

(3losed his clear perception of the nnfavourable change which

had come over the prospects of the AUies. Lest it should be

thought that a mere traveller was guilty of intrusion in re-

maining with Lord Raglan at a time and place when any need-

less addition to the gi'oup might tend to draw fire upon the

Head(|uarters Staff, I may be suffered to mention that I had

<'hosen for myself another post of observation. Lord Raglan,

however, finding where I was, kindly sent to request that I

would come to the spot at which he had stationed himself.

From him at the time a request was of course a command.
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CHAP, teries, more than 1100 of the Russians were killed

_I or wounded,* whilst the loss of the Allies was
Its results, comparatively small.t The disparity was occa-

sioned in part by the exceedingly advantageous

positions in which Burgoyne had established his

Attacks, as well as by the greater calibre of the

English guns ; :|:
but a main cause of loss to the

Piussians was the necessity of preparing for the

expected assault, by keeping large forces on ground

where they could not be sheltered from fire.§

The works and the armaments of the Allies sus-

tained, upon the whole, little harm.,;

It has been reckoned that the projectiles thrown

on this day from the land batteries of the besiegers

and the besieged were, by the French, about 4000
;

by the English, 4700 ; and by the Eussians, so

many as 20,000.T This large expenditure of am-

' 1112.—Todleben, p. 345.

+ Including the 50 men struck down by the first explosion

on Mount Eodolph, the loss of the French in killed and

wounded seems to have been only 96.—Xiel, p. 62. Exclusive

of the casualties among our sailors acting on shore, the losses

of the English in kiiled and wounded were, it seems, liL

t Todleben, p. 344.

§ Ibid. p. 345. The forces thus exposed were not only bat-

talions of infantry, but also the grape-shot batteries to which

Todleben looked for his favourite ' mitrail.

'

II The details of the damage will be found in Xiel, p. 62, and

the English Official Siege Journal, p. 34. In the Appendix to

that work there is an interesting paper by Sir John Burgoyne,

shoAving that the comparative immunity of the English was

owing in great measure to the efficient way in which our En-

gineei-s performed their many and difficult tasks. Their para-

pets proved solid, and their magazines, though often struck by

shot and shell, held good in every instance.

% Todleben, p. 345.
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mimition on the part of the Eussians is ascribed chap.
in some measure to their sailors, who could not,

^^^^-

we saw, be dissuaded from indulging their love of

the broadside.* But it also appears that no small

portion of the Eussian fire was elicited by those .

imagined columns of assault which so often in the

course of the day seemed to come marching down
through the smoke.-f*

When the Allies suffered night to come and Theconse-

to pass without having stormed the defences, ilotstorming

it followed, in truth—though they did not yet fau^^^
"^'^ '^'

thoroughly know the vanity of what they had

done—that the cannonade, prepared at great cost

of warlike resources, and, yet worse, at a ruinous

cost of time, had brought them no nearer to their

object than they were before opening fire. Xot
being followed up by an assault, the one oppor-

tunity which all their siege labour had earned for

them became an opportunity lost.

That the deliberations of independent com- TheAiiies

manders tend to the rejection of vigorous resolves, hj^S
we have been seeing again and again ; but another ^ ^^^ ^

^'

of the characteristics which mark such counsels is

their rigidity. Decisions formed in that way are

really in the nature of diplomatic engagements, and

it is only by a renewal of the diplomatic labour that

they can be varied and adapted to the changeful

circumstances of the hour. The swift exigencies

of battle can ill be met by conferences and ne-

gotiations.

Apart from the diversity both of nation and of

* Todleben, p. 345. t Ibid.

VOL. IV. 2 E
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("HAP. race which made it hard to restore the temper
^^^^^'

and spirit of one army by reporting to it the suc-

cess of the other, there was a physical severance

of the French and the English siege forces which

tended to increase the evil ; for whilst the two

camps, and especially the Headquarters camps,

were divided from one another by a comparatively

small space of ground very easily traversed, the

advanced positions which had to be occupied by

the besiegers whilst actively engaged in their task

were divided by ra^dnes of such depth as to be

equivalent to long distances. Another of the ills

resulting from this riven configuration of the

ground was its tendency to aggravate the embar-

rassments created by a divided command. At

moments which might require that unforeseen oc-

casions should be instantly seized, and that the

old plan of action should be rapidly accommodated

to new conditions, it could not but be material

that, if possible, the two Commanders should be

near to one another ; but they had both thought

it right to establish themselves at posts announced

beforehand to their respective armies, and it is

plain that the interposed ravine did much to keep

them asunder. The use of the electric telegraph

had been learnt in those days by merchants, nay

even, in some measure, by Governments, and the

value of moments in war had long been known to

mankind ; but the old and the new discovery had

not yet been so blended in the human mind as

to result in a wire from the batteries to the two

Commanders, or across the Harbour ravine.
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I do not, however, represent that if the two chap.

Commanders had been communicating with one _J '_

another at tlie critical moment, they would haA^e

changed their design. During the whole of the

day, and notwithstanding that their cannonade

had succeeded at one point whilst failing at the

other, they, each of them, apparently continued to

treat it as settled that, by way of preliminary to the

operation of assaulting, the fire of both the Works

which were to be stormed must first be got down.

If the whole Allied army had been one people

obeying one chief, the Commander, when survey-

ing the state to which the conflict had been

brought after four o'clock by the destruction of

the Eedan, might not have been so ill content

with the general result of the cannonade as to

reject a large gift which the fortune of war had

just brought him, for no better reason than that

the gift was but a half of the entire result which he

had sought to attain by artillery. Judging that

the failure of the cannonade on his left was, upon

the whole, well compensated by the success at-

tained on his right, a general so circumstanced

might have proceeded at once to assault.

But with the Allies, that force on the left

which had sustained the check was an indepen-

dent army, was the offspring of an independent

nation, was commanded by an independent gene-

ral ; and there needed an almost romantic affection

for the common cause to make the French act in

the w^ay that would have been only natural to

them if the force on the right which then chanced
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CHAP, to be smiled on by fortune had been part of the
^^^^"

army to which they belonged. In such a case,

the confidence and the warlike impulse engendered

by disabling the Eedan would have been carried

by swift contagion to the men on the crest of

jSIount Piodolph ; and the discouragement there

occasioned by the explosion of the magazine

would perhaps have been followed by a bold and

determined resolve. As it was, the duality of

the besieging force proved so constant in its

noxious effects that, whilst both the armies were

hampered by misluck occurring to one of them,

there was no happy converse to set against that

ill result ; for the hopefulness of the army which

had chanced to succeed in its task did not prove

to be a blessing that could be shared by that one

which happened to fail.

So, upon the whole it must be said that, al-

though there was no disagreement between Gene-

ral Canrobert and Lord Eaglan, the experience

of the 17th of October gave little warrant to

the fancy of those who had imagined that the

concord of England and France would enable

them to act in the field with the power of two

mighty nations and the decisiveness of one. In

that sense, the Alliance scarce seemed to join the

two armies : it coupled, but did not unite them.

The course To a man of an anxious temperament there

Canrobert. is sorc temptation in the ever - ready, the ever-

alluring, yet often pernicious, expedient of re-

sorting to delay. General Canrobert apparently

judged that he must wait until his troops, with
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spirits restored, and with batteries strengthened chap.

and multiplied, should be able to bring the Flag- — L.

staff Bastion to a state like that of the Eedan

;

and to that course of action on the part of the

French Lord Eaglan simply assented, but he was

not the less determined to persist in his own

cannonade.

It must not be supposed that General Canrobert

receded in the least from any engagement he

had made. The checkered and twofold event of

success at the Eedan and failure at the Flagstaff

Bastion had not been apparently contemplated

in the anterior deliberations of the Allies ; and it

was in perfect accordance with the understanding

between the two Generals that the French, when

they found themselves baffled for the moment in

their artillery conflict, determined to postpone

their attack. The whole theory of the cannonade

which the Allies had been preparing for the last

twenty days was based upon the supposed im-

portance of getting down the lire of a work before

any attempt to assault it ; and, the exceeding

worth of the opportunity which had occurred

being ill understood at the time, it was consistent

and only natural on the part of the French Com-

mander to put off his further attack.

The question whether Sebastopol would have concuvreut

•1-1 1
opinions

been probably carried bv a resolute assault on upon the

t,
"

.
expediency

this 17th of October has been determined in the of an
assault

.

affirmative by our English Engineers ;
* and their

* The Official Journal of the English Engineers— a work

strongly bearing the impress of Sir John Burgoyne's mind

—
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CHAP, judgment has been ratified by the weighty aiitho-

_I rity of General de Todleben. It must be observed,

however, that General de Todleben's argument

omits the consideration of what might be effected

against the assailants by the fire from the Pais-

sian ships.

Plainly also, that imaginary road to the con-

quest of Sebastopol which the great Engineer of

the Eussians can now so surely point out to his

former opponents might not have been easily

found by the assaulting columns ; and, in the

absence of a panic involving the collapse of all

steadfast resistance, it seems likely that the be-

siegers in storming the place would have had

to undergo hea\'y slaughter. Therefore the op-

portunity which presented itself to the Allies on

tliis day was not one so unspeakably precious as

those which, thrice over, occurred in the last ten

days of September. Still, the predicament into

which the invaders had thrust themselves was

of such a kind that they would have been blessed

indeed if they could now have found means to

capture Sebastopol even at the cost of cruel

losses ; and, since it happened that they had

opened a chasm in the enemy's line of defence,

their omission to push home the advantage must

here take its place, and be numbered. It con-

contains this passage :
' Could an assault have been attempted

' this evening, it is believed that it would have been successful.

' But as the French expected to re-establish their batteries by
' the following morning, it was decided to dela}' the assault on
' the British side until the French were ready to undertake the

' operation against the works of the Flagstaff Bastion.'—P. 34.
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stitutes the fourth of the lost occasions which chap.

these vohinies have to record.
'—

In succumbing for a time to the defenders of oJSiion.
'"'

Sebastopol, and resolving to postpone his next

attack to some future day, General Canrobert, it

is plain, acted loyally, and without an idea of the

extent to which he was sacrificing the common

cause. By the conjuncture which had suddenly

placed the resources of a whole fleet and arsenal

at the disposal of transcendent genius there had

been generated so vast a power of rapidly con-

structing, restoring, and re-arming defensive works,

that the like of it had never before been known

in the w^orld ; and it is scarcely wonderful that,

even with all the quickness and sagacity of his

nation, a French commander should have been

slow to perceive the whole truth. He apparently

formed no conception of the huge quantity of new

work, and restoration, and re-armament tliat might

be effected by the garrison and people of Sebas-

topol in the course of an autumn night, and

suffered himself to imagine that the besieger's

work of destruction might recommence on the

morrow at the point where it was to leave oft' that

same evening. If he had not indulged this illu-

sion, General Canrobert would have seen that, to

give further respite to Sebastopol when the favour-

ing chances of war had torn open its line of

defence, was to spurn a gift of rare worth, such

as Fortune— too often rebuffed— might hardly

again deign to profter.
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CHAPTER XIV.

CHAP. After seeing their hopes disappointed on the

17th of October, the French lost no time in de-
change of termining to try a new plan of attack. They re-

solved to proceed against the Flagstaff Bastion by

regular approaches. The English, it was known,

with difficult ground in their front, and having

but scant means of carrying on extensive siege

operations, could not undertake to work their

way up to the Eedan by regular approaches ; but

it was agreed that, whenever the French should

be ready for the assault of the Flagstaff Bastion,

the English, at one point or other, should also

storm the defences. In the night of the very

same day, that is, the 17th of October, the French

so prolonged their first parallel as to disclose

their new plan of proceeding against the Flagstaff

Bastion.

It was determined, however, that, pending the

time which would be occupied in proceeding by
regular approaches, the enemy's defensive works

should be every day kept under fire.

With the hope of being able to act the more
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effectively afterwards, the Freucli had determined chap.
to abstain one day more from going on with their

^^^

'

fire ; but the English batteries, not requiring delay,
requ^rld by

were to renew their cannonade on the morrow. ^^^ French.

The dawn of the 18th of October threw painful Momingof

lic^ht on the prospects of the Allies ; for it dis- changed
, , , . . ^ ,

,
state of the

closed the superiority oi the enemy s resources defences.

in that very species of contest to which they had

imprudently challenged him. In the night time,

as now was apparent, he had so used his great

command of both labour and material appliances

as to be ready once more for the strife, with para-

pets restored and re-armed.

However, though with a more careful economy The English
cannonade,

of ammunition than had been hitherto observed, isth of

the English fire was resumed, and steadily main-

tained all the day.

By this fresh cannonade the re-constituted de-

fences of the Eedan and the Barrack Battery

were once more brought to a state of ruin, and

in the day-time, whilst under the fixe of the

English guns, the enemy could neither repair nor

re-arm his shattered works. The position of the

Left attack proved so commanding that the guns

there established searched the interior of the

enemy's batteries with a terrible powder, and

obliged him to determine that he must double

the number of his traverses. In killed and

wounded the Bussians this day lost 543 men.

Yet, taking place, as it did, at the time when

the French batteries were still in their silenced

state, the destruction thus brought about in the
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CHAP. Eedan and the nei2,libourinci^ work was not re-
XTV

_1 '_ garded as furnishing an opportunity for the storm-

ing of the Karabel faubourg ; and, since plainly

it might now be expected that the havoc wrought

in the day-time would again be repaired by the

enemy in the course of the night, the success of

this second cannonade did not serve to rekindle

the hopes with which the first morning had

opened.

Death of Amoufist tliosc who fell on this dav was
Colonel
Hood. Colonel Huod of the Grenadier Guards. Whilst

in command of a covering party in the trenches

he was struck in the side by a round-shot, and

died almost immediately. He had not lived in

vain. On the Alma, and under trying conditions,

we saw how he led his battalion.*

Feat of Cap. In the coursc of the day's cannonade, there
taiu Peel's.

. . ^ , ,.-,, -, •

occurred an incident which shows how instan-

taneous in heroic natures is the process of both

the thought and the resolve from which brave

actions spring. A team of horses engaged in

dragging up ammunition for the ' Diamond ' bat-

* Lord Raglan wrote of Colonel Hood as an excellent officer,

and one 'deeply lamented.'— Letter to Secretary of State,

October 23, 1854. An officer of the Grenadier Guards wiites

thus of his honoured chief :
' He was looking out of an em-

' brasure when a round-shot caught him in the side. He died
' almost immediately—died as a soldier, as did his father be-

* fore him. He is a very great loss to us.' The officer who
wrote thus— Prince Edward of Saxe -Weimar— was himself

wounded on the following day ; and I see that Lord Eaglan

in communicating the incident adds :
* His Serene Highness,

' however, insisted upon remaining in the trenches until the
' detachment to which he was attached was relieved at the
' usual hour,'—Ibid.
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tery refused to confront the fire, and thereupon chap.

a number of men volunteered to unload the _:—

_

wac^f^on at the place where it stood, and carry up

its freight to the magazine. This they hastened

to do ; and the powder they had brought up was

already collected in the midst of them, and in

readiness to be stowed away in the magazine,

when a shell came into the heap. A voice cried

out, ' The fuse is burning !
' In perhaps twenty

seconds, perhaps in ten, perhaps one, the fire

^^ould But instantly, and, as the narrator says,

' with one spring,' Captain Peel darted upon the

live shell, and threw it over the parapet. The

shell burst about four yards from his hands with-

out hurting any one.*

Since the silencing of their fire on the 17th of Cannon^;ie

October, the French had been not only repairing October,

the havoc made in their works, but establishing

new, powerful batteries ; and as it was known that,

on the morning of the 19th, they would be in a

condition to reopen their fire with largely in-

creased means, the hour of trial was looked for-

ward to wdth great interest by the Allies. Indeed

it may be said that, notwithstanding the adoption

and continual prosecution of the plan for carrying

forward regular approaches, there was a revival

of the hope which had animated the assailants at

the opening of the first cannonade. Men trusted

* Captain Lushington to Admiral Dundas, 23d October 1854.

On the iSth there fell, in the sailors' batteries, Lieutenant

Greathead. He was one of the splendid body of oflBcers belong-

ing to the Britannia, our flag-ship.
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CHAP, that, under the more powerful fire which the

_1 1_ French were now about to direct against it, the

Flagstaff Bastion might be brought to such a con-

dition as to warrant an assault ; and, the English

being ready at any time to storm the Redan, there

was a prospect that, after all, the more summary

of the two methods might be successful. In that

aspect, the cannonade of the 19th of October

would be a repetition of the attack which the

Allies had commenced just two days before,

though about to be attempted, this time, with

more numerous and more powerful batteries.

But the preparations of the French were under

the eyes of Colonel de Todleben ; and he assured

himself that, so long as they might continue to

assail him from a narrow front of fire, he would

be able to keep his ascendant, by meeting their

increase of armament with an increase yet greater

than theirs.

And Todleben ^ot the dominion. Two of the

French batteries were visited by the calamity of

explosions ; a third was silenced by fire at about

ten o'clock in the morning ; and at three in the

afternoon there was no longer any French battery

which continued the strife.

The English fire was maintained with great

energy the whole of the day, and directed, for

the most part, against the Eedan.

At evening the cannonade ceased. Xo material

injury had been done to the works of defence
;

but in killed and wounded tliis day the Russians

lost 516 men.
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Every day from this time until the evening of c hap.
the 2oth of October the fire of the Allies was con- "^^^ '

tinned, but everv^ day also it was encountered by TUesixsuc-
'

-^ */ J cessive days

Todleben with a ceaseless energy. His defence of
^/iJ'fch^fo!!''^*

the place would be weakly, nay, almost wrongly,
Ig^ii oS*"

described by calling it ' obstinate ;
' for, united to

all the gifts which the defender of a beleaguered

fortress should possess, he had a rare flexibility of

mind, which enabled him to bend his vast powers

to every changing phase of the conflict. Far from

offering to the foe a resistance of the kind which

the English call 'dogged,' he was enterprising,

disturbing, aggressive. If there could be little

rest for a garrison living within the range of

such energies, there was now even less on Mount
Eodolph, where the French, with their magazines

too often exploding, and their batteries too often

enfiladed by new works thrown up for the pur-

pose, were undergoing a trial of such a kind as

might tend to make them distrustful of their own
engineers. They hardly at the time understood

the true root of the evils which beset them, but

that which really stood in their path was warlike

genius.

Under the direction of this great volunteer, the

Eussians, though suffering carnage, could stead-

fastly hold their ground. By fighting their bat-

teries in the day-time with unsparing valour, and

achieving at night immense labours, they were

able to present to the besiegers ever}- morning a

line of defence which was not only strong and

unbroken, but even augmented in strength ; and
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c H A P. they also found means to provide themselves, as

_J 1_ the struggle continued, with a more and more

efficient protection against the missiles of war.

The comparative immunity enjoyed by the gar-

rison after the 19th of October they owed mainly

to the traverses and other defensive works which

were growing up round them each night, but in

part also to the skill which they were acquiring

from practice in the art of descrying and eluding

the heavier missiles of war. On the 18th, as we
saw (when only the English were firing), the Eus-

sians in killed and wounded lost no less than 543

men; but although, during the six days which

followed the 19th of October, a cannonade equally

vigorous was maintained by both the French and

the English, yet during that period the average

daily lo.<s of the Prussians in killed and wounded

was reduced to 254. The whole loss in killed

and wounded which the Eussians sustained from

the siege down to the evening of the 25th of

October was officially stated to be 3834.

Measures for But whilst Todlebcn thus met all the exigencies

ingtbe
''

of the daily cannonade, he devoted yet more of

proaehes. liis skill and energy to the object of counteracting

what he now perceived to be the main design of

the Allies. From the moment when, on the

morning of the 18th of October, he saw how the

French on Mount Eodolph had newly opened the

ground along a distance of four or five hundred

yards, he assured himself that they had deter-

mined to assail the Flagstaff Bastion by regular

approaches. As an engineer, he entirely approved
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their decision; for there were many circumstan- chap.

ces which concurred to make the Flagstaff Bastion _—L_

a weak point in the line of defence ; but so much

the more for that reason he laboured to frustrate

the assailants. By means of a change effected in

the organisation of the night outposts, he found it

possible to inflict much heavier losses than before

upon the French working parties, and, indeed,

to carry the interruption to such a length as to

render the progress of the approaches exceedingly

slow ; but also he constructed fresh batteries for

the purpose of counteracting the new design of

the French in all its successive stages, so ordering

his measures that the nearer they might draw

their approaches the more he would be enabled

to ply them with lire ; and adhering to his

favourite principle, he never ceased to take care

that, whenever the moment might come for as-

saulting the work, any troops employed in the

enterprise should be under a storm of mitrail.
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CHAPTER XY.

That same 18th of October which disclosed the

enemy's power of repairing his shattered defences

brought with it besides other knowledge of a kind

to be yet more unwelcome.

Mr Calvert's Without merit or fault of mine, it happened to

me, the same day, to be made the means of cast-

ing upon Lord Eaglan's mind the shadow of

approaching calamity. Mr Cattley was a gentle-

man of much good sense and intelligence, who
acted as interpreter at the English Headquarters."'

On the 18th of October he came to me in my
tent, and spoke to this effect :

' I see now that

* this siege is likely to last a long time, and what
' I fear is, that if Sebastopol should not fall in

* the interval of autumn time yet remaining, there

' may be an idea of wintering here. But does

' Lord Eaglan know what a winter here is likely

' to be ? The army would have to encounter

* His 7iom de guerre was * Calvert, ' there being reasons

•vvliicli at the time made it desirable that liis real name should

not become known to the enemy. He had been English Con-

sul at one of the ports—at Kertch, if I rightly remember.
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* bleak winds, heavy rains, sleet, snow, bitter chap.
' cold. But cold like the cold in England is not

* the worst of what may come. Once in some
' few years it happens that there comes a fort-

' night or so of Eussian cold.* When I speak of

' " Eussian cold,'' I mean cold of such a degree

* that if a man touches metal with an uncovered
* hand the skin adheres. I am not a strong man,
' and I feel certain that a winter here under can-

* vas would kill me. With that belief I have
' naturally determined not to pass a winter here.i*

* Upon that, my mind is made up, so it is not

' on my own account that I am concerned : it is

* about the army that I am anxious. The army
* ought not to winter here. You are in the habit

' of seeing Lord Eaglan. Somebody ought to

' speak to him. I do not like to speak to him
* myself.^

It was obvious, of course, that the statement

would be most appropriately made direct to Lord

Eaglan by Mr Cattley himself, and I do not con-

sider that his reasons for not taking the step per-

sonally were well founded ; but, upon the whole,

I judged that it would be wrong for me to dis-

regard this appeal ; and having an opportunity

the same day of conversing alone with Lord Eag-

lan, I repeated to him the purport of what the

* Cruel as was the first winter endured by the Allied armies

on the Chersonese, the apprehended contingency of a fortnight

of * Russian cold ' did not occur.

t Mr Cattley, notwithstanding this, was induced to remain
at Headquarters, and was not killed by the winter. He died,

I think, at Headquarters, in the summer of the following year.

VOL. IV. 2 F
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XV.

Lord Rag-
lan's recep-
tion of the
warnins.

Steps taken
by Lord
Raglan.

His letter to
the Home
Govern-
ment :

in prospect
of the ap-
proaching
winter.

interpreter had said. Lord Eaglan's reception

of the statement was such as to assure me that

he had seized the full import of Mr Cattley's

warning.

Then, at all events, if not before, the grievous-

ness of the calamity which awaited his army, if

indeed, it should be brought to such straits as

to have to winter on the Chersonese, was very

present to the mind of Lord Eaglau. He called

upon Mr Cattley for a report in writing upon the

climate of the Crimea ; and, ha\4ng obtained it,

proceeded to write thus (in private) to the Sec-

retary of state :
* We have been fortunate in hav-

' ing very fine weather, and Mr Cattley encourages

' us to hope that this may last tiU nearly the

' middle of next month. Then we must be pre-

' pared either for wet or extreme cold, and in

' neither case could our troops remain under can-

' vas, even with great and constant fires, and the

' country hardly produces wood enough to cook

' the men's food. I enclose a memorandum on
• the climate of the Crimea which Mr Cattley drew
'' at my request two days ago. It shows what
' precautions the inhabitants and the Eussian

' troops are obliged to take during the severe

' months of the winter for the preservation of

' their lives.' In the memorandum thus for-

warded by Lord Eaglan to the Home Govern-

ment, Mr Cattley, after describing the winter of

1843 in the neighbourhood of Sebastopol, went

on to say :
' In such weather, no human creature

'can possibly resist the cold during the night un-
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' less in a good house properly warmed, and in uhap.
' the day-time unless warmly dressed.' *

The letter with wliich Lord Raglan accom-

panied the memorandum contained this impres-

sive statement :
* Before concluding, I may be

' permitted to say a word with regard to this

' army. It requires, and should not be denied,

' repose. Although the marches have not been
' many, fatigue has pressed heavily upon the

' troops. The very act of finding water and of

' getting wood has been a daily unceasing exertion,

' and the climate has told upon them; and in-

' dependently of cholera, sickness has prevailed to

' a great extent since the third week in July.

' Cholera, alas ! is still lingering in the army.' f
Upon the supposition that the Allied arDiies

should remain so engaged with the enemy as to

be forced by sheer stress of war to winter on the

Chersonese, those words of Lord Eaglan's, not-

withstanding all their calmness and moderation,

had still a terrible import. They foreshadowed

the evil that was to come.

And, on that same 18th of October, there ap- Re-appear-

peared, as it were, a new combatant, that is, a enemy';*
'^

Russian field-army, manoeuvring in sight of our

people. The enemy could be plainly seen march-

ing with horse, foot, and artillery along a ridge

over Tchorgoun ; and the movement was even of

* This memorandum is given verbatim in the Appendix.

t Lord Eaglan to Duke of Xewcastle (private letter), October

23, 1S54.
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CHAP, such a kind as to have in it somethinf;^ of menace.
XV '

Lord Eaglan, followed by his Staff, rode at once

to the eastern edge of the Chersonese, and stationed

himself at a point from which he saw spread out

before him not only the whole plain of Balaclava,

but the slopes of the highlands beyond it.

After a scrutiny of more than an hour, it at

length became evident that, for the time, nothing

was about to be attempted against our flank and

rear; but still there remained the fact that the

enemy in some force was once more operating in

the field.

The enemy, as we saw long ago, had been lately

sending patrols into the neighbourhood of Tchor-

goun, but now he showed himself frankly with a

force of all arms, and seemed minded to threaten

Balaclava. Thus close following upon that dark

change of prospect in regard to the siege which

had resulted from the ill fortune of the French on

the previous day there was added noAv to the

cares which encompassed Lord Piagian a visible

presence of troops preparing to assail him in rear.

The truth is that Liprandi by this time had

been entrusted by Prince Mentschikoff with the

command of a detachment of all arms then in

course of assembling at Tchorgoun ; and now

—

already intent—he hung poising himself for the

swoop which was destined to give the next Wed-

nesday a place in cavalry annals.
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NOTE I.

Extract from a MzMORANDUii of a Coxversation held
WITH Sir Edmund Ltoxs, which was made by Mr
George Loch (lately Member for Sutherlaxdshire),

February 10, 1856, axd approved as accurate ox the

SAME DAY BY SiR EdMUXD.*

•

' Immediately on their arrival at Balaclava, he, Sir Ed-
' mund, had urged again on Lord Eaglan an immediate
' assault ; but Sir John Biirgoyne represented strongly

' against it, and urged that regular approaches be made.
' He said it would cost them the loss of 500 men ( ! !).

' There was then little appearance of defences on the town
' side. It was stated that the Eussian fleet would cause

' loss of the assaulting troops ; on which he. Sir Edmund,
' pointed to the Malakoff Hill, then unoccupied, and ad-

' vised the immediate construction of a battery there,

' which would make it necessary for the fleet to take care

' of themselves. That a day or two after this he again

* urged an assault on Lord Eaglan. By this time the Eus-

* The earlier part of this Memorandum, with also the copy of the late

Duke of Newcastle's letter on the subject, appears in the ' Invasion of

the Crimea,' vol. iii. of the Cabinet Edition.
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* sians were at work throwing up batteries, and conse-

' quently the loss to be caused by an assault w^ould be
' greater than if done in the first instance. Lord Eaglan
' was willing, and asked him how he would proceed. He,
' Sir Edmund, said, in answer, that it was now clear

' that the Russians saw they (the Allies) were about to

' lay regular siege to the place. Let them be encouraged

' in this belief; send lots of men to the front with pick-

' axes, or, if they have them not, with something to re-

' semble pickaxes, and commence turning up the ground,

' and when they least expect it, rush in upon them. He
' urged that if this were not done the place would not be
' taken except after grievous loss ; that the men w^ho now
' composed the army would never live to do it. Lord
' Raglan frequently adverted to this afterwards. He would
' have been very willing to do it by assault, but he was
" not supported in the proposal by the French General, nor

' by his own Engineers.

' Canrobert was a fine, honourable, chivalrous fellow,

" but a miserable commander-in-chief—brave as steel per-

' sonally, but he dare not take responsibility. He had, on

\foiir separate occasions, made arrangements with Lord
' Raglan for assaulting the place, and each time made ex-

' cuses when the moment arrived for getting off" ; he has

' been heard since to confess that he durst not have
' attempted it.

' Sir Edmund's opinion of Admiral Dundas as a com-
' mander-in-chief is not favourable. I mentioned that it

' Avas my impression, from reading the accounts that came
' home, that he (Sir Edmund) must have determined to

' take upon himself to act independently, and as circum-

' stances might demand of him.

' He said it was quite true—that he was reduced to this

* necessity—that it was a great responsibility, but that

' there was no help for it ; that indeed in this he acted by
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* the advice of Lord Eaglan, and at his request ; that he
' (Lord Eaghan) told him the expedition must be given up
' unless he consented to take active charge of it. AVhile
* saying this. Lord Raglan alluded to the singular position

' in -which he felt himself—viz., that having been educated
' in the strictest school of discipline, he should yet be
' suggesting* to a second in command to set aside the
* authority of his Commander-in-Chief.'

Hatchford, Fehruanj 11.

I last night showed this memorandum to Sir Edmund
Lyons, saying that I had no business to make notes of what

he had said without his knowledge. He returned it after

reading it, confirming its correctness.

(Signed) GEOPtGE LOCH.
{Private.)

Clumber, January 10, 1863.

My dear Mr Loch,—I am much obliged to you for

allowing me to read your interesting memorandum of a

conversation with Lord Lyons.

I was so often on board his flag-ship off Sebastopol, that

you will easily suppose that there is little in it which is

new to me ; indeed, I can corroborate from other sources of

information a great deal of it.

"What is related in page 20 struck me with personal in-

terest. It was done under secret instructions from me,

sent (most irregularly, of course, but, as I thought, justifi-

ably on account of the imminent danger) without the

knowledge of my colleagues.

This must be known to Kinglake, as he no doubt has

my letter.—I am, yours sincerely,

(Signed) NEWCASTLE.
* Lord Raglan could not liave used exactly the words ' should yet be

' suggesting.' See his reply to the Duke of Newcastle's letter, given in

.1 note, ante, p, 268. What Lord Raglan probably spoke of as so strange

Avas the circumstance of his having been asked to make the suggestion by
the Secretary of State.
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1^0 TE 11.

Statejiext (dated 24th Nov. 1867) by Sir Edward
Wetherall respecting the Flank March.

I WAS directed to lead the Cavalry, who were at the head

of the column of the army ; I do not consider that Lord

Lucan's command was a reconnoitring column in the or-

dinary acceptance of the term. jMy orders were positive to

follow the main road which led down to and crossed the

Causeway at the head of the harbour as far as I could, and

then to take a direction S.S.E. I think (and not W., as

the latter direction would have led towards Severnaya),

and I was given the Lighthouse at the head of the Inker-

man valley as a general direction. On arriving at the edge

of the plateau where the road dipped, I perceived a road

to my left, the existence of which I was unaware of. Hard-

ing (who was with me) and I galloped up the road some

distance, but finding its direction was N.E., we agreed it

was better to abandon that line and adhere to the direction

given. The Horse-Artillery (Maude's troop), I believe,

never left this road, for I recollect, after we had marched

some distance on, hearing the sound of waggons to our left.

I went, with Lord Lucan's permission, to see what they

were, and found Maude's troop in the road with Lord

Eaglan, who asked me where the Cavalry were. I replied,

About a quarter of a mile to the right. He then directed

me to bring them up as quick as possible, as a Eussian

column had crossed our front.

On returning to the Cavalry, I found them forming up

on the open ground near Mackenzie's Farm, and the Greys,

who were at the head of the column, were advancing in

pursuit of the enemy.
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:N'0TE III

The Flank March. The Order given to Lord Lucax.

Memorandum.

The Cavalry Division supported by the second battalion

Eifie Brigade will proceed on reconnaissance in a direction

S.S.E., towards a spot marked on the map ' Mackenzie's
' Farm,' on the great road leading to Sebastopol. This road

will be watched both ways, and reported on. The Cavalry

will not descend into the road. There is a deep ravine or

gully running about N.E., commencing at ruins of Inker-

man, which it will be desirable to report upon as to prac-

ticability. An officer would be sent back as soon as possible

with Earl Lucan's report.

(Signed) EICHAED AIREY,
Quarterm aster- General.

NOTE IV.

Letter printed in ' L'Expeditiox de Crimee ' or a

French Divisional General whose name is not

GIVEN BY M. de BaZANCOURT.

Les batiments qui portaient le materiel de si^ge arrivaient

en meme temps a Balaclava ; mais on etait si loin de s'at-

tendre aux difficultes que Ton aUait rencontrer, qu'il fut

questions de ne pas debarquer ce materiel, et qu'on parut

dispose a tenter une attaque de vive force contre Sebastopol.

C'est injustement, selon nous, que Ton a conclu du parti

pris par les Generaux Allies, qu'ils avaient manque de re-

solution en cette circonstance. Si les Eusses, refugies apres
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la bataille de I'Alma sur les hauteurs d'lukermann. y eus-

sent attendu nos armees, un combat lieureux eiit peut-etre

ouvert les portes de Sebastopol aux Allies. Mais rarmee

ennemie, ayaiit par une marche semblable a celle que venait

de faire I'armee Anglo-Francaise, conservie ses communica-

tions avec Tinterieur, et s'etant etablie sur le flanc et les

derrieres des Allies, une attaque de vive force contre Se-

bastopol, dans ces conditions, devenait une operation des

plus liasardeuses, qui n'entrait pas dans le caractere metho-

dique et peu entreprenant du general Anglais [!!!—See

' Invasion of the Crimea,' voL iii. of Cabinet Edition, chap,

i. sec. 25], et que ne pouvait guere risquer le nouveau

gL-neral, qui, investi depuis quelques jours seulement du

command ement, voyait peser sur lui une immense respon-

sabilite. Malakoff (car c'eut ete alors, comme toujours, le

point d'attaque) n'etait pas fortilie comme il I'a ete depuis
;

niais la position en elle-meme deja ties forte pouvait en

vingt-quatre heures, et avec I'habilete des Eusses a remuer la

terre, se couvrii- d'ouvrages de campagne, armes d'une puis-

sante artillerie. L'armee Alliee, menacee sur ses derrieres

par l'armee de secours, ayant a combattre une garnison de

25 a 30,000 hommes, sous le feu de la flotte et des forts

du nord, qui ont pris, ainsi qu'on I'a vu depuis, une si

grande part a la defense de cette position, courait le danger,

en cas d'un succes, d'etre jetee a la mer. Le siege regulier

fut done resolu.
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XOTE V.

Extracts from Letters of Lord Eaglan tending to

SHOW HIS Opinion as to the policy of storming the

PLACE at first.

Although it is true that in his despatches and private

letters he omitted—nay, studiously omitted—to disclose

his opinion, he nevertheless often Avrote in language which

could hardly have come from him unless he had iDeen one

of those few who perceived the peril of delay, and lamented

the irresistible concurrence of opinion which Avas inducing

the Allies to forego the prompt seizure of their prize. Thus

on the tirst day after the completion of the iiank march he

showed how clearly he perceived the advantage which the

Allies gained by surprising the enemy on the South Side,

for he wrote :
' We have taken the enemy (|uite aback by

' a manoeuvre for which they were not by any means pre-

' pared.'* And five days later he showed himself keenly

alive to the advantage which the enemy was gaining from

delay, for he wrote :
' The garrison is actively and inces-

' santly employed in adding to the defences, and forming

' a continuous line of works along the South front which
' had previously, to all appearance, been much less pro-

' tected, and they have likewise been busily occupied in

' bringing in large stores of supplies of different kinds.' t

Again, five days later, he wrote :
' The enemy however is

' in great force within the place, and have been busily en-

' gaged since they discovered the design of making the

' South Side the object of attack in strengthening the

* whole front, and arming the works which they have

* Private letter from Lord Ra.elan to the Duke of Newcastle, Se})t.

28, 1854.

f Despatch addressed bv Lor<l Piaglan to the Secretary of War, Oct. ;'.

1854.
' '

. .. ,
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* established with tlie heaviest artillery/ * And yet again,

on the same day :
' The enemy have taken advantage of

' the time that has elapsed since they discovered our in-

' tention of attacking the South Side of Sebastopol to

* strengthen the whole front ;
* and then, after describing

the nature of the defences which the enemy had thus been

preparing under the eyes of their invaders, he goes on to

say :
' These formidable preparations make the approach to

' the place extremely difficult, and without cover an advance
* upon it is next to impossible.' t And in yet another

letter on the same day, he spoke of the undertaking to sub-

due the enemy's fire as ' an almost hopeless task, consider-

' ing the number, weight, and metal of the guns they have
' in position, and the cover they have been able to give

* them since they saw the necessity of strengthening the

' South Side of Sebastopol.' J

jS'ow a mere disputer, no doubt, may well enough fence

and say that these despatches and letters yield no actual

proof of the opinion Lord Eaglan had formed upon the

question of giving the enemy time instead of assaulting at

once ; but those who have an eye for the truth will incline,

perhaps, to believe that he who could thus be insisting,

and insisting again, on the strength which the enemy had

gained from the respite accorded him, must needs have

been one who, having perceived the peril of delay whilst

yet there was time to avoid it, had formed, from the first,

an opinion that the place should be promptly assaulted.

And this, as has been seen in the text, is the opinion as-

cribed to Lord Raglan by the two men who enjoyed his

most intimate confidence—that is, by Sir Edmund Lyons

and General Airey.

* The same to the same, Oct. 8, 1854.

+ Private letter from Lord Ptaglan to the Duke of Newcastle, Oct. 8,

1854.

t The same to the same of the same date, but written later, and headed
*. most confidential.'
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NOTE VI.

Adverse Letters from Sir John Burgoyne, with

SOME Comments by the Author.

On the 30th of June 1868 Sir John Burgoyne ad-

dressed the following letter to the Editor of the ' Times '

newspaper :

—

Sir,—I have no wish to enter into a controversy with ilr King-

lake upon matters of opinion, but there are some questions of fact

which I consider should be set right as early as possible.

Mr Kinglake states that Lord Kaglan refrained from an immediate

assault upon Sebastopol upon my advice, and against his own con-

viction.* My views upon the subject are well known. I considered

an assault unjustifiable at that time, and T have never seen reason

to change my opinion. Lord Raglan never consulted me on the

subject, nor do I beUeve he ever entertained the idea. It woidd not

have been my business, as a General Officer on the Staff', to volunteer

advice on so important a matter to the Commander-in-Chief, upon

whom would have fallen the whole responsibility of a failure. Such

an interference might be used as a cheap and easy method of obtain-

ing a character for enterprise and dash.

For the same reason I greatly doubt the fact of Lord Lyons hav-

ing proffered such advice to Lord Raglan. In their relative posi-

tions it would have been very anbecoming, and it requires better

authority than the report of a private conversation to substantiate

so very improbable a statement.—I am, sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) J. F. BURGOYNE.
Lo^^>ON, June 30.

From the introductory words of the above letter, it

might be inferred that the writer was about to contravene

me upon some matter of fact ; but he does not quote any

particular passage in my narrative as clashing with his

recollection of the circumstances ; and revering, as I do

most deeply, the gifted and experienced officer from whom

* What I really stated on this subject is sho^vn in the next two

pages.—A. W. K.
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the comments proceed, I am happy in being able to

believe that, so far as concerns those facts which came

^vithin the personal observation of Sir John Burgoyne,

his statements tally with mine. Certainly when I wrote

I hail the advantage of knowing what Sir John Eur-

goyne's recollections were ; and believing those recollec-

tions to be in the main accurate, so far as concerned the

matters of fact which had come within the range of his

l^ersonal observation, I was careful, as I thought, to avoid

all assertions, which would place me in contradiction to

his testimony.

Sir John Burgoyne, at the time in question, was a

General Officer upon the Staff of the British army in the

Crimea ; he was a senior officer of the Engineer Depart-

ment ; he had had vast experience ; he was gifted with high

intellectual powers ; he was present at Headquarters. It

would have been strange indeed if Lord Eaglan had

proceeded to undertake the siege of Sebastopol without

lirst informing himself of the opinion of such a man.

VTeU, Sir John Burgoyne's opinion was, as he frankly ac-

knowledges, that an assault at the time in question would

have been 'unjustifiable:'* and he does not, of course,

say— it would have been impossible for him to do so—that

he concealed his opinion at the time from men at the

English Headquarters. Where, then, is the difference,

so far as concerns this question, between Sir John Bur-

goyne's statements and mine 1 and what is the matter of

fact upon which he desires to correct me ] He saj's he

Avas not ' consulted ' upon the question of assaulting, and

that it ' would not have been his business, as a General

' Officer on the Staff, to volunteer advice on so important

' a matter to the Commander-in-Chief;' but neither do I

* ' Utterly unjustifiable ' he says in one of Ms Memoranda, and in

tlie letter which \\i\\ be afterwards quoted he says it would have been

'madness.'
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say either of these things. The word I have used—and

I used it with forethought, and advisedly— is not one

which contravenes Sir John Burgoyne's impression. I

have used the verb * elicit,' Xote, p. 235 :
* and in the text,

p. 264. I did not say that Lord Eaglan approached his

chief Engineer officer in the language of one who professes

to be ' consulting ' another ; but I assuredly hold it to

be true, and have accordingly so written, that, whether

Sir John Burgoyne was conscious or not of the process,

his opinion was effectually ' elicited * by Lord Eaglan.

The word which I used is strictly, minutely accurate.

I quite understood when I wrote the volume that Sir

John Burgoyne might not have been informed of the

opinion which Lord Eaglan himself entertained ; and,

indeed, I expressly said this in the text, for I wrote thus :

' Even in eliciting Burgoyne's opinion he [Lord Eaglan]
' did not, it seems, disclose his own,' p. 264 ; and again,

—

' What I rather imagine is, that, in eliciting Burgoyne's
' opinion. Lord Eaglan did not say u-iiat he himself and Sir

' Edmund Lyons thought of the question,' iN'ote in p. 235.

When Sir John Burgoyne writes as though, at the

time in question, he had disclosed no opinion upon the

question of assaulting, he does not, apparently, consider

the full import of ^the ' sanguine ' words which (as stated

by Lord Eaglan in his letter to the Duke of Newcastle, j).

272), he, Sir John Burgoyne, really used. The truth is

that there ' were two very different modes of speech by

which a man might express an opinion against resorting

to an immediate assault. He might either say, 'Don't
' assault until you have got down the fire of the place

;

'

or else, without even mentioning the word 'assault,' he

might say, ' Land the siege-trains at once, and proceed to

' use them.* Either form of expression would be perfectly

* In this Edition, the several references above made would apply to

pages in chap. Aii.
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explicit. It is probable that the last of the two modes of

speech was the one which Sir John Burgoyne mainly used

;

bat as often as he expressed his approval of a resort to

the siege-trains—and this he certainly did in what Lord

Eaglan called a ' sanguine ' way—he of course was putting

his negative upon the idea of an immediate assault. For

Sir John Burgoyne to say that he did not advise against

an immediate assault is much the same as if a member of

the Oxford Senate were to describe his part in the election

of 18G5 by saying, ' I did not vote against Mr Gladstone ;

' I only voted fur Mr Gathorne Hardy.' The answer to

Sir John Burgoyne and to the Oxford elector would be

the same :
' True it is that you delivered your judgment

' in the affirmative form, but the circumstances were such

' that to affirm one proposal was to negative the other one.'

Just as the vote for ^Mr Gathorne Hardy involved the

rejection of Mr Gladstone, the recommendation of a resort

to the siege-trains carried with it the rejection of any

plan fur an immediate assault.

This is all that I have to say in reference to those

parts of the letter which touch matters lying within the

range of Sir John Burgoyne's personal observation.

In some parts of his letter, however, Sir John Burgoyne,

as he is weU. entitled to do, has ventured upon the field of

conjecture. He does not believe, he says, that Lord Eag-

lan ever entertained the idea of an assault ; and, on the

ground of the supposed improbability, he ' greatly doubts

'

the fact of Lord Lyons having proffered that advice to

Lord Eaglan which is stated in Mr Loch's MS. To this I

answer that Mr Loch (who is one of the most accurate

of men) read over the memorandum to Sir Edmund Lyons
;

that Sir Edmund Lyons approved it as a faithful account

of his statements ; and that to numbers of men still living

Sir Edmund Lyons gave a closely similar account of the

part that he had taken. But I do not leave the matter
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there. I produce a letter from Sir Edmund Lyons to Lord

Raglan, of the 30th of September, in which Lyons says

he ' shall be anxious to know the effect produced upon Sir

' John Burgoyne's mind by his reconnaissance yesterday,

' and also the result of Canrobert's night reflection upon
* the proposition of yesterday ; ' and adding, in immediate

connection with the above, that the writer will ' wait on
* his lordship after breakfast.' Does not this letter go far,

very far, towards proving that there was then going on

that very species of consultation between Lord Eaglan and

Sir Edmund Lyons which is recorded in Mr Loch's MS.,

and to which (on the ground of the supposed improba-

bility) Sir John Burgoyne declines to give ready credence 1

The letter is in Sir Edmund's handwriting, and it came

to me with the rest of Lord Raglan's papers.

As I intimated in chapter xi.,* the Commander of the

English forces took pains apparently to avoid identifying

himself ostensibly with any proposal for resorting to im-

mediate assault, and I have reason to believe that he main-

tained this reserve even when Sir George Cathcart was

advocating the . measure. I have shown that the course

thus taken by Lord Raglan was wise and politic ; but

obviously it was calculated to throw some difficulty in the

way of a writer who might endeavour to acquaint himself

with the true purport of the transactions in question. I

however submit that that difficulty has been overcome by

the many concurrent proofs which will be found accumulated

ante in chapter xi.,* and in section vi. of the Appendix.

On the 4th of August Sir John Burgoyne addressed to

the Editor of the ' Times ' newspaper the following letter.

In order to facilitate reference, I have prefixed a number

to each paragraph :

—

Sir,— 1. The depreciating view taken by the British pubhc of the

military operations of their own couutr}Tnen on many occasions is

* Chap. vii. of this Edition.

VOL. IV. 2 G
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very dilFerent from the feelings and habits of other nations ; it is

not very intelligible, is very discouraging to military men/and would

seem hardly to be deserved when connected with complete and abso-

lute successes.

2. Take, for instance, a simple record of the thoroughly success-

ful events of the Peninsular war, and it would be hard to believe

that, according to many of the contemporary writers, every one was

accompanied by a tissue of blunders and mismanagement. As
for the service in the Crimea, it seems to be thought that nothing

could be said too bad of all concerned.

3. In this systematic species of criticism no allowance is made
for the impossibility of anticipating all the contingencies of war.

"Where circmnstances, as in a campaign, may be developed in an

infinite variety of ways, neither party can possibly be distinctly and
exclusively prepared for the precise case that may actually occur,

although, after the event, it can be easily defined what those pre-

parations might (and consequently it is inferred ought to) have

been.

4. After an interval of twelve years it may be hoped that the

strong and somewhat partial impressions which gave a false tone to

many notices on the occurrences of the day will have passed away,

and that the circumstances connected with the Crimean war may
admit of more calm discussion, and let us hope that s-uch may
now be attempted, notwithstanding certain sharp conmients by an

eminent writer of the present day in the recent publication of the

history of that campaign.

5. It may be thought that those ver}- animadversions themselves

indicate that the time is not yet arrived for calm and unprejudiced

discussion ; still, many such impressions, and perhaps prejudices,

wiU be at least softened down or obliterated, and statements may be

more interesting now, when emanating from the remaining few who
bore a prominent part hi the proceedings that have been commented
upon than if postponed to a more remote period.

6. In addition to a desire to vindicate those opinions of my own
with which fault has been found, and which I still continue to

believe to have been well founded, I may at once declare my,thorough

dissent from the justice of the violent censures that have been passed

on many of the actors in that service.

7. The duties were severe and responsible ; our means were totally

inadequate to our task ; and my conviction is, that all engaged in it

performed their parts in the best manner, that the few bltmders

which occurred are inevitable in all military operations, and even
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tliat mauj' actions that have been severely commented upon were

really praiseworthy.

8. Many circumstances tended to make the attack on the Crimea

a service of a peculiarly arduous character :

—

(1.) The necessity for it arose so suddenly that no time was avail-

able for !procuring any accurate information as to the state of pre-

paration of the enemy to resist the attack ; and this was the more
felt from the remote position of the station and very little ordinary

intercourse with it.

(2.) The peculiar disadvantage which always attends such enter-

prises when attempted by a landing from a fleet— the want of

a stable base of operations from which to draw supplies, and on

which to effect a retreat, if necessar\^ ; while, on the other hand, all

the resources of the country are in possession of the enemy.

(3.) The clim.ate, and the prevalence of an epidemic cholera in the

army at the time.

(4.) The enormous evil of an army consisting of a combination of

forces of ditferent nations, of which no one was in a decided pre-

dominance. Although this evil was reduced almost to a minimum
by the frank and courteous character of the commanders and most of

the influential officers in the several services, still it could not be but

sensibly felt. The customs, habits, and modes of proceeding neces-

sarily differed, and gave cause for complaint, irritation, and want of

that promptness and decision which are so necessary in the field.

9. Up to a very recent period we have been ignorant of the exact

amount of the Russian force in the Crunea. The history of the de-

fence of Sebastopol, since published by the Piussian General Todleben,

supplies us with an authentic account of their military resources

at the period of the expedition. It shows them to have been even

stronger than the information then in the possession of the Allies

had led us to expect. According to the Eussian account. General

Mentschikoff possessed at his disposal in the Crimea on the 13th of

September 51,500 men, to which were added, after the destruction of

the fleet, 18,500 seamen. They had, in addition, within Sebastopol,

2822 effective pieces of artillery, of which upwards of 200 were mounted

on the works, large stores of entrenching tools, and all the resources

of a dismantled fleet and a great naval arsenal. It will thus be seen

that, even in the number of men, the Russians were superior in

strength to the ,whole allied force, which barely exceeded 60,000

men at the period of disembarkation, and consisted of a mixed army

of French, English, and Turks. The invasion of a country posses-

sing such military means by an army numerically inferior to their
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enemy, disembarked on an open Leach, "without transport, stores, or

reserves, and in a country destitute of resources, must be admitted to

liave been a most daring and perilous undertaking.

10. The Russian account, which is "u-ritten ostensibly for the pur-

pose of exalting as much as possible the brilliancy of the defence,

and in which the author is consequently under a strong temptation

to depreciate the strength and resources of the defenders, admits

the great difficulties of the undertaking when General Todleben says

that the Russians could not believe that the Allies could be so im-

prudent as ^ se Jeter dans une contree presque dcnuee de ressources.'

1 will accept the Russian testimony here given of the difficulties of

the enterprise, and hope my countrymen will do the same. Instead

of being censured for not overwhelming the enemy at once by the

most desperate assaults, the Allies deserved very great credit for so

perseveringly prosecuting to a successful end operations of unexampled

hardship and difficulty.

11. In his new volumes, recently published, Mr Kinglake adopts in

toto certain views of the campaign which have been put forth by the

Russians, but which I hope to be able to show are entirely erroneous.

12. These opinions were originally advanced by Prince Gortscha-

koff in a conversation with Sir William Mansfield at Warsaw in 1858,

and have been reproduced by General Todleben in his account of

the defence of Sebastopol. They are well known to be the views

entertained by Prince GortschakofF, but it is not so generally known
that they are, for the most part, put forward to uphold his own
opinions on the subject of the campaign, in contradiction to other

•views upheld by the party of Prince Mentschikoff ; and this fact

should have made Mr Kinglake very cautious in adopting them so

absolutely. He should have been all the more cautious upon this

occasion, because the reasoning of General Todleben is contradicted

on many occasions by the facts adduced by the same writer.

13. In dealing with the published accounts of military operations

by an adversary, the safest rule for an historian is to accept his facts

and disregard his reasoning, so far as it applies to the measures of an

opponent. Mr Kinglake does the contrary—he disregards the facts,

and accepts all the reasoning without hesitation.

14. The first point of difi"erence between myself and the Russian

commanders is contained in the statement that the Allies ought to

liave attacked the north side of Sebastopol in preference to tlie

south ; and they add as an inducement to this enterprise, that the

works on that side of the harbour were so weak that they could have

been carried by a cou]^ de main.
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15. Whether such works, mounting artillery, and with the whole
Eussian army behind them, reinforced by 18,500 seamen and the
garrison of the place, could have been taken by a coup dc main
I will leave to the judgment of others. I think it useless to argue
the question, because I always maintained that, unless the Allies

were strong enough to invest the place on both sides of the harbour,

operations against the north side could have led to no useful result.

The possession of the north side would not have given us the posses-

sion of the south, in which lay all the resources of the place ; and
the attempt of the Russian Generals to affirm the contrary is incom-
prehensible, with the experience before them of the position of affairs

after the final assault on the 8th of September 1855. After that

date the Allies held peaceable possession of the south side of the

harbour, and blew up the docks at their leisure, without seiious

molestation from the enemy, although the Eussian army at the time
occupied the north side of the harbour and all its batteries.

16. I fully believe that if my views on the propriety of making
the south the point of attack had not been adopted by the Allied

commanders, winter would have surprised ,' us on the heights of the

Belbec, without a harbour, and with a difficult line of operations to

defend ; and that the safety of the whole Allied force would have
been seriously compromised.

17. I perceive that Mr Kinglake states that Lord Eaglan wished
to attack the north side, but quotes no authority for his statement.

I can only say that he intim.ated nothing of the kind to me, and it

would have been totally inconsistent with his character to suppose

that he would yield so quietly to a proceeding of which he disapproved.

18. The next point of difference between myself and the Eussian

Generals falls upon the question of an immediate assault upon the

south side of Sebastopol when we amved ^before it. Upon this

subject I have not the advantage of the logic of facts as upon the

question of the advisability of selecting the south as the point of

attack
; but, on the other hand, I have the benefit of occupying a

perfectly independent position in discussing the question, not hav-

ing been consulted as to the course to be pursued. I am in hopes
that, not being under the obligation to defend a foregone conclusion,

my reasoning will carry some weight in the difficult task before me o'

combating an idea which has obtained so great a hold of the public

mind. I have no hesitation in avowing my thorough conviction that

an immediate assault would have been an act of madness, and that

the attempt would have resulted in our being beaten off with a very

great loss of men.
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19. It may be received as a fixed maxim in war that an army
entrenclied in a strong position "behind works mounting artilleiy is

unassailable bj' a front attack. If the flanks are secm-e, as in the

case of Sebastopol, and the position cannot be turned, the usual

course is to blockade and cannonade the enemy until the combined

effect of the fire and shortness of supplies forces him to yield the

position.

20. The circumstance of two armies thus confronting one another

has received several illustrations lately, and invariably with the same

result. The Confederate lines before Pdchmond, and the present con-

test at Humaite between the South American States are examples in

point. I am not aware of any instance in which an enemy so situ-

ated has succumbed to an attack by open force before his artillery has

been silenced. On the other hand, there are many instances in which

the attacking force has been beaten off even after the artillery of the

place had been silenced.

21. It is true that it has been denied by the Russian writers that

an army, properly so called, was in the place when we arrived before

it, and a great outcry has been raised against Prince Mentschikoff

for his imputed desertion of the place, and his march upon Sym-
pheropol. In the attempt to decry his proceedings, the party of

Prince Gortschakoff have spared no efforts to show that the flace

was at the mercy of the Allies. According to my view of the matter,

Prince Mentscliikoff did exactly what was right. Having reinforced

the garrison \nth four battalions, which, with the ordinary garrison

and the seamen of the fleet, raised the force inside the place to a total

of forty-four battalions, and rendered it secirre from a coup de main,

he took up a position which gave him the command of aU the

resources of the country, and retained his communication with

the north and east, by which most of his reinforcements would

arrive ;
* while, at the same time, he held a position which was very

threatening to the Allies, and forced them to keep in reserve a large

* Sir John Burgoyne speaks of forty-four battalions left in Sebastopol,

—the fact being that (besides the artillery men serving the guns at the

sea-forts, and the marines and sailors) the only force left in the place

was an imperfect battalion of sappers, and 5000 ' reserve ' troops, or, as

I call them, ' militiamen.' Far from sufficing to prevent a coup de iruiin,

a force of this kind was just such as would be proper for maintaining

order, and enabling General Mclller to negotiate for the suiTender of the

place upon honourable terms. See anU^ p. 101, and chap, vi., sect. iii.

and y\., and footnotes to do.
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part of their forces to watch his movemeuts, and protect their com-

munications.

22. Upon the subject of the number of men inside the place it is

remarkable that General Todleben nowhere precisely mentions the

aggregate force which the Russians possessed ; but the forty-four

battalions must have represented a very large body of men. In fact,

in one part of his book he describes a battalion as consisting of 970

men. His description of '16,500 comhattants outre les troupes de

' marine placees sur la ligne de defense du cote sud, et les artilleursdes

' batteries de cote,' conveys little information, and omits 3500 ti^oops

on the. north side of the harbour, which were manifestly available

at this time to resist an assault against the south. Upon the whole,

I believe my original estimate of 25,000 men is by no means ex-

aggerated. The deserters from the Piussian army estimated their

force inside the place as much higher, and although the statements

of deserters are not to be depended on, they represented the impres-

sion within the place among their own men.

23. I remember well that during one of our earliest reconnaissances,

the Russians made an ostentatious display of a very large force

within view of our glasses, and there were certainly more than

20,000 men on the ground upon that occasion. Kobody who reads

General Todleben's account of the state of the place at this period

but must remark that a manifestly forced attempt is made to reduce

the value of the description of their means in this respect. Rus-

sian Generals do not seem to be easily satisfied with the amount

of force at their disposal. For my own part, I should have been

very glad to have defended Sebastopol at this period with 20,000

men.

24. The works on the south side, according to General Todleben,

mounted, at the period of the arrival of the Allies, 174 pieces of

artillery, varying in calibre from 30 to 12 pounders. Stress is laid

upon many of these guns being of small size ; but against an open

assault the smaller class of guns is more efficient than the larger,

from the rapidity of the service of the piece ; and the Allies possessed

no guns as large as the smallest of the Russian pieces. In addition

to these means of defence, men-of-war were moored \vith their broad-

sides bearing upon the approaches to the place. The effect of these

preparations was such that Colonel Elphinstone, in his account of

the siege, shows that the gruund in front of the Karabelnaia suburb,

over which the British must have advanced to the assault, was swept

by the fire of upwards of 100 pieces of artillery. After deducting

the necessary guard for Balaclava and our communications, and the
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requisite reserves, the assaulting columns could barely have exceeded

in strength the troops which the Eussians could have opposed to us
;

and I ask any military man of experience, What would have been

the result of an assault under such circumstances ?

25. I fully admit that great liberties may be taken with a beaten

enemy, but that consideration will not justify enterprises of such

extreme rashness as an assault upon Sebastopol at this period would

have been ; and the attempt to affirm the contrary comes with a

peculiarly bad grace from a Russian General who was foiled in

a similar enterprise of far less difficulty at Silistria. "We have a

right to demand why operations which were found to be so difficult

for the Russians are now discovered to be so easy of accomplishment

for their adversaries.

26. Being as jealous on the subject of the military reputation of

Lord Raglan as Mr Kinglake can be, and feeling certain in my own
mind that he hadpever proposed to assault the place at this period,

I have written to ^Marshal Canrobert to obtain from him a confirma-

tion of ray opinion, and I append his reply :

—

Paris, le IS Juillet 1868.

Mox CHER Marechal,—Apres vous avoir remercie pour le bon

souvenir que vous voulez bien me garder, et que je suis heureux de vous

rendre, j'ai Thonneur de repondre a votre question.

Non, Lord Raglan n'a jamais propose aii General Canrobert de donner

I'assault a Sevastopol immediatement apres Varrive des Allies devant cette

place, et par consequent, le G€n^ral Sir John Burgoj-ne n'a pas eu a

appuyer de son avis, un refus que je n'ai pas ete appele h. faire.*

Je sasis avee plaisir cette occasion, mon cher Marechal, pour vous ad-

dresser avec mes sentiments de haute consideration I'expression de mon
affectueux devouement. MARECHAL CAXROBERT.
A S. E. Le Marechal Sir John Burgoyne, a Londres.

27. Lord Raglan possessed many of the qualities of a great Gen-

eral. The firmness with which he suppressed the murmurs against

the expedition at Yarna ; his coolness and presence of mind under

fire ; the equanimity with which he bore reverses ; the bold front

which he presented during the winter of 1854, by which he probably

saved the remnant of the British army ; the magnanimity with

* By inserting the words which I have distinguished bv putting them
in italics, Canrobert supplies the students of logic with a good example

of the ' negative pregnant.'
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which he bore calumny, when an attempt to defend himself might

have jeopardised the French alliance— these are all qualities of a

great man : and when added to the military skill which a long

experience in a good school of army must have engendered, would

have obtained for him, under happier auspices, the rei^utation of a

great commander. But Mr Kinglake may rest assured that the effort

to make Lord Raglan's military views chime in Avith those popular

fallacies respecting the war which were rife during its prosecution

will not increase Lord Raglan's fame in future years ; while the

attempt to do so must necessarily lead to the infliction of injustice

upon other persons.

28. Much of the soreness of feeling which the English people felt

during the Crimean war, arose from the failure of our assaults upon

the Russian works ; but in a joint expedition we must be j^repared

to accept the fortune of war, which will sometimes favour the part

taken by our Allies, and sometimes our own. It was not until the

result of the battle of Inkerman had given ns possession of all the

ground south of the great harbour that an attack against the Mala-

koff front became possible. This battle was a heavy blow and

discouragement to the Russians, and the circumstances connected

with it have been much misunderstood in this country. It was a

great and decisive victory, and in its consequences, even more im-

portant to us than the battle of the Alma. It cleared our way to

an attack against the Malakoff Tower, which was decidedly the

proper point of attack, where success was both more easy of accom-

plishment, and more decisive when accomplished. It was these

considerations which led me, in the memoranda of the 25th of

November and the 20th of December 1854, published in the official

account of the siege, to recommend to Lord Raglan that the French

should relieve us of the charge of our left attack, so as to enable us

to take ground further to the right, and prosecute the attack against

the Malakoff front. Lord Raglan pressed these views strongly upon

the French Commander, but without effect, until after the visit of

General Niel to the country. It was then decided that the main

impression should be made by the Malakoff Tower ; but as soon as

that point was decided, our Allies, who now possessed a large pre-

ponderance of force, preferred to take the attack against the Malakoff

into their own hands, instead of relieving us of our left attack ; and

no one, under the circumstances, has a right to blame them. The

English must console themselves with the reflection, that if the

fortune of war was unfavourable to them on this occasion, it was not

always so. The battles of the Ahna and Inkerman have raised the
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reputation of British infantry- liiglier than ever, and our cavaky at

Balaclava extorted the admiration of the world.

29. So far from the Russians proving themselves to be our masters

in the art of war, as attempted to be shown by contemporary writers,

the reverse was the case. During the greater part of the period over

which the operations extended, the Russians were superior to us in

absolute force, and the extraordinary spectacle was witnessed of the

besieged being acutally stronger than the besiegers. Om- enemy-

beat us in numbers, but in nothing else. They produced no
novelties in the art of war : all the science and modem appliances

of warfare which date from the Crimea were introduced by the

AUies.

30. I feel confident that, when the mists of prejudice have passed

away, men will see the events of the Crimean campaign in a different

light, and that the verdict of posterity will be more favourable to us

than that of our contemporaries. The English people have no reason

to be ashamed of the part played by their countrymen in the

Crimea.—I am, sir, your obedient servant,

J. F. BUEGOYXE.
LOXDOX, Ai'.n. 4.

"With miicli of wliat is urged in tlie first ten paragraphs

of the letter I am able to concur ; but I cannot accept the

notion that when the ' British public ' ventured to criticise

unfavourably a course of action recommended by an officer

of engineers placed high in authority, they are chargeable

for depreciating the military operations of their ov^n

' countrymen ' generally. It seems to me that the oppo-

site view is the true one. If miscarriage results from the

erroneous decision of a scientific adviser, it surely is better

to make this evident than to allow the imputation of

failure to rest indiscriminately upon the armed forces

engaged.

I would also deprecate the unconditional acceptance of

a statement put forward in the 7th paragraph of the letter.

Sir John Burgojiie there says, 'Our means were totally

' inadequate to our task.' Xow Sir John's opponents

agree — nay, they strenuously insist— that, fo?' the task
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icliich he and the French advisers assigned to tlie Allied

Armies, the means were * totally inadequate ;
' but they

say that/or the jmrpose of icinning a battle, and proceeding

at once to capture Seha^topol, the means were sufficient.

The fallacy is occasioned by omitting to consider that the

summary method was the one adapted to the means which

the Allies really possessed ; whereas the chronic method
was one for which, as Sir John Eurgoyne himself says, the
^ means were totally inadequate.'

"With respect to paragraphs 11 and 12, I hardly know
what Sir John Burgoyne can mean by saying that I ' adopt
' in toto certain views of the campaign which have been
' put forward by the Eussians.' I have, no doubt, con-

sidered that, upon the question whether Sebastopol was
in a condition to resist an assault on any given day, the

opinion of the great engineer who defended the place was
of very high value ; but I surely have not carried to excess

the confidence which General de Todleben's opinion is so

weU fitted to inspire. What I say in the summing up of

chapter xi.* is this :
' General de Todleben is fallible ; but

' unless he has underrated the defensive resources of Sehasto-

' pol which he himself was preparing in the four last days
' of September, the determination of the Allies to give the

* garrison respite will have to be ranged as the third of the

' lost occasions which followed the battle of the Alma.'

How is it possible that language thus guarded can be spoken

of as an adoption ' in toto ' of the Eussian views 1

Sir John Burgoyne says in paragraph 10 that General

de Todleben, writing ' for the purpose of exalting as much
'as possible the brilliancy of the defence,' is 'under a

' strong temptation to depreciate the strength and resources

' of the defenders.' Whatever weight might attach to that

observation when applied to the earher days of the cam-

paign, I cannot perceive that it would hold good when
* End of chap. vii. of this Edition.
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applied to General de Todleben's estimate of the strength

of Sebastopol on the 29th of September. It seems to m&
that one who had taken such a part as General de Todle-

ben did would rather have been tempted to make the most

of what he had achieved in even a brief period of time,

and to say, ' Sebastopol was at first defenceless : but in the

* course of the four days and nights immediately preceding

* the 29th of September, I put the defences in such a state

' that, according to my judgment, we could have then
* offered a successful resistance to any assault.' Upon this

point, however, I must be suffered to intrude an opinion

founded upon my estimate of General de Todleben's char-

acter. Unless I strangely mistake the man, General de

Todleben's mind is of so robust and sterling a quality, and
he so loves the truths of his engineering science, that when
undertaking to estimate the defensive strength of an en-

trenched position on a given day he would hardly allow

his judgment to be warped by the stress of what Sir John
calls a ' purpose.'

In the 13th paragraph, Sir John Burgoyne says that ' in

' dealing with the published accounts of military operations

* by an adversary, the safest rule for a historian is to ac-

* cept his [the adversary's] facts, and disregard his reason-

* ing, so far as it applies to the measures of an opponent.*

I certainly have not adopted that singular canon. I am
neither prepared to accept indiscriminately all Todleben's

facts, nor to discard indiscriminately all his reasoning;

but, on the other hand, I have not, as Sir John Burgoyne

thinks, done the exact contrary. Sir John says I disregard

General de Todleben's facts, and ' accept all the reasoning

* without hesitation.' What are the facts, and what the

reasoning, to which this sweeping comment applies? I

cannot even guess the answer which Sir John Burgoyne

would give to that question. So far as concerns General

de Todleben's facts, I have endeavoured to sift them, and
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to compare his statements with other authorities. So far

as concerns liis arguments, I have not presumed to say, in

dogmatic form, that they are right or that they are wrong.

I have been content to state and submit them for the fair

consideration of the reader. It is quite true, however,

that I have undisguisedly recognised the high value which

must attach to the judgment of the great Eussian engineer

when he speaks of the degree of strength to which the

Sebastopol defences had attained on any particular day.

In paragraphs 14, 15, and 16, Sir John Burgoyne re-

opens the question, whether the Allies ought ' to have
' attacked the north side of Sebastopol in preference to the

south
;

' but even now, as in his earlier writings, his

reasoning is vitiated by the circumstance of his persisting

iu the idea that the works of the Xorth Side were to be

defended by an *army.' At no time was the Korth Side

defended by an ' army.' After its defeat on the Alma, the

Eussian army, without ever attempting to take up a posi-

tion on the North Side, crossed over the roadstead at once,

and retreated through the town of Sebastopol. It is true

that Prince Mentschikoif, on the evening of the battle,

entertained the idea of taking up a position on the Korth

Side ; but after receiving Colonel de Todleben's report he

finally abandoned all idea of doing so. All that the Allied

fleets and armies would have had to resist them, if they

had attacked the Star Tort, was a body of some eleven or

twelve thousand men, consisting almost entirely of sailors.

The facts on which this statement rests are minutely de-

tailed in General de Todleben's book ; and Sir John Bur-

goyne, if he adheres to his ' canon,' will not dispute them.

In the face of General de Todleben's elaborately-stated

conclusions. Sir John Burgoyne still upholds the theory

(paragraph 15) that the possession of the ISTorth Side would

not have carried with it any useful result ; and he supports

his opinion by referring to the condition of things which
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existed after the 8tli of September 1855. It is very true,

that after the 8th of September, Frenchmen and English-

men could go into the town of Sebastopol, and make all

the necessary arrangements for blowing up the docks with-

out serious molestation from the enemy, then occupying

the north side of the harbour ; but because officers and

men could do thus with comparative impunity, would it

foUow that a fire from the Xorth Side would have been

impotent against the Eussian fleet and against the arsenal

of Sebastopol ? Sir John Burgoyne says 'Yes.' General

de Todleben says ' Xo.' Upon this question—and it is a

question of gunnery rather than of history— I do not de-

sire to say more.

I must observe that, whilst professing to consider what

would have been the value of the ' Xorth Side ' to the

Allies, Sir John Burgoyne omits one consideration which

is of the very highest importance. He omits to deal with

the fact that the possession of the ZSTorth Side by the Allies

would have been compatible with arrangements for operat-

ing upon the Eussian line of communication.

In paragraph 1 7, Sir John Burgoyne says, * I perceive

' that Mr Ivinglake states that Lord Eaglan wished to

' attack the Xorth Side, but quotes no authority for his

' statement.' vSir John must have written this inadvert-

ently. The authority is given in the third footnote, ante,

p. 15.*

AVith regard to the 18th paragraph, I refer to my above-

written comments on Sir John Burgoyne's letter of the 30th

of June.

In the paragraphs numbered consecutively from 18 to

25, Sir John Burgoyne deals once more with the question,

whether when the Allies arrived before the South Side,

an immediate assault would have been expedient ; but he

does this upon the old grounds, and therefore, for a full

* In vol. iii. p. 33S of * Invasion of the Crimea,' Cabinet Edition.
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exposition of the facts and the opposing arguments bearing

uj^on tliis question, I must refer to the text of this volume,

and in particular to the 10th and 11th chapters.*

In the 26th paragraph, Sir John Burgojne gives a letter

which he has received from Marshal Canrobert, purporting

to be an answer to a question addressed to him by Su'

John, and containing this passage: *Xo, Lord Eaglan
' never proposed to General Canrobert to assault Sebasto-

' pol immediately after the arrival of the Allies before

* the place ; and consequently [par consequent] General Sir

* John Burgoyne did not have to support by his advice a

* refusal which I was not called upon to give.'

It is quite in accordance with my impression that there

was no formal proposal by Lord Eaglan, and ' by conse-

' quence,' as the letter very logically says, no formal rejec-

tion of such proposal by Marshal Canrobert. What I

have myself said in the text is, that ' Lord Eaglan pro-

' bably did no more than utter the few syllables which
' were necessary for inducing the French General to de-

* clare his opinion' (see p. 26-4) ;t and that Marshal

Canrobert, in expressing an opinion against the plan of

assaulting, rested it ' upon grounds of such a kind as to

' leave no opening for persuasion' (ibicl.)f There is no-

thincj in Marshal Canrobert's letter which clashes with

that statement.

In the openiug part of the 27th paragraph. Sir John

Burgoyne pronounces an eloquent, and, as it seems to me,

a most just eulogium upon Lord Eaglan ; but at the close

of the same paragraph he charges me with having at-

tempted ' to make Lord Eaglan's military views chime in

' with popular fallacies during the war which were rife

' during its prosecution.' I do not understand how opinions

upon the strength of the Sebastopol defences, which have

* Chaps, vi. and vii. of this Edition.

+ Chap. vii. of this Edition,
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been put forward and elaborately sustained in argument

by such a man as General de Todleben, can be aptly called

' popular fallacies
;

' but passing that by, I assure SifJohn

Burgoyne that I have only sought in this matter to learn

and to state fairly the truth. When I first read Lord

Raglan's correspondence with the Home Government, and

observed that in his confidential letters, as well as in de-

spatches, he withheld all express mention of the idea of

assaulting the place, and when I learnt also what Sir John

Burgoyne's recollections were, I was naturally disposed to

come to the conclusion to which Sir John still clings ; but

afterwards—without any special quest on my part—I be-

came the recipient of information which compelled me to

take a different view. I found myself compelled to be-

lieve that, whilst maintaining in general a studied reserve

on the subject, Lord Raglan had disclosed the inclination

of his opinion to two men. Of these two men, one is still

living ; the other is no more. The one who survives has

not withheld his testimony. The one who is dead left

tangible proof behind him, by affirming the accuracy of the

memorandum in which Mr Loch recorded his statements.

Then, besides, I find among Lord Raglan's papers that

letter of the 30th September 1854-, which was written, as

is shown by its date and its contents, in the very midst of

the alleged consultations with Sir Edmund Lyons. Add
to all this that upon again perusing Lord Raglan's con-

fidential correspondence with the Home Government, I was

able to see those unintentional disclosures of the writer's

apparent opinions which are to be gathered, as I have sub-

mitted, from the documents quoted in the sixth section of

the Appendix to the third volume.* So far as I know,

there was nothing to set against this accumulation of evi-

dence except the mere negative impressions produced on

men's minds by the circumstance of their not having heard

* Ante, Note V. of this Appendix.
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Lord Raglan declare his opinion. AVill Sir John Eurgoync

say that, with no better support than that, I ought to have

disregarded the proofs ]

The three last paragraphs of the letter relate to a period

which my narrative has not yet reached ; and I might now
bring my reply to a close ; but I wish to add that, whilst

desiring, as I own I did, to show in my third volume* the

real strength of the arguments that could fairly be urged

against two of Sir John Burgoyne's most important con-

clusions, I was far indeed from wishing to depreciate.

Where I could, I eagerly seized the occasion of tracing

back an advantageous result to his special design. ' The
* state,' it was thus I wTote— ' the state to which the

' Redan had been brought on the afternoon of this 17th

* of October v/as a singularly exact fulfilment of Burgoyne's

' design. . . . At a few minutes after three o'clock in

' the afternoon, the Redan lay before him in that very state

' to which he had sought to reduce it.'t

—

Added to Ajj-

pendix in 2d Edition.

^0T¥. YII.

Extracts showing that in November 1854, both the

French and English Engineers came back, after

ALL, to ' enterprise ' AS OFFERING THE BEST MEANS OF

EXTRICATION.

In a memorandum before me in the handwriting of Sir

John Burgoj'ne he says :
' In the present state of affairs

' of the Allied armies before Sebastopol some decided

' measure of progress must be immediately adopted, either

* In this, the 4th, volume of the present Edition,

t Ante, chap. xiii. sec. iii. of this Edition.

VOX.. IV. 2 H
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' by a vigorous assault of tlie place, or an attack on the

' enemj-'s army in our rear as a preliminary to it, both, of

' them arduous undertakings, and under arrangements that

' will require energy and audacity on the part of the forces

' fronting in every direction.' The memorandum is not

dated, but it is marked by Lord Eaglan in pencil with

these words :
' This has no date, but it was previous to the

* battle of the 5th.' And in his memorandum of the 28th

of November on General Bizot's project of attack Sir John

Burgoyne writes :
' This, as seems to be confessed by

' General Bizot, would not be the most methodical and
' safe course to pursue under ordinary circumstances of

' adequate means and a favourable season of the year ; but

* under the pressure of our present situation it would seem
' imperative to adopt a more short and enterprising process

' to accelerate our proceedings. . . . The circumstances

' under which the Allies are now placed before Sebastopol

' may in some degree be compared to those under which
' the Duke of Wellington considered it necessary at sieges

' in the Peninsula to adopt irregular and somewhat hazard-

' ous modes of attack for want of means and time for the

' more systematic course.'

Is it possible to be reasoned into the belief that 'au-

' dacity ' and an ' enterprising process ' would have been

more opportune in the closing days of ]K"ovember than in

the first or second of the weeks after the battle of the

Alma?
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NOTE VIIL

Extract of Eeturn to the Admiralty showing the

number of men and the quantity of material landed

FROM THE English Fleet to aid the Land Forces in

THE siege OF SeBASTOPOL DOWN TO 28tH OF OCTOBER.

Officers and seamen, 1786.

Officers and marines (besides 400 more landed at Eupatoria), 1530.

6 68-pounders, with 400 rounds for each. gnn.

50 32-pounder3j Avith 150 rounds of shot and 30 of shell for each

gun.

9 24-pound hoAvitzers, ) .,•, -^ i r v
^ , ^ ^ - - . '

f with /O rounds oi ammunition,
9 12-pound howitzers, )

1300 8-inch shells.

3000 8-inch cartridges.

680 24-pounder rockets.

770 8-inch cargasses.

Timbers and planks collected from different points for platforms.

NOTE IX.

General de Todleben's Explanations of Prince Ment-

schikoff's Eeasons for his Flank March.

VoYONS par quelles raisons le Prince ^Menchikow avait

ete determine a entreprendre une marche de flanc sur

Bakhtchisarai.

Apres roccupation du Eelbeck par les Allies et leur

campement en vue des fortifications du cote Nord, la situa-

tion du Prince Menchikow etait devenue fort critique.

Les ouvrages du cote Nord se trouvaient—dans le cas

d'une attaque dirigee centre eux par les Allies—reduits a

leurs propres forces, et ces forces, en comparaison de celles
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des Allies, etaient parfaitement insignifiantes ; I'armee Eusse,

separee d'elles par une large bale, ne pouvait leiir preter

aucun secours.

On devait, en outre, dans la supposition d'une attaque

des fortifications du ^Xord, I'attendre a ce qu'une partie des

troupes de I'assaillant s'etendre vers la gauche et occuperait

une forte position sur les rochers encarpes de la ferme

Mackenzie et des hauteurs d'Inkermann.

La Tschernaia est bordee de rochers sur presque toute la

longueur de son cours, qui ne peuvent etre franchis qu'en

quatre endroits tres rapproches les uns des autres. Ces

passages presentent tons les inconvenients des passages de

montagne, et peuvent etre, sans beaucoup d'efforts, rendus

tout a fait inaccessibles au moyen d'un petit corps d'in-

fanterie appuye par quelques bouches a feu. Si les Allies

eussent occupe cette position, notre armee aurait ete forcee

de rester a Sebastopol et d'attendre I'ennemi sur le mont

Sapoune qui, presentant une position assez forte, avait

pourtant le desavantage d'une trop grande etendue—en-

viron douze verstes. Par suite de la position prise par

Tennemi sur les hauteurs d'Inkermann, le Prince Menchi-

kow aurait en ses communications coupees avec I'interieur

de la Eussie, et alors la situation de I'armee Eusse, privee

de ses approvisionements et de I'espoir de recevoir des ren-

forts, aurait ete fort penible.

II est vrai que dans ce cas, la garnison de Sebastopol

aurait pu etre notablement renforcee par I'armee ; mais si

Ton considere I'etendue en longueur du terrain qu'occu-

paient nos troupes, les forces superieures de I'ennemi et

Tissue de la bataille de I'Alma, on voit qui nous ne pouvions

avoir la certitude de vaincre I'ennemi dans le cas oil il

aurait attaque la ville. Tons les avantages etaient evidem-

ment de son cote, et s'il eut obtenu un succes, non seule-

ment nous perdions la ville et la flotte, mais notre armee

elle-meme etait aussi perdue.
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Ayant bien pese toutes ces circonstances, le Prince

^renchikow, convaincu que son armee n'etait pas en etat

de sauver Sebastopol si I'ennemi dirigeait nne attaque

centre cette ville, jugea qu'il valait mieux prendre les

niesiires les plus efficaces et employer les efforts les plus

energiques pour la defense de la presqu'ile de Crimee.

Xeanmoins, 11 gardait encore I'espoir que, si I'irresolution

des Allies et le courage desespere de nos marins permet-

taient de contenir pour quelque temps I'ennemi devant

Sebastopol, I'armee pourrait, apres avoir re9u des renforts,

arreter les succes ulterieurs des Allies.

Guide par ces puissantes considerations, le Prince Men-

cliikow prit la resolution de quitter la ville et de se diriger

vers Bakhtchisarai, afin de pouvoir renouer ses communica-

tions avec la Russie et menacer le flanc et les derrieres de

I'ennemi sans se preoccuper de I'impression defavorable

que son eloignement devait produire sur la garnison de

Sebastopol.

XOTE X.

Protest of Vice -Admiral Korxiloff- against Prince

Mentschikoff's plan of still keeping the army aloof

FROM SeBASTOPOL.

It appears that the importance of preventing the enemy

from penetrating into Sebastopol, is beyond all discussion.

This is evident from the very efforts of our enemies to get

possession of the town, together with the mass of Govern-

ment establishments and ships that are in it. The loss of

either would be irretrievable for Eussia ; even the subse-

quent destruction of the whole army of the enemy on the

ruins of Sebastopol would not compensate the Emperor

for the demolition of that important port, and for the loss
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of the whole BLick Sea fleet, not only with its ships, but

with all the officers and sailors who had been trained

by such constant and unremitting exertions. To defend

Sebastopol with the forces at our command is impossible.

The line of defence extends over seven versts, intersected

by deep ravines with many approaches, which can only be

defended by our artillery and by the simple temporary

earthworks. Three columns, each consisting of 15,000

men, might easily, by three different ways, descend the

heights occupied by the enemy's camp, and with no great

sacrifice, crush their respective adversaries, however des-

perate their resistance might be ; the seamen and reserve

soldiers now forming the garrison scarcely amount to 15,000.

I therefore consider it indispensable for the security of the

town to double this number of the garrison

—

i.e., to in-

crease it by a division. Only then, when we shall have

the seamen in reserve and be able to employ them for

sapping works, and for keeping up the fortifications as well

as strengthening the defences, for which sailors are so

eminently suited— then, and only then, can we hope to

resist an assault and to save the town. The movement of

the army, though useful in diverting the attention of the

enemy, may meet with a reverse, and thus open a passage

to the enemy for the object of all his efforts ; and besides,

considering the small number of our troops, this movement

would be anything but formidable. The enemy, having

spies, will soon discover the weakness of the garrison, and

of the army itself, and, benefiting by the opportune mo-

ment, will seize both town and fleet in the very teeth of

our army. In conclusion, to secure the defence of Sebas-

topol, and to employ the remainder of our troops to watch

the Xorth Side, whither the reinforcements coming from

Russia should be directed, is our only practical mode of de-

fence, and I consider it not only possible, but even certain.

Sebastopol, \Wi Scp.eriiher (Ls^ October) 1854.
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NOTE XL

Strength of the Allies ox the 17th of October.

It was only in the batteries of the besiegers and the

besieged that the 17th of October proved to be a day of

strife ; and therefore it is quite unnecessary to attempt to

give the numerical strength of the Allies at that particular

time with anything like minuteness ; but an approximate

estimate made in general terms may be useful :

—

Estimated strength of the Allies on the 17th of October, in-

cluding their seamen and marines at that time landed,

and also including some 9400 Turks, (about) 68,000.

The strength of the rank and file of Lord Raglan's

infantry had already dwindled down to a number little

exceeding 16,000.—Lord Eaglan to Duke of Newcastle,

Private Letter, October 23d, 1854.

NOTE XIL

Grounds of Statement as to Strength of the Garrison

ON the 6th and 9th of October ] 854.

It is right to say that the work published under the

sanction of General de Todleben (p. 277) cuts down this

strength to the round numbers of 28,000, increased only, as

it states, to 32,000 before the 17th of October (p. 296);

and I therefore will state the authority on which I rely.

I adopt the figures which are given in fuU official detail by

Gendre, the author of 'Materiaux pour servir;' and the

following is the note by which he authenticates his state-
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ments :
' The number of the naval troops is taken from the

' following sources : List of the troops on the " Distance
"

* of Vice-Admiral ]Srovosilsky, on the 16th (28th) Septem-

* her ; report of Captain Sokovnin (who brought the recruit

' marching battalions) of the 23d September (5th October),

' and lists of the troops under the command of Captains

' Bartenoff and Yarnitzky on the 13th (25th) September.

' The number of infantry is taken from the muster-rolls of

* General MoUer of the 23d September (5th October), and

* of the Commander of the Boutirsk Fiegiment of the 24th

' September (6th October).'

The work published under the sanction of General de

Todleben gives no details of strength, so that possibly the

figures as printed may be the result of a clerical error, and

I may add that the work speaks of the battalions as being

only forty-two in number, whereas Gendre's list (and he

describes by name each battalion) amounts to forty-five.

NOTE XIIL

The French Siege Batteries, 17th of October.

No.

1. (de la marine) 7 canons de 30, 2 obnsiers de 22'', Total, 9 pieces.

2. „ 8 „ 4 „ . „ 12 „

3. (tie rartillerie) 6 mortiers de 27^ 2 mortiers de 22% ,, 8 ,,

4. ,, 6 canons de 24, 2 mortiers de 22*^, ,, 8 ,,

,,
1" face, 4 obusiers de 22<=, \

\ ,,
2« face 4 canons de 24, I ,^

S-
j „ 3« face, 2 canons de 24, 2 i " ~ "

(
canons de 16, /

6. (de la marine) 4 obusiers de 22"=, seuls en etat de

faire feu de lendemain, . . . . ,, 4 ,,

Total, 53
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XOTE XT.

Aemament of these ErssiAX Batteries which were opposed to the

Batteries of the Besiegers ox the 17th of October.

Batteries Franjaises sur
la Chersonese, . . .

' Batteries Francaises du
IMont Rodolphe, . .

Batteries Anglaises de la

Montagne Veriie, . .

Batteries Anglaises du
j

Mont "Worontzow,

I

Batteries Anglaises de
Lancaster, ....

Total, 5 21

3

7

4

16 .. 10 3

.. 11

..'..

4

5

;:

1 ••

.. 3 .. ..

The Licome is a Russian variety of the Howitzer.

XOTE XYI.

Strength and Armament of the three Russian Sea-fort Batteries

WHICH were engaged BY THE ALLIED FlEETS.

Cannon. Licomes.
aj ®

.
V

-^r,

1
1 o

Batteries. TVfKw. CO

o

1
1
i,

1 1

i

fin

a

•s

1

o

o

"3

S-2
=

E i i 2
s S

1

Quarantine Sea-Fort, . . 277 2 29
,

... ... 12 9 6 58] 33

Fort Alexander, . . . 272 2 11 i 16 4 19 4 56 17

j

Fort Constantine, . . . 470 ... 50

i

34 4 6 94 23

1019

4 40 66 4 65 13 16 208
i

73
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NOTE XVII.

Memorandum ox the Climate of the Crimea by Mr
Cattley, which was sent by Lord Raglan to the

Home Government on the 23d of October 1854.

The climate of the Crimea is subject to great changes

from heat to cold ; but the weather, during the winter, is

generally and almost always cold. During a period of

thirteen years (from 1841 to 1854) only one winter was

without any frost, and one with very little ; but the place

of frost was supplied by rain, which fell in torrents at

short intervals during the months of December, January,

and February. The greatest degree of cold during this

period was in the year 1846, when the thermometer

marked at Kertch 22"^ frost Eeaumur ! and though the

climate of Kertch may be somewhat colder than that of

the south coast of the Crimea, or of the neighbourhood of

Sebastopol, still the degree of frost in these latter places

was in that year from 18° to 19° Eeaumur, and this accom-

panied by a severe N.E. wind, and very often by driving

snow, lasting for days and even for weeks. In such

weather no human creature can possibly resist the cold

during the night unless in a good house properly warmed,

and in the day-time unless warmly dressed. The poorer

class of inhabitants of the country, Tartars as weU as Rus-

sians, have sheepskin coats and caps, and their feet pro-

tected by bandages of linen or woollen stockings under

their long boots. The soldiers are always in barracks or

in warm houses ; and the sentinels on guard are furnished

with a large fur pelisse and fur galoches, which they sHp

on over their boots while on duty, and they have warm

mitts or gloves for their hands. Further, the transitions

from cold to heat, and vice versa, being often very sudden
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in this climate, are very trying to those unaccustomed to

them. It often happens that in the morning there are 5^

or 6"" heat, and in the evening 10^ or 12^ frost. These

changes are very dangerous to those Tvho may happen to

be exposed to wet—the extremities being apt to be frozen.

The keen winds on the hills are often fatal to those who

may not be properly clothed.

The climate being so variable, it is, of course, very diffi-

cult to offer any opinion as to what it may be during the

ensuing season ; but in any case, cold weather must be

looked for, and would be very difficult to guard against

unless with the aid of warm houses and warm clothing.

Frost declares itself sometimes as early as the 5th or 6th

of December, sometimes towards the end of the month.

In 1853 there was incessant rain during the month of

December and till the 15 th January, when frost set in,

and in twenty-four hours there were 15^ frost, which con-

tinued with more or less intensity for seventeen days. -In

the year 1842 frost set in the 27th December, and lasted,

with short intervals of thaw, till the 27th February 1842.

The winters of 1843-44, and 1844-45, were mild; 1845-6-7

were severe; from 1847 to 1853 there has always been

more or less frost, and once during that period 17"^ Reau-

mur of frost. On an average, I should say, then, 10"" or

12^ frost may be looked for.
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